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Abstract
My thesis ‘Theory and Practice of Adulatio in Seneca the Younger’ aims to explore the
discourse of flattery in Seneca’s philosophical texts and analyse the extent to which Seneca
developed a theory of adulation. My research maps a phenomenology of flattery, tracing its
external manifestations in Senecan philosophy. It is divided into five chapters. In chapter one,
I suggest a new interpretation of the Consolatio ad Polybium, elucidating how Seneca coalesces
the consolatory topoi with panegyrical purpose. In chapter two, I propose an innovative reading
of the presence of Claudius in the consolation by analysing the speech attributed to the princeps
by Seneca. Chapter three deals with some historical exempla of flattery in Seneca’s
philosophical prose. At the core of chapter four, I discuss the figure of Iulius Canus, an
exemplum of ‘missing’ flattery. Chapter five, finally, examines the theory of flattery as
developed by Seneca himself. The personal practice of flattery displayed in the Ad Polybium,
as discussed in chapters 1 and 2, along with the ‘distant’ exempla of flattery represented by
Seneca, considered in chapters 3 and 4, and with the theorization of adulation, as examined in
chapter 5, indicates the range and the complexity of flattering strategies during the JulioClaudian dynasty. Furthermore, I argue, Seneca emerges not only as a practitioner of flattery
but also as a theorist of flattery. While many writers tarnished their reputation by giving up to
flattery, Seneca is among the few who not only accepts flattery but also advocates for it as an
essential tool in his own times. Nevertheless, in Seneca’s philosophical prose, a constant
tension emerges: whereas flattery is ‘politically’ accepted as an instrument to cope with the
absolute power embraced by the princeps, the sapiens and the would-be-philosopher should be
careful because adulatio can seriously compromise their path to wisdom. By analysing the
practice and theory of flattery, I discuss how a new level of reading also emerges in passages
permeated with the most blatant flattery and how Seneca’s philosophical prose can in many
ways be viewed an extended exercise in symbolic projection and figured speech. Furthermore,
my aim in this thesis is to disclose some traces of this criticism behind the façade of the most
flagrant flattery.
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Preface
I have used the Oxford Classical Texts of Latin and Greek authors when available and unless
otherwise indicated. All translations of Seneca’s texts are from The Complete Works of Seneca
the Younger (Chicago University Press) unless otherwise specified. Translations used for other
texts discussed in the thesis are indicated in specific notes. I have tried to keep abbreviations
to a minimum, but where they are used they follow the Oxford Classical Dictionary.
Abbreviations of Latin authors and works are those of Thesaurus Linguae Latinae.
Abbreviations of Greek authors and works are those of Thesaurus Linguae Graecae.
I use an Appendix for the translation of all long passages.
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‘Nobody writes for humanity, for civilization; they write for their country, their sect; to
amuse their friends, or annoy their enemies’
Norman Douglas, South Wind
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Introduction
ταρβῶ µὲν εἰπεῖν τοὺς λόγους ἐλευθέρους πρὸς τὸν τύραννον.
I tremble to speak the words of freedom before the tyrant.
Eur. Bacc. 775
‘Aliter’ inquis ‘loqueris, aliter vivis’ is the main charge Seneca attempted to answer in
De vita beata.1 To find a solution to this problem is an unlikely feat. My aim is to
investigate Seneca’s work from a different perspective and to reassess a series of questions
already raised by scholars. In doing so, I cannot assert any sort of objective neutrality: as
Barchiesi remarks, ‘the history of classical studies has shown us that there is no objective,
stable position from which to look at the past from outside’.2
This thesis investigates the discourse of flattery in Seneca’s philosophical texts. Seneca
himself developed a theory of flattery, which has not yet been considered in detail because
it has been taken for granted that Seneca was an adulator. I will compare texts in which
Seneca defines the adulator with other texts in which a theory of adulation is put into
practice, as the consolation addressed to Polybius. While suffering his relegatio at the
boundaries of the empire, Seneca composed his most compromising œuvre which placed
a sharp weapon in his detractors’ hands, since it was imbued with the grossest adulation.
A huge amount has been written on the extent to which Seneca gushes over Claudius, on
how Seneca’s political audacity contradicts Stoic precepts, and on how in the
Apocolocyntosis, by parodying Claudius, Seneca decries his earlier flattery of Claudius in the
Consolation to Polybius.3 Yet the Apocolocyntosis itself should also be read as a work primarily
devised to flatter Nero: by vilifying the dead emperor, Seneca can ingratiate himself with the
new one. Indeed, the uncanny contrast between references to Claudius in the two different
works is undeniable, just as the lapse of consistency is patent. This contradiction has
represented primary evidence for charging Seneca with duplicity and flattery.

1

Cf. Vit. b. 18, 1. Quotations from Seneca’s Dialogi are from Reynolds’ OCT edition (1977). Davus reproaches
Horace in Sat. 2, 7, 22-24: laudas / fortunam et mores antiquae plebis, et idem, / siquis ad illa deus subito te agat,
usque recuses.
2
Cf. Barchiesi (1997, 5).
3
Momigliano (1932, 137) suggests that the panegyric of Claudius in the Ad Polybium is satirical in character;
Griffin (1976, 133) considers the Apocolocyntosis as a meditative parody of the Ad Polybium’s flattery.
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Nevertheless, to better understand Seneca’s approach to the emperor in the consolation, I
propose we should reread the Ad Polybium not only in comparison with other consolatory
works written by Seneca – especially the Consolatio ad Helviam matrem, composed in the
same period during the exile – but also with the so-called literature of exile, especially
Ovid and Cicero’ writings.4 In Ovid’s Tristia and Epistulae ex Ponto, and in some of
Cicero’s letters addressed to Atticus and to his friends, flattery is overt. Both Cicero and
Ovid, according to circumstances, adapt their behaviours, and do not hesitate to flatter the
powerful. Doubtless, after his political débâcle, Cicero in the Caesarian speeches adopts
a more conciliatory tone. Ovid in his works problematizes the motif of ira Caesaris in two
different ways: first, in the Metamorphoses, he dismisses Jupiter’s anger, whose negative
consequences mean Lycaon is punished excessively.5 Nevertheless, when Ovid, in turn,
becomes a victim of (excessive) anger, he completely changes his position and, by
appealing for clementia, describes Augustus’ ira as a civilized weapon in order to enforce
his power. In other words, Ovid justifies Augustus: the princeps would have been
compelled to display the effects of ira Caesaris. This is part of the Ovidian strategy to
obtain Augustus’ pardon and return to Rome. As we will see (chapter 2), Ovid is a constant
model for Seneca’s production in exile.
Writers’ flattery, distasteful to modern readers, should be assessed not only within the
context of the status of exile but also within the literary and political environment of the
Principate. Seneca never knew the Republic, he lived under the princeps, when personal
and political freedom were pure utopia and any contact with the emperor was extremely
dangerous. Flattery can be perceived as an alternative strategy to avoid this ‘ineluctable
collusion’ between the poet and the emperor.6 As Wallace-Hadrill has remarked, ‘flattery
and the concealment of true feelings were a structural necessity’.7 Therefore, instead of
reproaching Seneca for flattering Claudius before and Nero after, I suggest it is more
productive to investigate the ways in which Seneca theorises flattery alongside the
exempla of flattery in his texts. We should consider flattery as a political phenomenon in
the Roman empire which is necessarily in stark contrast with Stoic philosophy and explore
how Seneca tries to harmonise his philosophical inclination with his role at the imperial
4

Leopold (1904) spoke of ‘exulum trias’.
Cf. Ov. Met. 1, 163-252.
6
Hardie (1997, 182) in reference to the end of Ovid’ Metamorphoses speaks of the ‘ineluctable collusion between
artist and ruler’.
7
Cf. Wallace-Hadrill (1996, 305).
5
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court. In the Neronian age, philosophy cannot be apolitical and morals become divorced
from politics; Seneca offers the most vivid representation of this dichotomy.
The question of whether Seneca is ‘sincere’ or not is less relevant. We should change the
perspective and instead of passing judgement on his degree of the sincerity in praising the
princeps, investigate the ways in which imperial authors, including Seneca, address the
emperor. Although traditional scholarship casts a negative light on Seneca, we should be aware
that not only Seneca but everyone called to speak to power in imperial Rome gets their hands
dirty. During the Roman Empire, there is no space for libertas – as Tacitus, who speaks of
foedissima adulatio (Ann. 3, 57, 10), clearly remarks – and it is almost impossible to find clear
evidence of dissidence.8 In that context, flattery is the direct consequence of an intensified
climate of oppression and suspicion. In the Naturales Quaestiones he pleads with Lucilius to
be suspicious of all, beginning with himself (chapter 5).9 We will see (chapter 1) that in the Ad
Polybium Seneca reminds Polybius that he is not free and does not have his own privacy. With
the transition from Republic to Empire, we witness a progressive reduction of private space.
Observantur oculi tui (6, 2), Seneca alerts Polybius: at the imperial court, the emperor’s
‘surveillance’ means, on the one hand, protection, on the other, imposition. Because of his high
position, Polybius is not able to say and do what he feels: multa tibi non licent quae humillimis
quoque et in angulo iacentibus licent (6, 4). The situation is even worse: everyone, not only
the emperor, scrutinises him.
Living at the imperial court is extremely dangerous not only because people are constantly
inspected, but also because communication is enormously difficult: courtiers are required to
speak to the princeps without shameful flattery or, at the opposite extreme, outrageous
frankness, or, without stooping to adulatio or contumacia.10 In other words, Seneca and his
peers should eschew profitable flattery and turn instead to a wary posture in order to establish
a ‘dialogue’ with the emperor. Nevertheless, de facto, as we will see, they are compelled to
flatter the powerful. It would be unimaginable to say apertis verbis something against the
emperor, who always wants to receive praise and encomium.11 Seneca and other imperial
8

Cf. Tac. Agr. 3, 1: nunc demum redit animus; et quamquam primo statim beatissimi saeculi ortu Nerva Caesar
res olim dissociabiles miscuerit, principatum ac libertatem.
9
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 19: possum te ipse nunc videri te aut captare aut experiri. utrumlibet crede et omnes timere
a me incipe. See Ad Pol. 6, 2: observantur oculi tui. Quotations from Seneca’s Naturales Quaestiones are from
Hine’s Teubner edition (1996).
10
Cf. Ahl (1984).
11
Cf. Rudich (1997, 15-16).
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writers who allude to politics face challenges and strict constraints. Flattery is, therefore,
the only mechanism for interacting with power in the imperial age, especially under JulioClaudian emperors, when it was unthinkable and dangerous to criticise the emperor.
We need to study Seneca’s flattery in the context of historical circumstances and in
awareness of the intellectual’s vulnerability under Claudian and Neronian tyranny. The
interaction between politics and poetics has always been problematic in Roman literature, but
it becomes more complicated especially during the imperial age. Indeed, it is represented as
anachronistic to speak ore libero, like Titus Labienus and Cassius Severus’ personal accounts
demonstrate.12 Another telling example of the impossibility of speaking against power is given
by Cremutius Cordus, whose works, burned in the reign of Tiberius, had been republished with
Gaius’ permission.13 Seneca refers to Cremutius’ damnatio in the consolation addressed to
Marcia (Cremutius Cordus’ daughter) as a demonstration of Gaius’ belief in freedom of speech.
In this climate of apparently rediscovered freedom of speech, it may be that Seneca himself
thought to publish his father’s historical work on civil wars (see chapter 2). However, the
situation under Claudius and Nero remained extremely critical and flattery still seems to have
been the only way to interact with the powerful.
Nevertheless, interacting with the powerful also meant inventing new ways of expressing
ideas: doublespeak – saying one thing and meaning another – is one way to deviate from the
constraining effects of imperial oppression.14 My thinking about the possibilities of disclosing
more levels of reading has been informed by scholars who have explored the interrelationship
between literature and state power, such as Shadi Bartsch. In her 1994 book Actors in the
Audience: Theatricality and Doublespeak from Nero to Hadrian, Bartsch argues that opposing
categories such as praise and blame often ‘conflate’, and explore ‘what happens to language’s
ability to mean when all communication is distorted by the pull of a centralized and autocratic

12

On Titus Labienus’ sentence see Sen. Contr. 10 pr. 4; Quint. Inst. 4, 1, 11; for Cassius Severus’ condemnation
see Sen. Contr. 3 pr. 1; Tac. Dial. 19, 1; 26, 4; Quint. Inst. 10, 1, 116.
13
At Ad Marc. 1, 3, Seneca alludes to a mutatio temporum which facilitated the publication of Cremutius’ Annales;
cf. Manning (1981, 30). Under Caligula, not only Cremutius’ work but also Titus Labienus and Cassius Severus’
one, circulated again; cf. Suet. Cal. 16, 1: Titi Labieni, Cordi Cremuti, Cassi Severi scripta senatus consultis
abolita requiri et esse in manibus lectitarique permisit, quando maxime sua interesset ut facta quaeque posteris
tradantur. According to Quintilian (Inst. 10, 1, 104), the republication of Cremutius’ Annales was a censored
version.
14
See Bartsch’s definition of doublespeak (1994, 65): ‘it is only when an audience registers that a given speech
or verse contains a meaning other than the one dictated (in public life) by political convention or (in literature) by
the additional factors or fictional context and literary precedent, that doublespeak is born’.
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authority’.15 As Bartsch herself points out, her work can be seen as the development of James
C. Scott’s reflections on domination and dissimulation in power relations.16 Subordinates are
compelled to perform a role and their ‘performance’ provides evidence for the unequal
distribution of power. Along the same lines drawn by Bartsch, Scott, a political theorist, argues
that subordinates on one level have to conform to the ‘public transcript’, that is what is
officially required by the dominant, while on another level they voice an oppositional claim, in
Scott’s words a ‘hidden transcript’, that expresses the authentic voice of the subordinates.17
This thesis is concerned with the dialogic relationship between state power and literature, as
revealed in Seneca’s thinking and writing. Since he was deeply involved in Roman politics,
Seneca was forced to seek new ways of expressing both praise and criticism. My project is not
to examine these two aspects separately, though aspects of each of these will be debated; rather,
my primary object of study is to examine how praise and criticism often coexist in the same
texts, although only the former is visible at first sight. Another work that has been fundamental
to my awareness of the possibility of revealing traces of criticism in texts where we normally
do not expect to find reproach is Ahl’s 1984 article ‘The Art of Safe Criticism in Greece and
Rome’, where he explores ‘figured speech’ in Greek and Roman writers, and contends that
‘there is a long tradition of figuring language in the interests of both tact and safety’.18
As Nero’s right-hand man, Seneca was for many years in a favoured position, holding a role
of high importance at the top of the Roman hierarchy. Writing under the Roman Empire,
Seneca was naturally concerned with the passions of the powerful, above all the emperor, but
he was also a member of the Roman aristocracy, who exercised a heavy authority over his
subordinates. There were those who issued orders and those who executed them, and Seneca
exceptionally experienced both sides. In doing so, he put on at least two distinctive, and in
some circumstances conflicting ‘masks’. His several masks and his double role, of philosopher
and politician, make it difficult to uncover a personality which expresses itself in plural voices.
As Shadi Bartsch has recently pointed out, ‘there is no doubt that in the course of his lifetime
he put on at least two contradictory performances to show who he was to two very different
audiences. One Seneca was on display for the imperial court, in particular for his erstwhile

15

Bartsch (1994, vi). Cf. Murgia (1980, 123) who, in reference to Maternus’ speech, claims ‘Maternus gives an
example of the kind of double-talk that was essential under the empire for personal safety, and which normally
communicated one thing to supporters of the emperor, another to his opponents’.
16
Cf. Bartsch (1994, 11-12).
17
Cf. Scott (1990, 2-3).
18
Ahl (1984, 174).
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student and eventual emperor, Nero, and also, in earlier days, for Caligula, Claudius, Agrippina
and others. The other Senecan “self” was for an audience of readers whom he cultivated
throughout his writings, but especially with his works of the early 60s CE: that is, the readers
of his Epistles, and their readers in posterity: us’.19
In order to make sense of this lack of consistency, Seneca defines himself as a striver
(proficiens), not a sapiens and addresses his works not to wise men, who do not need
instruction, but to a large group of proficientes.20 A frequent metaphor that Seneca uses to
construct his image in the guise of the proficiens is that of a sculptor shaping marble or clay.21
The comparison aims to stress the analogy between the proficiens who makes an effort to
perfect his soul and the sculptor who is committed to sharpening his statue.22 Another recurring
metaphor used by Seneca to describe the path to wisdom comes from the language of the stage.
Seneca states that the wise man is even better than all actors because his performance on the
stage of life is distinguished by consistency: only the sapiens can be consistent with himself,
play to the end his own role assigned by Fortune.23 According to Stoic doctrine, consistency is
focused on the importance of not changing your expression, no matter what happens. Seneca
often quotes Socrates, who never changed his expression, not even under the Thirty Tyrants,
and Cato who was unperturbed even when the Republic collapsed.24 As Shadi Bartsch
summarises, ‘the wise man is not pushed around by the slings and arrows of Fortune nor the
torture devices of tyrants but soldiers on without wavering, guided by rational principle alone
and sporting a steady gaze’.25 Nevertheless, in a passage from the De tranquillitate animi,
Seneca notes that playing a coherent role is tiring.26 In the Hercules Oetaeus (a tragedy of
unsure authenticity), he claims that the only person who is really happy is the one who can
change his expression (vultus) as the circumstances demand.27 In the role of a perfect actor,

19

Bartsch (2015b, 187). On the representation of the ‘self’ in Senecan letters see Edwards (2008). For the imago
that Seneca wanted to leave to posterity see Griffin (1974).
20
In Tranq. 11, 1 Seneca writes to Serenus: ad inperfectos et mediocres et male sanos hic meus sermo pertinet,
non ad sapientem. Seneca conceives the Letters addressed to Lucilius as a conversation between two patients and
he never defines himself as wise, cf. Epist. 27, 1. At Epist. 68, 9 Seneca defines himself as an ‘invalid’ (aeger).
21
Cf. Sen. Epist. 6, 1; 25, 5; 31, 11.
22
Bartsch (2015b, 192).
23
Cf. Epist. 35, 4; 109, 6; see Bartsch (2015b, 194).
24
Cf. Ad Helv. 13, 4-6; Epist. 104, 28-30.
25
Bartsch (2015b, 194).
26
Cf. Tranq. 17, 1.
27
Cf. Sen. Her. O. 228-230: felix quisquis novit famulum /regemque pati / vultusque suos variare potest.
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Seneca has to adapt his performance to circumstances.28
Indeed, the invasive gaze of the emperors compelled him to dissimulate his feelings and to
display flattery in order to ensure his safety. Through several exempla, Seneca in the De ira
explains that flattery in some circumstances is not only justifiable but also necessary (chapter
3). After all, as Seneca reminds us at De ira 2, 33, 2, the only possible way for a courtier to
survive to old age (senectutem consequeri), the rarest distinction at court (rarissima res), is by
suffering wrongs and saying thank you (iniurias accipiendo et gratias agendo). To achieve old
age at the hub of empire is both to play a clever game and to embody the virtue of philosophical
resistance. Only at the end of his career, when Seneca was losing or had lost power in 62 and
later, can he openly condemn flattery and refuse any collaboration with tyranny, by launching
an attack on sexual license, wealth, and luxury. Previously, however, the choice between a life
of service to the res publica and a life of otium devoted to philosophy is crucial in Seneca’s
life and works. In the late Republic and early Empire, the thesis sitne sapientis ad rem publicam
accedere was one of the favourite exercises in the rhetorical schools.29 Griffin advances the
hypothesis that the emphasis on otium, especially in the letters, springs from Seneca’s personal
situation as an expression of his frustrated longings.30
Until his retirement, Seneca is completely enmeshed in the imperial court and it would be
unrealistic to map direct criticism about the politics of the time onto his works. Apart from the
Apocolocyntosis and other scattered allusions to Gaius, Seneca neither refers to, nor makes
judgments about other principes. Even Seneca’s references to Gaius aim to give moral insight,
by focusing on the vices of the man, not on his politics.31 Nevertheless, I agree with Edwards
who argues for the ‘absent presence’ of Nero in late Seneca’ s Epistulae Morales, where the
presence of emperor resounds between the lines.32 Although Seneca, predictably, never
mentions Nero in his correspondence with Lucilius, we can identify some implicit references
in the complex representation of the bond between the philosopher and the princeps. Scarpat
reads a reference to Nero in Epist. 7, 5: agite dis immortalibus gratias quod eum docetis esse

28

Cf. Tranq. 14, 1: faciles etiam nos facere debemus, ne nimis destinatis rebus indulgeamus, transeamusque in
quae nos casus deduxerit nec mutationem aut consili aut status pertimescamus, dummodo nos levitas,
inimicissimum quieti vitium, non excipiat.
29
Cf. Cic. Top. 82.
30
Griffin (1976, 147; 209; 360-362).
31
Cf. Ad Pol. 13, 1; 17, 4-6; Ad Helv. 10, 4.
32
Cf. Edwards (2015; 2020); Wilson (2015). Letta (1999, 125-134) investigates possible references to Nero in the
Letters.
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crudelem qui non potest discere.33 Champlin contends that in Epist. 115, 13 there is a thinly
veiled critique of Nero’s ‘solar ideology’.34 Indeed, in his later works, there emerges a
characterisation of the Principate as despotic, one in which the boundaries of law, property,
and morality are continually subverted.35 Nevertheless, flattering tones are not absent in
Seneca’s last production.36
From Seneca’ perspective, flattery can also be seen as the reply to the widespread need for
securitas and tranquillitas. At the end of his life and career, Seneca in his dialogue with
Lucilius will ask himself: ‘what is the happy life? It is peace of mind, and lasting tranquillity’.37
In order to obtain securitas and tranquillitas the philosopher has to showcase his skill to
dissimulate (dissimulare). The times in which Seneca lives are so degenerate that it is necessary
to don a mask and endure injuries. Indeed, flattery is a specific characteristic not only of the
Julio-Claudian dynasty but also of the next generation. Statius, one generation later than
Seneca, writes a lost poem on the German War in which he praises Domitian’s triumphal
celebrations in 89.38 Martial, coeval with Statius, presents his book as a humble plea to the
princeps: by imagining the presence of the emperor, he insists that his poems give not only
immediate pleasure but endless fame to his addressee, Domitian. Martial compares his encomia
with the usual and accepted service performed by the client: the activity of the poet is similar
to that of the client. Martial in the guise of an ordinary client is inspired not by sincere devotion
but by the necessity of gaining material reward just like the intellectual who writes to please
the princeps and obtain protection. Instead of the sportula, he offers his poetry, which is
depreciated as a bargaining chip.39
Alongside the paramount development of flattering and (dis)simulating strategies, another
specific trait of Imperial literature is the decline of oratory, which is often attributed to the
absence of freedom in speaking and writing and to the need for imperial encomia. In the
parabola from Republic into Empire, oratory has lost its civic function and has become solely
a site for virtuoso display, as Tacitus remarks in the Dialogus de Oratoribus. Furthermore, the
33

Scarpat (1975, 128-129). Quotations from Seneca’s Epistulae are from Reynolds’ OCT edition (1965).
Champlin (2003, 127-129).
35
Cf. Letta (1999, 97).
36
Cf. Epist. 73. On Seneca’s flattery of Nero in the Naturales Quaestiones see infra p. 191.
37
Cf. Epist. 92, 3: quid est beata vita? Securitas et perpetua tranquillitas. On the transformation of securus in
Roman imperial literature see Hasic (2015); Rimell (2015a, 90); Lowrie (2016).
38
Cf. Sullivan (1991, 128): ‘Martial’s flattery is not as extreme as the sycophancy of Statius’.
39
According to Garthwaite (1998, 158), the fact that Martial does not directly send book 5 to the emperor
demonstrates the debasement of the poet and his subordination to the princeps.
34
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places available for the public speech changed significantly: Romans began to exercise their
rhetorical skills neither in the forum nor in the Senate, but in the school of rhetoric, where
speeches were pronounced in the form of recitatio. In sum, oratory became a spectacle, a public
display of personal skills, and oratory was transformed into panegyric, or praise oratory, whose
most famous example is the panegyric to Trajan composed by Pliny the Younger in 100 A.D.
The decline of oratory is directly related to the rise of flattery.
Although Seneca advises us to begin our arguments by displaying precepts and then end
by using examples, I do not follow his instructions to the letter in this thesis and indeed
do the exact opposite.40 Instead of beginning with the theory of adulation, I choose to start
with the Ad Polybium, where a theory of flattery is put into practice. Pursuing this strategy,
I nevertheless follow Seneca, who composed a work of blatant adulation (Consolatio ad
Polybium) and only then theorised flattery in his final treatise (Naturales Quaestiones).
According to the OLD, adulatio indicates:
1. The act of fawning upon (also applied to the courtship of pigeons).
2. Prostrating oneself as an act of homage, obeisance.
3. Obsequious or servile flattery, adulation.
Strictly connected to adulatio are blanditia (blandities) defined as ‘ingratiating behaviour or
speech, blandishment(s), flattery’ and adsentatio ‘flattering agreement or compliance,
adulation, toadyism’. What is significant is that the term adulatio appears only in the late
Republic, starting from Julius Caesar.41 The fact that from early Roman literature until the end
of Republic the term is absent is a clear indication that the concept does not exist, or, at least,
was not so wide-spread.42 Even the analogous adsentatio apart from Plautus (Bacch. 411) does
not recur before Cicero.43 Also blanditia apart few occurrences in Plautus, is attested only from
Cicero, who matches blanditia with adsentatio and adulatio: nullam in amicitiis pestem esse
maiorem quam adulationem, blanditiam, adsentationem.44 I suggest that this fact is a clear
indication that flattery, as I will attempt to demonstrate in this thesis, is a peculiar characteristic
of the Empire, highly interlinked with the absolute power embraced by the emperor.

40

Ad Marc. 2, 1: scio a praeceptis incipere omnis qui monere aliquem volunt, in exemplis desinere.
Caes. Civ. 1, 4, 3: adulatio atque ostentatio sui et potentium.
42
Cf. TLL I, 874 s.v. adulatio.
43
Cf. TLL II, 853 s.v. assentatio.
44
Cf. Cic. Lael. 91.
41
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While the word adulatio and its synonyms appear late, the figure of the flatterer has a long
history: this ‘type’ so pervasive in Roman literature and society can be assimilated to the Greek
κόλαξ. Ribbeck 1883 still represents the starting point for defining the character of the κόλαξ.45
The κόλαξ – the Greek translation of adulator – is the evolution of the parasite (παράσιτος)
who oversaw banquets held in the temples in favour of Apollo or in the Prytaneion and from
the fifth century becomes a stock character of comedy.46 Roman comedy inherits this character,
namely the parasitus.47 The parasite par excellence is Terence’s Gnatho, who pompously
claims to be the ‘first inventor’ of the technique of flattery.48 It is clear that from its beginning
flattery is associated with servitude; in my thesis, I will develop at length this association. It is
remarkable that, originally, flattery concerns only the lowest stratum of Roman society, but,
after the princeps came to power, flattery concerns everyone, even the highest orders of Roman
society. Following this social transformation, the abstract adulatio and other words related to
flattery arise.
In chapter 1, I propose a new interpretation of the Consolatio ad Polybium, illustrating subtle
and unexpected ways in which Seneca absorbed and transformed consolatory topoi, regarding
the circumstances, and, above all, the addressees. By adapting Stoic ideas and principles to the
recipient, Seneca displays his skill in the psychological shaping of the piece to suit the needs
of the addressee. By comparison with the consolations addressed to Helvia and Marcia, I point
out the different approach of Seneca toward Polybius. Exploring the possible link between
Polybius and Seneca, I attempt to explain why Seneca chooses to address Polybius among
Claudius’ freedmen, and not the more powerful Pallas or Narcissus. Indeed, Seneca makes a
clear plea for recall from Corsica, garnishing his work with flamboyant flattery of the
Emperor and freedman. The panegyric of Claudius here is quite remarkable; it is now a

45

Ribbeck (1883) requires updating, especially by the light of the new literary discoveries, including 130 lines of
Menander’s Κόλαξ on papyrus. Cf. Kroll, RE XI, 1, 1069-1070 s.v. Kolax.
46
Cf. Ribbeck (1883, 18-20). See OCD s.v. parasite. Ribbeck (1883, 30-31) gives an account of the comedies
which stage the ‘flatterer’. Miller (1989, 30-32) reflects on the relationship between the flatterer and the parasite.
Damon (1997) offers a deep analysis of the figure of the parasite. On the difference between flatterers and parasites
in comedy cf. McC. Brown (1992, 98-102); Fisher (2000, 371-378). Κόλακες by Eupolis in the fifth century,
Κόλαξ by Menander in the fourth should be considered alongside Παράσιτος by Alexis, Antiphanes and Diphilus.
Stobaeus collected excerpta on flattery. Cf. Barsby (1999, 126-127).
47
Terence at Eun. 25-26 refers to two Latin plays of Naevius and Plautus probably based on Menander’s Κόλαξ.
We possess only one fragment of a Colax of Naevius (com. 27-35), and four fragments of a Colax of Plautus
(OCT II Frs. 51-56).
48
Cf. Ter. Eun. 247: ego adeo hanc primus inveni viam. Indeed, flattery is not original to Gnatho; see Barsby
(1999, 131). Cf. Cic. Lael. 93: negat quis, nego; ait, aio; postremo imperavi / egomet mihi / Omnia assentari, ut
ait idem Terentius, sed ille in Gnathonis persona. Apart from Gnatho in Eunuchus, Terence has only another
parasite: Phormio in Phormio.
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matter of virtual consensus that this consolation was not devised merely to cheer up
Polybius. Nevertheless, at the same time, it would be mistaken to dismiss this consolation
as mere shameful flattery.49 I will examine other hidden elements which make the
consolation an interesting work in which Seneca conflates unveiled flattery with veiled
criticism.
Like chapter 1, chapter 2 focuses on the Consolatio ad Polybium by analysing the last chapters
of this consolation. At the end of this consolation, after having instructed Polybius to restrain
his pain through praecepta, Seneca displays a series of exempla. I propose a new interpretation
of the presence of Claudius in this consolation. According to traditional scholarship, the
presence of Claudius, called to take over the role of the consolator, should be read as another
attempt to flatter him. Instead, I will draw out a subversive meaning in the presence of the ruler,
by focusing on the words which Seneca employs to describe the emperor: tenacissima memoria
and adsueta sibi facundia, in typical Senecan style, betray a ‘veiled’ meaning, that is not
necessarily apparent at first reading. On closer examination, that passage discloses a web of
intertextual links, first of all with Ovid, the favourite model for Seneca’s consolations.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the external manifestations of adulatio. Having focused thus far
on the Ad Polybium, now I shift my focus to the practical examples of adulation in Seneca’s
corpus as a whole. I analyse some historical exempla from the second and third book of the De
ira in which and by which it is possible to shed light on the question of flattery. All exempla
of this chapter have to do with the intellectual’s relation to power: in Senecan prose, this
relationship is thematised in the awareness of writer and audience that everyone is under strict
supervision. I set out to focus in this chapter on the De ira as some exempla there, even if they
belong to a distant past, can be set in dialogue with the current (mala) exempla at the imperial
court. Seneca’s peculiar description of the present day through the narration of a distant past
throws light on the continuity, almost the overlap, between the times of narrated events and his
own times.

49

Sauer (2014, 168) reads the consolation as anticipatory of De clementia: ‘it (scil. Ad Pol.) conveys a notion of
power in which De clementia of the ruler and his care for individual citizens are seen in relation to his unlimited
power, in this point in anticipation of the De clementia. This account, which may very well reflect the hopes of
the author, is quite compatible with the Julio-Claudian ideology of power, in which clementia and cura occupied
a central position’.
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In chapter 4, I discuss the concept of simplicitas as the very opposite of flattery and its
evolution in the passage from Republic into Empire. In his work, Seneca seems to regret the
old simplicitas and often draws on daily life to show how frequently men need to simulate
and/or dissimulate their feelings not only in front of power but also in front of ordinary people.
At the core of the chapter, I discuss a passage from the De tranquillitate animi where Seneca
introduces the figure of Iulius Canus, who represents an exemplum of missing flattery. Not only
does Canus not put on any mask, but Seneca presents him as a prefiguration of the wise man,
who engages in confrontation with the tyrant. I will show how Seneca reuses and adapts a
philosophical and rhetorical topos.
Finally, chapter 5 examines the theory of flattery in Seneca’s works. It starts with an overview
of flattery from Seneca’s Letters. In the second part of the chapter, I seek to elucidate the extent
to which a fragmented but significant theory of adulation can be seen to emerge across Seneca’s
prose works. At the core of the chapter is the preface to book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones
in which Seneca, by ‘praising’ Lucilius, the flatterer of Gallio, offers a vivid caricature of the
adulator. Ostensibly, Seneca defines the adulator in the guise of a vitiosus, by comparing him
with appalling characters in Roman society. In the final section, I discuss how Seneca’s portrait
of the κόλαξ contrasts with the depiction of the sapiens and how, ultimately, that they share
more similarities than we could expect: each is artifex, albeit in a different sense, and Seneca
subsumes the two types, as being sapiens at the imperial court means inevitably playing the
role of the flatterer.
The personal practice of flattery displayed in the Ad Polybium, as discussed in chapters 1 and
2, along with the ‘distant’ exempla of flattery represented by Seneca, considered in chapters 3
and 4, and with the theorization of adulation, as examined in chapter 5, indicates the range and
the complexity of flattering strategies during the Julio-Claudian dynasty. Furthermore, I argue,
Seneca emerges not only as a practitioner of flattery but also as a theorist of flattery. While
many writers tarnished their reputation by giving up to flattery, Seneca is among the few who
not only accepts flattery but also advocates for it as an essential tool in his own times.
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Chapter One

Adulatio in Performance: Seneca’s Consolatio ad Polybium
Maluerim veris offendere quam placere adulando
Sen. Clem. 2, 1, 2

1.1 Introduction
This chapter will offer neither a commentary on the entire Consolatio ad Polybium nor an
account of the history of flattery or of Roman consolation.1 Rather, I would like to propose a
new reading strategy for the consolation, illustrating subtle and unexpected ways in which the
Roman philosopher absorbed and transformed consolatory topoi, in reference to contemporary
circumstances, and, above all, the addressee, or addressees.2
In developing an analysis of the poetics and politics of this (often controversial) text, I will be
alert to the various types of bias I have already mentioned in the introduction and to a change
in political climate that recognised Seneca’s production as contradictory and flattering. The
communis opinio – recently Emily Wilson has pointed out Senecan contradictions – makes
Seneca one of literature’s great hypocrites.3 Seneca himself adopted the maxim ‘talis
1

The most recent commentary on the Ad Polybium is Kurth (1994). In the twentieth century, Isleib (1906); Duff
(1915); Abel (1967); Ceccarini (1973) wrote commentaries on this consolation. Atkinson (1985, 860-884)
summarises the main issues of the consolatio; Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990) focuses on Ovidian echoes in the
consolation.
2
Each form of consolation had its own topoi. Greek and Roman examples of consolation over exile survive from
Teles in the third century B.C. In the Roman context, the closest examples to Seneca are Cicero (Tusc. 5, 106109) and Musonius. For a detailed treatment of the traditional themes of the genre of consolation see
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 218-229); Motto, Clark (1993a, 189-196); Baltussen (2013a). Particularly
compelling in defining Seneca’s approach to consolation would be the fragmentary De Remediis Fortuitorum, a
kind of summary of Stoic doctrine, addressed to his brother Gallio. This work consisted of arguments against the
fear of death and the submission to grief and was Seneca’s best-known work in the period from the fifteenth to
the seventeenth century (cf. Wilson 2013, 98).
3
Wilson (2014). Tacitus at Ann. 14, 52, 8 reports the rumor that Seneca increased his poetic production in order
to please Nero: obiciebant etiam eloquentiae laudem uni sibi adsciscere et carmina crebrius factitare, postquam
Neroni amor eorum venisset. Among the principal reasons for regarding Seneca as a hypocrite have always been
his conspicuous wealth, cf. Tac. Ann. 13, 42, 17: ‘qua sapientia, quibus philosophorum praeceptis intra
quadriennium regiae amicitiae ter milies sestertium paravisset?’ On Publius Suillius Rufus’ accusation see Seita
(1982); Rudich (1997, 17; 71); Allegri (2012, 367-368). Dio Cassius labels Seneca as a hypocrite at 61, 10, 2-6;
Cf. Rudich (1997, 52-59); Jones (2014). Instead, Tacitus tells us that luxury is the prominent characteristic under
the reign of Claudius and Nero. In the Tacitean reconstruction, Seneca, before dying, claims that he was not prone
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hominibus oratio qualis vita’, and the rule ‘quod sentimus loquamur, quod loquimur
sentiamus’.4 In a famous Letter, he claims: ‘concordet sermo cum vita’.5 These statements,
alongside works like the consolation addressed to Polybius, which is imbued with the grossest
adulation, earned Seneca a reputation for duplicity. His high political standing as one of the
most influential amici principis attracted pointed criticism and natural envy. As Ronald
Syme remarks, ‘Amicitia presupposes inimicitia, inherited or acquired: a statesman could
not win power and influence without making many enemies’.6 It is not hard to suppose his
contemporaries felt a pang of resentment when a new man (novus homo) of non-senatorial
family rose to power under the Principate. Seneca typifies the self-made man: he obtained
his position also thanks to his talent.7 This does not mean that all charges against him were
unfounded: Seneca was not a moralist (nor he did want to be), and he did not abide by his
maxim concordet sermo cum vita. 8 Seneca’s negative reputation is especially due to the
consolation addressed to Polybius, which hostile contemporary opinion probably regarded as
a work of fulsome adulation.9 Later on, in the De vita beata Seneca sets out to restate his
‘naïveté’, by trying to counter to the charges against him and bridge the uncanny gap between
his philosophical claims and daily conduct.10
In my ‘defence’ of Seneca, I will not attempt to assert the intellectual honesty of the author
in addressing Polybius (this would be impossible), and I will dwell neither on the uncanny
contrast, already highlighted by previous scholarship, between this consolation and the
later Apocolocyntosis nor propose a parallel reading of the two texts.11 For instance, by
suggesting a textual relationship of the Apocolocyntosis and the Consolatio ad Polybium,
Vasily Rudich tries to identify elements of self-parody which would demonstrate Seneca’s
intention to neutralise the sycophancy permeating the consolation.12 Instead, I would like
to flattery, and Nero more often experienced his frankness than his servility; cf. Ann. 15, 61, 4: cur salutem privati
hominis incolumitati suae anteferret causam non habuisse; nec sibi promptum in adulationes ingenium. Idque
nulli magis gnarum quam Neroni, qui saepius libertatem Senecae quam servitium expertus esset; cf. Griffin (1976,
441-444); Habinek (2000, 264); Ash (2018, 279). For an extensive analysis of Seneca’s presence in Tacitus see
Dyson (1970) and Ker (2012); on Seneca’s wealth see Albrecht (2003). Perhaps another reference to Seneca’s
accusation can be found at Ann. 13, 18.
4
Epist. 75, 4.
5
Epist. 114, 1; see Berti (2018, 59-60); Edwards (2019, 290-292).
6
Syme (1939, 13).
7
Cf. Habinek (1998, 137-138). Cf. Suet. Cal. 53, 2: ut Senecam tum maxime placentem.
8
He often describes himself as imperfect, on the same level as Lucilius: cf. Epist. 52, 7; 68, 9; 75, 1.
9
Griffin (1976, 415).
10
Cf. Vit. b. 18, 1-3.
11
Griffin (1976, 133) reads the Apocolocyntosis as an intended parody of the Ad Polybium’s adulatio. For a deep
analysis of the connections between the Ad Polybium and the Apocolocyntosis see Rudich (1987).
12
Cf. Rudich (1997, 40 ff.).
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to focus on the Ad Polybium by analysing how Seneca flatters Polybius, which strategies
he adopts to appeal to the emperor and, finally, how he praises the princeps. While scholars
have generally focused on the flattery of Claudius, I want to explore in more detail how
Seneca addresses Polybius. Thus, my preliminary question is: why did Seneca choose
Polybius among Claudius’ freedmen? For Polybius was powerful, but not the most
influential man at court.13 Moreover, Polybius was close to Messalina, the main champion
of Seneca’s exile. Writing to Polybius, Seneca runs the risk of disappointing Messalina.
Indeed, Polybius is a medium through which Seneca addresses the emperor, as previous
scholars have remarked, but I would like to cast new light on the role of Polybius. As part
of his stratagem to draw Claudius’ attention to his situation, Seneca describes the freedman
not only as a zealous imperial functionary but as an outstanding scholar. Rereading
Polybius not simply as the material executor of the emperor, but also as an eminent
intellectual helps us to acknowledge the great relevance of literary culture in the first
century A.D. I will demonstrate that the fusion of these two components in the freedman
makes Polybius the right man in the right place, at the right time. By exploiting the
intellectual nature of Polybius Seneca creates a strong bond between himself and his
formal addressee.
After inspecting Polybius and his relationship with Seneca on the one hand, and Claudius
on the other, I will analyse the blatant praise of the freedman. I will then shift focus from
the personality of Polybius and onto what the commendation of Claudius reveals about the
‘practice’ of adulatio in this text. In the final section of this chapter, I show how we have
to set the Ad Polybium in a context deeply influenced by the rising tide of flattery (gliscens
adulatio), as Tacitus remarks at the beginning of his Annales.14

13

Cf. Suet. Claud. 28: ac super hos Polybium ab studiis, qui saepe inter duos consules ambulabat; sed ante omnis
Narcissum ab epistulis et Pallantem a rationibus, quos decreto quoque senatus non praemiis modo ingentibus,
sed et quaestoriis praetoriisque ornamentis honorari libens passus est; see Guastella (1999, 192-195); Hurley
(2001, 192-195). D.C. 61, 30, 6b identifies in Callistus, Narcissus and Pallas the freedmen who divided the power
among themselves.
14
Tac. Ann. 1, 1, 10: temporibusque Augusti dicendis non defuere decora ingenia, donec gliscente adulatione
deterrerentur; cf. Agr. 43: tam caeca et corrupta mens adsiduis adulationibus erat.
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Seneca composed the Consolatio ad Polybium in 43 or 44 A.D.15 from Corsica, where he had
been relegated at the end of 41 A.D.16 Seneca omits any evident reference to the reasons that
led to his relegation: he should remain elusive because he cannot argue his innocence without
charging Claudius with injustice.17 Instead, he counts on the clemency of the emperor, which
in the list of his virtues is preeminent, in order to hope to be recalled.18 The dedicatee is
Polybius, Claudius’ powerful freedman, who looked after the relevant role of a studiis –
secretary to the emperor in his literary work.19 The name Polybius appears only in this work,
and in a passage of the Apocolocyntosis that seems to corroborate Dio Cassius: the historian
claims that Polybius had a close relationship with the Empress Messalina, who finally turned
against him and caused his death.20
The Ad Polybium goes far beyond its declared purpose of consoling Polybius, embarking
instead on a wide-ranging adulatio and – if we consider the extant tradition of philosophical
reflection of flattery from Philodemus of Gadara down to Cicero, Seneca, Plutarch and
Epictetus in the I-II A.D. – offering new and interesting points for a literary-philosophical
investigation into flattery.21 After all, as Degl’Innocenti Pierini notes, consolatio often
15

Abel (1967, 163) and Ceccarini (1973, 17) suggest that the consolation was composed in the first half of 43,
Grimal (1978a, 277) and Lana (1955, 155) propose a later composition: winter 43/44.
16
Relegatio was generally a milder punishment than exile and may have allowed Seneca to retain a significant
portion of his wealth. Seneca himself declares that he was tried before the Senate, which declared him guilty and
prescribed the death penalty, but that Claudius asked that his life is spared (Ad Pol. 13, 2), and thanks to him the
death penalty was attenuated to the relegatio in insulam. As regarding the reasons which caused Seneca’s exile
and the role of Messalina in the sentence see Lana (1955, 106-110); Griffin (1976, 59-62); Grimal (1978a, 9098); Habinek (2014, 8-10); Braund (2015, 22 ff.); Burgeon (2018, 15-17). Dio Cassius (60, 8, 6) makes out a
plausible case for his being an innocent victim of Claudius’ young wife Valeria Messalina, who was envious of
Livilla and determined to be rid of her. An important but dubious reference is in the Scholiast on Juvenal 5, 109:
sub Claudio quasi conscius adulterium Iuliae Germanici filiae in Corsicam relegatus post triennium revocatus
est; on this reference see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 271 ff.) and her bibliography. Tacitus is silent, there is
only a brief allusion to Seneca’s relegatio at Ann. 12, 8.
17
Fantham (2007, 176) notes that Seneca’s state resembles that of Ovid as described by Tarrant (1995, 73):
‘Unable to disclose the nature of the error that had angered Augustus, Ovid cannot credibly argue that his
punishment was out of proportion to the offence; bound to endorse the image of the princeps as merciful, he
cannot adequately express his conviction that Augustus has treated him cruelly’.
18
Cf. Ad Pol. 13, 2: quorum me quoque spectatorem futurum, quae ex virtutibus eius primum obtinet locum,
promittit clementia. Cf. Apocol. 10 where Seneca denounces Claudius’ lack of clemency.
19
Suet. Claud. 28. Apparently, from a remark in Ad Pol. 6, 5 Polybius performed at least to some extent the duties
of secretary a libellis, who received and classified the petitions addressed to the Emperor, so he is the proper
recipient of petitions to Claudius. Cf. Lotito (1974, 290-295); Griffin (1976, 21 n. 2); Degl’Innocenti Pierini
(1990, 221 n. 22). According to Dio Cassius (60, 30, 6), Callistus also held the position a libellis.
20
Cf. Apocol. 13, 5: ad Messalinam – cito rumor percrebuit Claudium venisse – convolant primi omnium liberti
Polybius, Myron, Arpocras, Ampheus, quos Claudius omnes, necubi imparatus esset, praemiserat. Quotations
from Apocolocyntosis are from Roncali’s Teubner edition (1990). Dio Cassius (60, 31, 2) identifies the starting
point of Messalina’s fall when she falsely accused Polybius. Thus, the freedman no longer trusted her and, having
lost his support, she perished.
21
The most famous description of the adulator appears in Plutarch, Mor. 53A-54B. Cicero speaks abundantly of
flattery, cf. Lael. 93 ff. Cf. infra chapter 5.
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digresses into laudatio.22 According to Sullivan, ‘the gross flattery of Polybius goes beyond
even the generous convention of Roman eulogy’.23 To justify the mismatched contrast between
the references to Claudius in the Ad Polybium and in Apocolocyntosis, some scholars in the
past have cast doubt on the authorship. Indeed, the positive depiction of Claudius was hardly
compatible with the emperor’s portrait in the Apocolocyntosis. The question of authenticity
was resolved in favour of Seneca at the beginning of the twentieth century.24 Other solutions
were advanced: striving to solve the embarrassment, Momigliano considered the panegyric to
have a satirical character.25 This idea was then developed by Alexander, who detected a
‘profound irony’ in Seneca’s appeal to Polybius and ‘an undercurrent of profound satire’ in the
whole. According to Alexander, irony was the only tool that he could use to attack the
emperor.26 Even some recent scholars too tried to exonerate Seneca from flattery by glimpsing
between the lines some element of irony: among them Atkinson holds out for a secondary and
ironic meaning.27 Conversely, Fantham remarks: ‘there is no place for irony in the genre of
consolatio, nor was Seneca’ exile as a political suspect the time for such experimentation’.28
This consolation appears to be an unhappy and unsuccessful example of the policy which
Seneca approves in De constantia sapientis: as one quiets a dog by tossing him food,
sometimes, necessity urges us to settle for a compromise.29 It is likely that Seneca envisaged
this work as the right price to pay to come back to Rome; Miriam Griffin has claimed that
Seneca would have had to be especially careful not to offend since even eulogy could be
misinterpreted by a ‘sensitive emperor’.30 According to Tacitus, when Vipstanus proposed the

22

Cf. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2000, 339).
Cf. Sullivan (1985, 124).
24
Authenticity was definitively demonstrated by Isleib (1906), cf. Stephanie (1910), Galdi (1928). For an
extended discussion of the reasons behind the acceptance or rejection of irony see Atkinson (1985, 860-864).
25
Cf. Momigliano (1932, 136-137) speaks of unconscious satire: ‘l’ironia dell’ad Polybium non è tanto negli
espliciti accenni sarcastici, che sono parte secondaria, quanto nello stesso rivolgersi a un tale uomo per consolarlo.
E perciò la satira è tanto più fiera quanto il tono della consolazione è più grave’. Also, Marchesi (1944) and
Mazzoli (1968) claimed that this consolation was charged with intentional irony or sarcasm. The first to read the
Ad Polybium as an ironical piece was Diderot (1779). For the anti-irony position cf. Dahlmann (1936); Giancotti
(1953); Abel (1967, 72); Griffin (1976, 415 ff.) Kurth (1994, 21 ff.). Giancotti remarks (1953, 60): ‘si presenta a
consolare della morte d’un fratello il favorito dell’imperatore, ma tra gli argomenti consolatori spuntano le
adulazioni e con esse, mal dissimulata, la domanda di grazia rivolta a Claudio per tramite di Polibio’.
26
Cf. Alexander (1943, 41).
27
Cf. Atkinson (1985).
28
Fantham (2007, 185).
29
Cf. Const. 14, 2: quid ergo? Sapiens non accedet ad fores quas durus ianitor obsidet? Ille vero, si res necessaria
vocabit, experietur et illum, quisquis erit, tamquam canem acrem obiecto cibo leniet nec indignabitur aliquid
inpendere ut limen transeat, cogitans et in pontibus quibusdam pro transitu dari (…) scit emi aere venalia. Cf.
Berno (2018, 184-186).
30
Griffin (1976, 415-416); see also Giardina (2000, 65).
23
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title of pater senatus, Claudius checked the consul as taking flattery to excess (ut nimium
adsentantem).31 Therefore, Seneca ran the risk of provoking an unintended reaction, and,
contrary to Seneca’s expectations, the consolation did not elicit the desired outcome.32 Other
exiles came home for Claudius’ triumph, but not Seneca, who had to wait until Messalina was
dead (48 A.D.) and Agrippina married to Claudius. 33 Tacitus spells out that Seneca was
recalled from exile, not through Polybius, but thanks to the removal of the unpleasant
Messalina, augusta meretrix, who was executed for adultery, and the ascendancy of Agrippina,
who recalled Seneca in order to serve as tutor to her son Nero.34 According to a scholiast of
Juvenal, Seneca would have wanted to go to Athens, but he had to revise his plans.35
The text has a clear structure: after the praecepta (1-12), there is a transitional passage (13),
then a section on exempla (14-17) and an epilogue concludes the consolatio (18).36 The whole
consolation is constructed as an oration. Nevertheless, this aspect is not surprising, because, as
Garbarino observes, rhetoric plays a crucial role in the consolatory genre.37 In the De oratore,
Cicero praises rhetoric by claiming that there is no ars more useful than this. Among the several
qualities of the orator, Cicero provocatively asks: quis maerorem levare mitius consolando?38
As we will see, Seneca borrows from rhetoric techniques not only to console but also to flatter
the princeps. The orator aims to persuade his interlocutor, just as Seneca wants to convince his
real interlocutor, the princeps, to allow him to return to Rome.
The formal occasion for the œuvre was the death of Polybius’ younger brother. Consolation
for bereavement was the chief form, but there was also a strong tradition of consolation for
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Tac. Ann. 11, 25.
Lana (1955, 147-157) defines the Ad Polybium ‘L’inutile umiliazione’. Cf. Rudich (1997, 35): ‘the fact that
Seneca had to wait six more years for his recall from exile makes it clear that his strategy in the Consolatio ad
Polybium backfired. But one can only speculate on the reasons why’.
33
Cf. Suet. Claud. 17, 3; Sen. Ad Pol. 13, 2.
34
Cf. Tac. Ann. 12, 1. In Ann. 12, 8 Seneca is called magister, in Ann. 15, 62 praeceptor. Dio Cassius (61, 10, 1)
insinuates that Agrippina recalled Seneca because they were lovers.
35
Cf. Schol. Ad Iuv. 5, 109: qui etsi magno desiderio Athenas intenderet, ab Agrippina tamen erudiendo Neroni
in Palatium adductus saevum immanemque natum et sensit cito et mitigavit, inter familiares solitus dicere non
fore saevo illi Leoni quin gustato semel hominis cruore ingenita redeat saevitia. Both Tacitus and Dio Cassius do
not report this detail; cf. Ker (2012, 307).
36
The beginning of work is lost. Giancotti (1956), Abel (1985, 719) and Kurth (1994, 24-25) try to figure out
what the lost preface may have contained. The consolation lacks the general allocutio to the addressee that is a
locus communis in the consolatory genre. On the structure of the Ad Polybium see Ad Marc. 2, 1: scio a praeceptis
incipere omnis qui monere aliquem volunt, in exemplis desinere.
37
Cf. Garbarino (1982, 5-8). See Jacoby (1931); on the influence of rhetoric in the Ad Marciam see De Vico
(1969).
38
Cf. Cic. De orat. 2, 35.
32
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exile, and these two forms combine in the Consolatio ad Polybium.39 The scheme is the same
for the Consolatio ad Marciam; in both cases the death of a relative is only the pretext: here
the death of Polybius’ brother, there the death of Metilius, Marcia’s adult son.40 Despite this
analogy in the argument, the two consolations are very different, as regards content, structure,
and, above all, date.41 On the contrary, Seneca composed the Ad Polybium in the same period
in which he addressed his mother, Helvia, who had mourned the loss of her son in exile on
Corsica since 41. Elaine Fantham has called these two works ‘dialogues of displacement’. By
using this expression, she hints not only at Seneca’s own displaced status of exile, but also at
the displacement of elements typical of consolation for exile to aspects representative of
consolation for bereavement. In addition, she concludes that ‘the generic displacement is also
personal as Seneca shifts the focus away from himself to the losses suffered by Helvia and
Polybius.’42 Nevertheless, despite both consolationes being composed during the relegatio,
they still present differences as regards topics and content and seem to belong to two different
phases of the author’s life.43 In the next section, we will discuss how Seneca shapes his
consolatory strategies according to his addressees.

1.2 Helvia, Marcia and Polybius: Seneca as ‘consoler’
In this section, we see that Seneca displays a strong approach when addressing Marcia and
Helvia and another ‘milder’ when speaking to Polybius. I will show that Seneca’s change in
consolatory technique is part of his strategy to flatter Polybius. Indeed, the contrast between
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On the history of the literary consolation genre in antiquity see Fern (1941); Betz (1978); Cugusi (1983, 108109); Ochs (1993); Redonet (2001); Kierdorf (2003); Bermúdez-Ramiro (2010); Baltussen (2013a); Scourfield
(2013). For collections of references, sources and analyses of consolatory discourse see Buresch (1886). A new
course on the study of the consolation was set by Kassel (1958), who criticized Buresch, stressing that the
consolation was an evolving genre. On the different positions of scholars see Atkinson (1985, 867-869). See also
Nisbet and Hubbard (1970, 280-281); Fantham (2007) and Nesselrath (2007).
40
Actually, three years had passed since Metilius’ death, but Marcia was still in deep mourning over the loss of
her son. Wilson (2013, 95) suggests that Ad Marciam is a type of ‘double consolation’ which also concerns the
earlier death of her father, a political victim of the suppression of free speech due to the ascendancy of Sejanus.
41
The date of the Ad Marciam is much debated: most scholars as Lana (1955, 88), Giancotti (1957, 72), following
Suetonius (Cal. 16, 1) date this work during the reign of Caligula. Only Bellemore (1992), casting doubt on
Suetonius’ reliability, places the renewed publication in the late Principate of Tiberius. The most recent
commentary is by Manning (1981). On Seneca’s philosophical attitude in Ad Marciam see Grollios (1956, 2855).
42
Fantham (2007, 176).
43
While there are no doubts about the flattering attitude of the Ad Polybium, the character of the Ad Helviam is
still uncertain: scholars such as Ferrill (1966), Abel (1967), Atkinson (1985), André (1995) see the piece as a
cryptic petition, begging the emperor to recall Seneca from exile. Grimal (1978a, 97-102) judges it to be a clear
protest against Claudius. On the dating of Seneca’s consolations written in exile Ferrill (1966, 254) suggests the
middle of 42 for the Ad Helviam, eighteen months before the Ad Polybium. Further reflections on Ad Helviam can
be found in Williams (2006); Wilson (2013); Gunderson (2015, 88-104); McAuley (2016, 169-200).
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the arguments expressed in the Ad Polybium and the Ad Helviam is undeniable. Nevertheless,
instead of reading the Ad Polybium as a ‘palinode’, namely, as a negation of the argument
expressed in the Ad Helviam, another approach may be more productive. In Elaine Fantham’s
words, ‘others, noting that the Ad Polybium reverses the arguments of the Ad Helviam, have
read the dialogue as a proof of his abject humiliation: it would be a better assessment of his
historical skills to see the two consolations as arguing both sides of his case, offering first the
proud claims of philosophical self-sufficiency, then later the humble appeal to his audience and
to the changing (if premature) expectation of political relaxation with the passage of time. The
issue is not one of sincerity, but one of effective persuasion and a double audience’.44
In the Ad Helviam, which doubles as a sort of consolation for Seneca himself (si prior ipse
consurrexissem 1, 1), he shifts the focus away from himself and undertakes to cheer his mother
by encouraging her to rethink the meaning of his banishment to Corsica: the first task is to
make clear that Seneca is not suffering in exile. Seneca recovers a traditional argument in the
ancient consolation on exile that exclusion from one’s homeland is no great deprivation.45 By
arguing that the exile never loses his universal and individual nature (natura communis et
propria virtus 8, 2), and that to the wise man every place is his homeland (omnem locum
sapienti viro patriam esse 9, 6), he reduces the exile to a change of venue from one place to
another (loci commutatio 6, 1).46 In accordance with Stoicism, Seneca considers exile as a
ἀδιάφορον, in Latin indifferens, as he spells out at Epistle 82, 10: tamquam indifferentia esse
dico (id est nec bona nec mala) morbum, dolorem, paupertatem, exilium, mortem.47
Apparently, exile from Rome is not a cause of grief and desolation; actually, it is rethought as
an opportunity to find freedom. According to Stoicism, the cosmos is his own home, and for
the philosopher, Rome itself, with its corrupted values, is, paradoxically, a place where
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Fantham (2007, 192).
Cf. Williams (2006, 147-149).
46
Cf. Ov. Fast. 1, 493: omne solum forti patria est. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 109-110) notes that this idea
appears already in E. Fr. 1047N2, and Ovidian echoes are to be found in Dante’s De vulgari eloquentia 1, 6: nos
autem, cui mundus est patria velut piscibus equor, quamquam Sarnum biberimus ante dentes et Florentiam adeo
diligamus ut, quia dileximus, exilium patiamur iniuste, rationi magis quam sensui spatulas nostri iudicii
podiamus. Seneca’s vision of exile changes according to circumstances: cf. Epist. 24, 3. There are several extant
epigrams of Seneca referring to Corsica and his exile, that are strongly in contrast with Seneca’s courageous
statement in Ad Helviam. For exile as a commutatio loci Williams (2006, 150) refers to Vit. b. 21, 1. Cf. Bartsch
(2009, 197-198).
47
On the Stoic theory of indifferentia, see Inwood (1985, 197-201) and Wildberger (2006, 114-116). Cf. Epict. 1,
1, 21; 2, 16, 19; 4, 7, 14; Muson. 9.
45
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everyone is in exile.48 Edwards comments: ‘an established Stoic tradition conceived all nonphilosophers as exiles.’49 Thus, exile is recast as a mere change of place and a possibility for
the misguided Romans to recover their lost values, as the exemplum of Marcellus, who retreated
into voluntary exile after Caesar’s victory, reveals.50 Later on, in his Epistles, Seneca argues
that, ideally, the fatherland is the best place to develop virtue, nevertheless, in some cases, exile
is much better.51
In the Ad Helviam, the philosopher explores many different implications of the idea of exile.52
Seneca rejects the idea that exile is something gloomy and accursed. The majority of people
(iudicio plurium 6, 1), who are swept away by the first appearance of things, decreed this
misunderstanding, but wise men do not follow the general judgement of the crowd.53 In the Ad
Polybium, even if Seneca does not speak of exilium (there is a probable allusion to his exile at
2, 1 quidquid lacrimarum fortunae meae superfuit) the perception is that it is a horrible
experience, and at the end of the work, hinting at Ovid, he depicts Corsica as another Tomis.54
Despite the divergences among these three consolations, there is also much continuity between
them: it might be productive to look at these texts together as they bring out an intertextuality
of grief. From various angles, Seneca dwells on grief and the alternative ways of checking it.
Despite the different targets and addresses, Seneca’s proposed aim is to console, to offer
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Cf. Epist. 50, 3: non ego ambitiosus sum, sed nemo aliter Romae potest vivere; see Edwards (2018, 180). In
several Epistles Seneca remarks that for the proficiens it is better to live away from distractions; cf. Williams
(2006); Edwards (2018, 187). Following La Penna (1979, 139), Mantovanelli (2014, 86 ff.) stresses many
similarities between the arguments proposed in the Ad Helviam by Seneca in favour of the exile and the discourse
of Thyestes ‘exile’ in Thy. 446-470.
49
Edwards (2018, 173).
50
Cf. Ad Helv. 9, 4-7. On this passage see Williams (2006, 157-159); Fantham (2007, 182-184); Wilson (2013,
115-116); Gunderson (2015, 92-93); Burgeon (2018, 23-25); Berno (2020).
51
Cf. Epist. 85, 40: sic sapiens virtutem, si licebit, in divitiis explicabit, si minus, in paupertate; si poterit, in
patria, si minus, in exilio; si poterit, imperator, si minus, miles; si poterit, integer, si minus, debilis; cf. Edwards
(2018, 190).
52
Despite his Stoic characterisation of exile, Seneca refers to the elegiac motif of the exile as the ‘living-dead’,
Helvia is required to mourn the living (2, 5 lugere vivos); on this passage see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2008a, 141142). On the motif of the living-dead cf. Ov. Trist. 5, 9, 19; Pont. 1, 8, 27; 4, 9, 74. Claassen (1996, 571) notes
that ‘because exile frequently served as pre-emption of or substitute for the death penalty, it was often portrayed
in literature as the virtual equivalent of death.’
53
Cf. Ad Helv. 5, 6: verbum quidem ipsum persuasione quadam et consensu iam asperius ad aures venit et
audientis tamquam triste et execrabile ferit: ita enim populus iussit, sed populi scita ex magna parte sapientes
abrogant.
54
In Ad Pol. 18, 9, Seneca refers to Ovid (Trist. 5, 12, 55), see infra p. 46. Fantham (2007) notes that in the Ad
Marciam the exile is treated with less empathy. On Seneca’s consideration of his exile in Corsica cf. Ferrill (1966);
Sørensen (1984, 114-120); Burgeon (2018, 17-19). On Ovid’s characterisation of Tomis see Williams (1994, 825).
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therapy, as the ‘genre’ of consolation requires.55 Solacium, as we expect, is a keyword in all
the consolations.56 In the Ad Helviam and Ad Marciam, it is philosophy which comes to the
fore as the antidote to pain.57 At the opening of the Ad Marciam, Seneca displays opposing
sketches of Octavia’s excessive grief and Livia’s restraint. Livia, sorrowful for the death of
Drusus, finds comfort in philosophy. Seneca explains that Iulia Augusta was able to control
her pain thanks to the philosopher Areus Didymus. She found more relief in the words of the
philosopher rather than in those of Augustus or Tiberius.
Non dubito quin Iuliae Augustae, quam familiariter coluisti, magis tibi placeat
exemplum: illa te ad suum consilium vocat. Illa in primo fervore, cum maxime
inpatientes ferocesque sunt miseriae, consolandam se Areo, philosopho viri sui,
praebuit et multum eam rem profuisse sibi confessa est, plus quam populum
Romanum, quem nolebat tristem tristitia sua facere, plus quam Augustum, qui
subducto altero adminiculo titubabat nec luctu suorum inclinandus erat, plus quam
Tiberium filium, cuius pietas efficiebat ut in illo acerbo et defleto gentibus funere
nihil sibi nisi numerum deesse sentiret.
I do not doubt that Julia Augusta, who was a close friend of yours, is a more
pleasing role model for you. She is calling you to take her advice. She went to
Areus, her husband’s philosopher, for advice in the early stages of her deep-rooted
grief, when sadness is at its most uncontrollable and vicious. She admitted that this
was very beneficial. In fact, he was more beneficial than the Roman people whom
she did not want to burden with her own sadness. He was more beneficial than
Augustus, who was reeling from the loss of a second heir and unable to respond to
the grief of his family. Areus was even more beneficial than her son Tiberius,
whose loving duty during that difficult funeral, when nations wept, made her feel
as if the only difference was in the number of sons she had.58
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Scourfield (2013, 1) describes the genre of consolation as ‘abnormally fluid and hard to define’. Others have
tried to be less vague: according to Kierdorf (2003, 704) ‘what is specifically meant by consolatio as a literary
genre […] are writings of a philosophical bent, whose authors either try to dissuade individuals from grieving in
the face of misfortune, or proffer general counsel on overcoming adversity’. Graver (2007, 196-201) reflects on
the Stoic strategies for consolation.
56
Of the seventy-two instances of solacium almost half features in the three consolations: Ad Marciam (13); Ad
Polybium (15); Ad Helviam (6).
57
Cf. Setaioli (2014).
58
Ad Marc. 4, 1-2; all translations of Ad Marciam are by Hine (2014). Cf. Manning (1981, 44-45); Setaioli (1988,
363-364); Littlewood (2015, 163); Hine (2016, 21).
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Areus addresses a consolatio to Livia in 9 B.C. As Seneca remarks, he was a close friend of
Augustus (philosophus viri sui); his friendship with Areus, a citizen of Alexandria, was one of
the reasons for which Augustus was merciful with Alexandria.59 Seneca puts into Areus’ mouth
a discourse in which, addressing Livia, he stresses his closeness to Augustus: adsiduus viri tui
comes. The question of whether Seneca directly quotes Areus’ consolation or creates it is still
controversial:60 ut opinor as well as the anachronism in the epithet Iulia, which helps to make
Livia even more exemplary, suggest that Seneca shapes the text.61 Indeed, as Hine observes,
the speech selected by Seneca does not show proper philosophical content (4, 3-5, 6).62 Rather
than giving any philosophical tip to conquer her bereavement, Areus/Seneca focuses on the
public position of Livia. Her role should prevent her from dwelling on grief. Thus, insisting on
the friendship between them, Seneca prompts Marcia to emulate Livia to find relief in
philosophy. Seneca suggests that Livia herself asks Marcia to take her advice. Seneca
encourages Marcia to play the role of Livia and to imagine that Areus consoles her. Mutatis
mutandis, Areus sits behind her, not Seneca.
Tuum illic, Marcia, negotium actum, tibi Areus adsedit; muta personam: te
consolatus est.
Areus sat beside you, Marcia, talking about your problems: change the person and
he was consoling you!63
It seems that Seneca plays on the double meaning of persona: Marcia should not only switch
the interlocutor of Areus but also her mask (persona), which imposes on her a long-lasting
bereavement. Previously Seneca had dropped a hint that she weeps more from habit than from
loss.64 As it has been suggested, by asking Marcia to play the role of Livia, Seneca wants to
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Cf. Suet. Aug. 89, 2: deinde eruditione etiam varia repletus per Arei philosophi filiorumque eius Dionysi et
Nicanoris contubernium; D.C. 51, 16, 4; Plu. Ant. 80, 2. See Morford (2002, 134-136).
60
Cf. Abel (1967, 17-19); Manning (1981, 45-46); Shelton (1995, 178); Morford (2002, 135).
61
Cf. Tranq. 5, 5 in which Seneca introduces Curius Dentatus’ statement with ut opinor.
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Hine (2017, 73).
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Ad Marc. 6, 1; cf. Epist. 120, 22: mutamus subinde personam et contrariam ei sumimus quam exuimus.
64
Ad Marc. 1, 5: et defessos exhaustosque oculos, si verum vis magis iam ex consuetudine quam ex desiderio
fluentis; cf. Tranq. 15, 6: plerique enim lacrimas fundunt ut ostendant et totiens siccos oculos habent quotiens
spectator defuit, turpe iudicantes non flere cum omnes faciant: adeo penitus hoc se malum fixit, ex aliena opinione
pendere, ut in simulationem etiam res simplicissima, dolor, veniat.
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enact the same function that Areus did with Livia.65 For Seneca, this is a way to claim his
authorship. However, what I am interested in highlighting here is the fact that only philosophy
provides relief and makes the exemplarity of Livia, Iulia Augusta more noteworthy. By a triple
anaphora of plus quam (4, 2) Seneca asserts the primacy of philosophy over other forms of
consolation. On the contrary, in Ad Polybium, as we will see, it is the emperor himself who
provides the freedman, Seneca and mankind with relief (solacium).66 Seneca is able to align
the consolatory motif – the consolation should provide relief – with the panegyric motif: it is
the emperor himself who takes over the role of comforter (consolator).67 At the end of the
consolation, Seneca makes clear this overlap by characterising Claudius as a consoler; I will
discuss this aspect in the conclusion to this chapter.
Although consolatio, as a genre, is formally disconnected from the political sphere, one of the
most fascinating aspects of Seneca’s consolationes, as I will show, is their political echoes.
The genre of consolatio, like other genres, has its topoi and form moulded by emulation and
innovation. Seneca himself reveals the existence of a mos consolandi, as we can deduce from
Letter 99, where he confesses that he did not follow the solitus mos in consoling Marullus.68
By adapting Stoic ideals and principles to the recipient, Seneca displays his skill in the
psychological shaping of the piece to suit the needs of the addressee.69 Among consolatory
topoi, there is the recommendation to tolerate pain: it is interesting to note how Seneca rereads
this motif in light of the specific context.70 For instance, in the Ad Marciam it is not Seneca’s
goal to alleviate Marcia’s grief, but to put an end to it, because she has demonstrated on the
occasion of her father’s suicide that she possesses those skills needed to overcome pain.71
Similarly, in the Consolatio ad Helviam, Seneca’s intent is not just to mitigate pain, as the
consolatory tradition recommends, but to overcome it completely (constitui enim vincere
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Cf. Shelton (1995, 180); Hine (2017, 73).
Ad Pol. 12, 3.
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Ad Pol. 14, 2. Cf. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 244-246); Ker (2009a, 100-103).
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Cf. Sen. Epist. 99, 1: epistulam quam scripsi Marullo cum filium parvulum amisisset et diceretur molliter ferre
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quam solacio dignior.
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Cf. Ad Marc. 2, 1: scio a praeceptis incipere omnis qui monere aliquem volunt, in exemplis desinere. Mutari
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On Epist. 99 see also Graver (1996; 2009); Wilson (1997); Ker (2009a, 108-110).
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This motif occurs in the Pseudo-Plutarchean Consolatio ad Apollonium (Mor. 102A); cf. Men. Fr. 602 K.-A.;
D.C. 38, 18, 1.
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Cf. Ad Marc. 1, 5; on this passage see Abel (1967, 19), Manning (1981, 32) and Stowell (1999, 44). Cf. Ad
Marc. 1, 8: non possum nunc per obsequium nec molliter adgredi tam durum dolorem: frangendus est.
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dolorem tuum, non circumscribere).72 He does not accept half-measures: this attitude depends
on his mother’s predisposition to philosophy. In Williams’ words, ‘Helvia appears as a nonphilosophical version of the self-sufficient sapiens’.73 The philosopher knows Helvia has great
strength and has proven so: her life is presented as a sequence of frequent losses and continual
grief.74 In order to contain pain, Seneca recommends the study of philosophy to Helvia;
Williams notes that with the recommendation of the study of philosophy Seneca offers Helvia
‘the same philosophical safe haven that sustains him in Corsica’.75 Seneca suggests to Helvia
that she embrace philosophy, and he promotes an attitude of mind: this is the focus of this work
as well as of much of his philosophical prose.76 The arrangement of the whole consolation
betrays this individual and collective paideutic process. This philosophical approach can be
suitable for Helvia, who is receptive to philosophy. Thus, Helvia becomes a medium for
philosophy and fulfils the same role that Lucilius will play in the Letters. Helvia can be called
to philosophy even if she is a woman. Together with Marcia, Helvia is one of the few positive
female figures in Seneca’s prose.77 The special status of Helvia and her subsequent praise is
due to the lack of the typical flaws of women: she is depicted as a mulier virilis and compared
to the women whose virtus has integrated them in the ranks of great men.78 In particular, Seneca
commends Helvia as she is an exemplum of pudicitia.79 Helvia and Marcia stand on the one
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Cf. Ad Helv. 4, 1; in Ad Helv. 16, 1 Seneca uses opprimo. Cf. Williams (2012, 216).
Williams (2006, 163).
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Cf. Ad Helv. 2, 5: transeo tot pericula, tot metus, quos sine intervallo in te incursantis pertulisti. Degl’Innocenti
Pierini (2008a, 142-143) suggests that in describing Helvia as a victim of Fortune Seneca aligns her with Hecuba,
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Williams (2006, 168).
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Wilson (2013, 105) argues the opposite: ‘one of the most remarkable features of Seneca’s consolations is the
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Cf. Ad Helv. 16, 5: non potes itaque ad optinendum dolorem muliebre nomen praetendere, ex quo te virtutes
tuae seduxerunt; tantum debes a feminarum lacrimis abesse quantum <a> vitiis and Ad Marc. 1, 1: nisi te, Marcia,
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164-169). Seneca dedicates a whole chapter (19) to his aunt, defined fidelissimum pectus (19, 1) at the end of the
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According to Gunderson (2015, 97), ‘Seneca insists that a woman who would be virtuous needs to repudiate
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hand, Polybius on the other. It is notable that Seneca’s attitude to Polybius is significantly
different.
That is to say, unlike Marcia and Helvia, Polybius is required only to contain his pain. This is
one of the strategies that Seneca deploys to flatter the trusted freedman. The philosopher asks
the freedman simply to continere dolorem for two reasons: first, the philosopher is well aware
that he is not of a strong character, necessary to restrain pain, so he cannot request him to
vincere dolorem as has been required of Helvia and Marcia. In contrast to them, Polybius does
not have this particular predisposition and, consequently, he cannot devote himself to
philosophy. There is a remarkable reversal of roles: Helvia and Marcia, who are women, act
like men.80 Both of them are celebrated for displaying behaviours gendered as masculine. In
the Ad Helviam, Seneca praises his mother and admires her, as she is comparable with men.81
By lacking all the typical feminine flaws, she can be judged according to masculine
categories.82 Even Marcia does not show mollitia which is expected by a woman.83 By contrast,
Polybius, a man, who is not allowed to cry inmodice (6, 4), weeps and dwells on his sorrow as,
usually, women would do.84 Nevertheless, Seneca does not condemn him.
Seneca writes ‘Ad Polybium’ as a Stoic, but he does not hesitate to distance himself from his
school to justify Polybius and praise him; after all, this consolation has a different goal. I do
not agree with Ferrill, who glimpses subtle flattery also in the Ad Helviam, which Seneca would
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Gunderson (2015, 94) notes that also the terms which Seneca employs to describe Helvia are coded as
masculine: ‘vocabulary throughout leans on a virile ideology of martial impenetrability: uictor, cicatricosus,
fortis, and immobilis are set against images that evoke feminine weakness such as delicatus, conlabi, eneruare,
flere, and gemere’.
81
See Cloelia’s exemplum at Ad Marc. 16, 2: in qua Cloeliam contempto et hoste et flumine ob insignem audaciam
tantum non in viros transcripsimus. Thanks to her outstanding bravery, Cloelia is so strong as to be treated as a
man. Seneca portrays an exemplum of female fortitudo, interpreted by the light of a masculine attitude. On the
figure of Cloelia in Livy (2, 13, 4-11), Valerius Maximus (3, 2, 2, 1) and Seneca cf. Roller (2018, 65-94).
82
Cf. Ad Helv. 16, 5. On the comparison between Helvia and the other women see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2008a,
159-171).
83
Cf. Tranq. 17, 4: muliebrem mollitiam. Mollitia is a distinctive sign of effeminacy: cf. Const. 18, 3; Epist. 82,
2; 99, 2; 114, 3; 114, 7.
84
Cf. Ad Pol. 6, 2: quid autem tam humile ac muliebre est quam consumendum se dolori committere? See also
Ad Marc. 7, 3 and Šterbenc Erker (2009, 136-137). Seneca throughout the entire consolation encourages Polybius
to moderate his bereavement: cf. Ad Pol. 6, 2: et adversas possis viriliter ferre; 6, 4: non licet tibi flere inmodice;
17, 2: optime certe illos imitaberis qui, cum indignari possent non esse ipsos exsortes huius mali, tamen in hoc
uno se ceteris exaequari hominibus non iniuriam sed ius mortalitatis iudicaverunt tuleruntque nec nimis acerbe
et aspere quod acciderat nec molliter et effeminate; nam et non sentire mala sua non est hominis et non ferre non
est viri. See also Epist. 99, 2 where Seneca blames Marullus as his grief is unmanly: tam molliter tu fers mortem
filii? On Epistle 99 see Wilson (1997); Graver (2009). Cf. Epist. 124, 3: et contemnimus illos qui nihil viriliter
ausuri sunt doloris metu.
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have written with the primary aim of being recalled to the imperial court.85 On the contrary, if
we embrace the idea that ‘Ad Helviam may be viewed not (just) as an end in itself but as one
part or aspect of the broader therapeutic programme’ – as Williams suggests – the same cannot
be said for the Ad Polybium.86 In this case, Seneca is not interested in philosophical issues, but
his priority is to go back to Rome as soon as possible. That is the second reason why Seneca
only requires Polybius to contain his pain, further proof that exile is not solely a loci
commutatio. According to Dio Cassius, among the most indomitable detractors of the
philosopher, Seneca sent from Corsica to Rome an unspecified book in which he flattered
Messalina and Claudius’ freedmen; Dio Cassius adds that Seneca afterwards suppressed or
repudiated the book.87 Scholars discuss whether the work mentioned by Dio Cassius should be
identified as the Ad Polybium. If we do not recognise the book cited by Dio Cassius in the
consolation addressed to Polybius, this may lead us to reckon that Seneca may perhaps have
tried more than once in this way to obtain his recall from exile and the Consolatio ad Polybium
could be the last-ditch effort thought up by the philosopher.88 The absence of Messalina in the
Ad Polybium rather than being an element to interpret Dio Cassius’ statement should be taken
as a demonstration of Seneca’s political intelligence. By mentioning Messalina, he would have
run a dual risk of making her more resentful and annoying Claudius, always criticised for living
under the control of his controversial wife.
When Wilson claims ‘Seneca is only sometimes a philosopher. In writing the tragedies he was
a playwright, in writing the Apocolocyntosis he was a satirist, and in writing the works
addressed to Helvia, Polybius and Marcia, he did so in the role of a consoler’, he, on the one
hand, emphasises the role of consoler, but on the other, relegates the role of philosopher.89
Indeed, Seneca in his consolatory works presents himself as a consoler who needs to be
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Cf. Ferrill (1966, 255): ‘the subtle approach of the Ad Helviam did not accomplish its objective. No more than
a year later Seneca decided to use a bolder method and sent the Ad Polybium’.
86
Cf. Williams (2006, 149).
87
D.C. 61, 10, 2. Giancotti (1956, 30) suggests that the verb should be taken in a metaphorical sense, meaning
‘repudiated’, not destroyed. Griffin (1976, 415) supports Giancotti’s idea, but introduces the possibility that the
excerptor misunderstood what Dio Cassius wrote, the required sense being that Seneca ‘tried to destroy the work’.
Cf. Rudich (1997, 40-41).
88
Griffin (2008, 34) states that, thought the extant consolation does not contain praise of Messalina, the
identification with the work mentioned by Dio Cassius is hard to challenge. Indeed, the absence of courtesies
toward Messalina and freedmen other than Polybius in the extant work is no obstacle to the identification: they
could have been included in the missing opening chapters. Sullivan (1985, 123) believes that Dio Cassius referred
to this piece when he described Seneca’s attempt to suppress his work. Rudich (1997, 36) thinks that Dio Cassius
confused the facts and he asserts that the work mentioned by Dio Cassius should be identified in the Consolatio
ad Polybium.
89
Wilson (2013, 105).
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consoled himself; nevertheless, as we have seen previously, the Ad Marciam and Ad Helviam
are deeply imbued with philosophy, as the frequent references to the Stoic theory of grief
confirm. I disagree with Gloyn, who interprets the Ad Polybium as the realisation of the idea
of Stoic cosmopolis and looks at Polybius as a Stoic reader.90 As I have discussed in this section
through a comparison between the freedman, Helvia and Marcia, Seneca’s approach, when he
addresses Polybius, is different from what is expected from a Stoic writer. Instead, I suggest
that also in the Ad Polybium, even if it has a different goal and the addressee is not fit for
philosophy, Seneca, between the lines, inserts philosophical allusions, but he does not expect
Polybius to embrace philosophy.91 As we will discuss in the next section, Polybius must only
simulate and perform his role at the imperial court. What we have learned so far is that two of
the three addressees (Marcia and Helvia) are encouraged to embrace philosophy, the only
antidote to pain, as Seneca, consolator sui in exile, has already experienced. Instead, Seneca
displays a different approach toward Polybius, who, as we will see, will find the greatest
solacium in the princeps. We will begin the next section by discussing how Seneca accentuates
Polybius’ status as ‘besieged’.

1.3 Observantur oculi tui: Polybius under siege
In my view, references to the politics of the time are more significant than philosophical
allusion in the Ad Polybium. Polybius, in the guise of a freedman of Claudius, is in the spotlight
and he has to simulate. Seneca uses a specific vocabulary which, I suggest, alludes not only to
Polybius’ particular situation but, more remarkably, to the political atmosphere at the JulioClaudian courts in which Seneca himself was deeply enmeshed, before being relegated.
In Ad Polybium 5, 4-5, we can find an example of what we might call ‘a vocabulary of fiction’,
as expression which helps to convey the semantic field of simulatio.
Pietatem tamen tuam nihil aeque <a> lacrimis tam inutilibus abducet quam si
cogitaveris fratribus te tuis exemplo esse debere fortiter hanc fortunae iniuriam
sustinendi. Quod duces magni faciunt rebus adfectis, ut hilaritatem de industria
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Cf. Gloyn (2014, 459): ‘Polybius is constructed as a reader who is sympathetic and receptive to Stoicism’. For
further developments see Gloyn (2017). Contra, cf. Armisen-Marchetti (2008, 110): ‘neither Polybius or Marullus
is a sage or even a Stoic, but both have lost a loved one and are suffering.’
91
Cf. infra p. 39. Armisen-Marchetti (2008, 107-111) observes that Seneca in Ad Pol. 10, 3 prescribes for Polybius
a remedy borrowed from Epicurean philosophy (recordatio ad contemplandas voluptates).
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simulent et adversas res adumbrata laetitia abscondant ne militum animi, si
fractam ducis sui mentem viderint, et ipsi conlabantur, id nunc tibi quoque
faciendum est: indue dissimilem animo tuo vultum et, si potes, proice omnem ex
toto dolorem, si minus, introrsus abde et contine, ne appareat, et da operam, ut
fratres tui te imitentur, qui honestum putabunt, quodcumque te facientem viderint,
animumque ex vultu tuo sument. Et solacium debes esse illorum et consolator;
non poteris autem horum maerori obstare, si tuo indulseris.
Even so, nothing will redirect your own brotherly duty and love from these empty
tears than thinking that you ought to be an example for your other brothers of
enduring bad fortune in a brave way. You need to do now what great generals do
when things are tough: they fake a good mood intentionally and cover up serious
situations with feigned cheerfulness, so their soldiers’ spirits will not waver seeing
their general’s mind broken. Put a good face on it or, if you can, throw off this
sadness entirely. If not, bury it deep inside, so it does not show, and help your
brothers to imitate you. They think whatever they see what you doing is noble, and
they will make their spirits match your attitude. You need to be their solace and
their solace-giver. You will not be able to counter your grief if you indulge in your
own.92
Seneca asks Polybius to resemble the generals, who, when disasters appear, purposely make a
pretence of cheerfulness (simulent hilaritatem), and conceal their misfortune (adversas
res…abscondant) by showing joy (adumbrata laetitia) to encourage their soldiers.93 Seneca
often relies on military metaphors to emphasise a crucial concept.94 In this case, Seneca
recommends that Polybius hide his sorrow and simulate joy, so his brothers will face their
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All translations of Ad Polybium are by Hine (2014).
Cf. Brev. 18, 6: quem tunc animum habuerunt illi quibus erat mandata frumenti publici cura, saxa ferrum ignes
Gaium excepturi? Summa dissimulatione tantum inter viscera latentis mali tegebant, cum ratione scilicet; see
Williams (2003, 242-243). Const. 4, 3: immo nescio an magis vires sapientiae ostendat tranquillitas inter
lacessentia, sicut maximum argumentum est imperatoris armis virisque pollentis tuta securitas in hostium terra;
see Berno (2018, 106-108). Curt. 14, 13: haud alias tam alacrem viderant regem et vultu eius interrito certam
spem victoriae augurabantur. Cf. Tac. Ann. 4, 31, 6: nec occultum est, quando ex veritate, quando adumbrata
laetitia facta imperatorum celebrentur. Duff (1915, 183) remarks that also Cicero uses adumbratus with the
meaning of simulatus.
94
Wright (1974, 60) has defined the imagery of battle in Seneca’s texts ‘all-pervasive’. Cf. Epist. 96, 5: vivere,
Lucili, militare est; on Seneca’s use of military imagery cf. also Lavery (1980, 147-151); Armisen-Marchetti
(1989, 94-97); Cervellera (1990; id. 1991); Inwood (1993, 171-172); Cermatori (2014); Gunderson (2015, 9495).
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sorrow with courage.95 This passage is highly significant not just for the praecepta addressed
to Polybius, but because it contains undeniable political resonances. Polybius is required to
dissimulate and, in doing so, he becomes an emblem of the common man at the imperial court.
I want now to shift focus from the personality of Polybius and onto the cultural oppression of
these tumultuous years. In a few lines, we find a complex semantic field connected to pretence
(simulatio). In some situations, like this, pretence is necessary, and people need to train and
develop these skills. They cannot always say what they think, and they cannot express their
real feelings. It seems that Seneca is describing his days at the court of Claudius, where injuries
from the more powerful must be borne with a cheerful countenance (hilaris vultus).96 From
this point of view, simulatio seems to be the only possible path to survive and achieve old age,
as he declares in the De ira.97 In chapter 3, I will analyse some exempla from the second and
the third book of De ira, which corroborate the idea that simulare is not always a mark of
insincerity, but, sometimes, indicates cleverness.
I turn now to my passage: Polybius’ brothers will take heart from his face (animumque ex vultu
tuo sument), and the soldiers will surrender if they see the spirit of their chief broken.98 For this
reason, Polybius should assume an expression that belies his feelings (indue dissimilem animo
tuo vultum). In this case, it is necessary to deny a correspondence between soul (animus) and
face (vultus), between interiority and exteriority. In other instances, Seneca stresses the natural
function of the vultus as the detector of the animus, but here he encourages the act of changing
facial expression.99 He uses the phrase induere vultum which has a glorious history.100 The
most remarkable example is in a well-known passage from Aeneid, book one: Venus asks
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Polybius should be similar to Aeneas, who in the first book of the Aeneid hides (simulat) his worries to his
fellow men, cf. Aen. 1, 208-209: talia voce refert curisque ingentibus aeger / spem vultu simulat, premit altum
corde dolorem. In this case, Aeneas plays the rule of a leader and his simulatio is appreciated; for a negative
simulatio cf. Aen. 4, 290; 305 ff., where Aeneas fakes his real intentions toward Dido.
96
Cf. Ir. 2, 33, 1: potentiorum iniuriae hilari vultu, non patienter tantum ferendae sunt: facient iterum, si se fecisse
crediderint.
97
According to some scholars, the first two books were composed during the exile; on the vexata quaestio of the
chronology of the De ira cf. Griffin (1976, 396); Ramondetti (1996) with bibliography and Giardina (2000).
98
Cf. Stat. Silv. 2, 6, 52: tecum tristisque hilarisque nec umquam / ille suus, vultumque tuo sumebat ab ore.
99
Cf. Epist. 11, 10: elige eum cuius tibi placuit et vita et oratio et ipse animum ante se ferens vultus; Benef. 2, 25,
2: verba cessent licet: si, quemadmodum debemus, adfecti sumus, conscientia eminebit in vultu; 6, 12, 1: non opus
est te dicere: vultus tuus loquitur. Cf. Fr. 58 Vottero: et inexplorata fronte, per quam produntur animi.
100
Cf. Benef. 2, 2, 2: induit sibi animi sui vultum; Med. 750-751: nunc meis vocata sacris, noctium sidus, veni /
pessimos induta vultus, fronte non una minax; Ag. 707: experta leges induit vultos feros; Tranq. 15, 6: et frontem
suam fingere. Induere vultum is frequent in Ovid: cf. Am. 3, 14, 27: indue cum tunicis metuentem crimina vultum;
Ov. Met. 8, 853-854: esset ero, formamque novat vultumque virilem / induit et cultus piscem capientibus aptos
(cf. Met. 2, 425: protinus induitur faciem cultumque Dianae). The contrary of induere vultum is ponere vultum,
which also has theatrical connotations: cf. Thy. 609 and Boyle (2017, ad loc.).
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Cupid to feign Ascanius’ form (facies) and don the boy’s familiar face (vultus) in order to instil
passion in the infelix Dido, by speaking simulata verba.101
Tu faciem illius noctem non amplius unam
falle dolo et notos pueri puer indue vultus.
You will have to use your cunning and take on his appearance for just one night.
He is a boy like yourself and you know him, so put on his features.102
The iunctura vultus indue also recurs in Martial, which suggests that poor Maximilla adopt a
more solemn countenance than Priam’s wife and chief daughter-in-law:
voltus indue tu magis severos,
quam coniunx Priami nurusque maior.
Put on a face more solemn than Priam’s wife and chief daughter in law.103
Cicero also writes about the possibility of adapting his facial expression (vultus) according to
the context.104 In 47 B.C. Atticus, Cicero’s best friend and his first ‘editor’, advises Cicero to
adapt his face to circumstances after the victory of the Caesareans, but Cicero does not take
it.105 Cicero does not say that he is not able to do it, but, that he does not want to do it. In
another letter, mourning the loss of his daughter, Cicero reassures Atticus who is afraid his
popularity (gratia) and prestige (auctoritas) may suffer from his present mourning by claiming
that, when he comes back to Rome, his facial expression and his words will be
irreproachable.106 An additional letter of Cicero to Atticus proves the possibility of changing
his facial expression according to the situation: quis porro noster itus, reditus, vultus, incessus
101

For simulata verba see Sen. Tro. 568.
Aen. 1, 683-684; translation by West (1991); on this passage see Williams (1972, 209); Paratore (1978, 231).
103
Cf. Mart. 2, 41, 13-14; all translations of Martial’s Epigrammata are by Shackleton Bailey (1993). Cf. Rimell
(2008, 136-138); Williams (2004, 153).
104
According to Isidorus, vultus is connected with voluntas: cf. Orig. 2, 34: vultus vero dictus, eo quod per eum
animi voluntas ostenditur. For a general overview of vultus in Latin literature see Bettini (1996).
105
Cf. Cic. Att. 11, 24, 5: quod me mones de vultu et oratione ad tempus accomodanda, etsi difficile est, tamen
imperarem mihi, si mea quicquam interesse putarem.
106
Cf. Cic. Att. 12, 40, 3: cum Romam venero, nec vultu nec oratione reprehendar. Two months before, Cicero
had already reassured Atticus about having restored his face: cf. Cic. Att. 12, 14, 3: totos dies scribo, non quo
proficiam quid sed tantisper impedior – non equidem satis (vis enim urget), sed relaxor tamen, omniaque nitor
non ad animum sed ad vultum ipsum, si queam, reficiendum.
102
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inter istos?107 Quintus, Cicero’s younger brother, writing a short pamphlet, the
Commentariolum Petitionis, to Marcus on electioneering remarks on the importance of
adapting his vultus according to circumstances to be successful.108
In oratory one’s own vultus is considered a necessary tool in order to persuade (movere): a
good orator should be able to modify his voice, his body, and also his face.109 Cicero points out
that in performance vultus (the facial expression) is second in importance only to the voice.110
Conversely, showing impassivity on his face is judged by Cicero a clear mark of the sapiens.111
This aspect also appears in Epictetus who, by referring to the exemplum of Socrates, underlines
that he always wore the same expression on his face.112 Unlike the orators, whose adroitness
in conforming their face to circumstances Cicero judges positively, Cicero blames those who
can adapt their facial expression according to context and identifies them with sycophants
(adulatores).113 Thus, he recommends that his brother Quintus not believe that his citizens love
him because people can lie with words and with their face.114 Seneca himself advises Lucilius,
procurator in Sicily, to pay serious attention to the flatterers. After all, the position of
administrator is particularly exposed to flattery, and Lucilius should learn to suspect everyone,
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Cic. Att. 15, 5, 3; cf. Citroni Marchetti (2012, 193).
Cf. Q. Cic. Pet. 42: etenim cum deteriorem aliquem adsentando facit, tum improba est, cum amiciorem, non
tam vituperanda, petitori vero necessaria est, cuius frons et vultus et sermo ad eorum quoscumque convenerit
sensum et voluntatem commutandus et accomodandus est; 44: neque solum foribus aedium tuarum sed etiam vultu
ac fronte, quae est animi ianua; cf. Prost (2017, ad loc.); Narducci (2004, 89); Santangelo (2019, 257-263).
109
Cf. Cic. Part. 3: vox, motus, vultus atque omnis actio eloquendi comes est; De orat. 1, 18: quae motu corporis,
quae gestu, quae vultu, quae vocis conformatione ac varietate moderanda est; De orat. 1, 115: sunt quidam aut
ita lingua haesitantes aut ita voce absoni aut ita vultu motuque corporis vasti atque agrestes, ut, etiam si ingeniis
atque arte valeant, tamen in oratorum numerum venire non possint; 2, 190: neque est enim facile perficere ut
irascatur ei, cui tu velis, iudex, si tu ipse id lente ferre videare; neque ut oderit eum, quem tu velis, nisi te ipsum
flagrantem odio ante viderit; neque ad misericordiam adducetur, nisi tu ei signa doloris tui verbis, sententiis,
voce, vultu, conlacrimatione denique ostenderis; Orat. 55: dicerem etiam de gestu, cum quo iunctus est vultus;
see Fögen (2009, 20). Cf. Sen. Ir. 2, 17, 1: ‘orator’ inquit ‘iratus aliquando melior est.’ Immo imitatus iratum;
nam et histriones in pronuntiando non irati populum movent, sed iratum bene agentes; et apud iudices itaque et
in contione et ubicumque alieni animi ad nostrum arbitrium agendi sunt, modo iram, modo metum, modo
misericordiam, ut aliis incutiamus, ipsi simulabimus, et saepe id quod veri adfectus non effecissent effecit imitatio
adfectuum.
110
De orat. 3, 223: quare in hac nostra actione secundum vocem vultus valet; is autem oculis gubernatur; see
discussion in Fantham (2004, 295 ff.).
111
Cf. Cic. Fin. 5, 47; Off. 1, 102; 128, 131. In Leg. 1, 27 Cicero tells that the vultus identifies the mores.
112
Cf. Epict. 1, 25, 31: ταῦτα ἐµελέτα Σωκράτης, διὰ τοῦτο ἓν ἔχων προσώπον ἀεὶ διετέλει. Even Seneca (Ad Marc.
12, 3; Epist. 104, 28) remarks on the impassivity of Socrates, who never changed his vultus.
113
Cic. Lael. 93: Quid enim potest esse tam flexibile, tam devium, quam animus eius qui ad alterius non modo
sensum ac voluntatem, sed etiam vultum atque nutum convertitur? Negat quis, nego; ait, aio; postremo imperavi
/ egomet mihi / Omnia assentari; see Citroni Marchetti (2012, 198). Cf. Iuv. 3, 105-106: nocte dieque potest aliena
sumere vultum / a facie, iactare manus laudare paratus; Mart. 4, 88, 9-10: decipies alios verbis voltuque benigno,
/ nam mihi iam notus dissimulator eris.
114
Cf. Cic. Ad Q. fr. 1, 1, 15: multis enim simulationum involucris tegitur et quasi velis quibusdam obtenditur
unius cuiusque natura; frons, oculi, vultus persaepe mentiuntur, oratio vere saepissime.
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including Seneca himself: utrumlibet crede et omnes timere a me incipe (Nat. 4a, praef. 19).115
Even the vultus of a friend can, albeit involuntarily, deceive. When Lucilius, during his period
in Sicily, complains of the distance from Seneca (dividimur mari), Seneca reassures him, by
reminding him that a true friendship can withstand distance.116 Sometimes, distance is required
in order to assure friendship’s authenticity. The physical presence of the friend compromises
the situation because of the vultus that is considered a disturbing element: the speaker depends
on his interlocutor’s face, and, even if he is upright, modifies his speech as a result of his
listener’s facial expression (vultus). Paradoxically, only when friends are far away, can they
give frank advice to each other: dabimus invicem consilia non ex vultu audientis pendentia.117
To sum up, in Cicero as well as in Seneca we find the idea that men can change their face
according to different contexts. Yet, while for Cicero this skill should be rejected, with the
exceptions of the orators, for Seneca, everyone, including philosophers, should have this ability
and use it if the context requires it.118 As usual, Seneca uses Cicero as a model, but he changes
the perspective: according to Seneca, the skill of making his face conform to different situations
cannot be seen as negative. Hinting at his feelings or intentions is acceptable and not
blameworthy in the circumstances. Unlike Cicero, who, ignoring Atticus’ advice, refused to
adapt his face to context, regardless of the specific situation, Seneca approves this skill and
encourages Polybius to assume an expression that belies his feelings, as does Pastor (chapter
3) who comes in front of the king without showing reproach in his countenance.119 There are
many differences, obvious and glaring, between the political and social contexts of Cicero and
Seneca. Seneca’s different judgement denotes a political change, and, subsequently, a variation
in the relationship between intellectual and imperial power. The Roman empire is a régime that
does not appreciate honesty and obstructs creative freedom. This oppressive climate forces
men like Seneca to find new ways to express these feelings.
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On the risks connected to the administration of a province see Nat. 4a, praef. 13: vis tu ista verba, quae iam ab
alio magistratu ad alium cum lictoribus transeunt. A similar concept appears in Cic. Ad Q. fr. 1, 1, 15: privatum
non fere quemquam, praetores semper omnis amant; cf. Citroni Marchetti (2000, 34).
116
Epist. 55, 11: amicus animo possidendus est; hic autem numquam abest; quemcumque vult cotidie videt; cf.
Hönscheid (2004, 144-145); Berno (2006, 229-230).
117
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 20.
118
Elsewhere Seneca criticises those who change their facial expression according to their interlocutor. Cf. Epist.
108, 7: Quidam ad magnificas voces excitantur et transeunt in adfectum dicentium alacres vultu et animo, nec aliter
concitantur quam solent Phrygii tibicinis sono semiviri et ex imperio furentes.
119
Cf. Ir. 2, 33, 4: venit Pastor vultu nihil exprobrante; I will discuss this episode in chapter 3.
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From Seneca’s point of view, the skill to change his vultus according to the situation could be
a good tool to oppose the Emperor’s power. A parallel can be found in Ovid who suggests the
amator to imitate the facial expression of his puella.120 What is striking, as I will discuss in
chapter 5, is the fact that Ovid depicts the lover in the guise of the flatterer. By changing his
vultus according to what his domina requires, the lover can obtain approval from his domina,
just as the flatterer by adapting his vultus can be successful. As I will examine in more detail
in chapter 5, the analogy between the lover and the flatterer in Ovid is important to us to realise
that flattery is constructed as a servitude, quite often as a necessary servitude. By referring to
this analogy in the Naturales Quaestiones, Seneca depicts flattery as slavery. Even
philosophers sometimes have to adapt their vultus: by simulating compliance on their vultus,
philosophers can receive approval from the emperor.121 Seneca as philosopher and as statesman
is capable of adapting his facial expression as required by circumstances since the climate of
political oppression does not allow animus to correspond to vultus. Therefore, Seneca is urging
Polybius to simulate, hiding his feelings, nothing new for a man who had been so cunning as
to achieve Claudius’ favour.
Following the urge to simulate, in § 6 Seneca reminds Polybius of his social status. Thanks to
the emperor’s generosity and his personal value, he has obtained a high position at the court.
There are always pros and cons to each situation: Polybius not only enjoys benefits, but he also
has to accept the drawbacks of his prominent position. The transitional passage from Republic
to Empire had bred a progressive restriction of freedom as the emperors increased surveillance.
This change caused on the one hand more protection, but, on the other hand, more
restrictions.122 ‘Those who seemingly praise your genius, are actually are monitoring your
mind’ (omnes illi, qui opera ingenii tui laudant…custodes animi tui sunt) Seneca reminds
Polybius.123 This strict surveillance concerns all, especially those who are in a preeminent
position, as we can glimpse in the passage below.
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Cf. Ov. Ars 2, 202: imponat leges vultibus illa tuis.
Cf. Tac. Ann. 15, 61, 10: tum tribunus nulla pavoris signa, nihil triste in verbis eius aut vultu deprensum
confirmavit. Ergo regredi et indicere mortem iubetur. Ibid. 16, 24: quod ubi non evenit vultumque et spiritus et
libertatem insontis ultro extimuit (regarding Thrasea Paetus). Cf. Sen. Thy. 330-331: multa sed trepidus solet /
detergere vultus; stressing the revelatory nature of the vultus, Boyle (2017, 222) refers to Ag. 128 and Med. 446.
122
Cf. Rimell (2015a, 15 ff.). Cf. Plin. Paneg. 49, 4: num autem serias tantum partes dierum in oculis nostris
coetuque consumis?
123
Cf. Ad Pol. 6, 3.
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Potest et illa res a luctu te prohibere nimio, si tibi ipse renuntiaveris nihil horum
quae facis posse subduci. Magnam tibi personam hominum consensus inposuit:
haec tibi tuenda est. Circumstat te omnis ista consolantium frequentia et in animum
tuum inquirit ac perspicit quantum roboris ille adversus dolorem habeat et
utrumne tu tantum rebus secundis uti dextere scias an et adversas possis viriliter
ferre: observantur oculi tui. Liberiora sunt omnia iis quorum adfectus tegi possunt:
tibi nullum secretum liberum est. In multa luce fortuna te posuit; omnes scient
quomodo te in isto tuo gesseris vulnere, utrumne statim percussus arma summiseris
an in gradu steteris. Olim te in altiorem ordinem et amor Caesaris extulit et tua
studia eduxerunt; nihil te plebeium decet, nihil humile; quid autem tam humile ac
muliebre est quam consumendum se dolori committere? Non idem tibi in luctu pari
quod tuis fratribus licet; multa tibi non permittit opinio de studiis ac moribus tuis
recepta, multum a te homines exigunt, multum expectant. Si volebas tibi omnia
licere, ne convertisses in te ora omnium: nunc tantum tibi praestandum est
quantum promisisti. Omnes illi qui opera ingenii tui laudant, qui describunt,
quibus, cum fortuna tua opus non sit, ingenio opus est, custodes animi tui sunt.124
We might detect in this passage an allusion to the contemporary political situation.
Observantur oculi tui – states Seneca. Polybius, because of his high position, cannot say and
do what otherwise he would like to say and do: multa tibi non licent quae humillimis quoque
et in angulo iacentibus licent.125 Seneca advises Polybius to shun his emotional impulses,
because open display of emotions is inappropriate and unsafe for people in eminent positions
who are held to a stricter standard of behaviour than other members of Roman society.126
Degl’Innocenti Pierini rightly remarks on the Senecan innovation: the philosopher confers the
role of model, generally attributed to the aristocratic members, to the class of the freedman.127
In so doing, Seneca on the one hand, flatters Polybius by elevating him to the role of a model
for future generations and, on the other hand, emphasises the climate of oppression and control
in which the freedman (and Seneca himself) lives.
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Ad Pol. 6, 1-3; for the translation see Appendix 1.
Ad Pol. 6, 4. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 234-238) refers to Clem. 1, 8, 1.
126
Seneca addresses the same warning to Lucilius in Epist. 19, 3: iam notitia te invasit; ut in extrema mergaris
ac penitus recondaris, tamen priora monstrabunt.
127
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 223) recalls Pl. R. 3, 387.
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Polybius’ situation mirrors Seneca’s one at the court of Claudius. Even more, during the reign
of Nero, when Seneca will be among the amici principis, he will be heavily guarded, under
tight control.128 The oppressive and abusive gaze of power surveys the functionary Polybius as
well as the intellectual Seneca, who warns Polybius: tibi nullum secretum liberum est (you are
not free to have any privacy). From the texts of the senatorial class, it emerges that intellectuals
were worried about being the object of the emperor’s gaze and wished to withdraw from the
public gaze.129 As Benton notes, in Epistle 14 Seneca speaks of the difficulty of avoiding men
in power and, at the same time, the risk of provoking them by such avoidance: Idem facit
sapiens; nocituram potentiam vitat, hoc primum cavens, ne vitare videatur.130 Like Seneca,
Polybius cannot elude the imperial gaze: both are in a very demanding position. Bartsch
remarks on the passage from the Republican ethical gaze to the ‘malevolent surveillance’ of
the early empire.131 Conversely, this extra surveillance does not mean more protection, but
more intrusion. By addressing Polybius, Seneca seems to suggest that these forms of
surveillance are not provided by exemplary men, but by everyone, even those who stand
outside the ‘ideal’ community by dint of their closeness to the emperor.132 Public opinion
(hominum consensus) has assigned a paramount role – the Latin word is persona which among
its multiple significances also means ‘role’ – to Polybius, and the freedman must live up to
expectations.133 I surmise that not only the philosopher but also public opinion requires that
Polybius don a mask (persona) in order to simulate. Strikingly, in this passage, by suggesting
Polybius don a mask to perform his role, Seneca subsumes the two main meanings of persona:
mask and role.134
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But rulers are also under observation; Seneca reminds Nero that he himself is the object of people’s gaze; cf.
Clem. 1, 8, 4: multa contra te lux est, omnium in istam conversi oculi sunt; Ir. 3, 14, 1: Cambysen regem nimis
deditum vino Prexaspes unus ex carissimis monebat ut parcius biberet, turpem esse dicens ebrietatem in rege,
quem omnium oculi auresque sequerentur.
129
Cf. Benton (2002, 44); Bartsch (2006).
130
Benton (2002, 44; 55 n. 50); cf. Rudich (1997, 99).
131
Bartsch (2006, 207). For the positive gaze as inhibitor of and model for one’s own deeds see Sen. Epist. 11, 810; 25, 5.
132
Bartsch (2006, 206).
133
Cf. OLD s.v. persona 2-5. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 221) identifies a Ciceronian precedent (Phil. 8, 29: O
di immortales, quam magnum est personam in re publica tueri principis! Quae non animis solum debet sed etiam
oculis servire civium) in the idea that, because of the dignitas of his role, Polybius cannot yield to grief. In addition,
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 232-238) stresses similarities between Sen. Ad Pol. 6, 1-3 and the Pseudo-Ovidian
Consolatio ad Liviam.
134
For the use of persona see Lotito (1974, 334-335); Mauss (1979); Bellincioni (1981); Elliott (1982, 19-32);
Gill (1988, 169-199); Solimano (1991, 64-78); Barton (2001, 56-57); Mazzoli (2001); Bartsch (2006, 216-229;
230-281); Edwards (2007, 147-159). Cf. Tranq. 17, 1: non tamen iucunda vita aut secura est semper sub persona
viventium. Seneca might refer to the theory of Panaetius outlined in the first book of Cicero’s De officis (1, 107116); see Dyck (1996, 269-271); Edwards (2007, 147-152); Ker (2009a, 117).
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Bartsch also suggests that ‘Polybius must accordingly don an expression that belies his
grieving animus in the interest of providing a model for his audience’ and surmises that the
philosopher here is recovering the Republican standards of living up to the community’s
judgment.135 It might be that, by mentioning hominum consensus, Seneca displays his disregard
for public opinion. At Ad Helv. 5, 6, speaking of his exile, Seneca spells out that general consent
often produces wrong decrees. Thus, the vulgus and its thoughts must be completely
discounted, as people honour merely ‘copies and imitations of what is good’.136 At the opening
of the De vita beata, Seneca reminds Gallio that reliance on general opinion is the logic of the
inept crowd.137 Polybius is besieged by the throng (frequentia here is synonymous with vulgus):
circumstat te omnis ista consolantium frequentia. Circumsto in Seneca often has a negative
meaning, as well as frequentia.138 The wise man has to estrange himself from the throng in
order to protect himself against its praise and devote his life to philosophy.139 Apparently, the
crowd would console Polybius (consolantium frequentia), but the real aim of the men who
surround the freedman is to check Polybius’ behaviour.
Ovid himself, during his relegatio at Tomis, complains about being attacked by ‘a throng of
evils’ (turba malorum).140 Similarly, Ovid (implicitly) displays contempt for the crowd which
acts according to type in flattering the emperor:
ergo hominum quaesitum odium mihi carmine, quosque
debuit, est vultus turba secuta tuos.
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Bartsch (2006, 210-211) notes that playing one’s role adequately until the end is a central Stoic metaphor: a
stoic proficiens is required to play a role well, in order to ‘be consistent with yourself’, as Seneca puts it in Epist.
35, 4.
136
Epist. 81, 13. Bartsch (2006, 202) refers to Epist. 99, 17: a natura discedimus, populo nos damus; 94, 55. Cf.
Thy. 351-352: et numquam stabilis favor / vulgi praecipitis movet; see Boyle (2017, 232).
137
Cf. Vit. b. 2, 1; see Habinek (1998, 143).
138
Seneca uses circumsto in Epist. 17, 3 (non circumstat illam turba servorum, ad quos pascendos
transmarinarum regionum est optanda fertilitas) in reference to the crowd of slaves; in Epist. 28, 8 (‘Triginta’
inquit ‘tyranni Socraten circumsteterunt nec potuerunt animum eius infringere’) in reference to Socrates’
behaviour. Cf. Ir. 2, 21, 7 (adsentatorum turba circumstetit) as regards the crowd of flatterers; Ir. 2, 23, 1 (ab
Hippia tortus ut conscios indicaret, circumstantes amicos tyranni nominavit) where it is used to describe Hippias’
friends; at Brev. 2, 3 (circumstant vitia undique) and Benef. 4, 27, 1 (vitia circumstant) Seneca employs circumsto
in connection with the vices. On the motif of the crowd cf. Reydams-Schils (2005, 111-113). On Seneca’s use of
frequentia cf. Ir. 2, 8, 1; 3, 6, 4; Tranq. 17, 3; Ad Helv. 6, 2; 7, 4.
139
Cf. Epist. 8, 1-2: ‘Tu me’ inquis ‘vitare turbam iubes, secedere et conscientia esse contentum? Ubi illa
praecepta vestra quae imperant in actu mori?’ (…) Secessi non tantum ab hominibus sed a rebus, et in primis a
meis rebus: posterorum negotium ago’. Cf. Tranq. 17, 3.
140
Cf. Ov. Trist. 5, 6, 41: tam me circumstat densorum turba malorum. Cf. Ov. Trist. 5, 2, 27-28: tot premor
adversis: quae si conprendere coner, / Icariae numerum dicere conor aquae.
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Thus the hatred of mankind has been incurred by me through a song,
and the crowd followed your expression, as it ought.141
Ovid shows scorn for the crowd which, imitating the vultus of Augustus, has condemned his
poetry.142 This passage is remarkably meaningful: by complying with the will of Augustus, the
crowd reflects the feelings (odium) and the expression (vultus) of the emperor. By showing an
excessive reverence toward the emperor and following his emotions, the crowd repeats the
same error of Augustus. In doing so, they mirror the emperor.
On the one hand, Polybius should drift apart from the crowd and be similar to the wise man,
described in the Ad Helviam, who is not puffed up by good fortune and does not collapse when
fortune is reversed.143 On the other hand, Polybius should eschew the exempla of men, who,
like Caligula, boast of wealth and are disheartened when fortune becomes hostile.144 According
to Seneca, a man can achieve happiness only when he is neither puffed up nor crushed by the
happenings of chance.145 I have already remarked that Seneca adapted the consolatory genre to
the addressee, but, my conviction is that sometimes Seneca gives in to the temptation to
introduce Polybius to philosophy. At times, Seneca looks for that inclination which Polybius,
unlike his mother and Marcia, does not have. As Polybius is not a philosopher, and Seneca
cannot address him to philosophy, then, in order to persuade him to constrain his pain, he
focuses on his social status: Polybius should display behaviour in line with expectations:
multum a te homines exigunt, multum expectant.146 By the anaphora of non licet, the use of
polyptoton (multum/multa; tibi/te), and the continuous repetitions of the pronoun te – which
recurs thirty-four times – Seneca stresses the differences between Polybius and his brothers.
141

Ov. Trist. 2, 87-88; all translations of Tristia II are by Ingleheart (2010). The text is uncertain: most MSS and
editors (including Ingleheart) read quaque instead of quosque. I follow Owen (1926) and Luck (1977); see
discussion in Ciccarelli (2003, 91) and Ingleheart (2010, 113-114).
142
Ingleheart (2010, 113-114) suggests that the mention of Augustus’ vultus may hint at the Stoic theory on anger.
The vultus of Augustus is the surest indication of his soul (certissima pignora mentis) and his anger is apparent
from his facial expression. Cf. Pont. 3, 4, 27: et regum vultus, certissima pignora mentis. Augustus is not able
(and perhaps does not want) to conceal his anger. See also Pont. 2, 8, 21-22: fallor an irati mihi sunt in imagine
vultus / torvaque nescio quid forma minantis habet? At Ars 2, 378, describing the jealousy of the women, Ovid
claims: ardet et in vultu pignora mentis habet.
143
Cf. Ad Helv. 5, 5: at ille qui se laetis rebus non inflavit nec mutatis contrahit. Adversus utrumque statum
invictum animum tenet exploratae iam firmitatis; nam in ipsa felicitate quid contra infelicitatem valeret expertus
est. Seneca gives the same recommendation to Paulinus in Brev. 18, 1 see Williams (2003, 235-236).
144
Cf. Ad Pol. 17, 5: eadem enim intemperie animi adversarum rerum ictus ferebat qua secundarum elatus eventu
super humanum intumescebat modum.
145
Cf. Vit. b. 4, 2: licet et ita finire, ut beatum dicamus hominem eum cui nullum bonum malumque sit nisi bonus
malusque animus, honesti cultorem, virtute contentum, quem nec extollant fortuita nec frangant, qui nullum maius
bonum eo quod sibi ipse dare potest noverit, cui vera voluptas erit voluptatum contemptio.
146
Ad Pol. 6, 3.
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This distinction reflects a more general division between men who are in an obtrusive position
and those who are at the boundaries of society. I would suggest that in chapter six of the
consolation Seneca through Polybius alludes explicitly to his distinctive role at the imperial
court. Like Polybius, before being relegated to exile, he enjoyed an eminent position, and now
Seneca is well aware that being in the spotlight can be dangerous: magna servitus est magna
fortuna.147 With this sententia Seneca ends and sums up the whole chapter.
Indeed, Fortune, which placed Polybius in the spotlight, brought about Seneca’s fall.148 We
will return to the impact of fortuna in the Ad Polybium: I do not want to dwell on the role of
fortuna in the present section, but we need to keep in mind that the fortune which lifted up
Polybius is, at the same time, responsible for Seneca’s fall.
In this section, we have seen how Polybius’ experience at the court of Claudius resembles
Seneca’s own and the political resonances implicit in the text: it is evident that the higher
position you achieve, the stricter control you endure. In this context, Seneca asks Polybius to
dissimulate his feelings and dissimulatio emerges as a tool of the subordinate to cope with the
dominant. Polybius is under control, and he has to perform his ‘role’ in front of his brothers
and living community. Seneca does not have any doubts about his success; not only does
Seneca enumerate all his virtues, but he develops other strategies. The section which follows
attempts to engage with the multiple methods by which Seneca flatters Polybius.
1.4 Praising Polybius
In the Ad Polybium we can identify more than one flattering speech: before a direct adulation
of Claudius, Seneca counts the innumerable qualities of Polybius and in the praise of the
freedman there is space also for the eulogy of Polybius’ brother (laus mortui).149 Polybius
should be an exemplum for everyone, as he embodies all the attributes of the irreproachable
and untarnished civis Romanus. He is acclaimed for his lack of materialism (2, 3) – just as
Seneca depicts himself in the Ad Helviam free of material luxury as his spirit is unfettered (Ad
147

On servitus see Bellincioni (1984, 59-66). Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 235) uses this sententia to reinforce
her suggestion that Polybius is an alter ego of Claudius.
148
Ad Pol. 13, 2: nec enim sic me deiecit ut nollet erigere, immo ne deiecit quidem, sed inpulsum a fortuna et
cadentem sustinuit et in praeceps euntem leniter divinae manus usus moderatione deposuit.
149
Also in Ad Marc. we find a praise of the deceased. The peroratio there is couched as prosopopoeia by
Cremutius Cordus himself; see Claassen (1999, 91-92). On prosopopoeia cf. Maguinness (1933); Pernot (1993,
399-403).
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Helv. 11) – despite his huge wealth, mentioned in 2, 3;150 for his affability (2, 4); for his good
reputation (2, 5); for his love of letters (2, 6; 3, 4); for his literary talents and fame (2, 6), gained
thanks to his translation of Homer into Latin, and of Virgil into Greek;151 for his unwillingness
to overindulge in his power (3, 2) and for his irreprehensible conduct (3, 4): he is an exemplum
of temperance (3, 2). Finally, he garners praise for Claudius’ affection for him (6, 2); for his
scholarship (6, 3) and for his unremitting industry on his master’s behalf (6, 4).
Among the specific merits, we can identify the traditional virtues required of a freedman:
Seneca extols Polybius for having demonstrated innocentia, abstinentia, pietas, fides,
industria, all those virtues we find in Pallas’ funerary monument which arouses Pliny’s
indignation. In Letter 7, 29, Pliny refers to the bronze tablet inscribed with a senatorial tribute
to Pallas; it records that the Senate rewarded Pallas for ‘his loyalty and piety toward his patrons’
and in Letter 8, 6, Pliny returns, once more, to the decree which praises Pallas ‘for his
unparalleled loyalty and extraordinary zeal’, for being ‘a most temperate and loyal guardian’.152
By attributing these traditional virtues to Polybius, Seneca aims to construct the image of a
dutiful freedman, an image which he nourishes by underlining his individual qualities.
Nevertheless, Polybius should always be alert: Seneca warns him to assuage his pain by
focusing on his obligation to repay the emperor’s indulgentia with fides and industria.153
Remarkably, industria assumes a new nuance: whereas in Republic it is related to gloria,154
now it is the ideal pattern of fides and it becomes an instrument of social promotion.155 As we
will see in the final chapter, fides also embodies a new meaning: it qualifies the relationship
between adulator and adulatus and the flatterer displays fides toward his patron/master. By
emphasising Polybius’ fides (loyalty) to Claudius, Seneca may covertly allude to the fact that
150

Cf. MacLean (2018, 40). Kurth (1994, 43) notes that Seneca in Ad Pol. 2, 3 is indebted to the rhetorical
description (cf. Cic. De orat. 2, 46) and that in this chapter Polybius comes very close to the Stoic ideal of the
sapiens described in Vit. b. 21, 4.
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Traina (2010, 220) points out that resolvisti (Ad Pol. 11, 5) means that Polybius had made a translation in
prose. These translations of Homer and Virgil’s epic can be included, in Seneca’s view, among the severiora
scripta; unlike the more light-hearted forms of literature (hilariora studia), like Aesop’s fables. In Ad Pol. 8, 2-4
Seneca offers a full description of poetry and its role in leisure, on this aspect see Staley (2010, 40).
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On Pliny’s account see Bartsch (1994, 174-175); Woolf (1996, 26); Roller (2001, 270-272); Leach (2013);
MacLean (2018, 108-110). Leach (2012, 197) suggests that Pliny may have heard of this monument from his
uncle, who refers to it in Nat. 35, 201. On the qualities expected from a freedman see Mouritsen (2011, 51-65).
153
Ad Pol. 7, 1: vide quantam huius in te indulgentiae fidem, quantam industriam debeas. Mouritsen (2011, 51)
notes that fides and industria qualify Roman freedmen and are both indispensable to obtain the manumissio. Cf.
Kurth (1994, 92). Duarte Joly (2017, 17-18) argues that Seneca’s emphasis on Polybius’ fides and industria aims
to reduce the political and social significance of the manumissio, suggesting that Polybius’ total subservience to
the princeps is tied to his previous status as a slave.
154
Cf. Ps. Sall. Rep. 2, 7, 7: quippe gloria industria alitur. For a definition of gloria cf. Epist. 102, 17: quid intersit
inter claritatem et gloriam dicam: gloria multorum iudicîs constat, claritas bonorum
155
Cf. Sen. Epist. 44, 2: eques Romanus es, et ad hunc ordinem tua te perduxit industria; cf. Citti (2015b, 95-96).
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the freedman in the guise of the adulator has obtained his position for having flattered the
princeps. The connection between freedmen and flattery is made explicit in the discourse of
the Cynic philosopher Demetrius, in the preface to book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones, which
I will discuss at length in chapter 5.
Polybius cannot indulge his grief as it distracts him from his imperial commitments, but also
because there is no reason to binge on sorrow that concerns everybody. At the beginning of the
consolation, after a general reflection on the fragility of life, Seneca refers to the consolatory
topos of ‘condicio humana’ to comfort Polybius: all humans share the same destiny, everyone
will die.156
Seneca reassures Polybius that he can find the greatest comfort when he reflects that what has
befallen him was suffered by all previous generations. Polybius will have consolation only if
he increases awareness of the uniformity and cruelty of fate, which does not spare anyone.157
As we will discuss later, at the end of the consolation, Claudius in his speech to console
Polybius will reuse a similar topic. In addition, Seneca admonishes Polybius to reflect that
nobody will benefit from his pain and that everywhere men can find reasons to bemoan what
is wrong in their lives.158
Now I want to dwell on the manifold strategies which Seneca uses to praise Polybius. I suggest
that Seneca tries to reduce the gap with the freedman to persuade Polybius to mediate between
himself and the emperor, by positioning himself on the same level as Polybius. The fact that
Seneca alludes to his personal experience as an example for Polybius is part of a pedagogical
strategy we see frequently employed in the Letters. For instance, in Epistle 61, the philosopher
exhorts Lucilius to bear the imminence of death following his model. Instead, in the Ad
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Cf. Ad Pol. 1, 4: maximum ergo solacium est cogitare id sibi accidisse quod omnes ante se passi sunt omnesque
passuri; et ideo mihi videtur rerum natura quod gravissimum fecerat commune fecisse, ut crudelitatem fati
consolaretur aequalitas. The argument that everyone dies sooner or later as multitudes suffer the same fate is
expounded throughout Seneca’s works: cf. Ad Marc. 17, 1: ad hoc genitus es, ut perderes ut perires, ut sperares
metueres, alios teque inquietares, mortem et timeres et optares et, quod est pessimum, numquam scires, cuius
esses status; Ad Helv. 13, 2: si ultimum diem non quasi poenam sed quasi naturae legem aspicis; Epist. 77, 12: eo
ibis quo omnia eunt. Quid tibi novi est? Ad hanc legem natus es; hoc patri tuo accidit, hoc matri, hoc maioribus,
hoc omnibus ante te, hoc omnibus post te. Cf. Epist. 24, 20: cotidie morimur; cotidie enim demitur aliqua pars
vitae, et tunc quoque cum crescimus vita decrescit; Prov. 5, 8: grande solacium est cum universo rapi. See also
Nat. 2, 59, 4: alia varia† fortitudine† disponit, mors omnes aeque vocat. On this commonplace treated as a
consolatory topic, see Wilson (2013, 97-98).
157
This motif is also developed in Ad Marc. 10, 5; 19, 3; Ad Pol. 1, 3-4; 10, 5-6; 11, 2-4; 14, 2; Epist. 63, 15; 93,
2; 99, 6; see Inwood (2005, 224-248).
158
At Ad Pol. 4, 2-3 Seneca offers a reduced gallery of occupati stigmatised in the De brevitate vitae.
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Polybium, Seneca presents himself as a model of man who made a special effort to deal with
grief, rather than of an arrogant individual who teaches ex cathedra how to take on sorrow.
This strategy completely complies with Seneca’s intention to flatter Polybius, setting the
freedman in parallel with himself.159 Nevertheless, if we look at the Ad Helviam, we see that,
by attempting to comfort his mother, Seneca does not provide her with his distant philosophical
teaching, but his healing strategy is based on mutual grief.160 Therefore, I suggest that the fact
that Seneca presents himself as a man who is still suffering can be explained in two different
ways: first, it is an effort to flatter Polybius; secondly, it is part of his modus consolandi.
At Ad Pol. 5, 5, after setting out the need to disguise his state of mind in front of his living
brothers, Seneca recommends Polybius to be comfort (solacium) and solace (consolator) for
his brothers (et solacium debes esse illorum et consolator). Polybius should be an example of
fortitude to his family, by bearing the injustice of Fortune bravely. Seneca spurs Polybius to
restrain his lamentations in order to become a positive example for his family. Polybius is
already a good example for Seneca, because the freedman, unlike the philosopher, was able to
earn and to preserve the favour of the emperor (propitio Caesare 3, 5; amor Caesaris 6, 2). At
this moment, if there is a gulf between them this is in favour of Polybius: the freedman
outstripped the philosopher in the ranks of imperial power. Indeed, Polybius will find the
greatest comfort in Claudius, who is not only a solacium for Polybius but is the universal
consolation of all mankind (publicum solacium).161 Seneca spells out that Claudius will be a
solacium even for himself.162 Therefore, both Polybius and Seneca will take advantage of
Claudius’ benevolence. Seneca’s approach to Claudius reflects that of Polybius: both look at
the emperor like a new god, who will benefit them.
Unsure whether he has been able to console Polybius, in the last chapters Seneca ‘asks’
Claudius to take over the role of consolator to provide the freedman with several exempla from
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Duarte Joly (2017, 15) argues that Seneca wants to emphasise the fact that he and Polybius share a similar
destiny: both depend on the princeps.
160
Cf. Ad Helv. 1, 1: saepe iam, mater optima, impetum cepi consolandi te, saepe continui. Ut auderem multa me
inpellebant: primum videbar depositurus omnia incommoda, cum lacrimas tuas, etiam si supprimere non
potuissem, interim certe abstersissem; deinde plus habiturum me auctoritatis non dubitabam ad excitandam te, si
prior ipse consurrexissem. Cf. McAuley (2016, 175).
161
Cf. Ad Pol. 12, 3-4: in hoc uno tibi satis praesidii, solacii est; (…) quid porro? Ut nihil horum fecerit, nonne
protinus ipse conspectus per se tantummodo cogitatusque Caesar maximo solacio tibi est? Ib. 14, 1: hic itaque
princeps, qui publicum omnium hominum solacium est, aut me omnia fallunt aut iam recreavit animum tuum et
tam magno vulneri maiora adhibuit remedia.
162
Cf. Ad Pol. 13, 3.
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the imperial family. By following their deeds, Polybius can become a model and give relief
(solacium) to his living brothers. On closer examination, Polybius’ function toward his brothers
is the same as that carried out by Seneca, who in the Ad Helviam (1, 4) is consolator of his
mother:
utcumque conitar, non fiducia ingenii, sed quia possum instar efficacissimae
consolationis esse ipse consolator.
I will try as I can, then, not because I trust my talent with words, but because I can
be a very effective consolator just by offering consoling words.163
The proposition of Seneca is highly significant: he explicitly argues that his special status, at
the same time consolator and consolatus (Seneca plays the double role of ‘doctor’ and
‘patient’), is an innovation, a literary innovation.164 In addressing his mother, ‘he dramatizes
their mutual sufferings by imagining himself as a wounded man attempting to cure another
wounded comrade’.165 The Ad Helviam – in Seneca’s perspective – is ‘original’, as it is the
only existing Roman example of literary text addressed by the author to his mother.166 Seneca
underlines this aspect by claiming that in all of his reading within the genre, no precedent
apparently existed for someone who had consoled his loved ones while being lamented by them
himself.167 However, despite his sufferance, Seneca tries to console his mother (utcumque
conitar 1, 4), but he is not sure whether he will be successful. This statement belongs to the
general procedure of recusatio pro hebetatione animi, a familiar commonplace in the literature
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Ad Helv. 1, 4; all translations of Ad Helviam are by Williams (2014).
Ovid had already defined himself as doctor and patient; cf. Ov. Rem. 314: (et, fateor, medicus turpiter aeger
eram).
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McAuley (2016, 175).
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More numerous were the lines addressed by authors to their wives, for example, Cicero’s Letters to Terentia,
Augustus’ Letters to Livia, Ovid’s numerous exilic lines to Fabia, Pliny’s Epistles to Calpurnia. McAuley (2016,
169) glimpses an ‘intriguing possible parallel’ with Seneca’s philosophical address to Helvia in the so-called
‘Letter to mother’ by Epicurus. For the debate concerning authenticity see Chilton (1971), Gordon (1996).
167
Cf. Ad Helv. 1, 2: praeterea cum omnia clarissimorum ingeniorum monumenta ad compescendos
moderandosque luctus composita evolverem, non inveniebam exemplum eius qui consolatus suos esset, cum ipse
ab illis comploraretur. Williams (2006, 147) notes that Seneca seems to overlook Cic. Att. 12, 43, 3 on the
consolatio composed after the death of his daughter Tullia (noted by St. Jerome in Epist. 60, 5), in February 45:
quin etiam feci quod profecto ante me nemo ut ipse me per litteras consolarer (cf. Tusc. 4, 63). Cf. Att. 12, 14, 3:
quem librum ad te mittam, si descripserint librarii. Tibi adfirmo nullam consolationem esse talem. Favez (1937,
49) contends that the two cases are very different: unlike Seneca, Cicero is not the cause of the grief for which
consolation is sought; further see Borgo (1978, 100-101); Hope (2017); Butler (2018). For a reconstruction of
Cicero’s Consolatio ad se see Baltussen (2013b). On the fact that Seneca knew well Cicero’s consolation see
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 118 ff.; 2015, 46-49). Even Musonius wrote from his exile on Gyaros to console an
anonymous addressee.
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of consolation and in the literature of exile.168 Similarly, at the ending of the Ad Polybium (18,
9), in order to justify his eventual failure, Seneca stresses the impossibility of consoling
Polybius because of his relegatio on Corsica.
Haec, utcumque potui, longo iam situ obsoleto et hebetato animo composui. Quae
si aut parum respondere ingenio tuo aut parum mederi dolori videbuntur, cogita
quam non possit is alienae vacare consolationi quem sua mala occupatum tenent,
et quam non facile latina ei homini verba succurrant quem barbarorum inconditus
et barbaris quoque humanioribus gravis fremitus circumsonat.
I have written this as best I was able, with a mind worn out and numbed by long
disuse. If my words seem an inadequate match for your intellect or an inadequate
cure for your grief, consider how one cannot be free to console someone else when
one is preoccupied with one’s own sufferings, and how Latin words do not come
to one readily when the crude gabbling of barbarians, which even the ears of more
civilized barbarians find harsh, is echoing all around.
The philosopher does the best he could in order to console the freedman, despite his mind
being weakened and dulled by long inactivity.169 So, Seneca may not be suitable for
consolation, as he is held fast in the grip of his misfortunes (sua mala): especially, his exile in
Corsica. As James Ker notes, ‘Seneca effaces the Ad Helviam’s images of the dying man
finding words of consolation even on the pyre, and of the wise man’s exile as more Roman
than Rome. (…) In contrast with his self-sacrificial profile in the Ad Helviam, his absence now
comes as a loss, not as a benefit, to those left behind. Thus the survival of consolation as a
genre available for Roman audiences becomes a matter of the audience’s rendering consolation
to the master consoler himself, by seeking his recall from a barbarous land’.170
The depiction of the land of exile as uninhabitable may be a consolatory topos. Corsica is
depicted by Seneca as materially and culturally bleak. In the Ad Helviam, Seneca denounces
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Cf. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 118); Fantham (2007, 191).
According to Mantovanelli (2014, 96-97), Ad Pol. 18, 9 (haec, utcumque potui, longo iam situ obsoleto, et
hebetato animo composui) will be echoed in Thy. 920-921 (pectora longis hebetata malis / iam sollicitas ponite
curas).
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Ker (2009a, 103).
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that the soil is poor: non auri argentique venae eruuntur.171 The inhabitants of Corsica are
neither dangerous nor particularly prone to violence, just underdeveloped.172 In the Ad
Polybium, Seneca claims that they do not speak Latin, and their language is unintelligible to
Seneca (fremitus 18, 9) who complains about the difficulties of being culturally beleaguered
(circumsonat).173 His relegatio is not only geographic but cultural. As a direct consequence of
his displacement, Seneca, like Ovid, seems to have unlearned Latin because of the uncouth
jargon of barbarians: his Latin is becoming rusty.174 This aspect emphasises Seneca’s isolation
from his fellow Corsicans, while at the same time making clear their need for the civilizing
influence of Rome. If we link this statement with the real addressee of the consolation and with
his ambition to ‘subdue the ocean’,175 the last paragraph of this consolation can be seen as an
implicit praise of ‘foreign policy’ pursued by Claudius and broadly acclaimed by Seneca in the
Ad Polybium,176 later flagrantly mocked in the Apocolocyntosis.177
The philosopher and the freedman should play the role of the consolator even if they need to
be comforted. The emphasis on their common status connects sender and addressee, and
reduces the gulf between them. Seneca is similar to Polybius: he can understand his pain
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Ad Helv. 9, 2. Cf. Cic. Fam. 7, 7, 1: in Britannia nihil esse audio neque auri neque argenti; Cic. Att. 4, 16, 7:
etiam illud iam cognitum est, neque argenti scrupulum esse ullum in illa insula neque ullam spem praedae nisi ex
mancipiis; ex quibus nullos puto te litteris aut musicis eruditos exspectare; Strab. 2, 5, 8 (see Roller 2018, 105106); Plu. Caes. 23, 2.
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Ad Pol. 18, 9 should be compared with Ovid Trist. 5, 12, 55-58: omnia barbariae loca sunt vocisque ferinae /
omniaque hostilis plena timori soni. / ipse mihi videor iam dedidicisse Latine / nam didici Getice Sarmaticeque
loqui; 3, 1, 17-18: siqua videbuntur casu non dicta latine / in qua scribebat, barbara terra fuit; Pont. 2, 5, 21-22:
ingenioque meo, vena quod paupere manat, / plaudis, et e rivo flumina magna facis. For Ovid’s influence on
Seneca see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 103-160; 213-222); even Claassen (1999, 242) underlines the Ovid’
influence: ‘imitation is both verbal and conceptual’. On Seneca’s consideration of Corsica see Sørensen (1984,
114-120); Ferrill (1966). Epigrams refer to the island of Corsica, depicting it in very unfavourable terms: cf. Anth.
Lat. Riese 236-237. Sørensen (1984, 114-115) considers that the body of epigrams, as we have them, may all be
allocated to the period of Seneca’s exile. On the tone of these epigrams see also Ferrill (1966, 255).
173
For fremitus see Traina (1974, 242); Pierini (1990, 120); Berno (2006, 266; 313).
174
Cf. Ov. Trist. 5, 12, 55; 3, 1, 1; Pont. 1, 5, 17-18; 3, 9, 13 ff. On this passage see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990,
112 ff.), who identifies a parallel with Cicero (Ad Q. fr. 1, 3, 4: sed tamen, quoquo modo potui, scripsi), and
Fantham (2007, 191). Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 118) argues that Seneca’s insistence on elocutio can be
explained as an attempt to direct Polybius’ attention to the final conquestio.
175
On Claudius’ project to amplify the boundaries of the Roman Empire see Momigliano (1932, 105-134); Levick
(1990, 149-161); Todd (2004); Fasolini (2006, 59-100); Osgood (2011, 84-106); Buongiorno (2017).
176
Ad Pol. 13, 2: hic Germaniam pacet, Britanniam aperiat, et paternos triumphos ducat et novos. Seneca plays
on the dual meaning of the verb aperire (open up, bring to light cf. TLL II, 213, 20-80, s.v. aperio) to stress the
connection between conquest and knowledge. This victory is always described in terms of disclosure: see Rimell
(2015a, 38-39). Paternos alludes to the fact that Claudius wants to recall not only his father’s triumph (Drusus)
but especially Julius Caesar’ triumph. The main source for Claudius’ invasion of Britain in 43 A.D. is D.C. 60,
19, 1-22, 2, 23. Cf. Mela 3, 49; Suet. Claud. 17, 1-5; Tac. Agr. 14, 1; Oros. Hist. 7, 6, 9-11. Cf. Ad Helv. 10, 3:
ultra Phasin capi volunt quod ambitiosam popinam instruat, nec piget a Parthis, a quibus nondum poenas
repetîmus, aves petere.
177
Cf. Sen. Apocol. 12, 3, on Seneca’s parody of Claudius’expedition in Britain see Russo (2018).
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because he has already suffered it and he knows how demanding it is to give consolation to
someone when you yourself need to be consoled. Seneca in the Ad Helviam defines himself
perculsus, just as Polybius appears in the Ad Polybium.178 In Wilson’s words, they are ‘locked
together in a mutual outpouring of grief’.179 In this consolation Seneca, far from endorsing the
position of those strict Stoics who avow that death was not terrible and that grief could be
removed by deleting false opinions, avers that men, according to their nature, can feel
sorrow.180 The issue is that they have to control their pain.181 Tears cannot have any benefit, a
commonplace of the whole consolatory tradition, but also a valid principle in Stoicism. In
contrast to the presence of Caesar and his amor litterarum which acts as real solacia for
Polybius, tears are a deceptive comfort.182 The reader can note a combination of familiar
characteristics of the consolatory genre with the specific goal of this œuvre. After asserting the
uselessness of tears, the philosopher maintains that if tears could benefit Polybius in some way,
he would share those tears. Indeed, the desire expressed by Seneca to participate in his
addressee’s pain can be conventional, an illustration of his modus consolandi.183 Nevertheless,
it may be possible that here the philosopher refers to the ‘motif of tears’ which strengthen the
bond between two friends.184 Sharing pain (‘συναλγεῖν’) brings relief to the afflicted friend.185
Indeed, in this way, Seneca establishes a special connection between his private tragedy and
Polybius’ own: non recuso quidquid lacrimarum fortunae meae superfuit tuae fundere (2, 1);
Quid cessas? Conqueramur, atque adeo ipse hanc litem meam faciam (2, 2). The pathetic tone
is patent and makes clear the closeness between the two men. Writing to Polybius, Seneca
reflects on his own troubles, as Polybius’ drama reflects Seneca’s drama.186 The jussive
subjunctive (conqueramur) and language of the law courts toughen the bond between sender
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Cf. Ad Helv. 15, 2; Ad Pol. 8, 3.
Wilson (2013, 111).
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Cf. Epist. 99, 15.
181
Cf. Ad Marc. 7, 1: quis negat, quam diu modicum est? Ad Marc. 6, 2; Ad Pol. 4, 1. Nevertheless, in Ad Pol.
18, 1 Seneca claims that the restraint of the tears can be considered proof of inhumanitas. On this apparent
contradiction see Borgo (1978, 70 n. 21); Wilson (1997, 52) notes that at Epist. 99, 19 Seneca distinguishes two
types of tears: those by which we are overcome and those by which we indulge. On the distinction between the
(natural) immediate pain and (unnatural) prolonged mourning see Konstan (2018, 140-143).
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Ad Pol. 4, 1: ab inanibus solaciis atque amara quadam libidine dolendi animus recipiendus est. For inanibus
solaciis cf. Epist. 40, 1; Brev. 4, 2.
183
Cf. Ad Marc. 6, 2: si fletibus fata vincuntur, conferamus; eat omnis inter luctus dies, noctem sine somno tristitia
consumat; ingerantur lacerato pectori manus et in ipsam faciem impetus fiat atque omni se genere saevitiae
profecturus maeror exerceat; cf. Manning (1981, 51).
184
Cic. Att. 3, 15, 4: lacrimas praebuisti dolori meo. Gloyn (2014, 470-471) reads Seneca’s grief for Polybius’
brother’s death through the cosmopolis theory: ‘he and Polybius do indeed suffer the same grief, because within
the structure of the cosmopolis, the dead man was brother to both of them’.
185
Cf. Arist. EN 9, 11, 2: κουφίζονται γάρ οἰ λυπούµενοι συναλγούντων τῶν φίλων; cf. Citroni Marchetti (2000,
195-196).
186
Cf. Αd Helv. 1, 1.
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and addressee; the advice is directed at Seneca, no less than Polybius.187 Moreover, the verb
conqueror, quite infrequent in Seneca, also reinforces the idea of the mutual collaboration
between the freedman and the exile, as Traina notes.188 It recurs at 3, 4 (etiamnunc tamen, si
quid proficere possumus, conqueramur) where the subjunctive fulfils the same function.
At the beginning of this consolation, Seneca does not admonish Polybius because he is
suffering, but because he spurs Polybius to control his sorrow. After all, it is usual to feel pain
for the loss of a family member. It would be inhuman not to mourn when our loved ones die,
as some Stoic philosophers claim.
Numquam autem ego a te ne ex toto maereas exigam. Et scio inveniri quosdam
durae magis quam fortis prudentiae viros qui negent doliturum esse sapientem: hi
non videntur mihi umquam in eiusmodi casum incidisse, alioqui excussisset illis
fortuna superbam sapientiam et ad confessionem eos veri etiam invitos
compulisset.
I shall never demand that you do not mourn at all, though I know that one can find
men of a harsh rather than a courageous wisdom who say that the sage will not feel
any grief. They do not seem to me ever to have encountered this sort of adversity;
otherwise fortune would have knocked their arrogant philosophy out of them, and
forced them even against their will to confess the truth.189
Addressing Lucilius suffering over the death of Flaccus, in Epistle 63 Seneca remembers when
he suffered excessively (inmodice) for the death of his dear friend Serenus. The philosopher
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Seneca often uses the first person plural jussive subjective in his correspondence with Lucilius; see Wilson
(1997, 49). On Seneca’ use of juridical vocabulary cf. Epist. 1, 1: vindica te tibi; see Scarpat (1975, 25);
Richardson Hay (2006, ad loc.); Edwards (2009, 139). Also lis is a juridical terminus technicus; cf. Kurth (1994,
39).
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Cf. Traina (1974, 161): ‘dove Sallustio vede – o sente – una sola voce, queritur, Seneca, che pure qui e altrove
usa il verbo semplice (2, 1: quid de rerum natura querimur? ben. 7, 1, 6: nec malignitate naturae queri possumus;
cfr. ep. 74, 11; 99, 9, etc.), varia col composto, conqueritur: un coro di proteste. Forzando un poco il valore del
preverbo, che è prevalentemente perfettivo, o meglio richiamandolo alla sua origine sociativa’. Apart from the Ad
Pol. Seneca uses conquero (frequent in Cicero’s orations) only at Benef. 6, 12, 1 and at Brev. 1, 1 where, by
addressing his father-in-law Paulinus, Seneca disapproves of the majority of mortals, who complain of the
spitefulness of Nature; cf. Williams (2003, 118-120). Buresch (1886, 114-116) relies on conquero to argue the
inauthenticity of the consolation. Cf. TLL IV, 351, 6-80, s.v. conqueror.
189
Ad Pol. 18, 5.
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admits he may be included among the exempla of men who have been overcome by grief.190
Seneca does not blame himself for his reaction at the death of Serenus but for having suffered
excessively; Polybius does not have to repeat his mistake. It is especially worth noting that
Seneca in this passage, at the conclusion of the consolation, appears radically to attenuate the
principles of Stoicism, and to distance himself from Stoic philosophy.191 Seneca’ statement is
surprising in a Stoic’s mouth and indeed what he states here is rather different from the usual
Stoic recommendations for overcoming pain: as it has been stressed, this consolation is less
Stoic than all Senecan writings.192 Seneca’s attitude toward Polybius is indeed complex; yet
there is an inner coherence to it that requires contextualization. When Seneca writes this
consolation he does not conceive of composing a philosophical œuvre – although there is space
for philosophy – but wants to persuade the emperor to recall him to court. In order to reach his
goal, Seneca ‘forgives’ Polybius; he is so understanding with the freedman for two reasons:
first, because he is one of the direct interlocutors of the emperor; secondly, because Seneca
constructs Polybius as a mirror of himself.
From Ad Pol. 8, 2 we learn that one of the tasks of Polybius is to narrate the emperor’s deeds.193
It would seem then that Polybius takes over the role of Seneca: by recounting the emperor’s
successes, the freedman mirrors Seneca. Polybius should play the role of court poet, just as
Seneca will do at the court of Nero. Polybius is called to substitute Seneca. The freedman,
already a renowned author thanks to his translation of Homer and Virgil, must now commend
Caesar.194 By doing this, the freedman will attain fame in the same way as the magister Seneca:
both will always be remembered through their works. Per omnia saecula (8, 2) refers to
literature’s power to make eternal the memory not only of Seneca but also of Polybius. As we
will see, this motif returns at the end of the consolation.
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Cf. Epist. 63, 14: haec tibi scribo, is qui Annaeum Serenum carissimum mihi tam inmodice flevi, ut, quod
minime velim, inter exempla sim eorum quos dolor vicit. On this Epistle see Wilson (1997), who highlights the
uncanny difference between Epist. 63 and 99, another consolatory letter.
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Seneca often remarks that ἀπάθεια does not deny the affective response that even the wise man demonstrates;
cf. Graver (2007, 93-101).
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Atkinson (1985, 870-872) sums up the different positions regarding Seneca’s philosophical attitude in the Ad
Polybium.
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Cf. Ad Pol. 8, 2: tunc Caesaris tui opera, ut per omnia saecula domestico narrentur praeconio, quantum potes
compone; nam ipse tibi optime formandi condendique res gestas et materiam dabit et exemplum.
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In the Ad Pol. 2, 6; 8, 2; 11, 5 Seneca does not hesitate to consider Virgil and Homer as auctoritates, but see
Ad Marc. 19, 4: luserunt ista poetae et vanis nos agitavere terroribus.
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Away from Rome, Seneca depicts Polybius as his alter ego because only in the freedman can
he find his mirror. Seneca cannot be present now, but he is confident that thanks to the mercy
of the emperor he will be spectator of his future triumphs (13, 2). Conversely, Polybius can
benefit from the presence of Claudius; when Polybius looks at the emperor, he finds the greatest
comfort.195 Thanks to Polybius, Seneca can maintain a link with Rome even from distant,
underdeveloped Corsica. Seneca constructs Polybius as a mirror in which he can see himself:
away from the urbs, he needs to find his double in Rome.196
Traditionally, the mirror is an instrument to help men to know themselves: the cognitive
function of the mirror is a philosophical topos that is rooted in Plato, and Seneca elsewhere
refers to this tradition.197 Alongside the cognitive function considered in the Naturales
Quaestiones,198 in De ira the mirror also has a corrective role.199 We might interpret the
relationship between Seneca-Polybius as a relationship of mutual correction: constructing one
as the mirror of the other, Seneca and Polybius can mirror each others’ mistakes and avoid
them. From Seneca Polybius can understand how unstable power is; in turn, Seneca can learn
to keep the favour of Caesar. It is from this perspective, I suggest, that we must consider the
specular relationship between Seneca and Polybius: it is a mutual opportunity to examine
themselves and improve their present conditions. In turn, the mirror(ed)-Polybius has to mirror
Seneca to console his brothers. In the next section, I will discuss the extent to which their
specularity is possible thanks to literature.
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Cf. Ad Pol. 12, 3: attolle te et, quotiens lacrimae suboriuntur oculis tuis, totiens illos in Caesarem derige:
siccabuntur maximi et clarissimi conspectu numinis; Ad Pol. 12, 4: ut nihil horum fecerit, nonne protinus ipse
conspectus per se tantummodo cogitatusque Caesar maximo solacio tibi est?
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On Seneca’ use of the mirror, see Melchior-Bonnett (2001, 107-108); Berno (2003, 42-45); Armisen-Marchetti
(2006); Bartsch (2006, 183-229); Ker (2009b, 264-265); Rimell (2015b, 124-126).
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On the well-established tradition of mirror as instrument of self-knowledge see Bartsch (2000, 71-72; 88 n. 7);
Berno (2003, 43 n. 37); Rimell (2006, 6-9; 58-62).
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Cf. Nat. 1, 17, 4: inventa sunt specula ut homo ipse se nosset, multa ex hoc consecuturus, primum sui notitiam,
deinde ad quaedam consilium: formosus ut vitaret infamiam; deformis ut sciret redimendum esse virtutibus
quidquid corpori deesset; iuvenis ut flore aetatis admoneretur illud tempus esse discendi et fortia audendi; senex
ut indecora canis deponeret, ut de morte aliquid cogitaret. ad haec rerum natura facultatem nobis dedit nosmet
ipsos videndi. See Bellincioni (1984, 30-37); Berno (2003, 45-46); Bartsch (2006, 31-34); Williams (2012, 8081).
199
Ir. 2, 36, 1-3: quibusdam, ut ait Sextius, iratis profuit aspexisse speculum. Perturbavit illos tanta mutatio sui;
velut in rem praesentem adducti non agnoverunt se: et quantulum ex vera deformitate imago illa speculo
repercussa reddebat! Animus si ostendi et si in ulla materia perlucere posset, intuentis confunderet ater
maculosusque et aestuans et distortus et tumidus. Nunc quoque tanta deformitas eius est per ossa carnesque et
tot inpedimenta effluentis: quid si nudus ostenderetur? Speculo quidem neminem deterritum ab ira credideris:
quid ergo? Qui ad speculum venerat ut se mutaret, iam mutaverat: iratis quidem nulla est formosior effigies quam
atrox et horrida, qualesque esse etiam videri volunt. Cf. Bartsch (2006, 22); Ker (2009b). Already in Ovid the
relationship with the mirror is central the shaping of identity, as it emerges from Narcissus’ story. In Ovidian
poetry speculum is essential to achieve self-knowledge: cf. Ars 3, 499-508; Gibson (2003, 299-303).
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1.5 Literature as a medium
At this point in the discussion of Seneca’s strategy to flatter Polybius and Claudius, I want to
clarify the relevance of literature in the construction of the whole consolation. Indeed, one of
the major changes of the transition from Republic to Empire was the increased visibility and
prestige accorded to scholarship. Following the model of Sicilian and Hellenistic monarchs,
the emperors concentrated on their person not only power but also ‘star quality’ and the court
became a centre of literary patronage. They understood the importance of creating a climate in
which the intellectual study of literature could be seen to flourish, giving proof of the
sophisticated and enriching environment of the new régime. On the one hand, emperors
realised the importance of literature as a political tool; on the other, they developed a genuine
interest in literature.200 Claudius was particularly interested in erudition; he was a prolific
writer, especially fascinated by history and antiquarianism.
An analysis of the presence of literature in the Ad Polybium will establish that in this work
literature operates as the linking device between Claudius, Polybius and Seneca himself. As
we stressed previously (1.3), Seneca applauds the freedman for several aspects, but mainly for
his extensive knowledge and his predisposition to litterae.201 Indeed, Polybius is among the
most illustrious litterati at the court of Claudius, but the princeps had a large number of
freedmen devoted to literature, particularly to historiography following the taste of the
emperor.202 There is no doubt that erudition is a common trait in imperial freedmen:203 among
them, many freedmen worked as philologi, rhetores and grammatici, whom Seneca
sarcastically defines custodes latini sermonis.204 Seneca targets them when he compares the
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Nero was deeply involved in the cultural scene by practising all kinds of poetry, and supported many different
arts when Seneca played in the corridors of power; cf. Bartsch (1994, 36-62).
201
Cf. Ad Pol. 3, 5: nihil sincerus et tutus litterarum amor (Seneca uses the expression amor litterarum at Epist.
84, 1 in reference to himself); 8, 2: tunc tibi litterae tuae tam diu ac tam fideliter amatae gratiam referant, tunc
te illae antistitem et cultorem suum vindicent. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 115) notes that Sen. Ad Pol. 8, 2
(antistitem et cultorem suum vindicent) echoes Ov. Trist. 3, 14, 1 (cultor et antistes doctorum sancte virorum), in
which Ovid addresses Hyginus, freedman of Augustus. Cf. Duarte Joly (2017, 12).
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Cf. Filippini-Gregori (2013).
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Although Pliny identifies freedmen as responsible for the crisis of Rome, he appreciates those slaves and
freedmen who have earned a high position thanks to culture: cf. Nat. 35, 200: sed quid hos referat aliquis,
litterarum honore commendatos?
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Cf. Incelli (2018, 57); CIL VI 9453; VI 9454 (grammatici Graeci); VI 9455 (grammaticus Latinus). See
Filippini-Gregori (2013). On Seneca’s contempt for the grammatici cf. Epist. 95, 65; 108, 30; see Kaster (1988,
53).
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vacuity of philologia with the relevance of philosophia.205 For Polybius literature is not a
divertissement but his main task, alongside his service to the emperor, as Seneca asserts at Ad
Pol. 5, 2:
Quid ergo? Quem nemo adversus te animum gerit, eum esse tu credis fratris tui, ut
cruciatu tui noceat tibi, ut te velit abducere ab occupationibus tuis, id est a studio
et a Caesare?
So, then, do you think your brother adopts an attitude toward you that no one else
does, harming you by torturing you, and wanting to distract you from your
occupation, that is, from your studies and from Caesar?
In this passage, the execution of the imperial tasks assigned by Caesar – Polybius was in
charge for the department of petitions – together with his studium (literary activity) is presented
as the main commitment (occupatio) of Polybius. Polybius cannot disregard his assignments,
as he cannot withdraw from serving the emperor, on which the freedman depends. Indeed, the
emphasis on the necessity of performing his role belongs to the consolatory tradition,206 but, I
argue that Seneca emphasises it because he wants to presents Polybius as a freedman whose
successful career is inevitably related to the favour of the emperor. By saying totum te Caesari
debet (you owe your whole self to Caesar) at 7, 4, on the one hand, Seneca highlights the
absolute power of the princeps (cui omnia licent he remarks at 7, 2) and, on the other,
accentuates the claustrophobic closeness between the freedman and Caesar.207 This
‘proximity’ results in Polybius’ total dependence on the princeps.208 Moreover, his
conspicuous position and high responsibilities must prevent Polybius yielding to his private
grief. Polybius must perform in public in accordance with his dignified and erudite persona, to
preserve his high social status in the imperial court.
The same juxtaposition studium + Caesar we have found at 5, 2 returns at 6, 2, where Seneca
reminds Polybius that the love of Caesar and his literary pursuits have elevated him to a higher
rank.
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Cf. Sen. Epist. 88, 11; 108, 17; Brev. 13, 1-3.
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Olim te in altiorem ordinem et amor Caesaris extulit et tua studia eduxerunt.
Caesar’s love has long since elevated you, and your literary pursuits have promoted
you to a higher level.
Amor Caesaris can be considered as a direct consequence of his studia: it is thanks to his
literary ambition that Polybius has earned Claudius’ favour and Seneca’s esteem. Polybius
stands out among the other freedmen by means of his study. At the beginning of the
consolation, Seneca points out that thanks to his literary activity Polybius will be remembered
among the maxima ingenia, a pivotal passage to which I will return.209
Such insistence on studium may be a direct and more specific reference to Claudius himself,
who during his reign placed a great value on literature, and artistic culture in general. Seneca
highlights the literary skills of the freedman not just to praise him and his literary achievements,
but mainly to connect him with Claudius, who, as we know from Tacitus and Suetonius, loves
and practises literature more than his predecessors. The most interesting piece of information
about Claudius as a writer is that given in Claudius’ biography by Suetonius.210 According to
the imperial biographer, the future Emperor began a history of Rome from the death of Caesar,
but when he had finished two books his friends persuaded him to break it off. Then, he
composed histories in Greek, twenty books of Tyrrhenica and eight of Carchedoniaca.211
Moreover, Claudius wrote an autobiography in eight books and a defence of Cicero against
Asinius Gallus, the son of the famous Asinius Pollio, the author of De comparatione patris et
Ciceronis.212 We know from Tacitus and Suetonius that he would have wanted to add new
letters into the Latin alphabet, a further demonstration of his eclectic range of interests.213
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Cf. Ad Pol. 2, 6: quam diu fuerit ullus litteris honor, quam diu steterit aut latinae linguae potentia aut graecae
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Claudius was famous for his erudition – or at least for his attempt to appear erudite – and in
the Apocolocyntosis Seneca jibes the dead emperor for his literary pretension.214
While in the Apocolocyntosis the predisposition of the emperor toward literature works as a
pretext to mock him, in the Ad Polybium the situation is diametrically opposed. Despite the
fact that the philosopher does not appreciate that type of literary interests sponsored by the
emperor, Seneca dwells on literature to create a link with Claudius and Polybius. The praise of
literature, which is the leitmotif of the whole consolation, answers to a specific goal. It does
not simply aim to flatter Polybius, an eminent translator and author; the eulogy of the literature
is connected to the praise of the emperor because literature itself is the principal trait d’union
between Polybius, Claudius and Seneca himself.215 They share the predisposition for humanae
litterae. In the Ad Polybium Seneca presents Claudius as a great emperor, on the verge of
accomplishing great feats. Nevertheless, Seneca cannot celebrate his successes because he is
in exile, so Seneca chooses Polybius from Claudius’ freedmen, not because he was the most
influential at the court, but because Polybius had already demonstrated that he possessed the
skills to describe Claudius’ triumphs. Seneca asks Polybius to take over his role in the
celebration of the emperor. In addition, Seneca drops a hint that with his consolation, that is,
first of all, a literary piece, he will move closer to Claudius, and, indirectly, to Rome. If
Polybius has achieved his eminent position thanks to literature, it is through it that Seneca
hopes to obtain his forgiveness. For that purpose, literature attains a maximum of proximity
between the sender and his recipients.
In the previous section we have seen that the first strategy elaborated by Seneca to flatter
Polybius consists in bridging the gap between himself and the freedman. Now we see clearly
enough that the exaltation of literature is the second strategy in the consolation used by Seneca
to flatter Polybius. It is reasonable to argue that Seneca means to flatter Claudius by praising
Polybius’ literary production, of which Claudius was the main sponsor. Yet there is another
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Callistus and also refers to Claudius as deus noster.
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aspect which deserves attention. Together with the favour of Caesar, literature is the only
solacium for Polybius:
tibi vero nihil ex consuetudine mutandum est tua, quoniam quidem ea instituisti
amare studia quae et optime felicitatem extollunt et facillime minuunt calamitatem
eademque et ornamenta maxima homini sunt et solacia.
You, however, need not change your usual behavior at all, since you have begun to
devote yourself to those studies that best increase your happiness and most easily
diminish your misfortune, that simultaneously bring both the greatest distinction
and the greatest comfort to a human being.216
The idea that literature provides relief in sorrow is identifiable even in Cicero and will be
pointed out by Quintilian.217 Thanks to his love of literature, and his close relationship with the
emperor, Polybius should be able to restrain his pain and to bear adverse Fortune. The presence
of fortune in this consolation is remarkable. Polybius is not the only man who undergoes hostile
Fortune. Seneca has already experienced unfavourable Fortune, and he is still paying the price.
Before devoting himself to the encomium of Claudius, Seneca has to clarify that his personal
misfortune is due to bad luck: it is fortune that has struck Seneca, and Claudius is the only one
who can save him.218 Seneca should remove suspicion from Claudius’ head, making of
Claudius both a sufferer, because of bereavements inflicted by fortune, and Seneca’s saviour.
These constant allusions to Fortune have a specific function. I agree with Fantham who
suggests that they may be explained in light of the fact that it was risky to be any more specific:
‘the main references to Fortune in this dialogue, are present, I believe, because of the many
things Seneca felt he could not say about the dynastic intrigues of which he had been made a
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Cf. Ad Pol. 18, 1.
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victim, but perhaps they are also to reinforce the unspoken link between Polybius and himself
as victims of different kinds of misfortune’.219
Following Fantham, we can claim that common misfortune is another element that marks
Seneca’s closeness with Polybius and bridges the gap between them. Fortune hits Polybius as
well as Seneca; however, their situation is not completely specular; Polybius experiences both
sides of fortune, both positive and the negative: at 6, 2 Seneca highlights that (positive) fortune
has placed him in the spotlight (in multa luce fortuna te posuit); conversely a hostile fortune is
considered responsible for his brother’s death. Unlike Polybius, Seneca in this consolation
suffers only negative fortune.220 Polybius’ suffering is really caused by negative Fortune, which
hits everyone (the motif of communis condicio), and nobody can shake off its influence. This
Fortune is identifiable with fatum. Unlike Polybius, Seneca’s tragedy (i.e., exile) has a cause,
which Seneca cannot reveal. When Seneca refers to Fortuna in relation to his personal distress,
he uses it as a device to hide the real reason for his pain: speaking about the cause of his exile
would mean speaking directly about the emperor and Seneca cannot run this risk. In this
consolation there are scant traces of the real fortuna; instead, in the majority of passages Seneca
uses fortune to allude to Claudius, who is responsible, on the one hand, for the privileged
position of his freedman (good fortune), and on the other, for Seneca’s misfortune (bad
fortune). Seneca and Polybius undergo the impact of Fortuna/Claudius, but with opposite
outcomes. By ascribing his exile to adverse fortune and making Claudius innocent, Seneca
proves his outstanding dexterity at dissimulation. Seneca is not the first author to conceal the
shadow of the emperor behind fortuna and not only in the Ad Polybium.221 Even Ovid in his
exile poetry cloaks the figure of the emperor behind a fickle fortuna.222 Later on, in the second
century A.D., Epictetus hides the figure of the imperator behind the role of fortuna.223
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Cf. Ad Pol. 2, 1; 13, 2.
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Thus, when Seneca in his attempt to console Polybius claims that dead men are happier than
the living whose lives depend on Fortune he may think of the princeps, but he has to refer to
Fortune. An unstable ‘Fortune’ (9, 7 antequam quicquam ex suo favore fortuna mutaret) seems
to deny freedom and security during life, and only when men die can they recover their
securitas and libertas. Undoubtedly, Polybius’ dead brother is now free, safe, and immortal.
Ne itaque invideris fratri tuo: quiescit. Tandem liber, tandem tutus, tandem
aeternus est.
So do not begrudge your brother his condition: he is at rest. At last he is free, at last
secure, at last eternal. 224
The third element which Polybius’ brother has achieved after his death is immortality. It is
literature that enables aeternitas despite an adverse Fortune.225 At the beginning of the
consolation in his invective against Fortune, Seneca makes the claim that Polybius will rescue
himself from mortality by the composition of glorious works of eloquence:
eriperes spiritum? Quantulum nocuisses! Longissimum illi ingeni aevum fama
promisit; id egit ipse ut meliore sui parte duraret et compositis eloquentiae
praeclaris operibus a mortalitate se vindicaret.
Should you have robbed him of his breath? How little harm you would have done
him! Fame promised him a very long life for his literary talent; he himself did
everything to ensure that he would endure with the better part of himself, and that
he would protect himself from mortality through the outstanding works of literature
that he had written.226
By reinforcing the memorialising function of literature, indirectly Seneca remarks that he
himself will be remembered, as well as Polybius, by means of his literary production. Seneca
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Ad Pol. 9, 7.
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returns to a well-established topos: only poetry has the power to immortalise, and to overcome
both tempus edax (Epigr. 1, 1) and carping Livor (Epigr. 19, 7).227 Later on in the De brevitate
vitae Seneca points out that any achievements built on ambitio quickly sink to ruin. Only the
works inspired by sapientia cannot be harmed; no time can destroy or reduce them.228 At the
end of the consolation, by emphasising the importance of literature, Seneca returns to the same
concept: writing is crucial in the preservation of memory, as it gives eternity not only to the
author but also to the addressee. At the end of the consolatio, the philosopher suggests that
Polybius write about his brother in his works, as, only in this way, will he bestow eternity on
his brother.
Fratris quoque tui produc memoriam aliquo scriptorum monumento tuorum; hoc
enim unum est <in> rebus humanis opus cui nulla tempesta noceat, quod nulla
consumat vetustas. Cetera, quae per constructionem lapidum et marmoreas moles
aut terrenos tumulos in magnam eductos altitudinem constant, non propagant
longam diem, quippe et ipsa intereunt: inmortalis est ingeni memoria. Hanc tu
fratri tuo largire, in hac eum conloca; melius illum duraturo semper consecrabis
ingenio quam inrito dolore lugebis.
Also, prolong the memory of your brother in some literary monument of your own;
in human life this is the only product that no storm can harm, no length of time
consumes. Other monuments, formed from stone structures and blocks of marble,
or from mounds of earth raised up to a great height, do not guarantee a long
survival, because they too perish: but a memorial built by literary genius is
immortal. Lavish that on your brother, lay him to rest in that; it will be better for
you to celebrate him with your literary genius, which is destined to last forever,
rather than to mourn him with a grief that is pointless.229
Writing about him rather than being consumed by unuseful tears is the best way to preserve
and honour the memory of his brother. The importance of writing in assuring the memory of
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the other is central in Epistle 21 where Seneca claims that Cicero speaking to and about Atticus
has preserved his memory.230 Seneca remarks that neither the familiarity with Agrippa nor with
Tiberius would have given Atticus the same relevance achieved thanks to Cicero’s works.231
Alongside Cicero, Seneca mentions Epicurus who crystallised the name of Idomeneus and
Virgil, thanks to whose poem Euryalus and Nisus will be always remembered.232 Analogously,
in the De tranquillitate animi, by celebrating Iulius Canus (in a passage I discuss in chapter 4)
Seneca implies that also thanks to his work Canus will achieve eternity.233
What Seneca spells out both in Letter 21 and in the consolation to Polybius is the prominence
of literature over honour, power, prestige; literature is the only means by which to acquire
eternity. As we have discussed above, in the Ad Polybium literature performs another function:
it comes to the fore as the main instrument of consolation for Polybius, who through his studia
can bear his pain, and for Seneca himself, who, as he states in the Ad Helviam, finds in literature
the greatest confort. In sum, the relevance of literature from the beginning of the Ad Polybium
to the end fulfils multiple functions: first, it provides relief in exile; second, it is the ‘material
object’ through which he hopes to return to Rome. It is now clear that the repeated remarks on
literature are rooted in two different reasons, inextricably intertwined: on the one hand, it is a
medium to flatter Claudius, on the other, Seneca wants to reinforce the value of literature as it
is the real solacium (18, 1) and the only munimentum animi (18, 1) which is unshakable.
Literature is the greatest solacium, even better than the princeps, whom Seneca describes in
terms of solacium for everyone. The strategies by which the philosopher praises the princeps
are my primary focus in the next section.

1.6 Praising Claudius
In the final section of this chapter, I want to elucidate the different strategies used by Seneca
to impress Claudius. As is well known, Claudius is the real addressee of this consolation,
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composed while Seneca was increasingly suffering the burden of exile, while Polybius is a
mere vehicle for Seneca to address the emperor.234
The first reference to the princeps features at Ad Pol. 2, 2 when Seneca turns in apostrophe to
Fortune.
Ecce eum dolorem illi quem salvo Caesare accipere maximum poterat impressisti,
et cum bene illum undique circuisses, intellexisti hac parte tantummodo patere
ictibus tuis.
Look, you have inflicted on him the greatest grief he could experience while Caesar
remains alive; and after careful reconnaissance from every angle, you realised that
only at this point was he exposed to your blows.
The second reference occurs at Ad Pol. 3, 5 when Seneca states that, although Polybius is
under the aegis of the imperator, he has to suffer the death of his brother due to Fortune.235
Luget Polybius et aliquid propitio dolet Caesare! Hoc sine dubio, inpotens fortuna,
captasti, ut ostenderes neminem contra te ne a Caesare quidem posse defendi.
What a terrible thing, that Polybius should be mourning, and suffering from grief
when Caesar looks on him favorably! This without doubt is what you were up to,
reckless fortune – a demonstration that no one can be protected against you, not
even by Caesar.
From these passages it is clear that Claudius is not in a position to prevent the death of
Polybius’ brother; the impact of Fortune is so great that not even the protection of the emperor
can spare Polybius’ bereavement. From these passages two elements emerge: first, Seneca
brushes up a leitmotif in the imperial literature that the safety of the emperor (salus imperatoris)
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implies the safety of the imperium, including all his subjects.236 This means that the presence
of Claudius guarantees the safety of Polybius himself and his beloved as Seneca states later on
(hoc incolumi salvi tibi sunt tui, nihil perdidisti 7, 4). If the emperor is alive, Polybius does not
have to fear anything and he is not allowed to dwell on his bereavement, which is the only
aspect that Caesar cannot control. Whatever his personal circumstances are, only the existence
of the emperor prevents Polybius from dwelling on his grief. Secondly, the idea comes to the
fore that favour of the emperor is necessary to maintain safety at the court. Seneca is aware of
that and he tries to obtain the favour of Claudius by ascribing his tragedy to Fortune and, in
this way, Seneca makes Claudius innocent. Removing the traces of the emperor’s cruelty
(crudelitas), means that Seneca can appeal to Claudius’ mercy (clementia). Seneca’s
panegyrical strategy is likely informed by the well-established practice of asking for clementia
Caesaris identifiable, for instance, in Cicero’s Caesarian orationes and Ovid’s exile poetry.
Clemency, a frequent attribute of emperors, is Claudius’ most remarkable virtue (quae ex
virtutibus eius primum optinet locum…clementia 13, 2); at 6, 5 Seneca defines Claudius as
mitissimus Caesar.237 Before Seneca, Ovid is the first to use this syntagma in reference to
Augustus.238 By using the same adjective (mitissimus), on the one hand, Seneca hints at Ovid’s
exilic works, and, on the other, he emphasises the mercy of Claudius. In this way, Seneca
establishes a parallel not simply between Claudius and his predecessor Augustus but also
between himself and his predecessor Ovid, who during his exile had already appealed to the
emperor for his mercy. While Ovid had asked his friends to act as mediator with Augustus,
Seneca’s innovation is given by the form of the consolation. Following the discussion on
mitissimus, in the next section I suggest an allusion to Claudius in the Letters.

1.6.1 A possible allusion to Claudius in Letter 59
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The use of the superlative mitissimus recurs several times in Seneca’s work. We can count
seven occurrences, three of them in the consolation to Polybius, where the adjective is always
used in reference to Claudius, in order to emphasise his clemency.239 Among the other few
occurrences, one is especially striking: at Epistle 59, 11 Seneca uses this adjective in its
superlative form, in a triptych marked by an anti-climax.240
Non sumus modica laudatione contenti: quidquid in nos adulatio sine pudore
congessit tamquam debitum prendimus. Optimos nos esse, sapientissimos
adfirmantibus adsentimur, cum sciamus illos saepe mentiri; adeoque indulgemus
nobis ut laudari velimus in id cui contraria cum maxime facimus. Mitissimum ille
se in ipsis suppliciis audit, in rapinis liberalissimum et in ebrietatibus ac
libidinibus temperantissimum; sequitur itaque ut ideo mutari nolimus quia nos
optimos esse credidimus.
We are not content with a modicum of praise: whatever shameless flattery heaps
onto us, we accept as if it were our due. When people insist that we are fine men,
extremely fine men, extremely wise men, we accept their account of us, even
though we know them to be frequent and copious liars. We indulge ourselves to
such a degree that we are willing to be praised for qualities that are the exact
opposite of what we have just been doing. A man hears himself called “most
merciful” even as he is exacting punishments, “most generous” in the midst of
thieving, “most temperate” in the midst of drinking and debauchery. Consequently,
we have no wish to change, just because we already believe we are the height of
excellence.241
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taking as an example the kindest of all principes: discat ab illo clementiam fiatque mitissimo omnium principum
mitis; in Ad Pol. 17, 3, speaking of Caligula, Seneca claims that the empire has been restored by the mercy of the
kindliest of princes: non possum tamen, cum omnes circumierim Caesares quibus fortuna fratres soreresque
eripuit, hunc praeterire ex omni Caesarum numero excerpendum, quem rerum natura in exitium opprobriumque
humani generis edidit, a quo imperium adustum atque eversum funditus principis mitissimi recreat clementia.
240
For the other attestations see Ir. 3, 18, 2: is illum ante bustum Quinti Catuli carpebat gravissimus mitissimi viri
cineribus, supra quos vir mali exempli, popularis tamen et non tam immerito quam nimis amatus, per stilicidia
sanguinem dabat; Epist. 95, 31: non pudet homines, mitissimum genus, gaudere sanguine alterno et bella gerere
gerendaque liberis tradere, cum inter se etiam mutis ac feris pax sit; Benef. 6, 27, 4: hostes quoque optaverunt
capere quasdam urbes, ut servarent, et vincere quosdam, ut ignoscerent, nec ideo non hostilia vota, in quibus,
quod mitissimum est, post crudelitatem venit.
241
All translations of Epistulae Morales ad Lucilium are by Graver and Long (2015). On this passage see Roller
(2001, 113-115).
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Indeed, mitis carries a political connotation starting from Augustus, whom Seneca defines first
of all as mitis princeps.242 It is one of the necessary attributes of the emperor. At first glance, it
might be argued that Seneca refers allusively here to Nero, whose reign spans the composition
of the Letters. Nevertheless, Seneca never addresses Nero as mitis not even in the De clementia,
in which the flattering purpose, despite it not being as bare-faced as it is in the Ad Polybium,
overlaps with the educative aim.243
On closer examination, mitissimus could evoke something else. I would propose that this
passage may also contain a possible allusion to Claudius, whom Seneca praises for his
clemency throughout the consolation. The context of the letter seems to support my view:
Seneca speaks about the human necessity to be flattered. Not satisfied with praise in
moderation (modica laudatio), people accept all that shameless flattery heaps upon them. As
we will realise from the dialogue between Atreus and his satelles, although people are aware
that men lie, they want to be praised. In Letter 59 Seneca denounces that a man is called the
kindest (mitissimus), when he is inflicting tortures, or most generous (liberalissimus) when he
is engaged in looting, or most temperate (temperantissimus) when he is in the midst of
drunkenness and lust. This happens because people take pleasure when listening to these fake
compliments, as each man is stultified by flattery (pro sua quemque portione adulatio infatuat
59, 13), and everybody wants to be flattered. In using the adjective mitissimus, it is plausible
that Seneca hints that Claudius, who had taken pleasure in being flattered, at the same time
tarnished his reputation by committing crimes. Claudius’ position worsens: he allows himself
to be gushed over by a man who is a victim of his cruelty. I should note that also the adjective
temperantissimus can be read as a reference to Claudius, who seems to have been inclined to
drink excessively.244
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Clem. 1, 9, 1: divus Augustus fuit mitis princeps; cf. Malaspina (2001, 292-298); Braund (2009, 260-261). By
analysing this passage, Rudich (1997, 62-63) remarks on Seneca’s ambivalence towards Augustus.
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Seneca in the De clementia flatters Nero via exempla; cf. Mayer (1991, 162-163). Fusi (2012, 386) notes that
by means of a prosopopoeia at the opening of the treatise Seneca avoids flattering Nero directly.
244
Cf. Tac. Ann. 11, 37, 6: nam Claudius domum regressus et tempestivis epulis delenitus, ubi vino incaluit, see
Malloch (2013, 459-460); Ann. 12, 64, 9: sed in praecipuo pavore Agrippina, vocem Claudii, quam temulentus
iacerat; 12, 67, 4: nec vim medicaminis statim intellectam, socordiane an Claudii vinolentia; Suet. Claud. 5, 1:
atque ex contubernio sordidissimorum hominum super veterem segnitiae notam ebrietatis quoque et aleae
infamiam subiit; 33, 1: cibi vinique quocumque et tempore et loco appetentissimus; 40, 1: cum de laniis ac vinariis
ageretur, exclamavit in curia, ‘rogo vos, quis potest sine offula vivere?’ descripsit<que> abundantiam veterum
tabernarum unde solitus esset vinum olim et ipse petere; D.C. 60, 2, 6: ἐπετίθεντο δ᾿ αὐτῷ ἔν τε τοῖς πότοις
µάλιστα καὶ ἐν ταῖς µίξεσι· πάνυ γὰρ ἀπλήστως ἀµφοτέροις σφίσι προσέκειτο, καὶ ἦν ἐν τῷ καιρῷ τούτῳ
εὐαλωτότατος; 61, 34, 2: ὡς δὲ ἐκεῖνος οὐδὲν ὑπό τε τοῦ οἴνου, ὃν πολὺν ἀεί ποτε ἔπινε; Ps. Aur. Vict. Epit. 4, 3:
ventri vino libidini foede oboediens. The fact that Seneca does not refer to Claudius’ vinolentia in the
Apocolocyntosis is unsurprising: as Seneca explains in Letter 83, vinolentia does not prevent men from governing
as crudelitas does.
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We can highlight a further reason to support my point: Seneca opens the next paragraph with
the mention of Alexander the Great (59, 12), known for his cruelty and his predisposition to
anger.245 For example, when he was intoxicated, he had his best friend Clitus killed.246
Alexander is identified by Seneca with subhuman bestiality, rather than superhuman divinity,
when he threw his general Lysimachus to a lion.247 Seneca mentions Alexander’ cruelty in
many passages.248 My assumption is that we can read between the lines an indirect connection
between Claudius and Alexander. Two elements connect Claudius to Alexander: first, his
crudelitas. Despite Claudius embracing clemency in his accession pledge, he became notorious
for cruelty: Suetonius and Tacitus dwell on the fact that he executed many without a proper
trial and without giving them the possibility to defend themselves.249 Even Seneca, at the
beginning of Augustus’ speech in the Apocolocyntosis, returns to the fact that Claudius
condemned people without evidence and before examining the case.250 As Miriam Griffin has
argued, ‘it is the experience of Claudian government that probably explains the paramount
importance which Seneca attributes to the role of clemency in criminal jurisdiction’.251 In sum,
Claudius’ cruelty, which Seneca exaggerates in the Apocolocyntosis, may be highlighted in
Letter 59 by the implicit comparison with Alexander, maximum exemplum of crudelitas.252 The
second element which connects Claudius to Alexander is ambitio. Claudius and Alexander are
245

Cf. Ir. 2, 23, 2: hoc eo magis in Alexandro laudo quia nemo tam obnoxius irae fuit; 3, 23, 1: huius nepos fuit
Alexander, qui lanceam in convivas suos torquebat, qui ex duobus amicis quos paulo ante rettuli alterum ferae
obiecit, alterum sibi. Liberalissimum (Epist. 59, 11) can be read as an anticipatory reference to Alexander, whose
latrocinia are stigmatised by Seneca at Nat. 3, praef. 5.
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Seneca does not give a detailed account of Clitus’ murder in Ir. 3, 17, 1-2. The philosopher also hints at the
killing of Clitus at Epist. 83, 19: refer Alexandri Macedonis exemplum, qui Clitum carissimum sibi ac fidelissimum
inter epulas transfodit. Cf. Epist. 94, 62: agebat infelicem Alexandrum furor aliena vastandi et ad ignota mittebat.
See infra p. 163.
247
Cf. Clem. 1, 25, 1: quid enim interest, oro te, Alexander, leoni Lysimachum obicias an ipse laceres dentibus
tuis? Tuum illud os est, tua illa feritas. O quam cuperes tibi potius ungues esse, tibi rictum illud edendorum
hominum capacem! Non exigimus a te ut manus ista, exitium familiarium certissimum, ulli salutaris sit, ut iste
animus ferox, insatiabile gentium malum, citra sanguinem caedemque satietur; clementia iam vocatur, ad
occidendum amicum <si> carnifex inter homines eligitur. On carnifex see infra p. 145.
248
For the characterisation of Alexander in Seneca see Motto (2001b); Roller (2001, 88-108; 159-160); Celotto
(2018, 326-329). For bibliography see Malaspina (2001, 367-368). Letta (1999, 97) focuses on Nat. 6, 23, 2-3
where Seneca condemns Alexander for having killed Callisthenes ‘nobile ingenium et furibundi regis impatiens’
and suggests an assimilation, on the one hand, between Callisthenes and Seneca and, on the other, between
Alexander and Nero.
249
Suet. Claud. 29, 1: nec defensione ulla data; 38, 2: inauditos et innoxios; see Hurley (2001, 198; 219);
Bonandini (2014, 90-91); Tac. Ann. 13, 32; 13, 43. Cf. D.C. 60, 14, 2; 60, 15, 1. For Claudius’ promise of clemency
cf. Josephus, Ant. 19, 246. In general, on Claudius’ cruelty see Suet. Claud. 15, 4; 34.
250
Apocol. 10, 4: quare quemquam ex his, quos quasque occidisti, antequam de causa cognosceres, antequam
audires, damnasti? Hoc ubi fieri solet? In caelo non fit. Seneca denounces Claudius’ cruelty even at Clem. 1 23,
1, see Malaspina (2001, 363-365).
251
Cf. Griffin (2018, 565).
252
Cf. Apocol. 10, 3: hic, p.c., qui vobis non posse videtur muscam excitare, tam facile homines occidebat quam
canis adsidit; see Eden (1984, 118); Osgood (2007, 349); Tarigo (2016, 104-105).
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bonded even by the insane ambition to amplify the boundaries of their empires beyond the
Ocean.253 Claudius in the Oratio Claudii claims to have brought the war as far as the Ocean.254
In an epigram attributed to Seneca and composed to celebrate Claudius’ expedition in Britannia
we read: (sc. Oceanus) qui finis mundo est, non erat imperio (Anth. Lat. 419, 4).255 The Ocean
assumes crucial importance even in Alexander’s political programme and Seneca uses it as one
of the means to condemn the Macedonian ruler.256 Another element in the letter may support
my reading: at the end of the Epistle, Seneca blames those who look for joy in activities which
do not give us the real pleasure; among these, he mentions those who search for gaudium by
boasting about their erudition and those who cultivate vain literary studies.257 It is well known
that both elements combine in Claudius, at least in the descriptions made by his detractors:
Seneca (in the Apocolocyntosis) and Suetonius criticise the princeps also for his excessive
commitment to erudition.258 In addition, Letter 59 ends by referring to fortuna, which cannot
take away what it did not grant.259 As we have noticed, in the Ad Polybium Seneca often
conceals allusion to the princeps under the presence of Fortune.
Although twenty years have passed since Seneca composed the Ad Polybium, in the Letters
Seneca may still remember Claudius’ cruelty and feel a resentment, which he needed to conceal
in the consolation by acclaiming him for his all-round clemency. Seneca in the Letters can
openly decry Alexander’s crudelitas, but he avoids mentioning members of the imperial
family. In the Letters, Seneca so carefully abstains from direct reference to Roman emperors,
as one might expect based on the approaching request of discessus that Seneca directs to Nero.
We can go further and suppose that Seneca in Letter 59 wants to allude to the Ad Polybium
written sine pudore in which he has put into practice all the precepts we find in this epistle:
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Cf. Benef. 7, 2, 5: illius ne ea quidem erant, quae tenebat aut vicerat, cum in Oceano Onesicritus praemissus
explorator erraret et bella in ignoto mari quaereret; 5, 4, 4; 7, 3, 1 (in reference to Cyrus and Cambyses).
254
Cf. CIL XIII 1668 (= ILS 212) = Docs 369: iam si narrem bella, a quibus | coeperint maiores nostri, et quo
processerimus, vereor, ne nimio | insolentior esse videar, et quaesisse iactationem gloriae pro | lati imperi ultra
Oceanum. Cf. Sen. Apocol. 12, 3; see Russo (1948, 112-113); Eden (1984, 130-135); Tarigo (2016, 110-116).
255
Cf. Tandoi (1962); Dingel (2007, 211-222); Breitenbach (2009, 271-307). Melmoux (1988) suggests that the
author of the epigram could be Polybius.
256
Sen. Epist. 94, 63; 113, 29; 119, 7.
257
Cf. Epist. 59, 15: omnes, inquam, illo tendunt ad gaudium, sed unde stabile magnumque consequantur
ignorant: ille ex conviviis et luxuria, ille ex ambitione et circumfusa clientium turba, ille ex amica, alius ex
studiorum liberalium vana ostentatione et nihil sanantibus litteris - omnes istos oblectamenta fallacia et brevia
decipiunt, sicut ebrietas, quae unius horae hilarem insaniam longi temporis taedio pensat. On the distinction
between the so-called liberalia studia and the true studium liberale (i.e., philosophy) see Letter 88 with Roller
(2001, 282-284).
258
Cf. Sen. Apocol. 5, 4: Claudius gaudet esse illic philologos homines: sperat futurum aliquem historiis suis
locum; Suet. Claud. 41. For the critique to philology see Epist. 108.
259
Cf. Epist. 59, 18: quod non dedit fortuna non eripit. Vale.
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people accept and welcome false compliments because they are not content with moderate
flattery. Claudius wanted to be praised sine pudore for his clementia and Seneca satisfied him:
this is not slavishness, but Realpolitik.

1.6.2 Polybius’ severiora scripta
By exalting the clemency of Caesar in the Ad Polybium, Seneca hopes to be recalled to Rome
and to have the opportunity to witness the emperor’s successes.260 Seneca asks that the emperor
recall him as an act of justice or clemency.261 Claudius is presented in a new light, as the man
who should bring a new deal to the Roman Empire: after a monstrous emperor, and the havoc
caused by the madness (furor) of Caligula, he will bring peace and harmony and restore all
things to their proper place.262 The confrontation with the precedent is a main feature of the
panegyric.263 Addressing Nero in the De clementia, Seneca employs the same rhetorical
strategy: he asks Nero to focus on the virtue of clementia after the cruelty of the previous
emperor. In the scenario of the Ad Polybium, the world has plunged into an abyss (praecipitato
in profundum), and Claudius now has to revive the fortunes of the world. Basically, Claudius
must repeat his deed toward Seneca himself. When Seneca was plunging into destruction (et
cadentem sustinuit et in praeceps euntem 13, 2), the emperor saved him, by pleading with the
Senate in order to modify Seneca’s sentence.264 From this perspective, Seneca’s destiny reflects
that of the world, and in order to stress this connection, Seneca uses a similar image of the
collapse (praecipitato in profundum 13, 1). Claudius should show benevolence toward
humanity, which is waiting for his reparatory deed.
Thus, thanks to Claudius’ generosity, Seneca will be present at the emperor’s triumphs, but he
will be only a spectator, unlike Polybius who is required to describe the res gestae of Claudius
in a new œuvre.
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Ad Pol. 13, 2: hic Germaniam pacet, Britanniam aperiat, et patrios ducat et novos; quorum me quoque
spectatorem futurum, quae ex virtutibus eius primum optinet locum, promittit clementia; cf. Ov. Trist. 4, 2, 19:
ergo omnis populus poterit spectare triumphos; Pont. 2, 2, 91: felices, quibus, o, licuit spectare triumphos.
261
Ad Pol. 13, 3: viderit: qualem volet esse existimet causam meam; vel iustitia eius bonam perspiciat vel
clementia faciat bonam: utrumque in aequo mihi eius beneficium erit, sive innocentem me scierit esse sive
voluerit; Rudich (1997, 32) interprets this passage as a ‘recognition of guilt’. Cf. Grimal (1978b).
262
Cf. Suet. Cal. 50: mentis valetudinem et ipse senserat ac subinde de secessu deque purgando cerebro cogitavit.
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 246 n. 77) stresses the similarities with Curt. 10, 9, 3-4. Cf. Sen. Apocol. 1, ll. 2528.
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Cf. Maguinness (1932, 45) Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 247).
264
Ad Pol. 13, 2.
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Tunc Caesaris tui opera, ut per omnia saecula domestico narrentur praeconio,
quantum potes compone; nam ipse tibi optime formandi condendique res gestas et
materiam dabit et exemplum.
During that time write as well as you possibly can about the achievements of your
Caesar, so that they may be passed on down through the ages by a herald from
within his own housefold; for when it comes to shaping and writing a history, he
himself will be the best person to give you both a subject and a model.265
In this instance, the implicit literary references are to Livy’ mammoth historical work, Ab Urbe
Condita, and to Augustan Res Gestae. However, it might be that Seneca here refers to Claudius’
historical work (exemplum): as we have previously observed, the emperor was a competent
historian, and he composed twenty volumes of Etruscan history in Greek and, as I will return
in chapter 2, he planned to write the first history of the civil wars in Latin.266 In this sense, the
princeps will provide the freedman with the exemplum. Quantum potes is a frequent enough
iunctura in Seneca, but, in this context it may allude to the trope of panegyric incapability (‘you
cannot praise the princeps as he deserves’):267 although Polybius is a distinguished author,
Claudius’ triumphs are so important that he may not be able to praise him adequately.
Polybius’ assignment will be particularly arduous, although the emperor himself will supply
the freedman with not only the model (exemplum) but also the subject (materia): nam ipse tibi
optime formandi condendique res gestas et materiam dabit et exemplum. We might observe
that res, materia, exemplum convey a similar meaning and the juxtaposition of condo with
formo seems to be a hendiadys. Nevertheless, I would suggest that condo, which at first glance
could be read as a synonym of formo, can actually have a different meaning in this context:
condere does not mean simply ‘to compose’ (OLD 14) but also comes to mean ‘to hide’ in the
sense of to conceal (OLD 5b).268 Literally, here the verb means to write a history, but I suggest
that it may vaguely hint at the fact that Polybius, in telling history about Caesar, should conceal
some elements. Seneca knows about Polybius’ literary enterprises and now assigns a
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Cf. Ad Pol. 8, 2.
Cf. Suet. Claud. 41-42; cf. Canfora (2000, 162 n. 2). For the position of Claudius on Roman history see Judge
(2019, 276-279).
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This trope is a standard recommendation in relevant treatises: cf. Cic. Part. 70-82; Rhet. Her. 3, 10-11,; Quint.
Inst. 3, 7. In the late third century, Menander Rhetor (also known as Menander of Laodicea) analyses the structure
of the βασιλικòς λόγος; cf. Russell, Wilson (1981); Pernot (1986).
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Cf. OLD s.v. condo 5-7; TLL IV, 151, 58 ff., s.v. condo.
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demanding task to the freedman: he has to single out only the positive aspects of the reign of
Claudius (formare) and hide (condere) the negative elements away. Here, then, condo overlaps
with abscondo.269 We might identify a literary precedent in Ovid. In Tristia 2, the poet admits
that he attempted to tell Augustus’ deeds (Caesaris acta), but he was unable to deal with higher
themes.270
Divitis ingenii est immania Caesaris acta
condere, materia ne superetur opus.
et tamen ausus eram; sed detrectare videbar,
quodque nefas, damno viribus esse tuis.
It is the mark of a rich talent to compose the huge deeds of Caesar,
if the theme is not to overcome the work.
And yet I made the attempt; but I seemed to belittle,
and what is impious, to do harm to your powers.271
As Ingleheart remarks, immanis usually carries negative connotations.272 Ovid uses the
adjective two other times in his work and in both occurrences, it has a negative implication.273
It might be that he uses even condo in a subversive way in the sense of ‘to conceal’.274 If we
read condo as ‘to conceal’ Ovid says that instead of narrating the noteworthy deeds of Augustus
he tried to conceal the obscure – as immanis may suggest – actions of the princes. Again, prima
facie, it seems that Ovid with these lines wants to celebrate, by means of recusatio, the
greatness of the princeps: the higher the deeds are, the more challenging it is for the poet to
narrate them.275 Horace in the Ars Poetica suggests to choose an argument (materia) fitting to
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A similar use of condo to mean abscondo is at Epist. 88, 29: fides sanctissimum humani pectoris bonum est,
nulla necessitate ad fallendum cogitur, nullo corrumpitur praemio: ‘ure’, inquit ‘caede, occide: non prodam, sed
quo magis secreta quaeret dolor, hoc illa altius condam’; see also Nat. 2, 59, 10: male scilicet tecum agitur si
cum fulmine conderis.
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The iunctura Caesaris acta occurs at Am. 3, 12, 15, where voices another recusatio, and at Met. 15, 750.
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Trist. 2, 335-338; cf. Ciccarelli (2003, 216-218); Ingleheart (2010, 276-279).
272
Ingleheart (2010, 277) refers to TLL VII, 1 440, 43-80. OLD translates immanis as ‘savage, brutal’ (1); ‘frightful
in aspect or appearance’ (2); ‘of enormous size, vast, tremendous’ (3).
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Cf. Fast. 5, 35: immania monstra, Gigantas; Trist. 1, 2, 25: inter utrumque fremunt immani murmure venti.
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Cf. Ingleheart (2010, 278). Cf. Ov. Met. 2, 5: materiam superabat opus. Casali (1997, 102) remarks on the
necessity of disclosing a double level of reading in Ovid’s exile poetry: ‘my suggestion is that Ovid, by identifying
his exile poetry with Thersites, wants to convey the fact that this poetry too preserves, albeit in a more discreet
manner, the same irreverence towards authority which the authorities themselves (i.e., Augustus) had wanted to
detect (quite reasonably, one might say) in Ovid’s pre-exilic writings.’
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On Ovid’s self-depreciation see Williams (1994, 52-59).
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his talent.276 But, the other side of the coin may suggest a subtle reading: Ovid failed to relate
Caesar’s (mis)deeds (immania acta) as he was not able to hide (condere) them and, instead of
offering praise, he would have given offence. If immania Caesaris acta mean Augustus’ bad
deeds, by revealing this Ovid would have offended the princeps. In both authors, two levels of
reading coexist and condo may conceal an intended ambiguity.
We can conclude that Seneca is both ‘sincerely’ flattering Claudius because that,
pragmatically, is what he has to do and, at the same time, embedding a subversive message
into his text for Polybius. In other words, by composing the consolation, Seneca offers Polybius
a perfect example of what he is required to do in his historical work on Claudius’ res gestae,
that is to select the most commendable deeds of the emperor and to cloak the less virtuous ones.
In the next section, we will see that Seneca invites Polybius, after the composition of the Res
gestae, to practise a less demanding literary genre in order to relax his mind.
1.6.3 Polybius’ hilariora studia
In the passage which follows the exhortation to celebrate the magnificent deeds of the
princeps, Seneca encourages the freedman, after the composition of the historical œuvre, to
relax by dedicating himself to hilariora studia.
Non audeo te usque <eo> producere ut fabellas quoque et Aesopeos logos,
intemptatum Romanis ingeniis opus, solita tibi venustate conectas. Difficile est
quidem ut ad haec hilariora studia tam vehementer perculsus animus tam cito
possit accedere; hoc tamen argumentum habeto iam corroborati eius et redditi sibi,
si poterit a severioribus scriptis ad haec solutiora procedere. In illis enim quamvis
aegrum eum adhuc et secum reluctantem avocabit ipsa rerum quas tractabit
austeritas: haec quae remissa fronte commentanda sunt non feret, nisi cum iam
sibi ab omni parte constiterit. Itaque debebis eum severiore materia primum
exercere, deinde hilariore temperare.
I do not venture to get you to compose, in your usual agreeable style, fables and
stories and stories from Aesop, a genre not attempted by Roman talents. It is
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Hor. Ars 38-40: sumite materiam vestris, qui scribitis, aequam / viribus, et versate diu, quid ferre recusent, /
quid valeant umeri; cf. Brink (1971, 121-124).
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certainly hard for your mind to find a way to embark on these lighter forms of
literature so soon after it has received such a severe shock; but take it as proof that
your mind has already been strengthened and restored, if it can proceed from more
serious forms of writing to these more informal ones. With the first kind, the very
somberness of the subject matter will distract your mind, however much it is still
ailing and struggling with yourself; but your mind will not tolerate works whose
composition requires a relaxed expression until it is completely at one with itself.
So, you will need first of all to exercise it on sterner subject matter, and later to
switch to a gentler regime with something lighter.277
Seneca points out what category of studia he is referring to: he alludes to the fabulae such as
the Aesopei logoi, that the philosopher qualifies intemptatum opus. In contrast to Seneca’s
utterance, Aesop’s fabulae had already been ‘shaped’ into Latin by Phaedrus, a fact that the
philosopher here seems not to know, or pretends not to know. Before launching into a
discussion of why Seneca omits Phaedrus, I need briefly to explain one preliminary question.
Who was Phaedrus? Despite the fascinating attempt led by Champlin to establish a new
aristocratic identity for him, we should pay close attention to what Phaedrus writes about his
persona. According to traditional scholarship, Phaedrus originated from Macedonia, was a
slave, like Polybius, and was liberated by Augustus. His life spanned the reign of four
principes, from Augustus to Claudius. During Tiberius’ rule, Phaedrus annoyed the emperor’s
factotum Sejanus, who was responsible even for the condemnation of Cremutius Cordus, and
received an unspecified punishment.278 Phaedrus explicitly identifies Aesop as his model: in
the prologue to book one, for example, the author says that he transferred Aesop’s fables into
verse and into Latin to entertain (movere risum) and to advise (monere).279
Aesopus auctor quam materiam repperit,
hanc ego polivi versibus senariis.
duplex libelli dos est: quod risum movet,
et quod prudenti vitam consilio monet.280
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Ad Pol. 8, 3-4.
Phaedr. 3, prol. 41. Cf. Henderson (2001, 60-71); Champlin (2005); Mattiacci (2014).
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On Phaedrus’ use of Aesop as a model see Bernardi Pierini (2001).
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Phaedr. 1, prol. 1-4. Phaedrus mentions Aesop also at the prologue to book two, three and four. Bernardi Pierini
(2001, 245) notes that lines 3-4 explicitly refer to Horace, Ars 344: lectore delectando pariterque monendo.
Contra, Bloomer (1997, 108-109) remarks on the distance that Phaedrus wants to create from Horace. Cf. Geue
(2019, 119-120).
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Aesop is the author of the fables that follow, which I have refined in the form of
verse. This volume has a twofold attraction: it entertains and gives careful counsel
for the conduct of life.281
It is remarkable that the specific form of verse is senarii (not lyric meters or hexameters) – an
original Roman verse. By using the senarii Phaedrus wants to insert himself in a Roman
tradition. On the one hand, he admits that he starts with someone else’s material (quam
materiam repperit); on the other, he makes it clear that he transfers a Greek genre into a Roman
tradition. Although Phaedrus here does not say explicitly, it seems that the author is fully aware
of the role he wants to play: not merely as an imitator of Aesop, but, more ambitiously, as the
inventor of Roman fables. At the epilogue of book 2, Phaedrus asserts that he has a mind
untainted with envy, highly capable of emulation, for a spirit of emulation was rife in him: non
haec invidia, verum est aemulatio.282
It is not at all clear why Seneca omits to mention the Roman author. Indeed, the emphasis on
intemptatum Romanis ingeniis opus and the technical distinction that Seneca makes between
fabellae and Aesopeii logoi introduce a complication.283 Scholars have proposed different
explanations for this passage: some claimed that simply Seneca ignored Phaedrus, others that
the philosopher intentionally omitted him. Ker reads the silence on Phaedrus as a sign of irony,
or even sarcasm.284 On the contrary, Grimal, followed by Champlin, supposes that the
Consolatio precedes Phaedrus’ fables.285 Rudich suggests that Seneca ‘may not have been
familiar with Phaedrus’ collection or may have regarded it as entirely insignificant’.286 I agree
with those who argue that Seneca knew Phaedrus’ work, but deliberately does not mention
him.287
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Nevertheless, the fact that Seneca slyly neglects to mention Phaedrus, the Roman version of
Aesop, and says that there is no Latin fable still deserves further investigation. After all, if
Phaedrus is too lowly a poet, we might ask how Aesop would be more acceptable, or more
sophisticated, than Phaedrus. I will qualify and go beyond usual readings of this omission as a
kind of ‘textual removal’ designed to enact the philosopher’s condemnation of a (sub)literature.
Instead, I will suggest that this complex operation of displacement enacts the doublespeak theory
in ways that suggest new methods of conveying subtle criticism and unexpected censorship.
First, we might observe that a general silence arises around the figure of Phaedrus.288 Seneca
is not the only author to bypass him. The fact that even Quintilian does not mention him
demonstrates a lack of interest in Phaedrus’ work or, at least, a prejudice toward him, as the
author himself reports: fastidiose tamen in coetum recipior.289 Postgate explains Quintilian’s
silence on Phaedrus by saying that Phaedrus himself calls his fables Aesopic, and that only a
selection may have been used in Roman schools.290 Quintilian’s omission can perhaps be
explained, but Seneca’s is more complicated: Seneca not only does not mention him, but he
claims that fables are a genre never practised (intemptatum) by Romans. In reference to
intemptatum, Kurth rightly refers to Hor. Ars 285-287: nil intemptatum nostri liquere poetae,
/ nec minimum meruere decus vestigia Graeca / ausi deserere et celebrare domestica facta.291
Horace had claimed that there was no literary genre which has not been explored by Roman
poets. The participle, which Seneca uses in other four instances, has few attestations before
this one, it is always attested in poetry, apart from Valerius Maximus.292 By claiming that the
fables are never accomplished by Romans, Seneca does not polemicise with Horace, but he
might use the Horatian intertext to draw attention to his declaration. In what follows, I consider
the possibility that Seneca intentionally seeks to delete Phaedrus from the canon of Latin
authors.
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I suspect there are two different reasons for the damnatio of Phaedrus. As I will suggest, what
Seneca carries out is a rhetorical dissimulation which discloses two different levels of flattery.
According to some scholars, the exclusion of Phaedrus does not imply that Seneca does not
know him. Rather, the exclusion of the fabulist implies that he does not consider him a
‘Romanum ingenium’ because he comes from Macedonia.293 This objection, however, is
unconvincing, as Polybius, for example, is Greek and his non-Roman identity does not prevent
him from being counted among the Romana ingeniia in Seneca’s text.294 Even less convincing
is the observation that Seneca cannot crown Phaedrus among those auctoritates because he is
a freedman, for Polybius too is a freedman. As Seneca is addressing a freedman there is no
reason not to reference another libertus. Despite their divergent fortunes (Polybius flourished
at the court of Claudius, unlike Phaedrus who ran up against imperial wrath) juridically they
belong to the same class. Nevertheless, and as Lana has suggested, the exclusion of Phaedrus
is beneficial to Seneca’s adulation of Polybius. Seneca wants to flatter Polybius as much as he
can, and he does not hesitate to claim that he would be the first ‘Romanum ingenium’ to
compose fables. Indeed, Seneca in the consolation recognises the literary talent of Polybius.
Nevertheless, his aptitude for literature does not justify Polybius’ inclusion among the Roman
ingenia. The implication that Polybius could scale the heights of Roman literary fame is an
evident sign of blatant flattery. This explanation is the most obvious but is not sufficient.
Moreover, according to Mazzoli, it is reasonable to detect sarcasm in light of the notorious
disregard that Seneca has for this (sub)type of literature.295 Deeper reflection suggests another
possible motivation for the silence, however. Yet it seems to me that, by mentioning the Greek
author and avoiding the Roman one, Seneca deploys a sophisticated act of displacement. In
doing so, he has in mind Claudius, his main addressee. Seneca dissociates himself (and
Polybius) from Phaedrus’ works. As Jennings argues, there are several passages in Phaedrus
which are critical of imperium. One could object that at fables 2, 5 and 3, 10, in which he deals
with Roman emperors, Phaedrus speaks positively of Augustus and Tiberius.296 Indeed, in the
former fable, Augustus restores the truth in favour of a woman unjustly accused of betrayal,
while in the latter, Tiberius gets rid of an annoying flatterer.297 Conversely, many fables in
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Phaedrus are coded speeches since ‘[to] speak out could prove catastrophic’.298 For instance, it
is difficult not to see in Fable 4, 14 in which the lion-king requires flattery, allusions to the
politics of the time, when flattery is a public recognition of power.299
Yet, because Seneca hopes to convince Claudius to nullify his relegatio through this
consolatio, he cannot suggest that Polybius practise a genre which encapsulates such cryptic
messages. Yet, in the Ad Polybium there is an additional reason for his exclusion: he must
condemn Phaedrus as he explains the origin of the fable as a desire to say what one does not
dare to say.
Nunc, fabularum cur sit inventum genus,
brevi docebo. Servitus obnoxia,
quia quae volebat non audebat dicere,
affectus proprios in fabellas transtulit,
calumniamque fictis elusit iocis.
Now, the reason why the genre of the fable was invented,
will be a brisk lesson from me. The vulnerable slave,
because he dared not to say what he wanted,
shifted his own sentiments into fables,
and jollied away incrimination with fictional fun.300
According to the Augustan freedman, fables are a weapon of the slaves to transfer their own
feelings and to ‘denounce’ the oppressive power of the masters without running the gauntlet of
imperial persecution, or rather they use coded language or a ‘hidden transcript’ to communicate
under the eyes of the master. In Polybius’ case the master is the emperor.
As I mentioned earlier, particularly significant is fable 4, 13 in which two visitors, one fallax
and one verax, arrive at a land controlled by apes. The Ape King asks them to define him: quid
sum ego? The first man claims that he is the emperor, the second asserts that he is an ape. The
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result is that the former is awarded for having lied, the latter is punished for having told the
truth.301 This story may pick up on what Seneca implies in several passages especially in the
second book of the De ira: as we will see in the next chapters, people in the presence of the
powerful must dissimulate as telling the truth and speaking out is not a feasible solution. Only
on rare occasions do rulers reward their subjects for having told the truth, as I will clarify in
chapter 3’s discussion of the episode concerning Demaratus and Xerxes.302 Phaedrus
introduces fable 4, 13 by claiming that utilius homini nihil est quam recte loqui: / probanda
cunctis est quidem sententia, / sed ad perniciem solet agi sinceritas (‘more profitable for a
person can nothing be, than straight-talking / yes everybody must agree with that tag. / But
honesty does tend to head straight for perdition’).303 As I will discuss in chapter 3, Seneca
extensively reflects on the impossibility of telling the truth, as being straightforward (simplex)
means being incautious (incautus) and it is not to be recommended.304
Let us return to Phaedrus: the honest man thinks that if the liar has received a compensation,
by telling fibs, he achieves an even bigger reward for having told the truth. The truthful man’s
expectation of being rewarded is ruined when the Ape king condemns him. In this context, it
emerges that honesty does not pay, only, flattery and trickery.305 It is difficult to resist seeing
political allusion in this fable.306
Nevertheless, it is implied, Polybius will write fables which are different from those of
Phaedrus: his fabellae will hide any criticism.307 Seneca wants Polybius to polish the genre of
fables by getting rid of any dangerous political sub-text. After all, Seneca has already praised
Polybius for his sincere and ‘safe’ love of literature (sincerus et tutus amor litterarum); tutus
may imply devoid of political risk.308 Polybius should return to the auctor Aesop, by skipping
Phaedrus, and by restoring the fables to their original ‘pureness’. One may object that even
Aesop’s fables are morality tales and that also Aesopic fables display the same technologies of
‘language from below’ in the face of power that Phaedrus’ fables display. We might counter
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that his ‘distance’ in geographical and cultural terms make them seem less subversive, but this
explanation does not fully satisfy.309 The use of fables as an instrument to denounce oppressive
power is already recognised by Aristotle, who identifies in Aesop clear indication of this
‘subversive’ use.310
At first reading, we might suggest that the damnatio of Phaedrus is useful not only to the
flattery of Polybius, but also and, more subtly, to the flattery of Claudius. Once more, Seneca
repeats that neither his work nor that of his addressee presents any trace of dissent. By avoiding
the mention of Phaedrus, Seneca implicitly compares Phaedrus with Polybius: Phaedrus and
his subversive speech stands on one side; Polybius, who will compose ‘neutral’ fables, stands
on the other. Thus, by removing Phaedrus from the canon of Roman authors, Seneca
simultaneously flatters Polybius, whom he raises among the Romana ingenia, and Claudius, to
whom he demonstrates his will to distance himself from works which conceal a figured speech
such as those of Phaedrus. Phaedrus himself at Fable 4, 2 informs the lector that behind the
playful colour of his stories he masks a second meaning.
Ioculare tibi videmur: et sane levi,
dum nil habemus maius, calamo ludimus.
sed diligenter intuere has nenias;
quantam in pusillis utilitatem reperies!
non semper ea sunt quae videntur: decipit
frons prima multos, rara mens intellegit
quod interiore condidit cura angulo.
You say I don’t seem to be serious. It is true, I do have my fun fooling around when
nothing momentous is maturing in my mind, but even then I’d like you to look
closely and carefully at these light-weight confections: they conceal a lot of useful
lessons. They are not always exactly what they seem: outward appearances are
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often deceptive, and few are favoured with a fine enough sense to discover what
the artist has concealed in a corner.
Phaedrus warns his lector that the façade may deceive, but the careful reader will be able to
unearth the hidden message.311
If we now look closely at how Seneca confects his works, we note that he carries out a similar
strategy to that employed by the Augustan freedman, but here Seneca probably would not want
to draw explicit attention to a mode of literary discourse that thematizes the strategies
subalterns employ to speak safely and truthfully under the noses of those who dominate them,
as that gets uncomfortably close to both Seneca’s situation relative to Polybius and also to
Polybius’ situation relative to Claudius. The philosopher constructs all his work, including the
Ad Polybium, on ‘the art of the veiled speech’. The Senecan reader is constantly called on to
fill in gaps in the process and to disclose a plurality of subtexts.
The reading offered thus far does not take into consideration another possibility, namely,
Seneca’s silence on Phaedrus as an act of subtle censorship. Silencing Phaedrus also means
silencing the entire class of freedmen and their right to speak, something claimed by Phaedrus
in the prologue to book 3, significantly addressed to Eutychus, an imperial freedman.312 As we
have seen, according to Phaedrus, the fables represent for the freedmen an opportunity to
express in an encoded way what they cannot say openly. By silencing Phaedrus, Seneca wants
to give Polybius a voice, by including him in the Romana ingenia, but this strategy of censuring
a freedman is especially hazardous in a work addressed to a freedman, let alone one as powerful
as Polybius. That paradox aside, the passage embeds an exemplum of concealed censorship of
freedmen’s voices.313 Seneca insulates Polybius but criticises an individual who belongs to the
same social class. In other Senecan works, we find several negative references to freedmen.
An indirect attack on the entire category of freedmen appears in the preface to book 4 of
Naturales Quaestiones, a passage which I will discuss in detail in chapter 5. In the De
tranquillitate animi Seneca polemically laments that Demetrius, one of Pompey’ freedmen, is
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richer than his patron.314 Thus, Seneca is aligning himself with popular opinion.315 Freedmen
always bore the stigma of having once been enslaved, of course, and that never changed.
Furthermore, during the reign of Claudius, and on account of their proximity to the emperor, a
small number of freedmen became extremely rich and powerful, and, consequently, attracted
envy.316 It was rumoured, for example, that Callistus’, Narcissus’, and Pallas’ holdings were
worth millions of sesterces.317 Tacitus ironically reports that Pallas was praised for ‘traditional
parsimony’ (antiqua parsimonia) when he already had accumulated an estate of 300 million.318
The historian refers to the fact that when the Senate – on a proposal from Barea Soranus during
the Senatus consultum Claudianum in 52 – 319 decreed the ornamenta praetoria and an hundred
and fifty thousand sesterces to reward him for having proposed to enslave any woman who
married a slave, Pallas cunningly rejected the cash.320 It does seem scandalous that these
nouveaux riches are so successful. As Edwards observes, freedmen’s wealth was in the
spotlight ‘not because they were the richest men in Rome, but because they were freedmen,
whose wealth could not be justified by their ancestry or merit’.321 The point is not only the
money but the power that some freedmen could command. Polybius was not included among
the wealthiest freedmen, but he remained one of the most despised. Dio Cassius relates a telling
anecdote about him: the episode took place in a theatre – according to Cicero ‘a place where
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popular sentiment has been most manifested’ – where Polybius was attending a mise en scène
from Menander.322 When an actor pronounced the line ‘unbearable is a prospering scoundrel’
(Epitrepontes 116), everyone turned back to Polybius, who, despite the (indirect) attack, was
not bothered. He only replied that “the same poet also said that those who once were goatherds
have become kings”.323 Dio Cassius adds that Claudius imposed no punishment upon Polybius
for his words. Although this story may well be fictitious, modelled on a common trope, it
denounces two elements: the freedman’s ὕβρις in comparing himself with the kings (the
emperors) and the indulgence of the emperor toward him. According to Suetonius Claudius,
who was generally severe toward the freedmen of others,324 was excessively indulgent toward
his own.325
For Levick, the reasons for this are rooted in historical context: Claudius, who did not have
senatorial favour, would have sooner trusted his freedmen than the élite.326 Second, it is an
indication of the particular sentiment about Polybius, and, more generally, the entire class of
freedmen. This is a direct consequence of the prominence of freedmen under Claudius. In
Weaver’s words, we may say that ‘a status dissonance’ comes to the fore: while freedmen rate
low on some criteria such as birth and legal status, they rate high on others such as wealth,
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education and proximity to the emperor.327 This ‘dissonance’ provokes resentment, especially
in the eyes of aristocrats: according to Cicero, Lucullus justifies the luxury of his villa by
claiming that “what was granted to persons of lower rank ought to be conceded to him”.328
Tacitus displays his loathing for individuals who were his social inferiors but due to their
closeness to the emperor might have had more ‘influence’.329 In the Annales, the historian
bitterly comments that under Claudius everything was under the freedman’s control; in
particular, due to his impolite arrogance (tristis adrogantia), Pallas – ironically defined
arbitrium regni (Ann. 13, 14, 3) – had exceeded the parameters of a freedman’s conduct.330
Even under the rule of Nero, freedmen wielded excessive power and prestige: according to
Tacitus, Nero sent his freedman Polyclitus to Britain for inspection and Britons were surprised
by the fact that a freedman controlled such a boundless empire.331 In general, it does seem
outrageous that ex-slaves can equal or outdo the wealth of the most established Romans.332 We
can, therefore, interpret Seneca’s silence on Phaedrus as an expression of the general
disapprobation toward this class. By choosing to ignore Phaedrus, first of all Seneca wants to
cajole and flatter Polybius in hopes of obtaining his assistance but he criticises a social class
whom Polybius himself belongs. Albeit implicitly, Seneca also casts a shadow on Claudius,
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civitate, exceptis dumtaxat iis gentibus quae regnantur. Ibi enim et super ingenuos et super nobiles ascendunt;
apud ceteros inpares libertini libertatis argumentum sunt. The sarcasm of Tacitus is patent: by comparing the
relevance of freedmen among the Germans and the Romans, he subtly criticises the fact that freedmen in Rome
are more influential than freemen and nobles; cf. Rives (1999, 219-220).
330
Cf. Tac. Ann. 11, 35, 2: omnia liberto oboediebant; cf. Malloch (2013, 449); Ann. 13, 2, 12: sed neque Neroni
infra servos ingenium, et Pallas tristi adrogantia modum liberti egressus taedium sui moverat.
331
Cf. Tac. Ann. 14, 39, 7: sed hostibus inrisui fuit apud quos flagrante etiam tum libertate nondum cognita
libertinorum potentia erat; mirabanturque quod dux et exercitus tanti belli confector servitiis oboedirent. Pliny
(Epist. 6, 31, 9) reports that Trajan cited the case of Polyclitus to state that the freedmen should not be allowed to
have such as an unlimited power. Even Claudius in 43 C.E had sent the freedman Narcissus in Britain to persuade
the soldiers to cross from Gaul to Britain. According to Dio Cassius (60, 19, 3), the soldiers prevented Narcissus
from speaking by pronouncing ‘Io, Saturnalia’ and followed Aulus Plautius. Roller (2001, 269) observes that ‘the
anger at a former slave impersonating an aristocrat, and so enacting the kind of social inversion appropriate only
to the Saturnalia, comes not from an aristocrat, but from common soldiers who regard him unworthy of the
deference they would normally accord a senatorial commander’.
332
Cf. Tac. Dial. 13, 4: nam Crispus iste et Marcellus, ad quorum exempla me vocas, quid habent in hac sua
fortuna concupiscendum: quod timent, an quod timentur? Quod, cum cotidie aliquid rogentur, ii quibus praestant
nihil indignantur? Quod alligati cum adulatione nec imperantibus umquam satis servi videntur nec nobis satis
liberi? Quae haec summa eorum potentia est? tantum posse liberti solent; cf. Mayer (2001, 129-130).
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who gave excessive prominence to his freedmen during his reign.333 Subversive innuendo can
coexist with explicit praise of Polybius, just as subversive readings can be detected in the
encomium of Claudius, as I will examine in chapter 2. That strategy chimes with Seneca’s
modus operandi: the philosopher conflates eulogy with criticism. By omitting to mention
Phaedrus, Seneca is trying to finesse an awkward point about coded language and social status
in a situation (his own address to Polybius) that is tangled up in exactly those same matters.
To conclude, I suggest that the absence of any reference to Phaedrus in the Ad Polybium is
particularly significant as it is a demonstration of a more general sentiment toward freedmen.
What is remarkable is that Seneca chooses to ‘critique’ this category in a work addressed to a
freedman, whom he hoped would act as a mediator and allow him to return to Rome. Indeed,
Seneca is well aware of the risks he might incur if he should offend Polybius. Therefore, he
elaborates a cunning strategy: on the surface, the omission of Phaedrus in his work functions
as a homage to Polybius; on closer examination, however, it conceals an unforeseen attack on
Polybius, who, as a freedman, has achieved a higher position than Seneca (at least when Seneca
writes the consolation). Even more relevant is the fact that Polybius has obtained the favour of
Caesar thanks to literature, as Seneca remarks ad nauseam throughout the consolation. By
silencing Phaedrus, Seneca, implicitly, rejects the idea that literature is a means for the lower
classes to express feelings and rejects literature as a medium for freedmen to gain the favour
of the emperor and, consequently, to achieve a prominent position. As Bloomer points out,
freedmen in general ‘embodied the emancipatory potential of literature’.334 Indeed, slaves and
freedmen played a fundamental role at the beginning of Roman literature, which,
conventionally, starts with Livius Andronicus, originally a Greek slave. The list of freedmen
who have a place in Latin literature is substantial (Caecilius Statius, Terence, Publilius Syrus).
The case of Horace, son of a libertus, is emblematic, as he himself often remarks.335 If for
slaves, ‘literature’, broadly speaking, is a means to rise up from an initial position of inferiority,
Seneca and other exponents of the senatorial and equestrian order want to contrast freedmen’s
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Alongside Pallas who received the ornamenta praetoria even Narcissus was awarded the ornamenta
quaestoria; cf. Tac. Ann. 11, 38 (Narcissus); 12, 53 (Pallas); Suet. Claud. 28; Plin. Epist. 7, 29; 8, 6; see Lotito
(1974, 328-329); MacLean (2018, 31-32). At Apocol. 6, 2 Seneca sarcastically hints to the fact that Claudius’
freedmen did not consider his orders at all: ille autem Febrim duci iubebat illo gestu solutae manus, et ad hoc
unum satis firmae, quo decollare homines solebat. iusserat illi collum praecidi: putares omnes illius esse libertos,
adeo illum nemo curabat.
334
Cf. Bloomer (1997, 27).
335
Cf. Hor. Epist. 1, 20, 20: me libertino natum patre et in tenui re; see Mayer (1994, ad loc.); Cucchiarelli (2019,
538); Sat. 1, 6, 6: ignotos, ut me libertino patre natum; 1, 6, 45-46: nunc ad me redeo libertino patre natum, /
quem rodunt omnes libertino patre natum.
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excessive influence inside the court. The advancement of the empire, in aristocratic eyes,
aggravates the situation: not only are freedmen influential writers, but they also fill strategic
positions at the very heart of the Roman court. Although Seneca is in exile and has no clear
means or assurance of ever returning to Rome, in the Ad Polybium there emerges a common
dissatisfaction with the increasing number of freedmen at the imperial court. The fact that
Seneca feels he can (covertly) criticise freedmen in a work addressed to one is yet another sign
of his – and literate Roman society’s – dismissal of them as educated individuals.
Let us now return to another problem, as I have not yet discussed why Seneca counsels
Polybius to devote himself to fables. The philosopher explicitly recommends fable as a
divertissement, and wants Polybius to rest after having immersed himself in the historical
account of Claudius’ great feats (res gestae). This advice might appear inconsistent with
Seneca’s precepts in some of his other works. Seneca encourages Polybius to indulge in a type
of literature, which elsewhere he condemns. According to Seneca, literature should have an
ethical value and an educative aim:336 works which only are fabula and aurium oblectamentum
are for Seneca among the most useless activities, supervacua.337
Indeed, as we have discussed previously, in the Ad Polybium there are a number of elements
that point to the partial subversion of the precepts that Seneca generally endorses. Behind the
suggestion to relax with Aesopean fables, there is a famous literary precedent: even Socrates,
on the night of his death, distracts himself by turning the fables of Aesop into verse; as Viansino
notes, it might have become a consolatory topos.338 But in Polybius’ case, I argue, the reason
is different: by recommending Polybius to write fables, Seneca is not providing him with relief
to lighten his pain due to his brother’s death. Instead, he suggests fables as a way to recover
from the demanding work of composition. Indeed, the recommendation to indulge in this
literature as a way to relax the soul (temperare 8, 4) is in line with what Seneca asserts in the
last chapter of the De tranquillitate animi: it is not profitable to keep the mind always alert.
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Cf. Epist. 75, 4: non delectent verba nostra sed prosint; 113, 26: utile ac salutare.
As regards Seneca’s critique of supervacuum cf. Epist. 48, 12; 88, 42; 106, 11, see Scarpat (1965, 157-176).
Cf. Benef. 1, 4, 5: istae vero ineptiae poetis reliquantur, quibus aures oblectare propositum est et dulcem fabulam
nectere. Among these ineptiae Seneca includes lyrics and dialectics, cf. Epist. 49, 5: eo magis itaque indignor
aliquos ex hoc tempore quod sufficere ne ad necessaria quidem potest, etiam si custoditum diligentissime fuerit,
in supervacua maiorem partem erogare. Negat Cicero, si duplicetur sibi aetas, habiturum se tempus quo legat
lyricos: eodem loco <pono> dialecticos: tristius inepti sunt. Illi ex professo lasciviunt, hi agere ipsos aliquid
existimant; Epist. 117, 30: transcurramus sollertissimas nugas et ad illa quae nobis aliquam opem sunt latura
properemus; see Mazzoli (1970, 150-151; 168-170; 209-211); Leigh (2013, 175-183).
338
Viansino (1990, 779); cf. Pl. Phd. 50c.
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Occasionally, it should be entertained, as Socrates, Cato and Scipio used to do.339 Even Seneca,
addressing his mother, admits unwinding sometimes with leviora studia after reflecting on
more serious issues. At the end of consolation, he writes:
sunt enim optimae, quoniam animus omnis occupationibus expers operibus suis
vacat et modo se levioribus studiis oblectat, modo ad considerandam suam
universique naturam veri avidus insurgit.
For best they are, since my mind is free of all preoccupation and with time for all
its own concerns, now delighting itself with lighter studies, and now, in its
eagerness for the truth, rising to the contemplation of its own nature and that of the
universe.340
Just as Seneca has done, Polybius should lighten his mind. It is worth noting the expression
remissa fronte that Seneca uses to describe Polybius’ face when he has to shift from serious
literature to a lighter genre. The freedman can now indulge in this literature with a relaxed
mind, after the composition of historical work. Martial in one of his epigrams uses the same
iunctura:
nec torva lege fronte, sed remissa
lascivis madidos iocis libellos.
Be your brow not grim but relaxed as you read my little books, all steeped in
wanton jests.341
By exploring the difference between epigram and other genres, Martial encourages Silius
Italicus to read his book, despatched as a Saturnalian gift, with a relaxed attitude. Remissa
fronte is the opposite of rugosa fronte that qualifies philosophical prose and, more generally,
339

Cf. Tranq. 17, 4: nec in eadem intentione aequaliter retinenda mens est, sed ad iocos devocanda. On this
passage see Giusti (2017). Cf. Cic. De orat. 2, 22: saepe ex socero meo audivi, cum is diceret socerum suum
Laelium semper fere cum Scipione solitum rusticari eosque incredibiliter repuerascere esse solitos, cum rus ex
urbe tamquam e vinclis evolavissent; Hor. Sat. 2, 1, 72-73: virtus Scipiadae et mitis sapientia Laeli, / nugari cum
illo et discincti ludere.
340
Ad Helv. 20, 1. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 166) suggests that the leviora studia can be identified with the
epigrams composed in Corsica.
341
Mart. 4, 14, 11-12; see Soldevila (2006, 177-186); Rimell (2008, 87-88). Cf. Epigr. 10, 64, 1-2: contigeris
Regina meos si Polla libellos / non tetrica nostros excipe fronte iocos.
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serious literature. Epistle 113 starts by discouraging Lucilius from reflecting on disputationes
nihil profuturae which are not suitable for philosophers. Haec disputamus attractis superciliis,
fronte rugosa?342
By using remissa fronte, Seneca advises Polybius that the transition from severiora scripta to
solutiora [sc. scripta] implies not only a complete change in content but also a different
mindset toward the method of composition. Therefore, the invitation to compose fables to relax
his mind does not imply or conceal a contrast with what Seneca himself does.
In this section, I have shown how the omission of Phaedrus in the Ad Polybium opens up
multiple readings; in the next, I will return to the praise of Claudius by demonstrating that the
princeps perceives and appreciates flattery as a demonstration of his boundless power.

1.6.4 Flattery as indicator of power
The fact that Polybius is a direct interlocutor of the emperor does not entail that Seneca
completely pretends when he addresses him. In light of this demanding assignment we cannot
exclude the possibility that his literary interests brought Seneca to know and really appreciate
Polybius, who now has to grapple with a bigger challenge:343 the need to whitewash thorny
memories and provide a flawless portrait of the emperor, just as Seneca does in chapter 13,
which contains his most sycophantic praise of Claudius:
abstine ab hoc manus tuas, fortuna, nec in isto potentiam tuam nisi ea parte qua
prodes ostenderis. Patere illum generi humano iam diu aegro et adfecto mederi,
patere quidquid prioris principis furor concussit in suum locum restituere ac
reponere. Sidus hoc, quod praecipitato in profundum et demerso in tenebras orbi
refulsit, semper luceat. Hic Germaniam pacet, Britanniam aperiat, et paternos
triumphos ducat et novos; quorum me quoque spectatorem futurum, quae ex
virtutibus eius primum optinet locum, promittit clementia. Nec enim sic me deiecit
ut nollet erigere, immo ne deiecit quidem, sed inpulsum a fortuna et cadentem
sustinuit et in praeceps euntem leniter divinae manus usus moderatione deposuit:
deprecatus est pro me senatum et vitam mihi non tantum dedit sed etiam petît.
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Sen. Epist. 113, 26. Cf. Epist. 23, 3: ceterae hilaritates non implent pectus; fronte remittunt, leves sunt, nisi
forte tu iudicas eum gaudere qui ridet.
343
I agree with Fantham (2007, 186), who argues that Seneca sincerely likes and respects Polybius as a writer.
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Viderit: qualem volet esse existimet causam meam; vel iustitia eius bonam
perspiciat vel clementia faciat bonam: utrumque in aequo mihi eius beneficium
erit, sive innocentem me scierit esse sive voluerit. Interim magnum miseriarum
mearum solacium est videre misericordiam eius totum orbem pervagantem; quae
cum ex hoc ipso angulo in quo ego defixus sum complures multorum iam annorum
ruina obrutos effoderit et in lucem reduxerit, non vereor ne me unum transeat. Ipse
autem optime novit tempus quo cuique debeat succurrere; ego omnem operam
dabo ne pervenire ad me erubescat. O felicem clementiam tuam, Caesar, quae
efficit ut quietiorem sub te agant vitam exules quam nuper sub Gaio egere
principes! Non trepidant nec per singulas horas gladium expectant nec ad omnem
navium conspectum pavent; per te habent ut fortunae saevientis modum ita spem
quoque melioris eiusdem ac praesentis quietem. Scias licet ea demum fulmina esse
iustissima quae etiam percussi colunt.344
In this section, I want to read this chapter of the Ad Polybium, a shameful sample of flattery,
in the light of the theory developed by Shadi Bartsch: rulers do not reject false praise (i.e.,
flattery), precisely because it is a demonstration of power. I have already highlighted some
aspects of this chapter: the presentation of Claudius in the role of saviour, after the madness of
Caligula;345 the praise – and implicitly the justification – of Claudius’ foreign policy; the
positive role of Claudius in Seneca’s fall, as he begged the Senate to revert/alter Seneca’s
condemnation. The ‘beneficial’ role of the emperor is underlined by immo (13, 2), which marks
a correptio.346 Seneca commends Claudius above all for his clementia, which is the most
remarkable quality of the emperor (13, 2 quae ex virtutibus suis primum optinet locum), then
for his iustitia and his misericordia.347 Clementia and iustitia are two of four virtues inscribed
on the clipeus virtutis awarded to Augustus by the Senate in 27 B.C. By praising Claudius for
the clementia he has so far exercised, Seneca promotes clementia as a key element in his
conduct of power. As Ovid had given Augustus an opportunity to show clemency, now Seneca
offers Claudius another possibility to demonstrate his clemency.348
344

For the translation see Appendix 2.
In non trepidant nec per singulas horas gladium expectant nec ad omnem navium conspectum pavent we may
glimpse a reference to Gaius’ order to kill all exiles; cf. Suet. Cal. 28: opinans sibi quoque exules suos mortem
imprecari, misit circum insulas, qui universos contrucidarent.
346
See Traina (1974, 32); cf. Ad Pol. 11, 4; 12, 2; 13, 2; 15, 2; 15, 3; Epist. 47, 1.
347
On the distinction in Seneca between clementia and misericordia, terms which in Cicero’s time could be used
interchangeably, see Braund (2012, 104).
348
Cf. Ov. Trist. 2, 31-32: sed nisi peccassem, quid tu concedere posses? / materiam veniae sors tibi nostra dedit.
On this passage see Luck (1977, 98); Ciccarelli (2003, 49-53); Ingleheart (2010, 79-82).
345
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I say again because Claudius has already demonstrated his clemency toward Seneca. The
philosopher commends Claudius for his misericordia whose positive effects spread out not
merely over the Roman Empire, but over the whole world (misericordiam eius totum orbem
pervagantem). Claudius’ misericordia is praised also at 6, 5. His pity (misericordia) has
‘unearthed’ many who were in exile, though not Seneca. Nevertheless, the philosopher is
confident that Claudius will soon prove his clemency toward him too.349 In the later De
clementia Seneca draws a distinction between misericordia and clementia and defines the latter
salus insofar as it distinguishes between the rex iustus and the tyrannus. In the second book of
this treatise, Seneca gives two definitions of clementia. At the beginning he claims that
clementia is the leniency of a superior toward an inferior in fixing punishment (inclinatio animi
ad lenitatem in poena exigenda); in the second instance, he identifies in clementia an
inclination of the mind toward leniency in exacting punishment (clementiam esse
moderationem aliquid ex merita ac debita poena remittentem).350 By making a comparison
with the good father, the good emperor punishes late, only if he is obliged to do so and he is
never inflexible. By contrast, misericordia changes its value according to the context: in book
1 (1, 1, 4) it is positive as it is synonymous with clementia; instead, in book 2 it is negative. As
Malaspina observes, the different connotation does not imply a contradiction, but it is rooted
in the different approach of the two books: the first is more political, the second more
philosophical.351 We must, therefore, be clear that this condemnation of misericordia is not in
conflict with what Seneca asserts in the first book. In the second book, Seneca condemns
misericordia as a vice: plerique enim ut virtutem eam laudant et bonum hominem vocant
misericordem.352 Depicting misericordia as an aegritudo animi,353 Seneca includes it among
the vices which imitate virtues (vitia quaedam virtutes imitantia).354 For that, “all good men
will display clemency and mildness but avoid pity”.355 Ostensibly, in the Ad Polybium
misericordia assumes the value of clementia: Seneca hopes that his relegatio in perpetuum
might end thanks to the misericordia mitissimi Caesaris who has already been merciful toward
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Seneca perhaps is hinting here at the restoration of exiles at the start of a new principate as a device to court
popularity: cf. Suet. Cal. 15; D.C. 59, 3, 6 (in reference to Gaius) and Tac. Ann. 14, 12 (in reference to Nero).
350
Clem. 2, 3, 1-2. On this passage see Malaspina (2001, 24-70; 278 ff.).
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Malaspina (2001, 394). Rudich (1997, 49) supposes that ‘the second book is nothing but a sketch, never edited
and never intended to be published’.
352
Clem. 2, 4, 4.
353
Cf. Clem. 2, 5, 4: misericordia est aegritudo animi ob alienarum miseriarum speciem aut tristitia ex alienis
malis contracta.
354
Clem. 1, 3, 1; cf. Braund (2009, 401).
355
Clem. 2, 5, 1: ita clementiam mansuetidinemque omnes boni viri praestabunt, misericordiam autem vitabunt.
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the philosopher, as Seneca makes so clear in chapter 13 of the consolation. What is not so clear
is the degree to which Seneca employs misericordia in the Ad Polybium, and whether Seneca
focuses too much on Claudius’ misericordia as a choice to flatter the emperor rather than to
express something else. Nevertheless, by a comparison with the later De clementia in which
the word has a bad implication, we cannot rule out that Seneca uses misericordia also in an
alternative sense. On the one hand, Seneca’s accent on Claudius’ misericordia aims to
emphasise the emperor’s clementia; on the other, it could cast a negative shadow on the
emperor, whose excessive misericordia is not praiseworthy. We can now see that everything
that seems flattering can also conceal a subversive reading. In a passage saturated with flattery,
Seneca can easily dissemble an indirect criticism, undetectable even by the eyes of an
oversuspicious emperor.
Conversely, since all these laudes of Claudius are overstated, even Claudius might have
perceived Senecan words as insincere. In the consolation, Seneca repeatedly makes assertions
that appear clearly untrue. Yet insincerity does not necessarily imply mockery. Previous
scholarship read this exaggerated praise of Claudius as a proof of Seneca’s intention to mock
the emperor; this reading aims to draw a parallel between the consolation and the later
Apocolocyntosis and to salvage Seneca’s reputation.356 But interpreting this passage simply
only as a parody of the emperor’s politics means assigning to Seneca an extensive practice of
strategic irony at every discursive level, which is not always supported by the text and by
Seneca’s ostensible goal in writing this consolation. On the contrary, I argue that apparent
insincerity is part of the strategy to flatter the emperor. This approach finds support in some
remarks made by Seneca himself. If we look at the exempla of adulatio described by Seneca
in other treatises, especially in the De ira, it seems that some rulers appreciate insincere flattery.
The message, in Bartsch’s words, is that ‘the tyrant can measure his strength by his very ability
to compel acts of praise from their subordinates’.357 They take pleasure from their subordinates’
praise, as praise is a demonstration and recognition of their power. Taking pleasure in
insincerity is laced with ‘subversion’: the courtier offers a slavish performance which the tyrant
perceives as an assertion of power. Again, the slavish relation between the tyrant and his subject
echoes that between the adulatus and the adulator.
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Cf. Momigliano (1932, 135-138); Alexander (1943); Atkinson (1985).
Bartsch (1994, 176).
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The dichotomy between ruler and subject is well theorised by Seneca in Thyestes, a political
propaganda of the imperial régime which, on the one hand, expresses the voice of the ruler and,
on the other, denounces it. In the second act, when the satelles tries to dissuade Atreus from
the proposed scelus by warning him against being excessively severe with his subjects, Atreus
replies as follows:
maximum hoc regni bonum est,
quod facta domini cogitur populus sui
tam ferre quam laudare.
The greatest value of kingship is that the subjects are to coerced not merely into
acquiescence, but into praise.358
Two generations later on, Epictetus, in his Discourse 1, 19 (‘How to Behave to a Tyrant’)
identifies the extent of the tyrant’s power by the volume of flattery he receives from his
subjects: when asked “what is the nature of your power?” he answers: “all men flatter me”
(πάντες µε θεραπεύουσιν 1, 19, 4).359
Indeed, from Atreus’ perspective, as Shadi Bartsch has brilliantly pointed out, praise works as
an index of power.360 It does not matter if that praise is authentic or false; Atreus professes that
the praise befits even a humble person, whereas false praise befits only the powerful:
laus vera et humili saepe contingit viro,
non nisi potenti falsa. quod nolunt velint.
The base man often receives true praise, none but the mighty false. Let men want
what they do not.361
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Cf. Thy. 205-207; all translations of Thyestes are by Boyle (2017). See Bartsch (1994, 176; 2012, 181).
The whole passage turns on the various meanings of θεραπεύω, which means honour, serve, attend to, give
medical cure to, pay attention to, pay court to, flatter; cf. TLG s.v. θεραπεύω.
360
Cf. Bartsch (1994, 176). La Penna (1979, 136) suggests that the dialogue between the tyrant and the satelles
in some points seems to be a monologue; cf. Stucchi (2008, 1526). Mader (1998, 31) asserts that this dialogue is
treated as a typical Senecan Affektszene, to dramatise the duel between furor and mens sana. Tarrant (1985, 121)
points out a parallel between Atreus’ statement and Eteocles’ argument that the hate of people increases power
(Phoen. 654-658).
361
Thy. 211-212; Tarrant (1985, 120) claims: ‘Atreus does not merely demand flattery, but sadistically aims at
inflicting mental pain’. Boyle (2017, 187) suggests a parallel with Oct. 454: id facere laus est quod decet, non
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These lines show how an emperor can engineer an external demonstration of his power by
forcing false praise upon his subjects; from the tyrant’s point of view, false praise is better than
real, because only false praise highlights fearsome power. According to this view, power
consists in forcing subjects to want and to say even what they do not want.362 The ruler wants
not only to control the acts and the words of people but also to overcome their thoughts.
Likewise, the tyrant described by Epictetus voices his desire to overcome people’s thoughts
and proposes to do that by instilling fear in them.363 So, the tyrant rejects a sincere praise by
forcing a consent based on fear (metus).364
In a famous passage from the De ira, Seneca borrows a renowned line from Accius’ Atreus,
‘oderint, dum metuant’ (let them hate, if only they fear).365 Also in Thyestes, Atreus expresses
an idea of power based on metus: by stressing the ambivalent effects of metus, the guard of
Atreus points out that fear causes (external) praise as well as (inner) hate.366 Indeed, metus is a
double-edged sword as, on the one hand, it produces praise and compliance, and, on the other,
it sows resentment and hate.
A similar warning can be found in Cicero: in the De officiis 2, 23-26, by describing Caesar in
terms of a tyrant – he significantly labels him noster tyrannus – Cicero stresses the instability
of power based on fear (metus).367 In addition, Cicero condemns people who in a free city
quod licet. Kovacs (2007, 788) proposes to emend quod nolunt velint to quod nolunt velit; I agree with Bessone
(2011, 80 ff.), who believes that this conjecture should be rejected. Seneca adds that whoever wishes the glory of
true favour, wishes to be praised ‘with heart rather than voice’: at qui favoris gloriam veri petit, animo magis
quam voce laudari volet. On this passage see Picone (1984, 44 ff.); Tarrant (1985, 120 ff.); Schiesaro (2003, 160
ff.); Marchetta (2010); Mantovanelli (2014, 32-33).
362
Lana (1955, 110-111) points out that the tyrant denies the subjects not only the right to speak but also the right
to keep quiet; cf. Oed. 523-526: tacere liceat. Ulla libertas minor / a rege petitur? Saepe vel lingua magis / regi
atque regno muta libertas obest. / Ubi non licet tacere, quid cuiquam licet?
363
Cf. Epict. 1, 29, 11: ἀλλὰ καὶ τῶν δογµάτων ἄρχειν θέλω (…) ἁυτῶ φόβον νικήσω. An interesting parallel can
be found in Curtius Rufus’ description of Alexander (8, 5, 5) who wants to control his subject’s minds as well as
their tongues: Iovis filium non dici tantum se, sed etiam credi volebat, tamquam perinde animis imperare posset
ac linguis.
364
Cf. Sen. Oed. 703-704: sic odia fiunt. odia qui nimium timet, / regnare nescit: regna custodit metus.
365
203 R2 = 168 W = 47 Dangel. The line is often quoted by Cicero: cf. Cic. Off. 1, 28, 97; Sest. 48, 102; Phil. 1,
14, 34. Seneca refers to it also at Clem. 1, 12, 4; 2, 2, 2; cf. Laurence and Paterson (1999); Malaspina (2001, 325);
Braund (2009, 302-303); Rosati (2017, 65); Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2018, 103). Accius would probably have
referred to Ennius, Trag. 348 (Rhet. Her. 2, 39) a line quoted by Cicero in Off. 2, 23: quem metuunt, oderunt;
quem quisque odit, perisse expetit cf. Dyck (1996, 393-394).
366
Cf. Sen. Thy. 207-208: quos cogit metus laudare, eosdem reddit inimicos metus.
367
Cic. Off. 2, 23: omnium autem rerum nec aptius est quicquam ad opes tuendas ac tenendas quam diligi nec
alienius quam timeri (…) Malus enim est custos diuturnitatis metus, contraque benivolentia fidelis vel ad
perpetuitatem. The same concept already appears in Isocr. Nic. 21. For this motif in the Flavian era see Rosati
(2011).
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(libera civitate) employ power instilling fear (premente metu). Cicero warns that this power is
short-lived: there is nothing more suited to retaining influence than to be loved, and nothing
less suited than to be feared.368 In order to corroborate his statement, the orator quotes a lost
fragment from Ennius (probably from the lost Thyestes).
Quem metuunt oderunt, quem quisque odit perisse expetit.
They hate the men they fear; and whom one hates one would have dead.369
Such tyrannical power is a double-edged sword for the ruler himself. Macrobius in his
Saturnalia gives us some lines of Decimus Laberius (106-43 B.C.), a Roman knight, author of
mimes and opponent of Publilius Syrus. At one point, he was obligated by Caesar to play the
comic mime and dress as a Syrian slave. Macrobius reports 27 senarii which Laberius wrote
to communicate his resentment at having been coerced to humiliate himself by performing in
mime.370 In this occasion, he would have pronounced: ‘Romans, we lose our freedom’, but then
he would have added: ‘Many he must fear whom many fear’ (necesse est multos timeat quem
multi timent).371 Seneca also refers to this episode in the De ira, by asserting that ‘it seemed
that Laberius’ words were pronounced by the people’s voice’.372
Regardless of the ‘authenticity’ of the episode, these lines composed by Laberius are important
as another indication of the precarity of autocratic power. As the guard staged by Seneca in
Thyestes remarked, power based on fear is unstable and rulers should prefer being praised from
the heart.373 Nevertheless, as we have understood in this section, the tyrant-emperor demands
public eulogy (that is flattery) as a public demonstration of his strength.
368

Aristotle (Pol. 5, 9, 1313a18-1315a40) identifies two opposite methods by which tyrannies are preserved: the
old traditional one based on fear and oppression, and the new one which develops tyranny as a virtuous form of
kingship. The tyrants who base their power on fear are always fond of reprehensible men because they love to be
flattered. Cf. Arist. Pol. 5, 1314a: κολακευόµενοι γὰρ χαίρουσιν.
369
Off. 2, 23; all translations of De officiis are by Griffin and Atkins (1991). Cf. Dyck (1996, 393-394).
370
Cf. Panayotakis (2010, 37).
371
Macr. Saturn. 2, 7, 4: porro, Quirites, libertatem perdimus, et paulo post adiecit, necesse est multos timeat
quem multi timent. Cf. Reynolds (1943, 38-39); Barton (1993, 144). Traina (1974, 29) suggests that Seneca in Ir.
2, 11, 4 (quidquid terret et trepidat) echoes Laberius’ statement.
372
Ir. 2, 11, 3: occurrat hoc loco tibi Laberianus ille versus qui medio civili bello in theatro dictus totum in se
populum non aliter convertit quam si missa esset vox publici adfectus: necesse est multos timeat quam multi
timent.
373
Sen. Thy. 209-210: at qui favoris gloriam veri petit, animo magis quam voce laudari volet. On the precarity of
a regnum based on fear cf. Thy. 215-217: ubi non est pudor / nec cura iuris sanctitas pietas fides, / instabile
regnum est; Med. 196: iniqua numquam regna perpetuo manent; Tro. 258-259: violenta nemo imperia continuit
diu, / moderata durant.
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But, it is also a staging of the oppressive function of his power, which is sadistic: power
humiliates, by creating debasement and feels pleasure in seeing the humiliation of his subjects,
whose ruin becomes the most appealing spectacle in the eyes of the tyrant-emperor.374 As I will
discuss in detail in chapter 3, the tyrant wants to witness his subordinates’ mortification. Atreus
symbolises the pleasures of spectatorship:
libet videre, capita natorum intuens,
quos det colores, verba quae primus dolor
effundat.
It will be joy to view the colours he shows when he gazes on his sons’ heads, the
words blurted when pain first stabs.375
Schiesaro remarks on ‘Atreus will watch Thyestes watching, will be the spectator of a pained
spectator’.376 In chapter 3, by discussing the exempla of men who have to witness their sons’
execution, we will find a similar dynamic.
1.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have understood that flattery is a necessity not merely for the courtiers, but
also for the rulers themselves. In chapter 3, we will see that this necessity of flattery affects the
Persian kings (Xerxes, Cambyses, Astyages), but also the Roman emperors themselves. All of
the exempla to be analysed in chapter 3 concern characters who exhibit the grossest flattery. In
doing so, they perfectly comply with the requests of their rulers. In many cases, the kings are
fully aware that praise of them is not sincere. The courtiers simulate because they are scared
and because their rulers demand flattery, which acts as a mechanism for social control. Subjects
should exhibit the falsest flattery, because only in this way, can they satisfy their kings. The
more adulation seems insincere, the more kings are inclined to appreciate it, because this
374

Tacitus reports that Domitian, unlike Nero, contemplated the crimes he ordered; see Tac. Agr. 45, 2: Nero
tamen subtraxit oculos suos iussitque scelera, non spectavit: praecipua sub Domitiano miseriarum pars erat
videre et aspici, cum suspiria nostra subscriberentur, cum denotandis tot hominum palloribus sufficeret saevus
ille vultus et rubor, quo se contra pudorem muniebat. Cf. Barton (2002, 223-225); Soverini (2004, 306);
Woodman (2014, 319).
375
Cf. Thy. 903-905; cf. infra p. 160.
376
Schiesaro (2003, 60).
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derives from metus exerted by the power. As we have seen, first of all the ruler wants to be
feared.
The Consolatio ad Polybium can also be read from this perspective: seen this way, Seneca’s
address to Claudius contains the most lavish and hypocritical praise because Claudius would
have appreciated insincere praise, as a demonstration of the extent of the ruler’s total control
and the metus instilled in his subjects. As Seneca spells out, through Atreus, rulers take pride
in fake praise as this is only offered to the powerful. Praise being false does not necessarily
mean it is ironic – conversely, irony could cause an unwanted reaction. Fake encomium is
caused not by the pleasure of mocking the emperor but fear and the need to abide by the will
of the master, who expects to be praised.
In the case of Seneca, there is a third factor: the urgency to go back to Rome. Alongside the
flattery of the emperor, we have also scrutinised how Seneca flatters Polybius and how the
philosopher is able to hide an element of dissent behind the façade of the most blatant flattery.
In the next chapter, we will see to what extent Seneca, through a gallery of historical exempla,
continues to flatter the princeps.
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Chapter Two

Flattering with Exempla: Claudius and Historical Exempla in Ad Pol.
(14-17)
Grande doloris / ingenium est, miserisque venit sollertia rebus.
Ov. Met. 6, 575

2.1 Introduction
Like chapter 1, this chapter focuses on the Consolatio ad Polybium by analysing the last
section of this consolation, which contains the speech of Claudius, apparently an exemplary
piece of persuasion for Polybius. This chapter extends chapter 1 and can be seen as its
continuation: while I end chapter 1 by discussing the praise of Claudius, I begin chapter 2 from
the speech of Claudius, called to take over the role of Seneca to console the freedman. I will
show that by using Claudius himself as consoler, Seneca ostensibly tries to charm the emperor,
but, subtly, conceals a covert criticism.
In the first part of the chapter, as a basis for the discussion of the exempla in the Ad Polybium,
I begin by briefly describing the relevance of the exempla in Seneca’s works. As Roller has
observed at length, Seneca always remodels his exempla κατὰ περίστασιν. Indeed, the
philosopher does not hesitate to ‘amend’ them according to the various aspects he wants to
emphasise. After a general but necessary digression on the exempla, I focus on the exempla
presented in the Ad Polybium. I analyse separately the vetera exempla (2.2.1) and the nova
exempla (2.2.2) since Claudius in his speech makes a clear distinction. The selection of
exempla operated by Seneca has particular relevance, since it is the emperor himself who
provides Polybius with exempla. The fact that Seneca puts into Claudius’ own mouth a speech
consoling Polybius is remarkable for several reasons. Literary first-person speech always
conceals an ambiguity as it tends to blur the boundaries between the inner speaker and his
author. By placing this speech in Claudius’ mouth, rather than introducing the same exempla
in his voice, Seneca simultaneously shows the oratorical ability of the emperor (adsueta sibi
facundia) and engages his authority to console Polybius. Ostensibly, he leads up to a gradual
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convergence between himself and the emperor, but we will see that through the speech of
Claudius Seneca conveys additional meanings on multiple levels.
In the second part of the chapter, I will try to propose a new interpretation of the presence of
the emperor in this consolation, putting aside readings which relegate the speech of Claudius
as a merely flattering device. Instead, I will detect a subversive meaning in the presence of the
ruler, by focusing on the words which Seneca employs to introduce the emperor’s speech. I
suggest that tenacissima memoria and adsueta sibi facundia, in typical Senecan style, betray a
‘veiled’ meaning, that is not understandable at first reading. On closer examination, that
passage discloses a web of allusions, first of all to Ovid, the favourite model for Seneca’s
consolations. I propose we have to read the presence of the emperor in a new light: indeed,
there is a critique of the emperor, but this criticism is concealed by the true admiration for
Claudius’ eloquence, often mocked by his contemporaries, including Seneca himself in the
Apocolocyntosis. I will suggest that Seneca sincerely praises the emperor for his eloquence.
Moreover, although it has been a common practice to see the reference to facundia as an ironic
or flattering element, this aspect is worth revisiting. I show how we have to apply a double
level of communication: literal and figurative. Seneca does not criticise openly, as this would
mean reproaching the emperor from whom he hopes to obtain a pardon. As Ahl has argued,
‘the point is to achieve reproach without committing oneself to an outright statement of
reproach.’1 The consolation repeatedly praises Claudius while subtly undermining him with
criticism.
Indeed, Seneca is not unique in using a code, and the Ad Polybium is not the only case in which
we can flesh out the art of the veiled speech. Nevertheless, scholars have been more concerned
to highlight the art of flattery, which, doubtless, is predominant in the entire consolation, rather
than to unearth this second-level reading. As has been the case throughout the consolation,
vocabulary in the final part of the work alerts us to a careful reading that will guide criticism
in a work in which we do not expect to find it. Veiled criticism is a risk, but it does not reduce
the immediate impact of consolation as a plea. It exists as a parallel element in the framework
through which Seneca operates. Flattery, simulation, dissimulation are all features of the Ad
Polybium which make the consolation a textual enactment of a practical request and a means

1

Cf. Ahl (1984, 178).
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by which Seneca can exercise his ingenium by praising his interlocutors and disguising a
hidden message.
In summary, this chapter attempts to draw out the dangerous combination of flattery and
criticism in the Ad Polybium. The Ad Polybium is a practical demonstration of flattery, but
adulation does not exclude hidden dissent. Remarkably, adulation and subversion go hand in
hand in Seneca, who works on the assumption that the emperor is able to gather only the first
since the second is difficult to decode. There is an ongoing tension in Seneca’s works between
the drive toward requested praise and accepted flattery and the necessity to convey a veiled
criticism. In the words of James Scott, we could say that Seneca swings between the ‘public
transcript’, that the ruler wants to hear and the ‘hidden transcript’ the author wants to transmit.2

2.2 Historical exempla in Seneca and in the Ad Polybium
Seneca’s consolations make frequent demands upon a store of exempla. The use of historical
examples in Seneca’s consolationes is consistent with the consolatory tradition as well as with
the teaching of rhetoric in Rome.3 Indeed all Seneca’s prose treatises and dialogues more or
less constantly draw upon exempla. In particular, the third book of the De Ira abounds with
historical references – some of these will be object of my analysis in chapter 3 – and Seneca
declares that he wants to set out a select list of exempla illustrating the dangers of anger and
the benefits of avoiding it. According to Seneca, the exempla have the edge on other forms of
instruction, as they are more direct than praecepta: longum iter est per praecepta, breve et
efficax per exempla.4 By alternating praecepta with exempla, he wants to educate (docere) his
interlocutors. Seneca’s aim is not simply to provide the proficiens with an understanding, but
to embed this understanding deeply in his mind. As Matthew Roller remarks, ‘in attempting to
sway his interlocutor, Seneca frequently deploys figures from the Roman past as models for
action in the present’.5 Seneca repeatedly invokes the names and deeds of exemplary heroes in
2

Cf. Scott (1990, 3).
Cf. Quint. Inst. 12, 4, 1: in primis vero abundare debet orator exemplorum copia cum veterum tum etiam
novorum, adeo ut…quae conscripta sunt historiis aut sermonibus velut per manus tradita quaeque cotidie aguntur
debeat nosse. Scholars reflect on central role of the exemplum in the consolatory and rhetoric tradition: see Bonner
(1949, 61-62); Saller (1980); Mayer (1991; 2008); Shelton (1995, 158-160). For a specific analysis of the presence
of exempla in Seneca see Griffin (1976, 182-201); Borgo (1978, 99 ff.); Shelton (1995, 160-166); Mazzoli (1997,
152-153); Codoñer (2005, 152-153); Gowing (2005, 67-81); Richardson Hay (2006, 101-105); Edwards (2017);
Roller (2001, 88-97; 2015; 2016; 2018, 265-289). Städele (1999) gives only an account of all passages in which
Seneca employs exempla.
4
Epist. 6, 5.
5
Cf. Roller (2001, 73).
3
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his works – Socrates, Cato, Regulus, Fabricius, Metellus – for the purpose of rousing
admiration and honouring virtue. At the same time, he adduces the names and deeds of a host
of exemplary villains, men whose cruelty, vice and dishonour we should condemn. Alongside
the mention of eminent heroes, Seneca often quotes historical examples from the more or less
recent past; sometimes he cites living contemporaries, who are not known outside Seneca.6
At the end of his life, Seneca encourages Lucilius to join him in his will to become an
exemplum: nos quoque aliquid et ipsi faciamus animose; simus inter exempla.7 In Epistle 104,
he prompts his pupil to live with these paradigmatic figures: cum Catonibus vive, cum Laelio,
cum Tuberone.8 Seneca refers to Cato and Laelius also in the Epistle 11, 8-10, where he advises
Lucilius to select an outstanding man and to keep him ever before his mind’s eye as custos and
exemplum. By referring constantly to exempla, the philosopher hopes to become one of them.
As Mayer points out, ‘Seneca aspires to exemplary status himself, if only he can find an
opportunity to exercise courageous resolve. Nero offered him the chance he longed for and he
rose to the occasion’.9 According to Tacitus, Seneca, while on his deathbed, would have
claimed to be leaving as an inheritance imago vitae suae to his followers.10 This ‘exemplummania’ is not specific to Seneca, but is a practice central to Roman life, in all its aspects: private,
social, economic, political. Bitterly, Seneca points out in Epistle 123 that the Romans tend to
imitate the general trend, without evaluating what is really essential.11 This brief digression
highlights Seneca’s place in a tradition, and specifically in a Roman tradition, where the models
were central to moral education.12
At the end of the Consolatio ad Polybium, after having instructed Polybius to restrain his pain
through praecepta, Seneca, by means of Claudius, displays a series of exempla. In doing so, he

6

For instance, Seneca quotes his niece Novatilla in Ad Helv. 18, 7; Tullius Marcellinus in Epist. 29 and 77;
Flaccus, a friend of Lucilius, in Epist. 63; the philosopher Metronax in Epist. 76, 4; his mother’s stepsister in Ad
Helv. 19. More often Seneca mentions contemporaries who are well-known, like Novatus, Marullus, Aufidius
Bassus, Burrus. For a complete list see Griffin (1976, 445-446).
7
Epist. 98, 13.
8
Epist. 104, 21.
9
Mayer (1991, 141).
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Tacitus uses this expression in Ann. 15, 62 to describe Seneca’s suicide: ille interritus poscit testamenti tabulas;
ac denegante centurione conversus ad amicos, quando meritis eorum referre gratiam prohiberetur, quod unum
iam et tamen pulcherrimum habeat, imaginem vitae suae relinquere testatur, cuius si memores essent, bonarum
artium famam fructum constantis amicitiae laturos. For the meaning of this expression see the conclusion of
Griffin (1974); Mayer (1991, 142; 169); Ker (2009a, 281-324); Ash (2018, 282).
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Epist. 123, 6: inter causas malorum nostrorum est quod vivimus ad exempla, nec ratione componimur sed
consuetudine abducimur.
12
On the relevance of exempla in Roman society see most recently Langlands (2018) and Roller (2018).
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follows his own instructions in the Ad Marciam to the letter: scio a praeceptis incipere omnis
qui monere aliquem volunt, in exemplis desinere.13 Seneca chooses to amass exempla before
hinting at the importance of being a model: he asks Polybius to be an exemplum for his living
brothers. As I discussed in chapter 1, from Seneca’s description, Polybius possesses
exemplarity; by showing diligence in the execution of his imperial duties, he embodies all the
core values of the Roman cives: the freedman is praised for displaying moderatio, pietas,
modestia. Unlike Seneca, who writes now from exile, Polybius was able to earn the emperor’s
favour and to achieve a high position at the court of Claudius. In this sense, Polybius is a model
for Seneca himself. Implicitly, Seneca, in turn, is an exemplum for Polybius, because he has
already experienced the double role of consolatus and consolator, as he points out at the
beginning of the Ad Helviam.14 Polybius can find an example to follow in Seneca, who, despite
all the complexities he faces during his seclusion on Corsica, is able to restrain his pain in front
of his mother. Polybius should imitate the philosopher by simulating joy to support his living
brothers, just as Seneca had previously simulated serenity in addressing his mother. The fact
that one is a model for the other aims to strengthen the relationship between them; as I argued
in chapter 1, Seneca wants to nullify all differences and bridge the gap between himself and
Polybius by making his experience similar to Polybius’.
Along with these implicit examples, there are some historical examples, to which I will now
turn. If Seneca’s exemplum is not enough to contain his grief, Polybius can find additional
exempla at the end of the consolation. As a last attempt to comfort Polybius, Seneca offers him
a list of exempla from the Roman Republic and imperial family of men who recovered from
their brothers’ deaths. In order to encourage Polybius to restrain his sorrow, Seneca remarks
that everyone dies and Polybius is not the only man to have lost a brother, even the members
of the imperial family have suffered the same loss. Polybius should look at them as he cannot
keep wallowing in his grief.
This section contains eight positive exempla for dealing with his personal mourning, and, in
contrast, one negative exemplum depicting Caligula’s behaviour on the death of Drusilla, his
beloved sister (17, 3-6). In this piece, we find a remarkable distinction: it is Claudius himself,

13
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Ad Marc. 2, 1.
Cf. Ad Helv. 1, 4.
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who, by introducing these exempla, takes over the role of consoler.15 The fact that Seneca has
put into Claudius’ mouth these exempla introduces a complication. Is Seneca speaking or the
emperor?
After flattering the emperor effusively, as requested, Seneca summons him in order to console
his reliable freedman. This element opens up to us something of value not only in Seneca’s use
of exempla, but in Seneca’s relationship with Claudius. In the course of this text, Seneca has
already depicted Claudius as solacium not only for Polybius (in hoc uno tibi satis praesidii,
solacii est 12, 3; cogitatus Caesar maximo solacio tibi est 12, 4), but for all humanity (publicum
omnium hominum solacium 14, 1). At the same time, Claudius is also solacium for Seneca
himself (interim magnum miseriarum mearum solacium est videre misericordiam eius totum
orbem pervagantem 13, 3). Thanks to his clemency, Seneca can be a spectator of Claudius’
triumphs. Who, therefore, could better console Polybius than Claudius? Nullus itaque melius
has adloquendi partes occupaverit. Seneca compares Claudius with the oracle: his words have
the same weight as those of the oracle and his divine authority will dull all the sharpness of
Polybius’ grief.16 As is required of Polybius (et solacium debes esse illorum et consolator 5,
5), Claudius plays the double role of solacium and consolator.17 The two functions are strictly
bound.
The attribution to the ruling emperor of a speech within the consolatio is a telling example of
a peculiarity which sets this consolation apart from the other surviving consolations.18 As
Atkinson observes, this aspect does not make it ironic but deserves a detailed analysis of the
passage.19 By highlighting the similarities between Claudius’ real speech on the admission of
15

According to Ker (2009b, 260), ‘his continual change of voice has the function of destabilizing his own authorial
persona, which Edwards has identified as a deliberate strategy in the Epistulae Morales, appropriate among the
unpredictable personalities of the imperial court’. Ker refers to Edwards (1997b, 27-38). Seneca frequently takes
on the voices of others through the device of sermocinatio or prosopopoeia. More specifically, he often employs
the technique of εἰδωλοποιία: in the Apocolocyntosis, Seneca again takes on the voice of the recently deceased
Claudius; at Epist. 63, 5-6 Attalus gives a speech to argue that remembering of deceased friends causes a bittersweet pleasure.
16
Ad Pol. 14, 2: aliud habebunt hoc dicente pondus verba velut ab oraculo missa; omnem vim doloris tui divina
eius contundet auctoritas; cf. Pernot (1993, 620).
17
Cf. Abel (1967, 75); Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1990, 244-245).
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Seneca occasionally inserts a speech into a dialogue, cf. Apocol. 8-11 (three speeches); Clem. 1, 9, 4-5 (speech
of Augustus); Clem. 1, 9, 6 (speech of Livia in reply to Augustus); Nat. 4a, praef. 14-17 (speech of Lucilius); 7,
17, 2 (speech of Apollonius). Particularly interesting are the two speeches in the Ad Marciam: at the beginning
(Ad Marc. 4, 3-5, 6), Areus consoles Livia by stressing that her social status should prevent her from excessive
pain; at the end (Ad Marc. 26, 1-7), Cremutius Cordus reassures his daughter by claiming his freedom; cf. Manning
(1981, 148-152); Mchugh (2004, 403-404). Rudich (1997, 33) compares the speech of Claudius with the discourse
of Cremutius Cordus. On the function of speech in Seneca see Hine (2010b).
19
Cf. Atkinson (1985, 875).
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Gauls into Senate and the fictional speech attributed to Claudius by Seneca, Dahlmann argues
that Seneca has learned the emperor’s style.20 Kennedy agrees with Dahlmann, while Abel
rejects this interpretation.21 Certainly, the style of these chapters is remarkably polished: in
more than one line the philosopher demonstrates he is paying specific attention to the labor
limae. Seneca perhaps wants to give evidence of Claudius’ stylistic ability. Some scholars have
claimed that this speech, as the whole consolation, is merely an attempt to flatter the princeps.22
Yet, we have to explain why Seneca has Claudius rehearse exempla drawn from Rome’s
history. At first, it may be that Seneca is afraid to fail, unable to provide the right consolation
to Polybius, so he ‘asks’ Claudius to take over for him as consoler. Because he is emperor and
has a close relationship with Polybius, the emperor’s words will seem more trenchant and
persuasive to Polybius. Indeed, in attributing to Claudius a series of exempla, Seneca fulfils the
emperor’s predilection of exempla, as, in Tacitus’ reconstruction, the emperor himself seems
to demonstrate: et quod hodie exemplis tuemur, inter exempla erit.23 Yet, as Atkinson points
out, this speech raises a lot of questions: Claudius makes some mistakes and he does not seem
to have a good memory. Lipsius exposes a considerable number of blunders. That Seneca’s
historical exempla are ‘dirtied’ by flagrant mistakes – Mayer calls them ‘howlers’ – is known.24
Nevertheless, rather than speaking of mistakes, I would say ‘adaptation’. Since Seneca is
mainly interested in the moral dimension of exemplarity, as Roller indicates, he intentionally
shapes the exempla to his specific interest.25 Seneca is always ready and able to alter his
inherited exempla significantly to make them fit the current context, or argument better.
The beginning of Claudius’ speech (14, 2-16, 3) repeats Seneca’s initial argument: Polybius
will find the greatest comfort in the thought that what has befallen him was also suffered by all
those who went before him and will be suffered by all who come after him. Nature has rendered
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universal what she has made hardest to bear in order that the uniformity of fate is a consolation
for its cruelty. Seneca urges Polybius to accept his grief as follows:
maximum ergo solacium est cogitare id sibi accidisse quod omnes ante se passi
sunt omnesque passuri; et ideo mihi videtur rerum natura quod gravissimum
fecerat commune fecisse, ut crudelitatem fati consolaretur aequalitas.
So it is immensely comforting to reflect that what has happened to oneself is what
everyone up till now has suffered and everyone is going to suffer; and it seems to
me that nature has taken the most grievous thing it had made and has made it
universal, in order that fate’s equal treatment of all should be some consolation for
fate’s cruelty.26
At the end of the consolation, in Claudius’ voice, Seneca will reuse this argument: the motif
of the communis condicio. Polybius is not the only one whom Fortune has picked out to afflict
with such a grievous injury. After all, all people will die and all will suffer because of the death
of their relatives, including the emperors.
Non te solum fortuna desumpsit sibi quem tam gravi adficeret iniuria: nulla domus
in toto orbe terrarum aut est aut fuit sine aliqua comploratione.
Fortune has not picked out you alone to subject to such grievous hurt: there neither
is nor has been any household in the whole world exempted from mourning for
someone.27
We are returned by a form of ring composition to the beginning of the consolation: Polybius
does surrender to nature by accepting a common destiny. Claudius raises the same consolatory
topos previously employed by Seneca. I want to suggest that the repetition of the motif of
communis condicio, that is a consolatory topos, complies with a specific function.28 By
reiterating the same argument, Seneca may want to suggest that there is perfect harmony with
Claudius, a total affinity with the emperor’s ideas. Not only does Seneca approve of Claudius’
26

Ad Pol. 1, 4 cf. supra p. 42.
Ad Pol. 14, 2.
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decision and thoughts, but before him, the philosopher had used the same concept to console
Polybius. Thus, we may argue that Claudius’ first words are not a repetition, but, instead, form
part of the strategy to flatter Claudius and coax him into recalling Seneca to his court.
Claudius’ speech goes on to assert that we can find exempla of men who lost their brothers in
each family, but Claudius (Seneca) will pass over examples from the masses, and will select
only the most noteworthy examples from the calendar and the state chronicles (contentus
nostrae domus exemplis ero) in order to impress Polybius.29 Indeed, exemplary figures tend to
be famous, supplied by the historiographical tradition: they are élites and members of the ruling
class. For instance, in the De clementia Seneca can present Nero with exempla that are of his
class, part of his entourage. Nevertheless, their stature and prestige in comparison to the inferior
status of Polybius, a freedman, can assume particular relevance. The same thing happened even
to the illustres viri, and even they bore their grief with moderation and dignity. This
consideration should provide Polybius, an individual of lower station and fortune and therefore
with (arguably) a lesser loss to lament, with an additional element of consolation: if those men,
with their great power, could bear their bereavement, all the more should Polybius, whose
renown is inferior. After all, although Seneca often remarks on the high position achieved by
Polybius thanks to the favour of the emperor (propitio Caesare 3, 5), he is still a freedman.30
After his list of exempla, Claudius thinks that Polybius stops to complain about his loss.
Nevertheless, the last statement may conceal a veiled criticism expressed by Claudius toward
his freedman:
nemo enim tam expers erit sensus ac sanitatis ut fortunam ulli queratur luctum
intulisse quam sciet etiam Caesarum lacrimas concupisse.
For no one will be so lacking in judgment and good sense as to complain that
fortune has inflicted grief on someone else when he knows that it has even set its
heart on the tears of the Caesars.31

29

Cf. Ad Pol. 14, 2-3: transibo exempla vulgaria, quae etiam si minora, tamen multa sunt, ad fastus te et annales
perducam publicos. For domestica exempla cf. Cic. Phil. 13, 15; 14, 34; Orat. 132, 8-9; Parad. 1, 12, 16; Att. 16,
12, 1; Mur. 16, 13; Sest. 130, 12. Analogously, Seneca hints at this principle at Clem. 1, 9, 1 where he sets before
the young Nero an account of Augustus’ concilium to function as a domesticum exemplum; see Mayer (1991,
145). This concept was not unknown to the Greeks, who speak of οἰκεῖον παράδειγµα: cf. Isoc. I 9; V 113; X.
Cyr. 7, 5, 86.
30
Cf. Ad Pol. 6, 2: olim te in altiorem ordinem et amor Caesaris extulit et tua studia eduxerunt.
31
Ad Pol. 15, 2.
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Complaining of a destiny which concerns everyone, including the emperors, would be an overt
sign of dementia. Unlike Seneca who has to demonstrate the maximum reverence in addressing
Polybius, the emperor can instil doubt that Polybius does not act properly. In the consolation,
there is even space for criticism of Polybius. In such a slippery text, the boundaries between
flattery and criticism are not well defined. Polybius for once draws criticism from the emperor
for excessively dwelling on his pain. On the contrary, Seneca demonstrates that he is more
understanding with Polybius.
It is crucial that all these figures perform the double function of brother and statesman.
Polybius, following these great personalities, should fulfil both functions, as Claudius spells
out.32 The characters introduced by Claudius are exemplary not because they do not suffer pain
from their brothers’ death, but because they withstand their grief with moderatio, by displaying
an aequus animus.33 All these figures are interconnected because of their magnanimity of spirit
(magnus animus), each character has lost his brother and has suffered pain for his death. At the
beginning of the consolation, Seneca does not criticise Polybius because he is suffering, but
because he wants Polybius to tame his sorrow. Seneca does not deny Polybius the right to
grieve (numquam autem ego a te ne ex toto maereas exigam 18, 5) – for that would be cold –
but suggests a mean (modus) between indifference and despair to ensure approval both by wise
men and by brothers.
Fluant lacrimae, sed eaedem et desinant, trahantur ex imo gemitus pectore, sed
idem et finiantur; sic rege animum tuum ut et sapientibus te adprobare possis et
fratribus.
Let tears flow, but let them also stop; let groans well up from the depths of the
heart, but let them also come to an end; keep your mind under control in a manner
that wins approval both from the wise and from brothers.34
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Cf. Ad Pol. 16, 3: sic tamen adfectum meum rexi ut nec relinquerem quicquam quod exigi deberet a bono fratre,
nec facerem quod reprehendi posset in principe.
33
Cf. Epist. 99, 6: innumerabilia sunt exempla eorum qui liberos iuvenes sine lacrimis extulerint.
34
Ad Pol. 18, 6.
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Before discussing the exempla, another element deserves more scrutiny: all these examples
evoked by Claudius are introduced as being imagines in the atrium of the Caesars:
vides omnes has imagines quae implevere Caesarum atrium?
You see all these portraits that have filled the atrium of the Caesars?35
If Polybius himself lived, or merely spent a lot of time, in whatever residential complex
Claudius used as his ‘palace’, these are, notionally, imagines Polybius himself sees every day,
and that the Julio-Claudians are also appropriating as collective ancestors for themselves. Thus,
it elevates Polybius to have Claudius adduce for him figures that Claudius himself claims as
ancestors; Polybius gets the same exemplary familial models as the emperor: the more
important they are, the more important he is. This is another subtle way to flatter Polybius.
By referring to the imagines in the atrium of the emperors, Seneca alludes to a specific Roman
cult for maiores, which is described in detail by Cicero.36 In Seneca’s view, Polybius should
look at them to find inspiration and act properly. Nevertheless, Seneca does not only draw
Polybius’ attention to the imagines he could see everyday, but also refers to the deeds of
Polybius’ ‘new’ ancestors to refresh their memory. Before Seneca, Sallust had pointed out that
more important than the imagines of ancestors situated in the atrium is the memory of their
deeds (memoria rerum gestarum).37 It is thanks to the memoria of these illustrious descendants
that Claudius spurs Polybius to conquer his grief.

2.2.1 Vetera exempla from Roman Republic

35

Ad Pol. 14, 3. Imago is commonly used of the recollection of the appearance of dead people: cf. TLL VII, 1,
409, 26-47, s.v. imago. Cf. Cic. Div. 1, 63: mortuorum; Val. Fl. 3, 363: caesorum.
36
Cf. Cic. Off. 1, 116: quorum vero patres aut maiores aliqua gloria praestiterunt, ii student plerumque eodem
in genere laudis excellere; Guastella (2005, 22) comments: ‘Cicerone riconosce l’importanza degli antenati – le
cui imagines erano poste a guardia della casa – nel proporsi ‘come modello guida’ quasi indicando con la propria
guida ai discendenti quali ne debbono essere le scelte individuali’.
37
Cf. Sall. Iug. 4, 5: nam saepe ego audivi Q. Maxumum, P. Scipionem, <alios> praeterea civitatis nostrae
praeclaros viros solitos ita dicere, quom maiorum imagines intuerentur, vehementissume sibi animum ad virtutem
adcendi. Scilicet non ceram illam neque figuram tantam vim in sese habere, sed memoria rerum gestarum eam
flammam egregiis viris in pectore crescere neque prius sedari quam virtus eorum famam atque gloriam
adaequaverit. For the polemic against the imagines evoked as a proof of virtus cf. Sen. Contr. 1, 6, 3; Sen. Epist.
44; Iuv. 8, 1-38.
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In Claudius’ speech, the first exemplum concerns Scipio Africanus, a traditional exemplum in
Seneca’s texts.38 The fact that Claudius’ speech starts with the mention of Scipio indeed has
relevance, as we will discuss, but first we must ask in what sense Scipio is exemplary.
Quid tibi referam Scipionem Africanum, cui mors fratris in exilio nuntiata est? Is
frater, qui eripuit fratrem carceri, non potuit eripere fato; et quam inpatiens iuris
[et] aequi pietas Africani fuerit cunctis apparuit; eodem enim die [Scipio
Africanus] quo viatoris manibus fratrem abstulerat tribuno quoque plebis privatus
intercessit. Tam magno tamen fratrem desideravit hic animo quam defenderat.
Need I remind you of Scipio Africanus, who got the news of his brother’s death
while in exile? This brother, who rescued his brother from prison, could not rescue
him from fate; and it was evident to all how intolerant of equal rights was the
brotherly love of Africanus, for on the same day as he had snatched his brother
from the hands of a court official, he also vetoed a tribune of the plebs, although
he was a private citizen. But he mourned the loss of his brother with as much
courage as he had defended him.39
Scipio Africanus lost his brother L. Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus, so his mention perfectly fits
with the context. Africanus learned of his brother’s death while he himself was in voluntary
exile at Liternum in Campania.40 Seneca in this passage alludes to the tradition according to
which Scipio Asiaticus after the victory over Antiochus of Syria in 190 B.C was accused of
having received bribes from the king and of misappropriating money paid to the state.
According to Seneca, Scipio Africanus would have intervened in defence of his brother by
saving him from prison. Seneca’s anecdote about Scipio diverges from other sources. He
claims that Scipio rescued his brother Lucius from the persecution of the tribunes. Contrary to
what Seneca asserts here, Livy records that Lucius was the survivor of the two. However, Livy
reports this tradition as uncertain: multa alia in Scipionis exitu maxime vitae dieque dicta,
morte, funere, sepulcro, in diversum trahunt, ut, cui famae, quibus scriptis adsentiar, non
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Cf. Benef. 3, 33, 1-3; 5, 17, 2.
Ad Pol. 14, 4.
40
Disgusted with politics, Scipio died in exile at Liternus, cf. Brev. 17, 6. See also Liv. 38, 52, 2: maior animus
et natura erat ac maiori fortunae adsuetus quam ut reus esse sciret et submittere se in humilitatem causam
dicentium.
39
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habeam.41 Seneca might be right, or it may be that Seneca consciously changes the episode, as
Scipio Africanus is more exemplary than his brother Lucius. Regardless of the episode’s
authenticity, Seneca wants to underline that Scipio showed as much greatness of spirit in his
grief for his brother as he had shown in his defence (tam magno tamen fratrem desideravit hic
animo, quam defenderat).42
Indeed, Scipio is among the most important exempla in Seneca’s work.43 He is often quoted
together with Cato: both are exemplary characters in Roman history.44 Scipio’s name already
cues us to his fame, for Africanus is a ‘triumphal’ title that signals the special place in Roman
memory of the defeat of Hannibal’s Carthage at Zama in 202 during the second Punic war
(218-201 B.C.). Scipio decided not to raze Carthage to the ground and acted out his moderation
and magnanimity. To Scipio Seneca devotes Epistle 86, where he describes his villa in
Liternum.45 His visit to the villa inspires considerations on contemporary luxury: Scipio’s
residence is the positive proof of Scipio’s temperance (egregia moderatio et pietas, Seneca
praises Scipio for his magnitudo animi), unlike Seneca’s contemporaries who spent their days
living in the lap of luxury. Among them, there is Vatia, whose luxurious villa, described in
Epistle 55, reflects Vatia’s corrupt personality.46 It is striking that the two villas, Scipio’s and
Vatia’s, speak especially intimately and intricately to one another to stress on the one hand the
glory of Scipio and on the other the degeneracy of Vatia. The ‘dialogue’ between these two
residences, which reflect two very different lifestyles, is crucial to understanding Seneca’s
approach to historical exempla. Seneca takes the cue from Scipio’s residence to make a
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Liv. 38, 56, 8. Cf. Atkinson (1985, 877); Ceccarini (1973, 77) claims that Seneca here hints at another tradition
always referred to by Livy. Cf. Gell. 6, 19.
42
At Brev. 17, 6 Seneca illustrates the bond between the two Scipios.
43
A ‘negative’ reference to Scipio features at Brev. 17, 6, where Scipio is included among the men who always
pray for leisure, but never enjoy it. At the beginning of Epistle 86, 1-3 Seneca dwells on the threat that the
greatness of Scipio posed to libertas in Rome. See Livy’s portrait of Scipio as a ‘negative’ exemplum in Liv. 28,
40, 1; 38, 52, 2.
44
Cf. Ad Marc. 25, 2: excepit illum coetus sacer, Scipiones Catonesque, interque contemptores vitae et <mortis>
beneficio liberos parens tuus, Marcia; Epist. 25, 6: interim aliquorum te auctoritate custodi – aut Cato ille sit aut
Scipio aut Laelius aut alius cuius interventu perditi quoque homines vitia supprimerent, dum te efficis eum cum
quo peccare non audeas; Epist. 70, 22: Catones Scipionesque et alios quos audire cum admiratione consuevimus
supra imitationem positos putamus; Epist. 95, 72: Laeli sapientiam et cum suo Scipione concordiam, alterius
Catonis.
45
On Epist. 86 see Henderson (2004, 53-61); Gowing (2005, 80-81); Ker (2009a, 344-351); Del Giovane (2012);
Rimell (2013; 2015a, 178-198); Edwards (2018, 188-190). Seneca has a particular fascination for villas, and, as
several studies have pointed out, Roman aristocratic villas are a locus of memory. See Bodel (1997); Baroin
(1998); Treggiari (1999); Hales (2003); Henderson (2004, 93-118).
46
On Epistle 55 see Henderson (2004, 67-92); Hönscheid (2004); Berno (2006, 159-231); Citroni Marchetti (2006,
385-414); Costa (2013a, 244-261); Rimell (2015a, 121-127; 163-179).
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comparison between Scipio’s ways and those of his contemporaries.47 Scipio was a general,
who lived ex consuetudine antiqua, following the mos maiorum. In Epistle 25, Scipio is one of
the examples that Lucilius should emulate.48 Another noteworthy occurrence of Scipio is in the
Ad Helviam, where the philosopher quotes Scipio, alongside Menenius Agrippa and Attilius
Regulus, as a positive example of a man who died in absolute poverty. Seneca wants to coax
Helvia into believing that poverty is not as bad as she might think (and as the majority
commonly think) and even the great general died in poverty. As I highlighted in chapter 1, in
the De tranquillitate animi Seneca speaks of the importance of relaxation for the mind, which
will emerge keener after resting. He commends Scipio because ‘he would move his soldierly
body to the sound of music, not with the voluptuous contortions that are now the fashion, when
men even in walking squirm with more than a woman’s voluptuousness, but in the manly style
in which men danced, risking no loss of dignity even if their own enemies looked on’.49 Once
more, Seneca uses Scipio to mark the gap between the old customs and new, degenerate ones.
Scipio is the only example which belongs to the vetera exempla. It is significant that Claudius’
speech begins with Scipio, as it seems that Seneca wants to forge a conceptual link between
Scipio and Claudius, who represent, respectively, past and present. Scipio inspired Claudius’
deeds: as Scipio saved Rome in the war against Hannibal, so Claudius saved Rome from
Caligula’s furor. Scipio is the first exemplum which opens the gallery of examples offered to
Polybius, and Claudius is the last. Both showed pietas toward a lost brother: Claudius in his
speech uses pietas only twice: to define Scipio, whose pietas toward his brother was clear to
everyone (aequi pietas Africani fuerit cunctis apparuit) and to define himself, who lost
Germanicus, together with all those who had true affection toward their brother (amisi
Germanicum fratrem, quem quomodo amaverim intellegit profecto quisquis cogitat quomodo
suos fratres pii fratres ament).50 Thus, Scipio displayed pietas toward his brother, just as
Claudius, whose pietas was addressed not only to his lost brother but also to Polybius and
Seneca himself. By the mention of pietas, Claudius, the country’s saviour after the madness of
Caligula, establishes a connection with Scipio, who saved Rome from the threat of Hannibal.
In summary, by using Scipio as the first exemplum for Polybius, Seneca subtly flatters
Claudius.
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Cf. Epist. 86, 5: magna ergo me voluptas subiit contemplantem mores Scipionis ac nostros.
Cf. Epist. 25, 5: sic vivere tamquam sub alicuius boni viri ac semper praesentis oculis.
49
Tranq. 17, 4; all translations of De tranquillitate animi are from Fantham (2014).
50
Ad Pol. 16, 3.
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The second exemplum features Scipio Aemilianus by adoption, but by birth a son of Aemilius
Paulus, who triumphed over Perseus of Macedonia in 167 B.C. At the same time as celebrating
his father’s triumph, Scipio Aemilianus had to attend the funerals of his two brothers, whom
Aemilius Paulus did not give up for adoption.51 One died several days before the triumph, the
other few days after it. Seneca points out that he faced adversity with courage, despite his
young age (adulescentulus tamen ac propemodum puer tanto animo tulit 14, 5). Actually, more
than a few days have passed from Aemilius Paulus’ triumph to his brother’ death, but Seneca
reduces the period in order to emphasise Aemilianus’ serene attitude and to increase πάθος.
The episode of Paulus’ triumph occurs in Ad Marc. 13, 3-4, where Seneca praises Paulus, who
faced the death of his sons with courage, and, despite his private grief, made a public address
and gave thanks to the gods for having granted his prayer. After all, he had prayed that, if he
should be required to make some payment to Envy on account of his mighty victory, the debt
might be discharged by a loss to himself rather than to the state.52 Also in this case, Seneca
decreases the chronological gap between Aemilius Paulus’ victory and his sons’ death to
highlight the general’s positive attitude to grief and sorrow. In both cases, the philosopher does
not hesitate to tweak his exempla to make them serve his target better.
Then, Seneca continues with a brief reference to Lucius and Marcus Lucullus, consuls in 74
and 73 B.C., respectively, whose concord was broken only by death in 56 B.C. The younger
Marcus gave the funeral oration over Lucius and then died a few days after him.53 Following
them, Seneca mentions the sons of Pompey the Great: Sextus and Gnaeus.
Quid Pompeios? Quibus ne hoc quidem saeviens reliquit fortuna, ut una denique
conciderent ruina. Vixit Sextus Pompeius primum sorori superstes, cuius morte
optime cohaerentis Romanae pacis vincula resoluta sunt, idemque hic vixit
superstes optimo fratri, quem fortuna in hoc evexerat, ne minus alte eum deiceret,
quam patrem deiecerat; et post hunc tamen casum Sextus Pompeius non tantum
dolori, sed etiam bello suffecit.
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The other son which Aemilius Paulus gave up for adoption was Quintus Fabius Maximus Aemilianus.
Cf. Liv. 45, 41; Plu. Aem. 36.
53
For their mutual love cf. Plu. Luc. 1.
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Or of the Pompeii, to whom savage fortune would not even concede that they
should eventually die in the same catastrophe? Sextus Pompeius first of all outlived
his sister, by whose death the bonds of the peace that had held together so well at
Rome were undone, he also outlived his excellent brother, whom fortune had raised
up in order that it should topple him from a height no less than that from which it
had toppled his father; and still after this misfortune Sextus Pompeius proved
himself equal not just to the grief but also to the war.54
Seneca praises Sextus Pompey who faced cum magno animo the death of his brother Gnaeus
and his sister Pompeia. While Gnaeus died ten years before Sextus at the battle of Munda (45
B.C.), there is more uncertainty about the death of Pompeia.55 Seneca remarks that Sextus
Pompey, who died in 35 B.C. at Miletus, outlived his brother and his sister Pompeia ‘by whose
death the closely-knit bonds of peace between the Romans were broken’. The mention of
Pompeia fits the context as Claudius has to celebrate Sextus Pompey. But in reporting Sextus’
virtue, Seneca also elaborates on Pompeia’s function with an expansiveness that is surely
redundant to his main point, that Sextus was exemplary in facing his grief over the death of his
sister. The fact that Seneca adds an (ostensibly wrong) irrelevant particular to the main
argument deserves more attention. How can we explain the definition of Pompeia as the woman
‘by whose death the closely-knit bonds of peace between the Romans were broken?’
Pompeia was the daughter of Pompey the Great and the first wife of Faustus Cornelius Sulla,
son of the eponymous dictator. After her first husband died at Thapsus in 46 B.C., Pompeia
married Lucius Cornelius Cinna, praetor in 44 and consul suffectus in 32. If we believe Seneca,
Pompeia died before 35;56 the terminus ante quem for her death is the death of Sextus at Miletus
in 35 B.C.57 Nevertheless, the events which led to her death are not clear: according to Florus
and Orosius, Pompeia, together with her two sons, was executed by order of Julius Caesar;
conversely, in the Bellum Africum and in Appian’s account we read that the general spared
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Ad Pol. 15, 1.
Describing Gnaeus, whom Fortune had raised aloft for the very purpose of hurling him down from a pinnacle,
Seneca uses deicio; the same verb occurs at Ad Pol. 13, 2 to define Seneca himself, smitten by Fortune. Cf. Ad
Marc. 20, 4.
56
At Clem. 1, 9, 3 (nox illi inquieta erat, cum cogitaret adulescentem nobilem, hoc detracto integrum, Cn. Pompei
nepotem, damnandum) Seneca refers to Pompeia’s son, Lucius Cornelius Sulla consul in 5 B.C. and involved in
the conspiracy against Augustus in 16. The fact that Seneca defines L. Cornelius Sulla as adulescens does not
help to establish the year of Pompeia’s death. Cf. Berdowski (2015, 242).
57
Cf. Vell. 2, 87, 2; App. BC 5, 144; D.C. 49, 18, 4-5. On Sextus’ death see Valentini (2009a) who interprets
Plutarch’s silence on Sextus’ death in Antony’s biography as a proof of the triumvir’s responsibility.
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Pompeia and her children.58 Putting aside the controversies about Pompeia’s death, I am mainly
interested in how Seneca refers to Pompey’s daughter.
According to several scholars, Seneca seems to have confused Sextus Pompey’s step-mother,
Julia, or his daughter, Pompeia, with his sister, wife of Sulla’ son Faustus and then of Cinna.59
Abel attempts to play down the mistake, by arguing that Seneca refers to Sextus Pompeius’
step-sister, Julia, whose birth was followed immediately by the death in 54 of her mother, Julia,
Pompey’s wife and daughter of Caesar.60 Kurth rejects Abel’s reconstruction by noting that
‘Den Unweg über Julias Töchterchen zu nehmen bedeutet, an den Parallelen vorbei eine
Textstelle korrigieren zu wollen, ohne den Fehler anzuerkennen, den Seneca in seinem nicht
selten erkennbaren sorglosen Umgang mit historischen Fakten gemacht hat’.61 Duff proposes
two solutions: first, Seneca may be referring to Pompeia, the daughter not the sister of Sextus,
who was betrothed to the infant Marcus Claudius Marcellus to reinforce the peace between the
Triumvirs and Sextus (Treaty of Misenum in 39);62 secondly, Seneca may be confusing
Pompeia with Julia, the noverca of Sextus.63
However, considering the fame of Julia, it is difficult to believe that Seneca was really
confused. Indeed, the presumed ‘mistake’ would make the example align exactly with the
intentions of the author at this point in the text. Furthermore, the notion that the death of
Pompeia breaks the stability of Roman peace is difficult to defend. Her second husband Cinna
was an opponent of Caesar and, although he did not take part in the conspiracy against Julius
Caesar, he was involved in the activities of these opponents and he gave a speech against the
dictator the day before Caesar’s assassination. Despite the importance of her partner, the
marriage to Cinna does not explain the relevance given to Pompeia by Seneca.
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Cf. Flor. Epit. 2, 13, 348: nemo caesus imperio praeter Afranium et Faustum Sullam (docueret generos timere
Pompeius) filiamque Pompei cum parvulis ex Sulla (hic posteris cavebatur); Oros. Hist. 6, 16, 5; Bell. Afr. 95;
App. BC 2, 100.
59
Cf. Basore (1932, 399); Atkinson (1985, 877). Traina (2010, 230) notes that the death of Julia, daughter of
Caesar and wife of the elder Pompey, and not the death of Pompeia, tilted the precarious balance of Roman peace.
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Cf. Abel (1962, 376-377).
61
Kurth (1994, 179) presents a series of literary parallels but does not give his own interpretation.
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For the betrothal between Marcellus and Sextus Pompey’ daughter Pompeia see App. BC 5, 73; D.C. 48, 38, 2.
The marriage probably never took place; cf. Weinrib (1968, 249); Syme (1986, 255-257); Powell (2008, 22). Even
the short marriage between Octavian and Scribonia (sister of Sextus Pompey’s father-in-law) supports this
reasoning.
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Cf. Duff (1915, 211-212). Miltner (RE XXI, 2, 2264) claims that Seneca simply confused Pompeia with Julia.
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By contrast, a paramount role was played by Julia, daughter of Caesar, whose marriage to
Pompey (59 B.C.) upheld the alliance between the two men. Many authors emphasise the role
of Julia in maintaining the treaty between the triumvirs.64 By means of an apostrophe to Julia,
Lucan writes that her death in 54 B.C. irreversibly fractured the precarious balance between
the two opponents.65 Suffice to say, Seneca himself names Julia at Ad Marc. 14, 3 and
recognises her crucial role in the alliance between Caesar and Pompey.66
C. Caesar cum Britanniam peragraret nec oceano continere felicitatem suam
posset, audît decessisse filiam publica secum fata ducentem.
When Gaius Caesar was campaigning across Britain, being incapable of allowing
the ocean to limit his good fortune, he heard that his daughter had died; taking the
fate of the nation with her.
According to Seneca, the destiny of the Republic relies on Julia, and her death implies the end
of the Republic. To my mind, the mention of Julia in the Ad Marciam is an argument a fortiori
to rule out that Seneca in the Ad Polybium naïvely confused Pompeia with Julia. At the same
time, I reject the idea that Seneca pretends to confuse Pompeia with Julia to mock Claudius
and his bad memory, as that is too simplistic a view. Indeed, characterising Pompeia in this
way makes the exemplum ‘fit’ the context: by elevating Pompeia’s importance, Seneca makes
her loss more considerable.
Nevertheless, I suspect there is something more. There might be two further explanations to
Ad Pol. 15, 1. First, Seneca is right in attributing such relevance to Pompeia. Actually, she was
an eminent figure and deserves Seneca’s treatment as she could play a key role in the defence
of peace in the tumultuous events of that era. Secondly, Seneca intentionally ‘makes a mistake’
as, by speaking of Pompeia, he evokes the spectre and role of Julia. The first thesis is supported
by Welch according to whom ‘the peace between the Romans must refer to Misenum (39) and
Pompeia’s death is seen as an evocative contribution to its breakdown’.67 Welch interprets
64

Cf. Cic. Fam. 7, 9, 1; Ad Q. fr. 3, 1, 17, 24; Liv. Perioch. 106; Vell. 2, 47, 2; Val. Max. 4, 6, 4; Tac. Ann. 3, 6,
2; Suet. Iul. 26, 1; Flor. 2, 13, 13; Plu. Pomp. 53, 7; Caes. 23; App. BC 2, 19; D.C. 39, 64; 40, 44, 3.
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Lucan. 1, 115-120: maiores in luce moras, tu sola furentem / inde virum poteras atque hinc retinere parentem
/ armatasque manus excusso iungere ferro, / ut generos soceris mediae iunxere Sabinae. Morte tua discussa fides
bellumque movere / permissum ducibus. Stimulus dedit aemula virtus; see Roche (2009, 173-174).
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Cf. Manning (1981, 82).
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Cf. Welch (2012, 244-245).
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Pompeia as the ‘vital link’ in the network of marriages: ‘whether by design or co-incidence,
the network of marriages of which Pompeia was the centre combined the families of Sulla,
Marius, Cinna, the Pompeii, the Caesars, and Antonius’.68 Unfortunately, there is no epigraphic
and historical evidence to demonstrate the importance of Pompeia. Indeed, the fact that
Pompeia was the daughter of Pompey entails that she was among the most eminent women and
her political influence is evident in her marriages. Nevertheless, Seneca not only asserts that
she was influential, but claims that her death represents a turning point in the history of Rome.
Relying on the historical record, we cannot demonstrate the strict correlation between the death
of Pompeia and the end of peace. On the contrary, the lack of evidence is an argument to
demonstrate the opposite, that Pompeia did not play the role which Seneca attributes to her in
the Ad Polybium.
The second possibility raises many questions. Why does Seneca want the ghost of Julia to
hover over Pompeia? To what extent does he create an overlap between Julia and Pompeia?
Seneca seems to conflate Pompeia with Julia in a compressed summary of events, and at first
glance, it is difficult to figure out the link between the two women. However, among the scarce
literary sources on Pompeia, Suetonius’ De vita Caesarum is remarkable.69 Suetonius in the
life of Julius Caesar dwells on the disastrous consequences resulting from the death of Julia.
According to the imperial biographer, following the death of his daughter, Julius Caesar tries
to restore the status quo ante through two marriages.70
Ad retinendam autem Pompei necessitudinem ac voluntatem Octaviam sororis suae
neptem, quae Gaio Marcello nupta erat, condicionem ei detulit sibique filiam eius
in matrimonium petit Fausto Sullae destinatam.
In order to retain his connection with Pompey, however, and Pompey’s good will, he
offered him as a wife Octavia, his sister’s granddaughter, although she was married
to Gaius Marcellus, and himself to marry Pompey’s daughter, though she was
engaged to Faustus Sulla.71
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Welch (2012, 245).
Cf. Cic. Att. 12, 11; Suetonius (Tib. 6, 3) tells us that Pompeia gave Tiberius gifts while fleeing with Sextus
Pompey from Octavian in Sicily.
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Cf. Marshall (1987, 93).
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Suet. Iul. 27, 1; all translations of De vita Caesarum are by Edwards (2000).
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Caesar wants to re-cement the alliance with Pompey and as a result of a cold political
calculation offers him the opportunity to marry his sister’s niece, Octavia (who had already
married Gaius Marcellus) while asking to marry Pompeia, Pompey’s daughter, himself. In that
way, Caesar would have re-established the same familiar tie broken by the death of Julia.
Pompey rejects that project and marries Cornelia, Crassus’ widow, who belongs to the gens
Cornelia, notoriously hostile to Caesar. The denial by Pompey to Caesar’s request and the
successive marriage with Cornelia are considered tangible proofs that the alliance between
Pompey and Caesar has broken down.72 At that point, conflict was inevitable. From Suetonius’
account it is clear that, in Caesar’s view, Pompeia should take the same role of Julia.
Therefore, it may be possible that Seneca qualifies Pompeia with a statement which explicitly
recalls Julia as he wants to allude to the ‘missed’ role that she had to play in Caesar’s plans:
Pompeia had to replace Julia. The Senecan passage is permeated with irony: e.g. optime
cohaerentis Romanae pacis vincula; ‘the bond of peace’ was optimally held together until
Rome was undermined by internal political conflicts. By constructing Pompeia on the model
of Julia, Seneca casts light on the part that in Caesar’s view Pompeia should perform in Roman
history.
To conclude, we can read this passage alongside Suetonius (Iul. 27, 1): if Pompey had accepted
Caesar’s proposal, Pompeia’s death, as Julia’s own did before, would really have changed the
course of Roman history. Seneca in the Ad Polybium ironically hints to this tradition by
referring to the fact that the daughter of Pompey was to have been a substitute for the daughter
of Caesar. We might, therefore, argue that Seneca does not innocently confuse Pompeia with
her step-mother, but knowingly brings to light a potential and submerged association between
the daughter of Pompey and the daughter of Caesar. Cultural memory of civil war and historical
speculation combine in this passage, and both elements could arouse Claudius’ attention.
2.2.2 Nova exempla from the Imperial family
After the exemplum of the Pompeys, Claudius moves to look at more recent examples within
the imperial family. The focus is now on the first emperor, the deified Augustus, who lost his
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beloved sister Octavia.73 Even Augustus, whom Nature had destined for heaven, had to suffer
the necessity of mourning (lugendi necessitas). He was plagued by every sort of bereavement:
he lost his sister Octavia, his nephew Marcellus (who would have been his own successor), his
sons-in-law Marcellus and Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, dead in 23 and 12 B.C., respectively,
his children and his grandchildren.74 Nevertheless, Augustus was able to bravely bear all these
afflictions and defeated not only foreign nations but also his personal sorrows. After Augustus,
Claudius introduces the exemplum of Gaius Caesar, grandson of Augustus, who lost his
beloved brother Lucius Caesar. He was deeply affected by the loss of his brother but he bore it
righteously and bravely.75
Tiberius Caesar, Claudius’ uncle, lost his younger brother Drusus, Claudius’ father when he
was opening up the remote parts of Germany and was bringing the fiercest tribes under the
power of Rome. Tiberius set a limit on mourning not only for himself but also for others. When
the whole army was inconsolable and claimed the body of Drusus for itself, he forced it to
return to the Roman fashion of mourning and ruled that discipline must be maintained, not only
in fighting but also in grieving. Tiberius would not have been able to check the tears of others
if he had not first repressed his own: non potuisset ille lacrimas alienas compescere, nisi prius
pressisset suas.76 As well as Tiberius, Polybius must curb his grief; he cannot be a solacium
and consolator for his living brothers if he dwells on his pain:
et solacium debes esse illorum et consolator; non poteris autem horum maerori
obstare, si tuo indulseris.
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Cf. Ad Pol. 15, 3: Divus Augustus amisit Octaviam sororem carissimam, et ne ei quidem rerum natura lugendi
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Cf. Ad Pol. 15, 4.
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overwhelmed by grief and is strongly admonished to behave, instead, in the way that Tacitus shows that he was
already behaving’.
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You should be both their comfort and their comforter; but you will not be able to
prevent their laments if you give free rein to your own.77
The successive exemplum deserves special attention. The protagonist is Mark Antony,
Claudius’ grandfather, who lost his brother Gaius Antonius and, due to a quirk of Fortune,
received the news of his brother’s killing just at the time when he was setting the Republic in
order together with the other two triumviri Octavian and Lepidus in 43 B.C.
M. Antonius avus meus, nullo minor nisi eo a quo victus est, tunc cum rem publicam
constitueret et triumvirali potestate praeditus nihil supra se videret, [et] exceptis
vero duobus collegis omnia infra se cerneret, fratrem interfectum audivit. Fortuna
inpotens, quales ex humanis malis tibi ipsa ludos facis! Eo ipso tempore quo M.
Antonius civium suorum vitae sedebat mortisque arbiter, M. Antonii frater duci
iubebatur ad supplicium. Tulit hoc tamen tam triste vulnus eadem magnitudine
animi M. Antonius qua omnia alia adversa toleraverat, et hoc fuit eius lugere,
viginti legionum sanguine fratri parentare.
Marcus Antonius, my grandfather, was second to none except the man who
defeated him; just when he was reorganizing the state, when he was invested with
triumviral power and acknowledged no superior authority, when, indeed, he saw
everything, apart from his two colleagues, under his own control, he heard that his
brother had been killed. Reckless fortune, how you amuse yourself with human
suffering! At the very time when Marcus Antonius was sitting in judgement on the
life and death of his fellow citizens, the order was given for the brother of Marcus
Antonius to be led away to execution. Marcus Antonius bore such a cruel wound
with the same courageousness as he had endured all other adversities, and his
mourning took the form of offering a sacrifice to his brother with the blood of
twenty legions.78
Seneca is interested in showing that Mark Antony endured this bitter wound with the same
loftiness of spirit with which he had borne all his other adversities (eadem magnitudo animi).
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Ad Pol. 5, 5; cf. supra p. 43.
Ad Pol. 16, 2.
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Mark Antony is a victim of impotens fortuna. Fortune has hit Polybius, as well: the syntagma
impotens fortuna also appears at Ad Pol. 3, 5 in reference to the freedman.79 Following the
triumvir, Polybius should endure the wounds effected by fortune. I would suggest that Seneca
employs the same iunctura to encourage Polybius to imitate Mark Antony.
Gaius Antonius was killed early in 42. The philosopher does not provide additional details
about C. Antonius’ killing, which seems to be an act of personal revenge: Brutus captured
Gaius Antonius in March 43 and, after the discovery of his attempt to stir up his soldiers,
enjoined Quintus Hortensius (the son of Quintus Hortensius Hortalus, the famous orator
defended by Cicero) to kill him. To avenge his memory, Mark Antony gave the order to shoot
Hortensius in front of his brother’s grave. More details recur in Plutarch, who stresses Antony’s
fury against Quintus Hortensius.80 In the Ad Polybium, Antony’s portrait is positive.
Nevertheless, we should not overlook the uncanny contrast between the general view of Antony
in Seneca’s works and Claudius’ praise for his greatness of spirit (magnitudo animi).81 Mark
Antony’s crudelitas, which appeared in the proscriptiones, was notorious and largely
condemned by Seneca. Atkinson points out a parallel with the De clementia in which Seneca
hopes Nero will not emulate Antony’s savagery.82 In Epistle 83, Seneca recalls the bloodlust
of Antony, who demanded the exhibition of the decapitated heads of princes.83
Nevertheless, the triumvir was not only a brutal executor. Mark Antony’s reputation fluctuates
between the damnatio memoriae suffered in 30 B.C. – he was the first Roman condemned to
it – and the Augustan revision of history in the aftermath of Actium. As Wallace-Hadrill
remarks, ‘after the battle (sc. Actium) was over, and after the fall of Egypt and the suicide of
Mark Antony and Cleopatra the next year, the need to discredit Antony faded. What Augustus
needed to justify was not his position at Actium, but his position from then on’.84 In order to
do that, Augustus restores Mark Antony’s memory not as his triumviral opponent but as an
important member of the dynasty. Antony’s rescue is a product of the Augustan political
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rhetoric of Republican ‘restoration’.85 Indeed, the relationship between two civil war enemies
after Actium becomes murky and ambiguous.
In this passage, following the Augustan pattern, Seneca (in Claudius’ voice) presents the
triumvir as a member of the family and advertises a positive image of Antony, which was
possibly taken up by Claudius himself. ‘Much of what Seneca attributes to Claudius on the
subject of Antony could reasonably be expected of Claudius’, notes Atkinson.86 The mention
of Mark Antony is justified because Claudius, by evoking his own family, reconstructs a family
portrait. Moreover, Claudius always preserved the memory of his grandfather: as Suetonius
reports, on the inauguration of his father’s birthday games in 41, the ruling emperor stressed
that their celebration was more significant to him as it coincided with Mark Antony’s birthday
on 14th January.87 Because of the precarious balance on which power relied, Claudius had to
be careful: showing excessive sympathy for the memory of Antony would offend the memory
of Augustus. Instead, by remarking that Mark Antony is inferior only to Augustus – nullo minor
nisi eo a quo victus est – Claudius displays respect for hierarchy. As Levick points out,
Claudius behaves ambiguously towards Augustus: ‘Augustus (not Antony’s opponent but the
founder of the dynasty) is accepted as Claudius’ prime model; swearing by Augustus was after
all his most solemn oath. It would be surprising if Claudius had a genuine regard for Augustus,
considering the opinion that the Princeps had of him. (…) For Claudius’ true model for his
political thinking we must look further back.’88 Levick hints that Mark Antony might be the
real model for Claudius. Only in the Ad Polybium, addressing Mark Antony as avus meus, can
Claudius reclaim apertis verbis his close relationship to the triumvir.89 Seneca also defines
Augustus avunculus meus at Ad Pol. 15, 4; although, in this case, the appellative is more
conventional: Seneca/Claudius does not refer to Augustus as avunculus when he introduces his
exemplum (Ad Pol. 15, 1), but only when he has to explain the familial bond between Gaius
Caesar and Augustus.
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Res Gestae 34.
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Nevertheless, officially, Claudius has to find his model in Augustus, as Seneca suggests at 12,
5: acta hic divi Augusti aequet, annos vincat (may he equal the achievements of the deified
Augustus and exceed his years). In reference to this passage, Berno observes: ‘un invito
adulatorio rivolto all’imperatore, dal solenne andamento spondiaco, dimostra come il
paradigma positivo di Augusto fosse diffuso al punto da assumere modalità formulari’.90
According to Suetonius and Dio Cassius, at the beginning of his regnum, Claudius
conscientiously tries to model himself on the image of Augustus, who is the official model.91
Yet, while the reference to Augustus in the Ad Polybium is conventional, the reference to Mark
Antony can be read in two different ways: on the one hand, it is part of the strategy to celebrate
Claudius – otherwise Seneca always criticises the triumvir; on the other, it casts a shadow on
the emperor who claims an excessive closeness to Mark Antony. It is politically incorrect to
praise the main enemy of Augustus before Actium.
Claudius in his speech alters the chronological order and names Mark Antony after Tiberius
and before speaking of himself. Mark Antony should be the last among the vetera exempla;
instead, he is the last among the nova exempla. At this point, we might conclude that Seneca
attributes to Claudius the reference to Mark Antony not only because he recomposes the family
portrait of the present emperor but also because he wants to draw attention to the dangerous
and intimate relationship between the ruling emperor and the ex-enemy of Augustus.92
Claudius embodies this ambiguity: formally, he admires Augustus, but celebrates Antony’s
birthday.93 On closer examination, this ambiguity can be traced even in the depiction of Mark
Antony.
On the face of it, therefore, Seneca presents Mark Antony positively in the Ad Polybium.
Nevertheless, the sentence with which the philosopher concludes the account casts him in a
somewhat less flattering light: et hoc fuit eius lugere, viginti legionum sanguine fratri
parentare.94 Seneca claims that Mark Antony endures his loss and sacrifices the blood of
twenty legions to his brother. This allegation is difficult to unpick. If the whole section is taken
to underscore Mark Antony’s merit, why this potentially embarrassing detail? As Atkinson
90
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observes, this statement is ‘both irrelevant to Claudius’ argument and in contradiction with the
preceding reference to Antony’s noble temperament’. In an attempt to solve the ostensible
contradiction, Atkinson suggests that this tail-piece was added later, after the death of Claudius
and the ascent of Nero.95 Instead, according to Grimal, behind the presence of Mark Antony,
Seneca conceals the exhortation to Claudius that clemency triumphs over the revenge.96 Along
the same lines, Vasily Rudich admits that the depiction of Mark Antony, attributed to Claudius,
‘may appear somewhat out of context and, taken non-rhetorically, allows a suspicion of
Seneca’s intentional irony directed at the emperor’ but he continues that ‘the problem
disappears if the passage is read either rhetorically or counter-rhetorically: in the former case
it would form another exercise on the theme of pietas’; in the latter, imply an admonition’.97 I
rule out that Seneca added this later, instead, I argue that Seneca consciously wants to conclude
the exemplum of Mark Antony with this appendix to exacerbate his notorious savagery.
According to the most recent commentator on this scene, the twenty legions should be
identified with the legions of Brutus and Cassius defeated at Philippi in 42.98 Appian writes
that each side had nineteen legions, but those of Brutus and Cassius were not full, while those
of Octavian and Antony were complete.99 Twenty legions mean 96.000 men, a massive
number. Indeed, by this hyperbole, Seneca exaggerates the number of the victims in order to
amplify Antony’s savagery, while superficially praising him, and implying, ironically, that the
blood of twenty legions is the price to be paid to honour his brother. Parentare sanguine might
also hint at the other tradition, reported by Plutarch, according to which Antony acts cruelly
against Brutus’ tomb and executes Hortensius, responsible for his brother’s killing.100
It is remarkable that this detail is put into Claudius’ mouth, who looked to Mark Antony as his
model. Drawing attention to Mark Antony’s cruelty may be a way to express criticism of
Claudius’ crudelitas, which is not inferior to that of his grandfather, rather than functioning as
an admonition directed at the princeps.101 Finally, the ambivalence implicit in Mark Antony
reflects the ambiguous connection between, on the one hand, Mark Antony and Augustus and,
on the other, between Augustus and Claudius. Called to justify his power, Augustus wants to
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recover the two gentes in his own dynasty, and Claudius, thanks to his lineage, exemplifies the
perfect synthesis of the gens Iulia and gens Claudia sought by Augustus.102 In Augustus’
programme of restoration, the memory of Mark Antony plays a crucial role in this direction,
and Seneca presents Claudius as continuing the Augustan programme as he subsumes the two
gentes. As we can see, that is another (more subtle) way to flatter Claudius. From this
perspective, Claudius’ ancestry from Antony becomes a legitimizing factor rather than a black
mark. Reviewing the members of his family, Claudius demonstrates to have realised the
‘synthesis’ of Augustus.
After Mark Antony, at the end of his speech, Claudius speaks about his grief. The emperor
lost his sister Livilla, who died in 31 A.D. and Germanicus, Caligula’s father, who died in 19
A.D.103
Sed ut omnia alia exempla praeteream, ut in me quoque ipso alia taceam funera,
bis me fraterno luctu adgressa fortuna est, bis intellexit laedi me posse, vinci non
posse: amisi Germanicum fratrem, quem quomodo amaverim intellegit profecto
quisquis cogitat quomodo suos fratres pii fratres ament; sic tamen adfectum meum
rexi ut nec relinquerem quicquam quod exigi deberet a bono fratre, nec facerem
quod reprehendi posset in principe.
But, to pass over every other example, and to ignore even the other deaths by which
I have been affected, fortune has twice attacked me with grief for a brother, twice
it has learned that I could be hurt but could not be defeated: I lost my brother
Germanicus, and anyone who considers how devoted to each other loyal brothers
are can readily understand how I was devoted to him; but I kept my feelings under
control so as not to neglect anything that could be criticised in an emperor.104
Claudius spells out that Fortune assailed him twice; twice she has learned that he might be
injured, but that he could not be conquered (bis intellexit laedi me posse, vinci non posse).
Claudius tamed his feelings to such an extent that he neither left anything undone that ought to
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have been required of a loving brother nor did anything that a prince could have been criticised
for doing. Claudius is presented in the guise of a devoted brother and a flawless prince.
Nevertheless, Seneca makes another mistake: Claudius was not emperor when Germanicus
died at Antioch in 19; by claiming that ‘love of antithesis has led Seneca astray’, Duff does not
consider that posset (16, 3) is a potential subjunctive.105 Indeed, through this lapsus, Seneca
wants to emphasise that the sorrow for the death of his brother does not prevent the princeps
from performing his public role. Polybius should follow the model set by Claudius, and show
grief for his brothers. However, like the prince, he cannot neglect his demanding tasks as ab
studiis at the court of Claudius. Furthermore, the freedman cannot ignore his literary activity,
as Seneca stressed in 5, 2, and he cannot withdraw from serving the emperor. In this sense, his
character can be compared with that of Claudius, who carried out his assignments despite his
grief. On the one hand, the presence of the emperor in this catalogue of prominent Romans
who contributed to Roman greatness is another attempt to flatter Claudius, by including him in
this list of eminent characters. Remarkably, it is Claudius who praises himself by presenting
himself as a positive exemplum offered to Polybius; we might note that in Letter 63 to console
Lucilius Seneca adopts a different strategy by admitting that he was overwhelmed by pain after
the death of Serenus.106 Instead, in the Ad Polybium Seneca lays emphasis on Claudius’
‘arrogance’ who does not abstain from commending himself. On the other hand, I would claim
that the words that Seneca speaks in Claudius’ voice disclose the bloody conflicts inside the
imperial family – evident in the mention of Mark Antony – and the precarity on which power
lies. In this sense, Claudius’ speech can be seen as a provocative reflection on how the Roman
empire has built its own greatness and sheds light on the conflicts within the Julio-Claudian
dynasty.107 Although Seneca wants to flatter Claudius by presenting him as continuing the
politics of Augustus, he cannot conceal these contradictions since they are deeply rooted in the
imperial family.
After the end of Claudius’ speech, Seneca introduces the exemplum of Caligula, whom he
describes as wicked, insensitive, devoid of all moderation in life (quem rerum natura in exitium
opprobriumque humani generis edidit) and bloodthirsty (hominem sanguinis humani
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avidissimum).108 Caligula belongs to the least controversial of Seneca’s portrayals: he is always
presented in pejorative terms and his mention here is fitting for the context: he is an antiexemplum. For, when his sister Drusilla died, he indulged in excessive grief, abandoned all his
official duties, and, without attending her funeral, came back to one of his properties, where he
immersed himself in gambling and dice games.109 In the Ad Helviam, we find another reference
to Caligula when Seneca affirms that he dined one day at the cost of ten million sesterces, a
sum equivalent to the annual tribute money paid to Rome by three provinces.110 Even in the
last days of his reign, when Rome was threatened by famine, Caligula enjoyed his holiday at
Baiae.111 In addition to this negative portrayal, Caligula loved to make fun of others, although
he was very touchy himself. At a gala dinner, he publicly boasted to his friend Valerius
Asiaticus that he had slept with Valerius’ wife, and found her disgusting.112 Overall, Caligula
is represented as an extremely dangerous villain. He ordered the murder of Julius Gracinus,
only because his magnanimity offended him.113 Nevertheless, the most intriguing account of
Caligula is in the De ira 2, 33, 3-6: Caligula committed to prison the son of Pastor and at the
end of the day Pastor cloaked his grief and accepted Caligula’s invitation to dinner. This
episode is particularly relevant to this thesis because Seneca justifies and approves of Pastor’s
decision. To the question ‘why did Pastor conceal his grief?’ (quaeris, quare?) Seneca answers
‘because he had another [son]’ (habebat alterum).114 I will return to this exemplum in chapter
3. Indeed, Seneca’s negative judgement of Caligula has private and political connotations:
according to the philosopher, Caligula’s plan was to debase and enslave the Roman people:
homo natus in hoc, ut mores liberae civitatis Persica servitute mutaret.115 In this attempt,
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Cf. Const. 18, 2. In Const. 18, 1, in reporting the distasteful character traits of the mad Caligula, Seneca gives
a vivid and satiric description of his ridiculous appearance.
113
Cf. Benef. 2, 21, 5. At Tranq. 11, 10 Seneca points out that Caligula first starved Sextus Pompeius to death
before giving him a sumptuous state funeral; at Ir. 3, 18, 3-4, Seneca offers a vivid description of Caligula’s
sadistic pleasure in torturing the upper classes for his amusement: Sextus Papinius, Betilienus Bassus and others
among knights and senators were scourged and beheaded for Caligula, who was a spectator while strolling in his
gardens.
114
Cf. Ir. 2, 33, 5.
115
At Benef. 2, 12, 2 Caligula compels a well-respected old senator to kiss his slippers; on this passage see Benton
(2002, 45-45).
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Caligula is comparable with Alexander, who wanted to conquer and enslave the Macedonian
kingdom.116
Similarly, in the Ad Helviam, Seneca claims that Caligula was brought forth to show how far
extreme vice could go when combined with supreme power (quid summa vitia in summa
fortuna possent).117 Seneca depicts him as an anti-sapiens: he bore the blows of adversity with
the same lack of self-restraint shown when puffed up by prosperity, becoming swollen with
pride beyond all human decency.118 Caligula’s behaviour stands in stark contrast to the
behaviour of wise men, who are not puffed up by good fortune and do not collapse when
fortune is reversed.119
At the end of the consolation, Seneca presents Polybius with two different models. Even if he
does not have a strong philosophical aptitude, Polybius can choose to resemble the sapientes,
who bear adversity with courage, or be assimilated among the men who, like Caligula, were
led to excess by good fortune and were plunged into despair when fortune turned against
them.120 Polybius must reject this negative exemplum: procul istud exemplum ab omni Romano
sit viro.121 In any case – as Seneca points out – it is necessary to single out negative exempla:
others would refrain from following in the footsteps of the negative exempla.122 Caligula’s
example can be seen as an appendix to Claudius’ speech. It is evident that the exempla are
arranged in order of increasing importance, with Claudius at the top. Claudius is the best
princeps and Seneca should close the list by mentioning the ruling emperor. At the end of this
climax, Seneca introduces Caligula, who cannot be mentioned together with these positive
figures.
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Ir. 3, 17, 1: ex Macedone ac libero in Persicam servitutem transeuntem.
Ad Helv. 10, 4.
118
Ad Pol. 17, 5: eadem enim intemperie animi adversarum rerum ictus ferebat qua secundarum elatus eventu
super humanum intumescebat modum.
119
Cf. Ad Helv. 5, 5: at ille qui se laetis rebus non inflavit nec mutatis contrahit. Adversus utrumque statum
invictum animum tenet exploratae iam firmitatis; nam in ipsa felicitate quid contra infelicitatem valeret expertus
est.
120
Cf. Ad Pol. 6, 1: circumstat te omnis ista consolantium frequentia et in animum tuum inquirit ac perspicit
quantum roboris ille adversus dolorem habeat et utrumne tu tantum rebus secundis uti dextere scias an et adversas
possis viriliter ferre; Ad Helv. 5, 5: at ille qui se laetis rebus non inflavit nec mutatis contrahit. Adversus utrumque
statum invictum animum tenet exploratae iam firmitatis; nam in ipsa felicitate quid contra infelicitatem valeret
expertus est.
121
Ad Pol. 17, 6.
122
Cf. Epist. 94, 69: magna pars sanitatis est hortatores insaniae reliquisse et ex isto coitu invicem noxio procul
abisse; Nat. 3, praef. 5: quanto potius deorum opera celebrare quam Philippi aut Alexandri latrocinia,
ceterorumque qui exitio gentium clari non minores fuere pestes mortalium quam inundatio qua planum omne
perfusum est, quam conflagratio qua magna pars animantium exarsit!
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Why does Claudius not include Caligula in his speech? First, Claudius could not criticize his
predecessor or a member of the imperial family. Secondly, putting the condemnation of
Caligula in Claudius’ mouth would have meant highlighting the arrogance of Claudius. Instead,
the emperor expresses only positive judgements. For that reason, Seneca, also, quotes
Caligula’s exemplum. The second question is why Seneca includes Caligula in this account.
The philosopher cannot omit Caligula’s reign, as he is writing a list of the members of the
imperial family, including Mark Antony. Yet, as Döpp observes, the strong attack on Caligula
does not comply with the consolatory genre.123 Nevertheless, by introducing himself the
exemplum of Caligula at the end of Claudius’ speech, Seneca wants to highlight differences
between Caligula and his successor. Above Seneca had declared that Claudius is called to
restore and return all things to their place, after the madness (furor) of Caligula. Without
Claudius, all mankind would perish.
Patere illum generi humano iam diu aegro et adfecto mederi, patere quidquid
prioris principis furor concussit in suum locum restituere ac reponere. Sidus hoc,
quod praecipitato in profundum et demerso in tenebras orbi refulsit, semper luceat.
Allow him to heal the human race, which has long been sick and ailing; allow him
to reinstate and restore everything that the madness of the previous emperor
destroyed. May this star, which has dawned on a world that was plunged into the
abyss and sunk in darkness, shine forever.124
In introducing Caligula, Seneca repeats a similar idea: Caligula has constituted a serious threat
to the Roman empire; Claudius, thanks to his clemency, has restored it.125 The condemnation
of Caligula is strictly connected to the exaltation of Claudius; Claudius’ excellence comes to
light through a comparison with his predecessor.
The reading offered so far suggests that the mention of Caligula is needed to flatter Claudius.
Nevertheless, we might also detect a personal reason behind the mention of Caligula. Seneca
123

Cf. Döpp (1994, 301).
Ad Pol. 13, 1; cf. supra p. 83.
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Ad Pol. 17, 3: non possum tamen, cum omnes circumierim Caesares quibus fortuna fratres sororesque eripuit,
hunc praeterire ex omni Caesarum numero excerpendum, quem rerum natura in exitium opprobriumque humani
generis edidit, a quo imperium adustum atque eversum funditus principis mitissimi recreat clementia.
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quotes Caligula in this passage, even because of his hatred of the emperor responsible for his
condemnation to death.126 As we have discussed, in Seneca’s works we find many (derogatory)
mentions of Caligula. Now, after the death of Caligula, the philosopher can express his opinion
in public, yet he must restrain his real sentiments towards Claudius, who can still determine his
destiny.127
If we look back at the speech as a whole, the gallery of exempla proposed here, serves, on the
one hand, to flatter Claudius, and on the other, to conceal an implicit reading of the relationship
between Claudius and other members of the imperial dynasty, and between Claudius and
Polybius. Claudius chooses to select his exempla from the imperial family, as he wants to speak
of his origin. We are dealing with how Claudius constructs his identity inside his family. By
tracing his lineage to his grandfather Mark Antony, the emperor, on the one hand, makes
explicit the bloody conflict through which the Julio-Claudians came to power, and, on the
other, promotes himself, thanks to his descent from Mark Antony, as continuing the politics of
restoration. Seneca introduces Claudius by openly flattering him and by comparing his words
to those pronounced by an oracle, ending his speech by subtly flattering him. Evident flattery
and hidden flattery go hand in hand in this consolation.
On a closer examination, the selection of exempla in this consolation offers not only a
reconstruction of Claudius’ genealogical tree but also a summary of the civil war.128 By
mentioning Pompey’s sons, indirectly evoking Caesar and, moreover, by presenting Augustus
and Mark Antony, Seneca writes a compressed narrative of a civil war, and, in doing so, he
flatters Claudius. In fact, according to Suetonius, Claudius, encouraged by Livy, started a
history of civil war but never finished it as both his mother Antonia and his grandmother Livia
warned him against composing a risky work. He would have started from the death of Julius
Caesar in 44, but after the intervention of Antonia and Livia, he broke off and resumed from
the end of the civil wars, a pace civili.
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According to Dio Cassius (49, 19, 7), Caligula had also despised Seneca’s style.
Gaertner (2007, 16) spells out that one of the most relevant differences between the Greek philosophical
discourse of exile and the Roman reflection concerns freedom of speech. Unlike most earlier exiles, who could
exhibit their anger against their rulers because they were out of their reach, exiles under the Principate were still
under the rule of the authorities who had banished them.
128
In the Ad Marciam the collection of exempla is arranged differently: Seneca starts by presenting examples
from the Republic (Marcus Horatius Pulvillus, Lucius Aemilius Paulus [mentioned in Ad Pol. 14, 5] and Marcus
Calpurnius Bibulus) then continues with Julius Caesar, Augustus and Tiberius and finally returns to republican
exempla: Lucretia, Brutus, Cloelia, the two Cornelia (respectively the mother of the Gracchi brothers and the wife
of Livius Drusus), and Pompey, Cicero and Cato.
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Initium autem sumpsit historiae post caedem Caesaris dictatoris sed et transiit ad
inferiora tempora coepitque a pace civili, cum sentiret neque libere neque vere sibi
de superioribus tradendi potestatem relictam, correptus saepe et a matre et ab
avia.
Though he first took up his history from the assassination of the dictator Caesar, he
passed on to later times and began from the end of the civil war, since he felt that
he could not enjoy the freedom to write openly and truthfully about the earlier
period, for he was often criticized by his mother and his grandmother.129
Indeed, both Antonia and Livia, respectively, the daughter of Mark Antony and the wife of
Augustus would have been directly involved in this work. Understandably, they attempt to
divert attention from such a thorny issue. Seneca himself was familiar with the civil war as his
father composed a historical work on civil war: historias ab initio bellorum civilium.130 At the
beginning of the biography devoted to his father (De vita patris) – only the beginning survives
– Seneca expresses the desire to ‘publish’ his Historiae. It is likely he never did so, as Griffin
suggests.131 The procrastination or the final decision not to publish it perhaps depends on the
general condemnation of historiography in comparison with philosophy.132 Furthermore, the
consideration that in the early Roman empire historiography is marred by servility and lack of
libertas and eloquentia may have played a fundamental role.133 Even in the De vita patris
Seneca identifies in the civil war a turning point in the dissolution of veritas (unde primum
veritas retro abiit).134
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Suet. Claud. 41, 2; cf. Guastella (1999, 214); Hurley (2001, 228-229).
Cf. Vita patr. Fr. 97 Vottero (= 98-99 Haase): si quaecumque composuit pater meus et edi voluit, iam manus
populi emisissem, ad claritatem nominis sui satis sibi ipse prospexerat; nam nisi me decepit pietas, cuius honestus
etiam error est, inter eos haberetur qui ingenio meruerunt ut puris et inlustribus titulis nobiles essent. Quisquis
legisset eius historias ab initio bellorum civilium, unde primum veritatis retro abiit, paene usque ad mortis suae
diem, magno aestimasset scire quibus natus esset parentibus ille, qui res Roma<nas>. Cf. Vottero (1998, 75-81;
355-356); Cornell (2013, ad loc.).
131
Cf. Griffin (1976, 33). Contra, Canfora (2000, 163): ‘questi dati ci consentono di precisare che la morte del
vecchio Seneca e l’edizione postuma dell’opera storica a cura del figlio si collocano tra la morte di Tiberio e
l’esilio di Seneca filosofo (41 d.C.)’.
132
Cf. Nat. 3, praef. 5-7; cf. Castagna (1990).
133
Cf. Ad Marc. 1, 4: magnum mehercules detrimentum res publica ceperat, si illum ob duas res pulcherrimas in
oblivionem coniectum, eloquentiam et libertatem, non eruisses.
134
Cf. Tac. Hist. 1, 1, 5: postquam bellatum apud Actium atque omnem potentiam ad unum conferri pacis interfuit,
magna illa ingenia cessere; simul veritas pluribus modis infracta. On Seneca’s condemnation of civil war see
Epist. 14, 13; Benef. 2, 20, 2; Ot. 2, 1.
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Nevertheless, in the Ad Polybium, despite his notorious disregard of historiography, Seneca
lingers over the historical reconstruction to ‘honour’ the emperor, who had a strong interest in
reconstructing Roman civil wars. I suggest, therefore, that, by displaying a cultural memory of
civil war and offering historical speculation, Seneca complies with Claudius’ predilection for
Roman history, especially for civil war. The exempla which Seneca/Claudius select played a
crucial role in the history of Rome during the period of civil war. In the Ad Polybium, by
attributing the series of exempla to Claudius, Seneca gives the emperor the opportunity to rewrite his version of the civil war and, in so doing, conceives a cunning and subtle way to flatter
him. Seneca conceives a more cunning strategy: by putting the speech into Claudius’ mouth, it
is the princeps who flatters himself, and not Seneca.135 Nevertheless, as we will discuss in the
next section, there is even more space for criticism, which Seneca hides behind the most blatant
adulation.
2.3 A new portrait of the emperor: Claudius in the Consolatio
The end of the Ad Polybium, like the consolation as a whole, is imbued with flattery.
Nevertheless, the question is how we can interpret it. Indeed, Seneca, as well as his
contemporaries in the early Empire, cannot openly satirise nor scorn the emperor and his
powerful freedman.136 Because of the political conditions in which he lived, Seneca must find
alternative routes to convey his message. For the same reason, I reject the charge of
opportunism and insincerity. Seneca’s praise of the emperor is not a matter of slavishness, but
simply of necessity. Despite his limited possibility of free speech, Seneca is also able to arrange
veiled speeches.137 What I want to do now is to show how Seneca attempts to evade these
restrictions and disclose the hidden message that he conceals behind the most obtrusive flattery.
At the beginning of chapter 14, Seneca praises Claudius for his eloquence and for his good
memory.
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Seneca carries out a similar strategy in the De clementia where, through a prosopopoeia, avoids flattering Nero
directly.
136
Contra Alexander (1943) argues that Seneca intentionally laced the piece with irony to attack Claudius. Tacitus
(Ann. 12, 8, 8) claims that Seneca was thought to harbour a grudge against Claudius for a previous injury (infensus
Claudio dolore iniuriae). Even Momigliano (1932, 137) sees irony: the sharp contrast between the real Claudius
and Seneca’s portrait in the Ad Polybium produces the effect of satire, whether deliberate or not. Atkinson (1985,
872 ff.) recovers the pro-irony argument.
137
Ahl (1984) uses the expression ‘figured speech’; I prefer using ‘doublespeak’ as explained by Bartsch (1994).
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Hic itaque princeps, qui publicum omnium hominum solacium est, aut me omnia
fallunt aut iam recreavit animum tuum et tam magno vulneri maiora adhibuit
remedia. Iam te omni confirmavit modo, iam omnia exempla, quibus ad animi
aequitatem compellereris, tenacissima memoria rettulit, iam omnium praecepta
sapientium adsueta sibi facundia explicuit.
So this Emperor, who is a universal source of comfort for everyone, has already, if
I am totally mistaken, restored your spirits, and to such a great wound he has
applied even greater remedies. He has already used every means to give you
strength; he has already, with his highly retentive memory, rehearsed all the
precedents that could urge you toward equanimity; he has already expounded the
precepts of all the philosophers with his customary eloquence.138
Mayer connects this statement with the so-called Lyon Tablet, where Claudius himself quotes
historical references to the Senate to validate his proposal to include the Gauls.139 Mayer
suggests that ‘Seneca dishes it up to please Claudius indirectly’.140 With regards to this passage,
Duff has drawn attention to a passage from Suetonius, which states that Claudius was notorious
for lapses of memory.141 Referring to Claudius’ facundia, Suetonius claims that his material
was pedantic, and his delivery was marred by a stammer.142 Moreover, the biographer stresses
Claudius’ inappropriate use of vulgar expressions, not befitting an eloquent man.143 In the
Apocolocyntosis (11, 3) Augustus – whom Seneca conventionally defines as facundus –144 says
of Claudius: ad summa tria verba cito iungat et servum me ducat (let him string a sentence
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Ad Pol. 14, 1.
Cf. Tac. Ann. 11, 23-24; for comparison of Table of Lyon and the Tacitean account of Claudius’ speech in
Annales 11 see De Vivo (1980); Malloch (2013, 338 ff.).
140
Mayer (1991, 161).
141
Cf. Duff (1915, 208). Suetonius employs two anecdotes illustrating Claudius’ oblivio; cf. Suet. Claud. 39, 1:
inter cetera in eo mirati sunt homines et oblivionem et inconsiderantiam, vel, ut Graece dicam, µετεωρίαν et
ἀβλεψίαν. Οccisa Messalina, paulo post quam in triclinio decubuit, cur domina non veniret requisiit. Multos ex
iis, quos capite damnaverat, postero statim die et in consilium et ad aleae lusum admoneri iussit et, quasi
morarentur, ut somniculosos per nuntium increpuit. On this passage see Guastella (1999, 210-211); Hurley (2001,
221-223). Seneca hints at this episode at Apocol. 11, 1; cf. Russo (1948, 102); Eden (1984, 121-122); Tarigo
(2016, 107). A similar story appears in Tac. Ann. 11, 2, when Claudius asks a guest of consular rank why his wife,
who was executed at his own order, does not go with him; cf. Malloch (2013, 74). Also Dio Cassius (60, 14, 20)
refers to Claudius’ short memory.
142
Suetonius (Claud. 30, 1-3) speaks of linguae titubantia.
143
Cf. Suet. Claud. 40, 3. For a definition of facundus cf. Varr. Ling. 6, 52: qui facile fantur, facundi dicti; Isid.
Orig. 10, 95: facundus dictus, quod facile potest fari.
144
Apocol. 10, 1: tunc divus Augustus surrexit sententiae suae loco dicendae et summa facundia disseruit. For
Augustus’ facundia cf. Tac. Ann. 13, 3; Suet. Aug. 84; 86.
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together, and he will make me his slave).145 Indeed, in his satire, Seneca does not miss the
opportunity to stress and exaggerate this flaw of Claudius. By the means of the ianitor Seneca
describes the emperor, who is mocked because of his confused mumbling voice (perturbato
sono et voce confusa 5, 2-3).146 As nobody understood his language (quid diceret, nemo
intellegebat 6, 2) Jupiter bids Hercules, who had travelled over the whole world and might be
expected to know all nations in it, to find out who he is and where he comes from.147
Nevertheless, neither the ianitor nor Hercules is able to identify the stranger; the latter, scared
by the vox implicata et rauca of Claudius, suspects that he has to face his thirteenth labour.148
On the one hand, Seneca in the Apocolocyntosis sets out to ridicule Claudius, who probably
suffered a mild cerebral palsy which was mistaken for mental disease.149 His stammer was only
one symptom of this serious illness which led to him being scorned and isolated even by his
own family. According to Suetonius, his mother Antonia used to speak of her son as ‘a monster,
one that Nature began and never ended’.150 On the other hand, Seneca in the Ad Polybium
praises Claudius for his intellectual performances; this dichotomy does not surprise any
Senecan reader. However, these laudes may repay further scrutiny. Is Seneca really praising
Claudius, referring to his excellent memory and his fluent eloquence? Or is he making fun of
Claudius? I rule out that adsueta facundia is overtly humorous, as there is no room for such
humour in a work whose goal was to ensure recall to Rome as soon as possible. Nevertheless,
a more informative concept than ‘irony’ for what Seneca is doing in offering a praise that
perhaps conceives an additional meaning is that of doublespeak. Seneca praises the princeps
for his facundia and memoria but it is possible that behind praise he conceals a hidden subtext. Praise is what is required of the courtiers, but this does not mean that Seneca always lies
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At Epist. 40, 9 Germanus Varius, speaking of the orator P. Vinicius, who had the same deficiency as Claudius,
claims: ‘quomodo istum disertum dicatis nescio: tria verba non potest iungere’; cf. Berti (2018, 283). See Russo
(1948, 105); Garcea and Bazzanella (2011, 439 ff.). The expression tria verba seems to have been common and
colloquial: cf. Plaut. Trin. 963: te tribus verbis volo; Ter. Phorm. 638-639: tria non commutabitis / verba hodie
inter vos; Mart. 6, 54: Tantos et tantas si dicere Sextilianum, / Aule, vetes, iunget vix tria verba miser. / ‘Quid sibi
vult?’ inquis. Dicam, quid suspicer esse: / tantos et tantas Sextilianus amat; see Grewing (1997, 360). The
expression occurs already in Pindar: cf. Pi. N. 7, 70. On this expression see Otto (1890, 366-367). On the discourse
of Augustus in the Apocolocyntosis cf. Narducci (2003).
146
Cf. Apocol. 7, 2: quid nunc profatu vocis incerto sonas? 14, 2: homo Claudiana lingua disertus. Moretti (2003,
141) suggests that Seneca’s description of Claudius corresponds to the type of foreigner who speaks a different
language and is difficult to understand. Cf. D.C. 60, 2, 2.
147
Moretti (2003, 142-3) notes that the idea of Heracles as an interpreter appears already in Aristophanes.
148
Cf. Apocol. 5, 3: tum Hercules primo aspectu sane perturbatus est, ut qui etiam non omnia mostra timuerit. Ut
vidit novi generis faciem, insolitum incessum, vocem nullius terrestris animalis sed qualis esse marinis beluis
solet, raucam et implicatam, putavit sibi tertium decimum laborem venisse.
149
On the debate on the disease of Claudius see Leon (1948, 46); Griffin (1984, 30); Gourevitch (1998, 468-470);
Garland (1995, 40-42); Osgood (2011, 9); Emberger (2012); Levick (1990, 13-16); Laes (2018, 140-144);
Michalopoulos (2018, 462). More generally, on disabilities in Roman antiquity see Laes, Goodey, Rose (2013).
150
Suet. Claud. 3, 2.
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in praising the emperor. Generally, as I have stressed in the introduction, to ask the question
‘Is Seneca sincere or not?’ is not to ask the most relevant question of a work addressed to
princeps in the guise of a plea.
However, in this case to ask if Seneca really approves of Claudius’ eloquence can cast new
light on the princeps. Facundia, defined by the OLD as ‘ability to speak (or write) fluently or
eloquently’, seems to be a necessary feature of the Roman emperors: principes must be
facundi.151 Tacitus praises Augustus for his fluent diction.152 Because of his stammer, we barely
expect Claudius to be rated among the principes facundi. Nevertheless, despite his physical
deficit, emphasised by all sources, it seems that Claudius is also endowed with eloquence. Even
Suetonius by litotes acknowledges this aspect and defines the emperor neque infacundo neque
indocto.153 The biographer dwells on this distinctive trait of Claudius even at the beginning of
the biography, when he lets Augustus speak for himself, and reports the letters of Augustus
addressed to his wife Livia:
“Tiberium nepotem tuum placere mihi declamantem potuisse, peream nisi, mea
Livia, admiror. Nam qui tam ἀσαφῶς loquatur, qui possit cum declamat σαφῶς
dicere quae dicenda sunt, non video”.
My dear Livia, I’m damned if I am not filled with wonder that your grandson
Tiberius is capable of making speeches that please me. For I can’t see how someone
who talks such nonsense in conversation speaks such sense in declamation.154
As Hurley notes, ‘Augustus’ letters provide an unedited glimpse of the way he manipulated
his family’.155 In this case, the statement of Augustus is significant in order to understand our
passage. By the contrast between ἀσαφῶς (obscurely) and σαφῶς (clearly), Augustus means
that Claudius’ eloquence seems unclear when he speaks in ordinary conversation (loquatur),
but when he has to speak in public (cum declamat) he can express himself clearly.156 Thus, his
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OLD s.v. facundia. Cf. Ov. Pont. 2, 5, 55-56: atque ‘haec est’ dicas ‘facundia principe digna’: / eloquio tantum
nobilitatis inest. Cf. Pernot (2005, 168-171).
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Tac. Ann. 13, 3: et Augusto prompta ac profluens, quae deceret principem, eloquentia fuit.
153
Cf. Suet. Claud. 40, 3; see Guastella (1999, 212-213); Hurley (2001, 226).
154
Suet. Claud. 4, 6 (= Epist. Imp. Aug. 2).
155
Hurley (2001, 73).
156
Contra Osgood (2007, 343): ‘Claudius’ success on this occasion should not distract from the larger point, that
Augustus normally found Claudius incapable of coherent speech.’
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stammering could be kept under control if he exercised before declaiming. In other words, if
Claudius wanted, he was able to speak well. This source suggests that Seneca here does not
mock Claudius, but recognises his ability to speak fluently, already highlighted by his greatuncle Augustus. We might find in Tacitus a further proof of the facundia of Claudius: by
criticising Nero’s eloquence, the historian declares that all emperors before Nero were
eloquent. Even Claudius – Tacitus remarks – when he prepared his speeches was able to speak
fluently: nec in Claudio, quoties meditata dissereret, elegantiam requireres.157 Indeed, his
stammer does not prevent him from speaking fluently. Claudius is not a unicum: even
Alcibiades, notoriously affected by a stutter, is unanimously praised for his excellent
eloquence.158 As we have seen in both cases, a stutter does not prevent them from appearing
facundus. In sum, on the first level of reading, there are no valid reasons for doubting Claudius’
excellent facundia. Moreover, by mentioning the princeps’ facundia, it may be that Seneca
refers to it even as part of Claudius’ unceasing judicial activity, which is mocked in the
Apocolocyntosis.159 TLL refers to facundia as used in forensic speech.160
Nevertheless, on the second level of reading, Claudius’ eloquence might suggest something
different. The eloquence of the emperor may be identified with the same eloquence described
by Ovid in the second book of Tristia.
Nil prodest, quod non laedere possit idem.
igne quid utilius? siquis tamen urere tecta
comparat, audaces instruit igne manus.
eripit interdum, modo dat medicina salutem,
quaeque iuvet, monstrat, quaeque sit herba nocens.
et latro et cautus praecingitur ense viator;
ille sed insidias, hic sibi portat opem.
discitur innocuas ut agat facundia causas:
protegit haec sontes, inmeritosque premit.
sic igitur carmen, recta si mente legatur,
157

Tac. Ann. 13, 3. Contra Osgood (2007, 340): ‘while not censured outright, Claudius, by contrast, clearly falls
short of the ideal.’
158
On Alcibiades’ stammer cf. Plu. Alc. 1; Ar. V. 44; Fr. 1, 688 Kock; see Verdegem (2010, 114-117). On
Alcibiades’ good eloquence cf. D. XXI 145. According to Plutarch (Alc. 10, 4), also Theophrastus appreciated
Alcibiades’ eloquence; see Verdegem (2010, 169-171).
159
Cf. Apocol. 12, 3.
160
Cf. TLL VI, 158, 12 s.v. facundia.
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constabit nulli posse nocere meum.
Nothing helps which cannot harm at the same time.
What is more useful than fire? Yet anyone who plans to burn houses
equips his bold hands with fire.
Medicine at times snatches away, now bestows, health,
And it shows which plant aids and which harms.
Both the bandit and the careful wayfarer are girt with a sword:
but the former carries it for ambushes, the latter for self-defence.
Eloquence is learned to conduct the cases of the innocent;
it protects the guilty, and harasses those who have not deserved it.
So therefore a poem, if it were to be read with an upright mind,
will be agreed to have the capacity to harm no one – even my poem.161
Ovid in these lines is speaking broadly of things whose value is not intrinsic but depends upon
the use to which people put them (nil prodest quod non laedere possit idem). Apparently,
nothing is more useful than fire; nevertheless, it can also lead to disastrous consequences;
medicine can benefit as well as harm; bandit and traveller use the sword, though with
antithetical aims. The final exemplum regards facundia, whose value can change immensely.
According to almost all scholars of Ovid, with this final exemplum, Ovid wants to refer to his
own exilic experience.162 On closer examination, Ovid would seem to allude to the eloquence
of Augustus, who sent him into exile, despite the poet declaring himself innocent. The ensuing
mention of his carmen, which will injure nobody if it will be read with an upright mind (recta
mens), makes it clear that Ovid is referring to the emperor, who misunderstood the value of his
poetry and considered it a crime (crimen).163
Only in this passage and in Apocol. 10 does Seneca employ the poetic facundia instead of the
prosaic eloquentia, which the philosopher applies twice in the consolation in reference to
Polybius.164 In his works, Seneca usually uses eloquentia (27 occurrences) and behind the use
161

Trist. 2, 266-276.
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of unexpected facundia in the Ad Polybium he most likely can conceal a reference to Ovid’s
Tristia 2, where the poet openly condemns the use of facundia. Seneca recognises that Claudius
possesses positive facundia and praises him for it. The problem is how Claudius used his
facundia. If Seneca here refers to the passage where Ovid explicitly denounces the incorrect
use of facundia, a passage that, as it has been noted, contains a clear allusion to Augustus,
maybe we should read the Senecan passage also as an allusion to Claudius’ incorrect use of his
facundia which resulted in Seneca’s exile. The link between the Ad Polybium and Tristia 2 can
be found in the nature itself of Tristia 2, a text where, again, flattery is preeminent.165 Scholars
have highlighted how Tristia 2 conceals ambiguity and criticism of Augustan politics behind
the princeps’ praise.166 In particular, Williams has demonstrated how in Ovid’s exile poetry
can be uncovered illustration of figured speech, often concealed under praise.167 Therefore,
Seneca found in Ovid not only a model of exile but also a model of an intellectual relegated at
the boundaries of the empire, who writes a work to persuade the emperor to return to Rome,
without failing to insert, between the lines, elements of veiled criticism.
Seneca is not ironic in praising Claudius’ facundia, but his ‘sincere’ praise conceals subtle
criticism on how Claudius has previously used his facundia. Ovid had already warned that the
value of facundia depends on how it is used; both Augustus and Claudius used their facundia
to condemn the innocent (inmeritosque premit). Augustus had used his eloquence poorly and
Claudius repeated the same error, by condemning Seneca to exile. We can read ‘adsueta’ (Ad
Pol. 14, 1) even in this sense, although, on first level, adsueta refers to Claudius’ usual
eloquence (adsueta sibi facundia). Moreover, the praise is ironically undercut by the fact that
Claudius in this consolation employs Seneca’s eloquence, since the series of exempla,
attributed to Claudius, has been arranged by the philosopher. Seneca attempts to give a sample
of Claudius’ facundia in this consolation, but this facundia of the princeps redounds to
Seneca’s literary talent, by making explicit the facundia of Seneca.
Let us now turn our attention to tenacissima memoria. In analysing this iunctura, we might
detect a similar procedure. On the first level, Seneca commends the good memory of Claudius,
who supplies Polybius with a long list of exempla, to win his favour. As I already discussed in
165
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the previous section, I see no reason to believe that Seneca wants to mock Claudius by putting
in his mouth exempla containing evident mistakes. That strategy would be simplistic and
dangerous at the same time. On the contrary, I argue that there is a second level of reading,
more difficult to unearth. The line between adulation and disrespect is wafer-thin and the
courtier Seneca walks cautiously on this line also in the Ad Polybium. Through tenacissima
memoria, the philosopher conceals a criticism not by referring to the short memory of Claudius
but by hinting, again, at a preceding model. I am persuaded that this expression has an Ovidian
resonance.
Let us start from tenax which means ‘clinging’, ‘tenacious’, but also ‘persistent’, ‘obstinate’,
‘stubborn’.168 Seneca uses the adjective tenax in both meanings, but the superlative appears
only here and in Letter 75 where the philosopher employs this adjective to describe the evils
that cling to people with utter tenacity (tenacissima mala).169 Nevertheless, the most
remarkable use of tenax in Seneca occurs at Benef. 1, 1, 8, where it again defines the memory
which recalls for a long time injuries suffered and quickly forgets benefits received.170
Nam cum ita natura comparatum sit, ut altius iniuriae quam merita descendant et
illa cito defluant, has tenax memoria custodiat, quid expectat, qui offendit, dum
obligat?
It is a natural fact that insults have more impact on people than services do – which
is why the latter quickly fade from the mind and the former are stubbornly
preserved in memory. So what should you expect if you offend a recipient while
obligating him?171
From this passage, it is clear that tenax memoria is despicable for Seneca because it recalls
only the injury. The syntagma often recurs in Latin literature and has a celebratory function,
but Seneca clearly deplores the tenax memoria and in the De beneficiis explicates why.172
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Cf. OLD s.v. tenax.
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Perhaps, in the Ad Pol. 14, 1, while celebrating Claudius’ tenax memoria in presenting a long
list of exempla, might Seneca also refer to the stubborn memory of the princeps, who still keeps
him in exile? If in the Ad Polybium Seneca cannot explain the real value of tenax memoria, it
is in the De beneficiis, composed after the consolation, that Seneca makes it clear.
Tenax has a negative meaning also in Ovid’s exile poetry. The poet uses the adjective not to
describe memoria,173 but rather fortuna174 and fata which are hostile to the poet.175
Nevertheless, the most remarkable occurrence of tenax in Ovid is in Pont. 1, 9, 27-28:
Maximus incumbet, quaque est pietate, rogabit,
ne sit ad extremum Caesaris ira tenax.
Maximus, such is his loyalty, will lean on Caesar, beg him
not to sustain his wrath to the bitter end.176
Ovid addresses this letter to Cotta Maximus, who has written to the poet of the death of Celsus,
one of his dearest friends. Ovid recalls Celsus’ devotion at the time of exile. In these lines,
Ovid remembers Celsus’ words as a direct quotation: Celsus encouraged Ovid by assuring him
the anger of the emperor can draw to an end. Instead, as Ovid will never be recalled from exile,
the Caesaris ira proves indeed to be ad extremum. Now, tenax – given the negative value of
anger – implies strong criticism of Augustus.177 In the Tristia and Epistulae ex Ponto Ovid is
explicit about Augustus’ boundless anger.178

Other occurrences appear in Val. Max. 1, 8, 2; 4, 7, 23; Colum. 1, 8, 4; Quint. Inst. 1, 1, 19; Ps. Quint. Decl. 6,
22, 2. Seneca uses bona memoria at Epist. 50, 1.
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Ovid never uses memoria in his works, but he frequently uses memor/memoro. For a deep analysis of the
concept of memoria in Ovid see Natoli (2017, 140-181).
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Cf. Pont. 4, 6, 7: perstat enim fortuna tenax, votisque malignum / opponit nostris insidiosa pedem. According
to Helzle (1989, 143), the ‘t’ alliteration would underline the harsh constancy of fortune; Trist. 5, 8, 15-16:
passibus ambiguis Fortuna volubilis errat / et manet in nullo certa tenaxque loco. See also Epist. 3, 43: an miseros
tristis fortuna tenaciter urget.
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(1978, 223-224); Gaertner (2005, 209); Knight (2016, 187-190).
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It is possible, therefore, that, by praising Claudius for his tenacissima memoria, Seneca refers
not only to the retentive memory of Claudius but might also allude to the retentive anger of
Augustus. Seneca never mentions Ovid’s exilic production, but Ovid’s ‘indirect’ presence in
Seneca has been capably demonstrated by Degl’Innocenti Pierini.179 Seneca writes tenacissima
memoria, but he may bear in mind the ira tenax of the princeps, who caused his exile.
Following the Ovidian resonances, behind the memoria we may read ira. Of course, Seneca
cannot say ira, because he had to offer an official commendation of Claudius.
On the basis of my reading, we may observe a Virgilian echo: the strong (tenacious) anger of
the emperor reminds us of the cruel wrath of Iuno at Aen. 1, 4: saevae memorem Iunonis ob
iram.180 Virgil defines anger as stubborn: the cruelty of the goodness is responsible for Aeneas’
sufferings in exile. It seems that endurance over time is a specific characteristic of the anger.
Moreover, by juxtaposing memorem with saevae, Virgil hints that memory is connected to
cruelty. This Virgilian passage has also inspired Ovid: at Met. 14, 694 we read Idalien
memoremque time Rhamnusidis iram.181 The enduring wrath of Nemesis is a direct descendent
of Iuno. Meanwhile Venus, in her persecutions of Diomedes, recalls Iuno.182
Through an iunctura with which Seneca introduces the princeps, he intimates a subversive
message. Apparently, we do not have reasons to doubt the strong memory of the emperor.
Tenax is the keyword in highlighting the Ovidian intertext and allows to understand a possible
negative meaning of memoria in this passage. This passage offers us another example of
imperial doublespeak as discussed by Shadi Bartsch. The conclusion to which I am moving
should be clear: just as Augustus’ ira (*memoRIA) has been responsible for Ovid’s exile, so
the tenacious memory of Claudius – which becomes a ‘bad’ memory, if it is used badly – might
be responsible for Seneca’s exile. The memory/anger of rulers is so strong that both Ovid and
Seneca are forced to leave Rome.183 As Seneca points out in the De beneficiis (1, 1, 8), it is
179
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natural that insults have more impact on people than benefits do as tenax memoria stubbornly
preserves the insults in memory.184
Instead, in his effort to console Polybius, Seneca exhorts the freedman to maintain the memory
of his deceased brother because the memory of the pleasures is vivid and more lasting than its
absence.185 As we can see, in the Ad Polybium Seneca plays on the different connotations of
memoria. In the consolation, we can identify the tenax memoria of the emperor, whose
memoria, as we have suggested, might allude to the tenax ira. Alongside this, there is the
memoria of Seneca, who remembers the emperor’s injuries, and the memoria of Polybius, who
always will reminisce about his brother.186 What is interesting is that the memory of the
emperor and the memory of the poet are intimately entwined: Seneca must be able to ‘bend’
the memory (anger) of Claudius in order to return to Rome.
To conclude, the reading offered thus far of the Ad Pol. 14, 1 suggests that ostensible flattery
and subtle critique are inextricably intertwined in this consolation. Seneca’s representation of
Claudius is ambivalent. Indeed, he praises the external features of Claudius, yet his narration
of the emperor is subsumed in a critique of them. The potential tension between these two
levels is rooted in the precarious balance between the necessity of kowtowing to the ruler and
the desire to say more without displeasing the emperor and endangering himself. Without
freedom of speech and with the necessity of interacting with someone holding absolute power,
Seneca swings between flattery and criticism, finding a middle ground, in Bartsch’s words, in
‘oppositional innuendo’.187
We are left to ask: how might have Claudius interpreted this? Or, how did Seneca expect that
Claudius could read this? Would Claudius have read this as public recognition for his excellent
eloquence or would he have been suspicious? The most relevant question might be: why did
Seneca run the risk of making the princeps suspicious of his plea? A superficial, ‘literal’
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reading of the Ad Polybium chimes with Seneca’s aim to obtain pardon. Nevertheless, the
desire to convey a deep, figured reading – perhaps in order to avoid losing his self-respect –
shall not surprise us, if we consider, as Ahl has demonstrated, the long tradition of figurative
language in ancient texts.188 In Demetrius’ De elocutione, we read: ‘the true covert allusion
depends on two conditions, good taste and circumspection’.189 There are contexts, in which
‘figured speech’ is necessary in order to protect the speaker. As Demetrius writes, there are
three different ways to speak:
τὸ µὲν οὖν κολακεύειν αἰσχρόν, τὸ δὲ ἐπιτιµᾶν ἐπισφαλές, ἄριστον δὲ τὸ µεταξύ,
τοῦτ᾽ ἔστι τὸ ἐσχηµατισµένον.
Flattery no doubt is shameful, while adverse criticism is dangerous. It is best to
pursue the middle course that of the covert hint.190
Demetrius’ discussion is echoed by Quintilian, who in book 9 of the Institutio Oratoria defines
what schema is and identifies three cases in which the schema is used:
iam enim ad id genus quod et frequentissimum est et expectari maxime credo
veniendum est, in quo per quandam suspicionem quod non dicimus accipi volumus,
non utique contrarium, ut in εἰρωνείᾳ, sed aliud latens et auditori quasi
inveniendum. Quod, ut supra ostendi, iam fere solum schema a nostris vocatur, et
unde controversiae figuratae dicuntur. Eius triplex usus est: unus si dicere palam
parum tutum est, alter si non decet, tertius qui venustatis modo gratia adhibetur et
ipsa novitate ac varietate magis, quam si relatio sit recta delectat.
I must proceed to the discussion of a class of figure which is of the commonest
occurrence and on which I think I shall be expected to make some comment. It is
one whereby we excite some suspicion to indicate that our meaning is other than
our words would seem to imply; but our meaning is not in this case contrary to that
which we express, as is the case in irony, but rather a hidden meaning which is left
188
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to the hearer to discover. As I have already pointed out, modern rhetoricians
practically restrict the name of figure to this device, from the use of which figured
controversial themes derive their name. This class of figure may be employed under
three conditions: first, if it is unsafe to speak openly; secondly, if it is unseemly to
speak openly; and thirdly, when it is employed solely with a view to the elegance
of what we say, and gives greater pleasure by reason of the novelty and variety thus
introduced than if our meaning had been expressed in straightforward language.191
It is remarkable that Quintilian highlights the incidence of the figured speech (schema) in his
own day and the difference between schema and εἰρωνεία: unlike the latter, which is used when
the writer wants to say the opposite, the former is employed to hide another significance.192
Quintilian himself refers to Zoilus, a contemporary of Aristotle’s, as ‘the one who gave the
term [schema, figured speech] its narrow definition’.193 As Quintilian points out, there is a long
and established tradition of figured speech.
As I argued previously, I want to foster neither humorous nor mocking interpretation of the
Ad Polybium as I do not maintain that Seneca wants to say the opposite of what he declares.
He really praises Claudius for his good eloquence, but I suggest that, perfectly complying with
the mode of the time, he adds an additional meaning, not understandable at first reading. The
use of figured speech matches Seneca’s exhortation to find the middle between shameful
obsequiousness and dangerous criticism. Pliny, a close contemporary of Quintilian, in the
Panegyricus reassures Trajan that behind his encomia there is not any concealed reproach.194
His reassurance demonstrates that usually also praising texts (in this case orations) hide
criticism.
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We are left to ask whether Claudius would have spotted the mischievous allusions implanted
in the Ad Polybium. The magniloquent flattery which permeates the entire consolation
conforms to what the princeps wants to read. The tyrant-emperor is interested neither in
receiving true praise nor in evaluating its real value; the only thing that matters to him is a
public endorsement of his power. Moreover, he had never expected to find malicious
implications in a humble plea, which acts as a safeguard. While writing this work Seneca has
in mind two intended addressees, the freedman and the emperor, who will read the supplication
‘literally’. Nevertheless, although there was risk, Seneca refers to another reader, who will be
able to detect his figured speech.
2.4 Conclusion
My aim of this chapter has been to examine the historical exempla in the Ad Polybium in the
context of the consolation and offer an original reading of the portrait of Claudius, in a text that
has long been neglected as a work of unabashed flattery. My reading does not imply that we
should view this consolation as a satirical text. Seneca composed the Ad Polybium with the
hope of being recalled by Claudius. Nevertheless, it is possible to read between the lines and
to glimpse some indirect and implicit elements of dissent. Alongside the encomium of the
emperor, Seneca conceals a veiled criticism. The doubleness of this strategy not only allows
Seneca to praise the emperor as required but also pulls off a combination of expected encomia
and unexpected criticism. The etopea of Claudius is an intelligent device to cast a shadow on
Claudius’ portrait in this consolation. The oppressive régime which, apparently, seems to
reduce the space of creative freedom, actually opens it up to new ingenious methods for
conveying one’s own feelings.
Schiesaro, speaking of Thyestes, writes: ‘Thyestes embodies a tragic conflict, and an even
more tragic conflict, and an even more tragic contradiction, between a desire to speak and the
need to remain silent’.195 We can say the same for Seneca. Seneca bears a grudge against
Claudius and he expresses it in the way he can: obliquely. Officially, he commends Claudius’
politics and his persona but by praising his customary eloquence (adsueta facundia) and his
excellent memory (tenacissima memoria), he opens up and displays his acrimony against the
emperor, who condemned him to exile. The political critiques brought up in this way are
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concealed in the language of praise and encomium and relate to politics only indirectly. In the
final part of the consolation, Seneca does the same thing that was required of Polybius at the
beginning of the consolation: he fakes – simulat – his real feelings. Seneca advises his direct
addressee – and implicitly his wider audience – to train himself not to show the emotions he
feels. Polybius should restrain his sorrow by making a pretence of cheerfulness, and conceal
his misfortune by feigning joy. In other words, Polybius must put on a mask (persona) in
accordance with his role (persona). The magister has worked out the strategy, now it is time
for Polybius to put it into practice.
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Chapter Three

Blatantly Obsequious or Wisely Cautious? Exempla from De ira
Tacere multis discitur vitae malis.
Sen. Thy. 318

3.1 Introduction
Like chapter 1 and 2, this chapter is concerned with the external manifestations of adulatio. In
the previous two chapters, I examined the practice of flattery in the Ad Polybium. Having
focused thus far on this consolatio, now I shift my focus to exempla of adulation in Seneca’s
corpus as a whole. In particular, I will analyse some historical exempla from the second and
third book of the De ira which feature those who, although not described as flatterers, resemble
the adulator. All exempla of this chapter have to do with the intellectual’s relation to power,
which has always been problematic: in Senecan prose, this relationship is thematised in the
awareness of writer and audience that everyone is under strict supervision. I set out to focus
this chapter on the De ira, as some exempla there, even if they belong to a distant past, can be
set in dialogue with the coeval (mala) exempla at the Roman imperial court. Seneca’s peculiar
description of the present day through the narration of a distant past (historically and culturally)
underlines the continuity, or even the overlap, between the times of narrated events and his
own times. The implicit comparison between the Persian despots and the Roman rulers is left
to readers to draw out: Seneca’s strategy requires the collaboration of his audience. Seneca, of
course, must be careful: in the De ira he speaks of the ability to repress anger, but within this
text, there are several exempla in which flattery is essentially ‘justified’ to achieve security. By
considering these exempla, I aim to provide a snapshot of the pragmatic function of adulation.
The use of adulatio as an indispensable tool in Roman imperial discourse implies the
condemnation of its opposite, simplicitas (4.2). In De ira 2, Seneca rejects the idea that for
some people those who are irascible can be considered honest or outspoken (simplex); people
who surrender to anger should be judged not ‘straightforward’ (simplex), but careless
(incautus):
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‘simplicissimi’ inquit ‘omnium habentur iracundi.’ Fraudolentis enim et versutis
comparantur et simplices videntur quia expositi sunt. Quos quidem non simplices
dixerim sed incautos: stultis luxuriosis nepotibusque hoc nomen inponimus et
omnibus vitiis parum callidis.
‘Wrathful people are considered the most straightforward of all people’. Yes, in
comparison with deceitful and tricky people: they appear straightforward because
they act without concealment. And yet I would say that they are not
‘straightforward’, but ‘incautious’: that is the name we give to folly, luxury,
wastefulness, and all the vices deficient in cleverness.1
As Seneca stresses in another passage in book 3, anger is not a mark of simplicitas (indicium
simplicitatis).2 However, being simplex is just as despicable as being incautus. By rejecting the
connection between ira and simplicitas, Seneca criticises the latter as, in such a context, it
would be anachronistic to think of it as a synonym for honesty.
The passage quoted above is highly significant for my discussion because it highlights the
perspective from which we should consider the ensuing exempla. As I discussed in chapter 2,
in using traditional exempla, Seneca may alter them, and the presentation of historical figures
as positive or negative becomes uncertain.3 The characters proposed are ‘exemplary’ but not
always for the reasons that his audience might think.4 In the exempla I am about to discuss,
Seneca does not present these figures and their actions to his readers for emulation. Ostensibly
all these exempla feature sycophants, but Seneca does not condemn them. Rather, he is
interested in how external political and social factors infer internal moral ethics. Consequently,
there emerges a new mode of evaluating: in the De ira, flattery seems the unavoidable
consequence of the disparity between ruler and subject. As this relationship is so unequal, the

1

Ir. 2, 16, 3; all translations of De ira are by Kaster (2010), unless otherwise specified.
Cf. Ir. 3, 4, 5: non vis admoneam, quo diligentior quisque sit et ipse se circumspiciat, alia animi mala ad pessimos
quosque pertinere, iracundiam etiam eruditis hominibus et in alia sanis inrepere? adeo ut quidam simplicitatis
indicium iracundiam dicant et vulgo credatur facillimus quisque huic <maxime> obnoxious. On the concept of
simplicitas see infra pp. 169-174.
3
In Epist. 56 Seneca considers pius Aeneas as a negative model because of his transformation from sapiens to
inperitus, and in Epist. 94 denies that the military success experienced by Alexander, Pompey, Julius Caesar and
Gaius Marius is the product of their virtus, attributing it instead to other vices: ambitio, cupiditas, crudelitas,
furor.
4
In Epist. 67, the Decii are excellent but their virtus resides not in their valiant exploits in battle, but in choosing
to suffer pain and death.
2
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subject must flatter in order to interact with his ‘master’. Central to this chapter is an analysis
of exempla concerned with this relationship.

3.2 Flattering subject vs tyrannical ruler: the domesticum exemplum of Pastor
The first exemplum we shall look at concerns Pastor (De ira 2, 33, 3-6), an illustrious Roman
knight.5
C. Caesar Pastoris splendidi equitis Romani filium cum in custodia habuisset
munditiis eius et cultioribus capillis offensus, rogante patre ut salutem sibi filii
concederet, quasi de supplicio admonitus duci protinus iussit; ne tamen omnia
inhumane faceret adversum patrem, ad cenam illum eo die invitavit. Venit Pastor
vultu nihil exprobrante. Propinavit illi Caesar heminam et posuit illi custodem,
perduravit miser, non aliter quam si fili sanguinem biberet. Unguentum et coronas
misit et observare iussit an sumeret: sumpsit. Eo die quo filium extulerat, immo
quo non extulerat, iacebat conviva centesimus et potiones vix honestas natalibus
liberorum podagricus senex hauriebat, cum interim non lacrimam emisit, non
dolorem aliquo signo erumpere passus est; cenavit tamquam pro filio exorasset.
Quaeris quare? Habebat alterum. Quid ille Priamus? Non dissimulavit iram et
regis genua complexus est, funestam perfusamque cruore fili manum ad os suum
rettulit, cenavit? Sed tamen sine unguento, sine coronis, et illum hostis saevissimus
multis solaciis, ut cibum caperet, hortatus est, non ut pocula ingentia super caput
posito custode siccaret. Contempsissem Romanum patrem, si sibi timuisset: nunc
iram compescuit pietas. Dignus fuit cui permitteretur a convivio ad ossa fili
legenda discedere; ne hoc quidem permisit benignus interim et comis adulescens:
propinationibus senem crebris, ut cura leniretur admonens, lacessebat. Contra ille
se laetum et oblitum quid eo actum esset die praestitit; perierat alter filius, si
carnifici conviva non placuisset.6

5

Cf. Ir. 2, 33, 3-6. A possible reference to Pastor’s exemplum appears in Suet. Cal. 27, 4: alium a spectaculo
poenae epulis statim adhibuit atque omni comitate ad hilaritatem et iocos provocavit. For the account of Pastor
see Cupaiuolo (1975); Lavery (1987, 280-281); Rudich (1997, 84-85); Barrett (2015, 224); Roller (2001,163164); Bartsch (2006, 213-214); Knight (2016, 191); Langlands (2018, 108-109).
6
For the translation see Appendix 3.
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The emperor Caligula had placed the son of Pastor under arrest, annoyed by his elegance and
foppish haircut (munditiis eius et cultioribus capillis offensus). According to Suetonius,
Caligula was extremely savage to men who had full heads of hair.7 When the father beseeched
the emperor for his son’s liberation, as if this were a reminder to punish him (quasi de supplicio
admonitus), Caesar promptly ordered his execution. His reaction does not come as a surprise
given that Caligula is characterised in our sources by savage cruelty which leads to extreme
punishments and inopportune anger.8 In the De ira Gaius is depicted as completely unable to
check his wrath, unlike Augustus whom Seneca employs in this treatise as a positive exemplum
of a ruler impervious to anger.9
However, so as not to be totally impolite toward the father – Seneca quips – the emperor
invited him to dinner that day (ne tamen omnia inhumane faceret adversum patrem, ad cenam
illum eo die invitavit). Wearing his mask, Pastor did not decline the invitation and came without
a look of reproach and pain on his face (vultu nihil exprobrante).10 In chapter 1, we have seen
how important it is in Julio-Claudian Rome to adapt one’s own vultus according to
circumstances; Pastor perfectly complies with necessity and conceals his feelings. Caesar gives
him a huge cup of wine to drink, setting a guard over him. Pastor is then observed in order to
decide whether his behaviour is fitting.11 The poor man dines as if nothing had happened.
The abnormality of this situation is explained by means of a clever remark (sententia): quaeris
quare? habebat alterum filium. The courtier hopes to avoid losing his other son. His conduct
is, by majority view, barely comprehensible and immoral, but Seneca ‘the immoral moralist’
approves of his behaviour.12 The impossibility of refusing the emperor’s offer is a practice
7

Cf. Suet. Cal. 35, 2: pulchros et comatos, quotiens sibi occurrerent, occipitio raso deturpabat. This measure can
be explained by the fact that Caligula, according to Suetonius (Cal. 50, 1), was bald. Wardle (1994) compares
Suet. Cal. 35, 2 with Ir. 2, 33.
8
For a portrait of Caligula cf. supra p. 118 ff.
9
For the good attitude of Augustus see Ir. 3, 23, 4-8; 3, 40, 2-4. At Ir. 3, 23, 4-5 Augustus tolerates the remarks
of Timagenes, simply warning him to moderate his tongue: saepe illum Caesar monuit, moderatius lingua
uteretur. On the presence of Augustus in Seneca see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2012); Berno (2013, 186); Ker
(2015). In reference to the controversia declaimed by Porcius Latro, Seneca Rhetor in Contr. 2, 4, 13 praises
Augustus as follows: mihi videtur admiratione dignus divus Augustus, sub quo tantum licuit. Cf. Benef. 3, 27, 1:
sub divo Augusto nondum hominibus verba sua periculosa erant, iam molesta. As Letta discusses (1998, 237), in
the De beneficiis Seneca presents Augustus as unable to restrain his anger. On the capacity of restraining anger
cf. Ir. 3, 23, 2-3, where Philip, unlike his son Alexander, demonstrates to be impervious to anger and allows
Demochares to speak with lingua procax.
10
In ‘non aliter quam si fili sanguinem biberet’ may be a reference to Caligula defined at Benef. 4, 31, 2 as
hominem sanguinis humani avidissimum. Seneca points out that ‘Caligula was so greedy of human blood that he
ordered it to be shed in his presence as freely as if he intended to catch the stream in his mouth’.
11
Roller (2001, 164).
12
I borrow the expression ‘the immoral moralist’ from Rudich (1997, 27).
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frequently attested in our sources.13 For that, Pastor’s decision to attend the dinner does not
constitute flattery – Seneca implies – but is synonymous with intelligence. The father’s
ostensible serenity and self-control after the execution of his son is judged as appropriate to
that circumstance, even if simulated, because only in this way could he save his other son. In
order to depict Pastor’s behaviour as positive, when it was conventionally judged as improper,
the philosopher establishes a parallel with Priam, king of Troy, who embraced the king by the
knees, taking to his lips that murderous hand stained with the blood of his son. On the one
hand, Pastor is assimilated to Priam, on the other, Caligula is implicitly aligned with Achilles.
Nevertheless, Caligula is worse than Achilles, who had received Priam in his tent and urged
him with authentic words of consolation to take food. Another point of interest is that Seneca
clinches this anecdote by calling Caligula carnifex, which Roller recognises ‘as a regular label
for rulers who lose their legitimacy (in aristocratic eyes) by engaging in violent hostile
reciprocity with their aristocratic subjects’.14
Distancing himself from the communis opinio, Seneca makes Pastor an excellent paradigm,
emphasising that his anger was restrained by his sense of duty (nunc iram compescuit pietas).
By introducing the episode of Pastor, Seneca has argued that injuries and wrongs inflicted by
the powerful should be accepted with a cheerful look. The philosopher reports the answer of a
wise man, according to whom the only way to reach old age at court, the rarest distinction, is
‘by suffering wrongs and saying thank you’. This should not be considered flattery in Seneca’s
view because it expresses the necessity for aristocrats themselves to address power and refer
to the oppressive political climate under the reign of Julio-Claudian emperors, when it was
particularly dangerous to express dissent. This episode renders, in Vasily Rudich’s words, ‘an
existential predicament: a border situation without any way out’.15
As we can see from Pastor’s experience, the courtier can only survive to old age iniurias
accipiendo et gratias agendo, and this passage corroborates the answer of the wise man.16 Later
on, Seneca will request permission for his withdrawal and Nero will politely refuse. According

13

Cf. Roller (2001, 164 n. 55).
Cf. Roller (2001, 164). Cf. Ir. 3, 15, 3; Nat. 2, 59, 8: sequeremur traditi a iudice aut magistratu, et carnifici
nostro praestaremus obsequium: quid interest utrum ad mortem iussi eamus an nati? The label carnifex is applied
to Alexander after the Clitus episode (Curt. 8, 2, 2).
15
Cf. Rudich (1997, 85).
16
Cf. Clem. 1, 8, 6: adice nunc, quod privatos homines ad accipiendas iniurias opportuniores acceptarum
patientia facit, regibus certior est ex mansuetudine securitas, quia frequens vindicta paucorum odium opprimit,
omnium irritat.
14
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to Tacitus, despite the refusal, Seneca thanks Nero as that was the usual protocol for ending a
conversation with the tyrant.17 In Tacitus’ account, Seneca thanks the emperor because that is
what he has to do: dissimulate his authentic feelings and simulate compliance, as the
unidentified old man in the De ira has suggested, and, as O’Gorman argues, the Tacitean
passage explicitly refers to the ‘remarkable speech’ of Seneca’s old man in the De ira.18
This climate of restricted freedom resulted in the pervasive use of dissimulation especially
among courtiers and intellectuals, who had to compose works devoid of evident political
allusions.19 Nevertheless, dissimulation is a salient attribute which also concerns the
emperors.20 In particular, Caligula seems to excel in this skill: according to Tacitus, he is able
to conceal his horrible soul beneath a deceitful modesty (immanem animum tegens subdola
modestia).21 The skill of (dis)simulation is strongly recommended especially in front of an
emperor who is very good at dissimulating.
Suetonius may have reported a conversation between Caligula and his brother-in-law
Passienus Crispus, a prominent and wealthy man, adopted son of C. Sallustius Crispus.22 We
know this thanks to a fortunate coincidence: the scholiast of Juvenal, confusing Quintus Vibius
Crispus, a famous delator of the Domitianic reign, with Passienus Crispus, second husband of
Agrippina, reports this anecdote based on Suetonius’ De oratoribus.23 When Caligula asked
him if he had been intimate with his (own) sister, as he was used to doing, he wisely (the
scholiast remarks ‘decenter et caute’) replied: not yet! (nondum).24 Apart from adding fuel to
the rumours about the incestuous relationship between Caligula and his sister, the anecdote
reveals Passienus’ shrewdness. Even Seneca, who had known Passienus probably in Egypt,
hints at his smartness: in the Naturales Quaestiones – a passage I will discuss in detail in
17

Cf. Tac. Ann. 14, 56: Seneca, qui finis omnium cum dominante sermonum, grates agit. Cf. Syme (1958, 334335); Rudich (1997, 97-98). Motto (1994, 115) interprets Seneca’s gratitude towards Nero as ‘clearly’ ironical:
‘He himself (scil. Seneca), like Canus, clearly employed irony when he thanked Nero’. O’Gorman (2000, 151)
notes that the style of the speeches is ‘discernibly Senecan’ and ‘this is interesting given that Nero is often
interpreted as emerging victorious from the debate, having denied Seneca’s request and represented denial as
favour.’ Cf. Ker (2012, 322-324).
18
Cf. O’Gorman (2000, 153).
19
Note Rudich’s definition of dissimulatio (1993, xxii) as ‘the concealment of one’s true feelings by a display of
feigned sentiments’.
20
Cf. Tac. Ann. 14, 56: his adicit complexum et oscula, factus natura et consuetudine exercitus velare odium
fallacibus blanditiis.
21
Tac. Ann. 6, 20, 2. Cf. Suet. Cal. 10, 2: incredibili dissimulatione. Cf. Barrett (2015, 45).
22
Cf. Barrett (1996, 84-86); see infra p. 211.
23
On Iuv. Sat. 4 see Luisi (1998); Santorelli (2012). For Vibius Crispus as delator cf. Tac. Dial. 13, 4; cf. supra
p. 79.
24
Cf. Schol. Iuv. 4, 81 based on Suet. De oratoribus now lost. See Wessner (1967, 60-61); Grazzini (2011, 218).
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chapter 5 – the philosopher recognises, ‘I never knew something ‘subtler’ than him’ (quo ego
nil subtilius novi).25
The episode reported by the scholiast may never have happened as Suetonius is the only who
may have referred to it and the fact that it came down to us only by a fortunate
misunderstanding makes us highly suspicious. Nevertheless, it is especially interesting as it
gives a good insight into what happened in court circles. Thanks to his subtilitas, Passienus
eludes a spiny question and prevents an unpredictable reaction from the emperor. He does not
offer an exemplum of flattery, but, by showing his subtilitas, shies away from unpleasant
consequences. Passienus simulates by ‘taking his time’ and escapes negative results just as
Pastor, who has already experienced the foolishness of Caligula, does by simulating in front of
the emperor to avoid further injuries from his master. In the next section, I will analyse other
exempla of courtiers who have to simulate in order to deal with the powerful.

3.3 Peregrina exempla from De ira
Following the story of Pastor, I now turn to further exempla of flatterers in different contexts.
If Seneca does not hesitate to acquit Pastor, in other instances, he explicitly tags as ‘flatterers’
aristocrats who extol or thank their ruler without significant cause, after being hurt by him. For
example, at De ira 3, 14 Seneca explicitly condemns Prexaspes, who commended Cambyses,
despite the fact that he had just shot his son with an arrow.26
Cambysen regem nimis deditum vino Praexaspes unus ex carissimis monebat ut
parcius biberet, turpem esse dicens ebrietatem in rege, quem omnium oculi
auresque sequerentur. Ad haec ille ‘ut scias’ inquit ‘quemadmodum numquam
excidam mihi, adprobabo iam et oculos post vinum in officio esse et manus’. Bibit
deinde liberalius quam alias capacioribus scyphis et iam gravis ac vinolentus
obiurgatoris sui filium procedere ultra limen iubet adlevataque super caput
sinistra manu stare. Tunc intendit arcum et ipsum cor adulescentis (id enim petere
se dixerat) figit rescissoque pectore haerens in ipso corde spiculum ostendit ac
25

Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 6; I discuss this passage in chapter 5.
For Prexaspes’ exemplum see Giacchero (1980, 184-185); Lavery (1987, 281); Rudich (1997, 85-87); Bartsch
(2006, 214-215); Roller (2001, 3-4; 162-163; 216-217; 2015, 87-88). Seneca also mentions Cambyses at Ir. 3, 20,
2; Epist. 86, 1; Benef. 7, 3, 1; Nat. 2, 30, 2.
26
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respiciens patrem interrogavit satisne certam haberet manum. At ille negavit
Apollinem potuisse certius mittere. Di illum male perdant animo magis quam
condicione mancipium! Eius rei laudator fuit cuius nimis erat spectatorem fuisse.
Occasionem blanditiarum putavit pectus filii in duas partes diductum et cor sub
vulnere palpitans: controversiam illi facere de gloria debuit et revocare iactum, ut
regi liberet in ipso patre certiorem manum ostendere. O regem cruentum! O
dignum in quem omnium suorum arcus verterentur! Cum execrati fuerimus illum
convivia suppliciis funeribusque solventem, tamen sceleratius telum illud laudatum
est quam missum. Videbimus quomodo se pater gerere debuerit stans super
cadaver fili sui caedemque illam cuius et testis fuerat et causa: id de quo nunc
agitur apparet, iram supprimi posse. Non male dixit regi, nullum emisit ne
calamitosi quidem verbum, cum aeque cor suum quam fili transfixum videret.
Potest dici merito devorasse verba; nam si quid tamquam iratus dixisset, nihil
tamquam pater facere potuisset. Potest, inquam, videri sapientius se in illo casu
gessisse quam cum de potandi modo praeciperet <ei> quem satius erat vinum
quam sanguinem bibere, cuius manus poculis occupari pax erat. Accessit itaque
ad numerum eorum qui magnis cladibus ostenderunt quanti constarent regum
amicis bona consilia.27
King Cambyses (529-521), the son and successor of Cyrus the Great (559-530), liked to drink.
When Prexaspes, one of his dearest friends, admonished him to drink moderately, Cambyses
angrily proved himself sober by shooting an arrow through the heart of Prexaspes’ son.28 Thus,
Seneca notes that Prexaspes might have done better not to give such advice, and now ‘he is
added to the number of those who, by great disaster, have shown how much good advice costs
the friends of kings’. The philosopher defines this courtier ‘a slave in spirit rather than in legal
status’ (animo magis quam condicione mancipium) since he took the killing of his son as an
occasion for adulatio (occasio blanditiarum). As Seneca points out, in a context where

27

For the translation see Appendix 4.
According to Seneca, there seems to be a specific correlation between drunkenness and cruelty: when people
are drunk, they unleash their vitia (non facit ebrietas vitia sed protrahit 83, 20), including crudelitas (crescit
insolenti superbia, crudelitas saevo, malignitas livido; omne vitium laxatur et prodit). In Epistle 83, in reference
to how Mark Antony was brutalized by his perpetual drunkenness, Seneca points out the connection between
vinolentia and crudelitas; cf. Epist. 83, 26: fere vinolentiam crudelitas sequitur; vitiatur enim exasperaturque
sanitas mentis. Quemadmodum <morosos> difficilesque faciunt diutini morbi et ad minimam rabidos
offensionem, ita ebrietates continuae efferant animos; nam cum saepe apud se non sint, consuetudo insaniae durat
et vitia vino concepta etiam sine illo valent; see Spencer (2002, 89-94). Cf. Curt. 8, 1, 41.
28
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everyone is subjected to servitude mental slavery is more dangerous than the legal one:29 by
flattering Cambyses, Prexaspes is reprehensible as he shows himself to be a slave in spirit more
than in his social status.30 Roller refers to this passage (Ir. 3, 15, 3-4) as one example of the
metaphorical use of the relationship between master and slave, which is used pervasively in
the Julio-Claudian period to describe the bond between the emperor and his subjects. This
metaphor suggests that the emperor is exploitative and oppressive and exhibits the hallmarks
of tyranny.31 As I will argue, Prexaspes understands the tyrant’s ruthless power, and he turns
out to be a positive model by containing his feelings.
Seneca borrows this story from Herodotus and suitably modifies it: the Greek historian does
not offer any of the ethical interpretation that Seneca adds to the narration.32 The Roman writer
is overly dramatic: in the passage we can stress many expressions which dramatise the narration
such as di illum male perdant, o rege cruentum... o dignum ... and the detailed description of
the son’s killing contributes to this dramatic effect (ipsum cor adulescentis figit...). The
expressive language of this passage displays Seneca’s taste for violent spectacle. Another
significant element is the theme of sight: Prexaspes has to attend the execution of his son: he
is both observer (spectator) and flatterer (laudator), both witness (testis) and cause (causa) of
his son’s death. Seneca criticises the courtier for having flattered his son’s murderer by hinting
that he could have avoided that reply, but Prexaspes cannot refuse to attend the ‘performance’
of Cambyses, who looks at the father (respiciens) while asking if he killed his son with an
adequately steady hand. As Schiesaro observes, in reference to Atreus, the tyrant takes a
sadistic pleasure in watching his victim watching the death of his sons.33 Death is conceived as
a spectacle and Seneca wants to theatricalise death to emphasise the cruelty of the ruler but
also the degradation of the courtier who has to attend the execution of his son depicted as a

29

Cf. Epist. 47, 17: ostende, quis non sit; alius libidini servit, alius avaritiae, alius ambitioni, omnes timori. Dabo
consularem aniculae servientem, dabo ancillulae divitem, ostendam nobilissimos iuvenes mancipia
pantomimorum.
30
Cf. Epist. 47, 17: servus est sed fortasse liber animo. As Edwards (2009, 145-146) observes, the idea that those
who are ‘free’ may be slaves may have figured in Aristotle’s Politics (1255a1-2).
31
Roller (2001, 5). Roller (2001, 285) concludes that: ‘the power relationship between tyrant and aristocrat, which
may be modeled as a master-slave relationship in the political domain, is turned upside-down in the philosophical
domain: here it is the properly acculturated, philosophically trained aristocrat who is a master or free, and the
unacculturated, philosophically ignorant tyrant who is a slave’.
32
Cf. Hdt. 3, 34-35. By highlighting some elements which are only in Herodotus, Setaioli (1988, 490-493) claims
that Seneca, although never mentions Herodotus, read the original Greek text.
33
Schiesaro (2003, 60).
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theatrical spectacle. In so doing, Seneca calls attention to Neronian taste for death as a theatrical
spectacle.34
Cambyses’ will to make Prexaspes witness at his son’s death has a literary precedent in the
Aeneid, when Turnus desires that Evander can be present at his son’s death as a spectator.35 As
Harrison notes, the aspiration of Turnus to make Evander spectator of Pallas’ death recalls
Pyrrhus, damned by Priam in book 2 for compelling a father to witness his son’s death.36
Indeed, the death of sons ante ora parentum is perceived in antiquity as a horrific practice, but
the death of Prexaspes’ son before his father is even more horrifying since it is aggravated by
the fact that he has to praise his son’s executor.37 Just as Pastor cannot decline the invitation to
dinner, Prexaspes cannot refuse to witness his son’s death. In a similar sense, Atreus wants
Thyestes to be witness to his sons’ killing.38 After all, watching the torture inflicted on his
subject is a specific feature of the tyrant, and Diodorus Siculus reports us that the tyrant
Agathocles longs to see his subjects’ suffering.39 We may read Cambyses’ cruelty as a
reference to Roman emperors who are also famous for ‘attending’ their victims’
assassination.40 According to Suetonius, Claudius, ‘naturally’ cruel (34, 1), during gladiatorial
fights always ordered the execution of gladiators. Among them, he usually ‘favoured’ the
retiarii, gladiators who did not use the helmet and so Claudius could see their expressions as
they expired.41 Even Dio Cassius reports the pleasure felt by Claudius in watching those who
34

Cf. Bartsch (1994, 56-62). See also Edwards (2007, 46-77).
Cf. Aen. 10, 441-443: ut vidit socios: ‘tempus desistere pugnae; / solus ego in Pallanta feror, soli mihi Pallas /
debetur; cuperem ipse parens spectator adesset.’
36
Harrison (1991, 186); on Aen. 2, 538-539 see Casali (2019, 263).
37
Cf. Harrison (1991, 186). Discussing Aen. 10, 441-443, Leigh (1997, 249 n. 41) suggests that Seneca (Ir. 3, 14,
3) and Livy (2, 5, 5) ‘exploit the presumption of horror in such a spectacle in order to overbid it’.
38
Cf. Thy. 903-905: libet videre, capita natorum intuens, / quos det colores, verba quae primus dolor / effundat.
39
Cf. D.S. 20, 71, 3. On Seneca’s depiction of the tyrant as bloodthirsty see Clem. 1, 12, 2: quis tamen umquam
tyrannus tam avide humanum sanguinem bibit quam ille? Benef. 7, 19, 8: sanguine humano non tantum gaudet,
sed pascitur; Bellincioni (1984, 37-44).
40
Cf. Tac. Agr. 45, 2: Nero tamen subtraxit oculos suos iussitque scelera, non spectavit: praecipua sub Domitiano
miseriarum pars erat videre et aspici, cum suspiria nostra subscriberentur, cum denotandis tot hominum
palloribus sufficeret saevus ille vultus et rubor, quo se contra pudorem muniebat.
41
Cf. Suet. Claud. 34, 1: saevum et sanguinarium natura fuisse magnis minimisque apparuit rebus. Tormenta
quaestionum poenasque parricidarum repraesentabat exigebatque coram. Cum spectare antiqui moris
supplicium Tiburi concupisset et deligatis ad palum noxiis carnifex deesset, accitum ab urbe vesperam usque
opperiri perseveravit. Quocumque gladiatorio munere vel suo vel alieno etiam forte prolapsos iugulari iubebat,
maxime retiarios, ut expirantium facies videret. Cf. Kierdorf (1992, 137); Hurley (2001, 207-209). Guastella
(1999, 204-205) notes that Suetonius uses many expressions related to sight (repraesentabat exigebatque coram,
spectare, videret). The pleasure perceived by Claudius is the opposite of the aversion to gladiatorial games
displayed by Seneca in Epist. 7, 3: quid me existimas dicere? Avarior redeo, ambitiosior, luxuriosior? Immo vero
crudelior et inhumanior, quia inter homines fui. Casu in meridianum spectaculum incidi, lusus expectans et sales
et aliquid laxamenti quo hominum oculi ab humano cruore adquiescant; cf. Cic. Fam. 7, 1, 3. See Scarpat (1975,
139-143); Bellincioni (1984, 41-42). On Claudius’ inclination for gladiatorial contests cf. D.C. 60, 13, 1: ἐτίθει
µὲν οὖν συνεχῶς µονοµαχίας ἀγῶνας· πάνυ γάρ σφισιν ἔχαιρεν, ὥστε καὶ αἰτίαν ἐπὶ τούτῳ σχεῖν. On retiarii see
35
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were cut down during the spectacle.42 I have already explained the difficulties of dating
Seneca’s De ira, but, if Seneca composed the third book after his return from exile, as many
suggest, we might detect a reference to Claudius’ crudelitas, which I highlighted in chapter 1.
If we consider that Seneca portrays Cambyses as nimis deditus vino and that also Claudius, as
discussed above, was inclined to drink, it may be conceivable that behind the presence of
Cambyses Seneca hides a reference to the princeps.
Indeed, at first sight, Prexaspes is a negative exemplum for having flattered the king and
Seneca reviles him as mancipium but, if we read the passage more closely, we understand that
his condemnation is not only due to Prexaspes’ words after his son’s killing but also, and
perhaps especially, to his rash advice to Cambyses. Prexaspes’ account points out that speaking
frankly to rulers is unwise, and indeed it is often proof of stultitia. As has been noted, the
melancholy observation with which Seneca concludes this episode (Accessit itaque ad
numerum eorum qui magnis cladibus ostenderunt quanti constarent regum amicis bona
consilia) reflects his experience as a courtier/slave.43 It may be possible that Seneca refers not
only to his own experience as a flatterer in the imperial court but, more generally, to the
impossibility of giving good advice in such a context; indeed, only in few cases did rulers
reward aristocrats who gave bona consilia (Ir. 3, 14, 6).
Generally, those who display exaggerated outspokenness or simply speak apertis verbis are
punished for claiming things that the ruler does not want to hear and giving good advice. At
De beneficiis 6, 31, among all Xerxes’ advisors, only Demaratus tries to persuade the king to
halt the invasion of Greece by telling him that he has organised defectively and will be beaten.44
At the end of the war, when his estimate is borne out, Xerxes thanks Demaratus, because he
alone gave sincere advice. The advisor is allowed to make a triumphant entrance into Sardis
by wearing a crown upon his head, a privilege that was accorded only to kings.45 However, the

Ville (1981, 227-228); Barton (1993, 26-27). Even at Suet. Cal. 11 the princeps’ participation in the executions
is a demonstration of saevitia.
42
Cf. D.C. 60, 13, 4: τά τε γὰρ ἄλλα καὶ τοὺς διὰ µέσου τῆς θέας παρὰ τὸν τοῦ ἀρίστου καιρὸν κατακοπτοµένους
ἥδιστα ἐθεώρει; 60, 14, 1: ἐθισθεὶς δ᾿ οὖν αἵµατος καὶ φόνων ἀναπίµπλασθαι προπετέστερον καὶ ταῖς ἄλλαις
σφαγαῖς ἐχρήσατο.
43
Cf. Rudich (1997, 86). Edwards (2009) discusses metaphors of enslavement and liberation by arguing that they
have particular relevance in articulating some of Seneca’s ideas of the self.
44
On the narrative of Demaratus see Roller (2001, 116); Griffin (2013, 305-307).
45
The episode of Demaratus is also present in Herodotus (7, 101-105), although in this case, Seneca’s account is
very different; according to Citti (2015a), there is no doubt that it is a reworked version of a suasoria.
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compensation achieved by Demaratus is an exception.46 In the episode of Xerxes and
Demaratus, there may be a reference to the Platonic discussion on the loneliness of the tyrant
and the impossibility of having true friends.47
Going back to the account of Prexaspes, in my view, he arguably becomes a positive
exemplum, insofar as he is able to restrain his anger and to stifle his feeling: iram supprimi
posse, merito devorasse verba, just as Pastor did. Devorasse verba is an interesting expression:
48

Ovid is the first to use devoro in relation to emotions.49 In Seneca’s expression we might

note an Ovidian reminiscence from Fasti, book 4, when, by suppressing his tears until the
proper time, Romulus offers a good example of self-control:
Haec ubi rex didicit, lacrimas introrsus abortas
devorat et clausum pectore vulnus habet.
When the king heard of this, he smothered the springing tears and kept his grief
locked up within his breast.50
Ovid describes a similar situation: Romulus is filled with grief over the death of Remus.
Analogously, Prexaspes has to deal with sorrow over his son’s murder. Just like Romulus,
Prexaspes contains his grief. They act similarly, but their behaviour depends on different
reasons: Romulus chokes back tears for the sake of the state, and in order to maintain the
appearance of bravery (exemplaque fortia servat 847), Prexaspes acts in the guise of a father.51
It may be suggested that the perspective has changed: Romulus acts for the community in a
collective dimension (the Quirites weep with him), Prexaspes is alone and acts only for his

46

Another exception can be found in the behaviour of Agesilaus: according to Xenophon (Ages. 11, 5), the king
accepted praise only from those who also criticised him; cf. Plu. Mor. 55D.
47
Cf. Pl. R. 9, 576a; X. Hier. 3 ff; D.Chr. 3, 116; 6, 59. Another example can be found in the narrative of Dionysius
and Damocles reported by Cicero at Tusc. 5, 61-62; cf. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2008b).
48
Before Seneca devorasse verba appears only in Cic. Sext. 23, 6 with a different meaning. Seneca also uses
devoro in a similar sense in Epist. 66, 29: laetitia illa non vincit hanc animi firmitatem sub tortore gemitus
devorantem; Ad Marc. 1, 2: postquam tibi apparuit inter Seianianos satellites illam unam patere servitutis fugam,
non favisti consilio eius, sed dedisti manus victa, fudistique lacrimas palam et gemitus devorasti; Ad Helv. 17, 1:
volumus interim illum obruere et devorare gemitus. Devorare gemitus is a variation of the Ovidian devorare
lacrimas.
49
Cf. TLL V,1, 875, 76 s.v. devoro. A parallel use of devorare appears in Ov. Met. 13, 539-540: et pariter vocem
lacrimasque introrsus obortas / devorat ipse dolor, duroque simillima saxo.
50
Ov. Fast. 4, 845-6; translation by Frazer (1931). See Fantham (1998, 250-251).
51
Cf. Ir. 3, 14, 6: nam si quid tamquam iratus dixisset, nihil tamquam pater facere potuisset.
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safety, just as Pastor acted in his private sphere in the role of a father.52 In the Roman empire,
the individual dimension is predominant; moreover, the relationship between the princeps and
the courtier is unequal, and everyone must struggle only to preserve his private freedom, given
that at this point public freedom is irretrievable.
Prexaspes understands that arguing with a superior is foolish, as Seneca remarks at the
conclusion of Pastor’ account (contendere cum superiore furiosum), and accepts his
debasement.53 His behaviour becomes, therefore, commendable not only because he suppresses
his anger, but also because he understands that in such a context there is no way out: words
would be superfluous. If Seneca starts the account of Prexaspes by criticising him for his
shocking flattery of his son’s killer, the philosopher, at the end, seems to be indulgent toward
him and suggests an alternative way to approach the powerful. Giving honest advice and being
straightforward is not a demonstration of wisdom. ‘Telling the truth’ in front of tyrannical
power is too dangerous and even those who are close to power need to dissimulate.
Reporting these anecdotes, Seneca is interested in showing how one can address power,
whether frankly or not, not in pronouncing judgement on the father’s behaviour. Videbimus (3,
14, 4) is a formula used often by the philosopher to mean that this issue is now insignificant.54
Seneca is concerned with the viewpoint of the subjects and the ways in which aristocrats speak
to their rulers is a topic obviously relevant to the Julio-Claudian context. The protagonists are
Persians, the source is Greek, but the target, the audience addressed by the philosopher, is made
up of the Roman aristocracy.
At this point, I would like to examine another exemplum from book 3 of the De ira, one that
belongs to the traditional repertory and deals with proverbial events of Ancient Persian history.
This particular example involves Harpagus, another Persian courtier.
Non dubito quin Harpagus quoque tale aliquid regi suo Persarumque suaserit, quo
offensus liberos illi epulandos adposuit et subinde quaesiit an placeret conditura;
deinde, ut satis illum plenum malis suis vidit, adferri capita illorum iussit et

52

Cf. Ov. Fast. 4, 855-856: tum iuvenem nondum facti flevere Quirites: / ultima plorato subdita flamma rogo est.
On Pastor’s behaviour cf. Ir. 2, 33, 6.
53
Cf. Ir. 2, 34, 1: cum pare contendere anceps est, cum superiore furiosum, cum inferiore sordidum.
54
Ramondetti (1999, 398 n. 4); cf. Const. 16, 2; Vit. b.11, 3; Epist. 116, 5.
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quomodo esset acceptus interrogavit. Non defuerunt misero verba, non os
concurrit: ‘apud regem’ inquit ‘omnis cena iucunda est.’ Quid hac adulatione
profecit? Ne ad reliquias invitaretur. Non veto patrem damnare regis sui factum,
non veto quaerere dignam tam truci portento poenam, sed hoc interim colligo,
posse etiam ex ingentibus malis nascentem iram abscondi et ad verba contraria
sibi cogi.55
After the story of Cambyses and Prexaspes, Seneca introduces the goings-on of Harpagus,
who, as a guest at a royal banquet, is fed the flesh of his own progeny by the king. In telling
this anecdote in the De ira, inspired by Herodotus, Seneca makes several mistakes or rather
omissions: he speaks generally about the king of Persians (rex Persarum), without
underscoring that the protagonist of this anecdote is Astyages, the last king of the Median
empire (585-550), and he does not explain that the anger of the king is motivated by Harpagus’
refusal to kill the infant Cyrus.56 Indeed, Seneca is more interested in the conversation between
Harpagus and the king. Asked if he liked the dish, Harpagus replies ‘at the king’s table, every
dinner is pleasant’ (apud regem omnis cena iucunda est). It is noteworthy that most of these
episodes have a common environment: the banquet. As Roller analyses, the convivium is the
ideal place for flattering speeches, which take place within the convivium itself.57 The link
between flattery and banquets has a long tradition: the word parasitus means ‘one who eats
alongside’.58 It returns in Martial: by addressing a patron, in a typical epigrammatic quip,
Martial implies that people who attend his banquet do not love him, but the wine and oysters
he provides them with. ‘Do you think this fellow whom your table and your dinner made your
friend is a heart of faithful friendship? He loves your boar and mullet and sow’s udder and
oysters, not you.’59 By referring to people who long for an invitation to dinner, Martial ridicules
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Ir. 3, 15, 1-2. For the translation see Appendix 5.
The episode is found in other authors, cf. Iust. 1, 5, 6; Ovid alludes to Harpagus in Ib. 543-544: ut puer
Harpagides referas exempla Thyestae / inque tui caesus viscera patris eas. On the differences between Herodotus
and Seneca see Giacchero (1980, 182-184).
57
Cf. Roller (2001, 137-138) draws on Martial who hints that people may be looking for a dinner invitation when
they extol someone’s recitationes or forensic speeches (2, 27), flatter someone they encounter in a bath (12, 82),
or dispatch an excessively pleasing poem (9, 19). Even Epictetus connects the banquet to flattery: flattery is the
price to pay to receive an invitation to dinner (Ench. 25). Cf. Plu. Mor. 61D. In Suetonius’ account (Iul. 73), we
read that even Catullus, who apologized with Julius Caesar for his cruel attack (vorax adulter 57, 8), obtained in
return an invitation to dinner. The close relationship between flattery and banquets is already visible in Thphr.
Char. 2 and 10; cf. Diggle (2004, 181-182). Theophrastus devotes to the theme of flattery a specific treatise: De
adulatione (Fr. 83 Wimmer), followed by Clearchus (Frs. 19-21 Wehrli); cf. Tsitsiridis (2013).
58
Barsby (1999, 126).
59
Cf. Mart. 9, 14: hunc quem mensa tibi, quem cena paravit amicum / esse putas fidae pectus amicitiae? / Aprum
amat et mullos et sumen et ostrea, non te.
56
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those who are so gullible to believe that this type of man has dinner with them as they enjoy
their company.60 Epictetus in 4, 1, 48 focuses on this overcrowded category, by pointing out
that it is not worth attending a dinner if then they have to be careful not to do or say something
thoughtlessly. Being a friend of Caesar can bring some benefits, yet the other side of the coin
is that they must play the role of a slave. Epictetus associates party guests with sycophants, as
the attendance at these parties requires a large exhibition of flattery. Only people who make
the right use of their προαίρεσις do not fear the tyrant and, consequently, do not feel the
necessity to flatter him and his advisors.61
If we now return to the Senecan account of Harpagus, we see that the passage reveals a
rhetorical setting: the opening formula non dubito quin, the direct speech, the interrogative and
the verbal repetitions, all suggest the theatricality of the scene.62 In his reply omnis cena
iucunda est Harpagus is performing, as his tyrant requires. This episode explicitly hints at the
myth of Atreus and Thyestes, treated by Seneca in Thyestes and, simultaneously, at the
Thracian myth of Procne and Philomela, with which Seneca closely engaged in Thyestes.63
This Senecan passage plays on a developed intertextuality.64 The king’s cruelty in Harpagus’
episode is clearly analogous to that of Atreus, who killed the two sons of his brother Thyestes
and served up their flesh to him in a banquet. The verb epulor (liberos epulandos, Ir. 3, 15, 1)
is used in the same form at Thyestes 749-751.
utinam arcuisset – ne tegat functos humus
nec solvat ignis. avibus epulandos licet
60

Elsewhere Martial makes a distinction between amare and colere. Konstan (1997, 140) refers to Mart. 2, 55:
vis te, Sexte, coli; volebam amare. / parendum est tibi: quod iubes, coleris. / sed si te colo, Sexte, non amabo; cf.
10, 58. Cf. Mart. 9, 10; 9, 35. Henriksén (2012, 71 n. 1) notes that dinner-hunter (cenipeta in Greek
κόλαξπαράσιτος) developed their art as a profession. On vantagious friendship see Publil. Sent. P52: plures
amicos mensa quam mens concipit; Sen. Epist. 19, 11: errat autem qui amicum in atrio quaerit, in convivio probat.
61
Epictetus (3, 7, 30-31) attacks the complacency of imperial administrators, who would attain their position by
flattering the powerful. Their behaviour is antithetical to that of the sage, who is called to serve the interests of a
tyrant, and would rather choose sickness than health to avoid the service.
62
Non dubito quin is highly Ciceronian (among sixty-nine instances in Latin literature, fifty-three appear in
Cicero) and Seneca often uses it: cf. Ir. 2, 21, 10; Ad Marc. 4, 2; 5, 2; Epist. 58, 31; Benef. 7, 8, 3.
63
Cf. Thy. 56-57: splendescat ignis – Thracium fiat nefas / maiore numero. dextra cur patrui vacat? For a
comparative analysis of the two plots cf. Ahl (1984, 183); Schiesaro (2003, 78-83; 90); Mantovanelli (2014, 5455). Staley (1975, 114) sees Thyestes as ‘the ideal Harpagus’.
64
Ramondetti (1999, 400) suggests an allusion to Verg. Aen. IV, 602: Ascanium patriisque epulandum ponere
mensis? Cf. Pease (1935, 480-481); Austin (1955, 175); Tilly (1969, 144). Virgil also uses epulor in Georg. 2,
536-538: ante etiam sceptrum Dictaei regis et ante / impia quam caesis gens est epulata iuvencis, / aureus hanc
vitam in terries Saturnus agebat. Ovid alludes to this at Met. 15, 110: sed quam danda neci, tam non epulanda
fuerunt; see Bömer (1986, 286); Hardie (2015, 498). For intertextuality in general see Hinds (1998).
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ferisque triste pabulum saevis trahat.
Would he had refused it – forbidden earth to hide,
fire to free the dead. Let him expose them
as food for birds, a grim meal for savage beasts.65
There is a more specific link between Thyestes and Harpagus in the motif of ‘fullness’.66 When
the tyrant thinks Harpagus sated (plenum) with his own ills (malis suis), he displays the heads
of his sons and asks him how he judges the seasoning (an placeret conditura). Plenum denotes
fullness and we may make a comparison with the prologue and the opening chorus of Thyestes
where the ghost of Tantalus appears. He suspects that new punishments have been devised for
him and he fears he has to face the condemnation of Tytyos ‘to lay out a full meal for a fresh
fiend?’ (plenum recenti pabulum monstro iacet? 12). Tarrant observes that ‘the twist of
perspective that turns a person into a meal foreshadows the central action of the play’.67 The
fullness of Harpagus hints at the fullness of Thyestes in a similar sense: implebo patrem / funere
suorum (890-891); in these lines, Atreus is speaking, but the fullness motif is also applied, in
a different sense, to Atreus: impleri iuvat / maiore monstro (253-254). The offended brother
has to devise a punishment which can satisfy his thirst for adequate revenge. Schiesaro
underlines Atreus’ ‘impulse to act creatively’: he feels the necessity to be filled by a greater
horror.68 At the end of the play, the tyrant states that he will fill the father with the death of his
sons: implebo patrem funere suorum.69 The same concept recurs at 978-979: ora quae exoptas
dabo / totumque turba iam sua implebo patrem. Atreus’ symbolic fullness depends directly on
the literal fullness of his brother. Like Thyestes (satur est 913; satias dapis me 973), only at
the end of the banquet is Harpagus sated.

65

See Tarrant (1985, 197-198); Boyle (2017, 353). Cf. Thy. 1034: epulatus ipse es impia natos dape; Tarrant
(1985, 234) notes Atreus’ playful ambiguity; conversely, Boyle (2017, 433) does not see ambiguity in this
formulation. Cf. Tro. 1108-1109: nec parva gregibus membra Diomedes suis / epulanda posuit; Fantham (1982,
373) suggests that the ‘language of feasting’ at Tro. 1109 highlights the cruelty of Astyanax’s murder.
66
Cf. Tarrant (1985, introduction). Mantovanelli (2014, 66) identifies in ut satis illum plenum malis suis vidit an
echo of Thy. 890: implebo patrem / funere suorum. For a general overview of the motif of fullness in Seneca see
Berno (2008).
67
Tarrant (1985, 89); cf. Boyle (2017, 107).
68
Cf. Schiesaro (2003, 30).
69
Thy. 890-891. Boyle (2017, 394-395) notes the indecision of Atreus who fluctuates between satisfaction and
dissatisfaction and compares him with Medea.
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The fundamental dichotomy in this passage between burial and eating is still implicit in the
reply about the benefits of flattery: ne ad reliquias invitaretur. With reliquiae, the philosopher
hints at the leftovers at the end of the meal but also at the corpse of Harpagus’ sons. The double
meaning of reliquiae as both ‘leftovers’ (OLD 1b) and ‘body’ (OLD 2) evokes the metaphorical
association between ‘eating’ and ‘burying’. The tyrant Harpagus has to deal with is even
crueller than Atreus: while Atreus spares Thyestes from eating his sons’ heads, Harpagus
avoids having to finish the leftovers only thanks to his flattering reply. Seneca implies that if
he had given another answer, he would have been ordered to eat everything. The reference to
the caput (adferri capita illorum) has particular resonance as the head is the only element to
recognise the identity of an individual.70 By ordering the heads of the children to be brought
in, this king surpasses his model. He feels a sadistic pleasure in inflicting pain on Harpagus.71
Eating his son’s flesh also recalls the myth of Procne to whom Atreus, invoking his revenge,
explicitly refers: causa est similis (276).72 In Ovid’s Metamorphoses (6, 412-674), Procne
offers up Itys’ flesh to her husband Tereus to avenge the rape suffered by her sister Philomela
(his adhibet coniunx ignarum Terea mensis 6, 647). Tereus had raped Philomela and cut out
her tongue to prevent her from telling the truth. This myth becomes symbolic of the tyrant’s
power to silence.73 In the De Ira, Seneca decries Caligula who ordered a sponge or garments
to be stuffed into the mouth of those condemned to death to prevent them from speaking.74 Yet,
this myth also alludes to the possibility of finding alternative ways of speaking: Philomela
cannot tell the truth, but, thanks to her ingenium, she can contrive an alternative way to express
her feelings (in the tapestry she weaves) and, at the end of the episode, the tyrant Tereus is

70

Cf. Lucan. 8, 711: una nota est Magno capitis iactura revulsi; see Mayer (1981, 167); cf. Sen. Epist. 83, 25:
haec crudelem fecit, cum capita principum civitatis cenanti referrentur, cum inter apparatissimas epulas luxusque
regales ora ac manus proscriptorum recognosceret, cum vino gravis sitiret tamen sanguinem. Cf. Val. Max. 9, 2,
1: abscisa miserorum capita modo non voltum ac spiritum retinentia in conspectum suum adferri voluit, ut oculis
illa, quia ore nefas erat, manderet; cf. Rosati (2017, 66).
71
Aristotle points out that the tyrant feels gratification in demonstrating his superiority over his subjects and
strengthens his power by acting in this way Cf. Arist. Rh. 1378b, 6: αἴτιον δὲ τῆς ἡδονῆς τοῖς ὑβρίζουσιν, ὅτι
οἴονται κακῶς δρῶντες αὐτοὺς ὑπερέχειν µᾶλλον.
72
Cf. Thy. 275-278: inveniat. Animum Daulis inspira parens / sororque; causa est similis: assiste et manum /
impelle nostram. liberos avidus pater / gaudensque laceret et suos artus edat. Regarding the consequences of
Atreus’ identification with Procne, Schiesaro (2003, 90) observes: ‘but Atreus, acting as the main purveyor and
creator of poetic plots and explicitly acknowledging his identification with Procne and Philomela also inevitably
erodes the boundaries of his masculinity’. Cf. Littlewood (2004, 14).
73
Cf. Suet. Cal. 27, 4: equitem R. obiectum feris, cum se innocentem proclamasset, reduxit, abscisaque lingua
rursus induxit.
74
Cf. Ir. 3, 19, 3: nemo certe invenietur alius qui imperaverit omnibus iis in quos animadverti iubebat os inserta
spongea includi, ne vocis emittendae haberent facultatem.
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punished.75 In Ovid’s Met. 6, Schiesaro observes: ‘we also face a subversive transformation of
the traditional prescription of female silence and tameness into an exuberant, active and
pernicious loquacity’.76 If we compare Harpagus and Procne’s responses, it is interesting that
Procne’s reaction to the injustice she has suffered is the inverse of Harpagus’ behaviour when
he discovers that he had just eaten his son’s flesh. Unlike Procne, who did not find words to
express her outraged feelings (dolor ora repressit / verbaque quaerenti satis indignantia
linguae defuerunt 583-584), immediately after the anagnorisis, Harpagus spoke to the tyrant
(non defuerunt misero verba) and his lips were not sealed (non os concurrit). This conveys the
dialectical contrast between speech and silence, which is central to Seneca’s work. As we saw
in the previous exemplum, Prexaspes has to choke back words (devorasse verba); instead,
Harpagus has to speak. By juxtaposing the two characters, Seneca demonstrates that there is
not a single code of behaviour, but rather a need to perform differently according to
circumstances. Sometimes it is necessary to be silent, other times the threat of being killed
compels the courtier to speak. It is noteworthy that Seneca lays emphasis on the mouth: non os
concurrit means that Harpagus spoke, but, with a horrific taste, also hints at the act of devouring
his sons. Seneca’s language is witty as he always plays with the literal and metaphorical
meaning: by using an unusual expression (non os concurrit), Seneca justifies the courtier who
used his mouth not only to swallow his sons, but also to pronounce the words that the tyrant
yearns to hear.77
If Procne is not able to dissimulate her feelings (nequit simulare), Harpagus does not merely
cover up his anger (iram abscondi) – as Prexaspes did in the exemplum I previously discussed
– but he also says exactly what the tyrant wants to hear. By dissimulating his wrath, Harpagus
shows he is able to deal with the tyrant by forcing himself to utter words that belie his feelings
(verba contraria sibi cogi). Unlike Harpagus, the tyrant generally is not able to control his
anger: even Atreus, despite his outstanding dexterity in staging, sometimes cannot tame his
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Cf. Ramondetti (1999, 40); Rosati (2004, 347-350). Ovid hints at the myth of Procne and Philomela at Trist. 2,
389-390: fecit amor subitas volucres cum paelice regem, / quaeque suum luget nunc quoque mater Ityn. Cf. Verg.
Ecl. 6, 78-79: aut ut mutatos Terei narraverit artus, / quas illi Philomela dapes, quae dona pararit; cf. Cucchiarelli
(2012, 367-368).
76
Schiesaro (2003, 77).
77
Seneca also uses concurro to mean ‘to shut’ at Epist. 11, 2: dentes colliduntur, lingua titubat, labra concurrunt;
Benef. 2, 1, 3: cum homini probo ad rogandum os concurrat et subfundatur rubor. Cf. Quint. Inst. 10, 7, 8: sed
ipsum <os> coit atque concurrit; 11, 3, 121: cum ore concurrente rixari. Concurro also means ‘to engage in a
contest’ (OLD 3c).
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wrath.78 Atreus diagnoses himself as an iratus and the chorus points out that ‘Atreus saevit
atque ira tumet’ (737), underlining that his anger represents a risk to his revenge.79
Harpagus dissimulates because this is the only possible behaviour in response to tyrannical
power. There are no alternatives, apart from suicide. Also, the language stresses compulsion:
iussit, interrogavit, cogi. In particular, I would suggest that cogi finds a parallel in the haughty
words that Atreus addresses to his satelles at Thy. 205-207: maximum hoc regni bonum est, /
quod facta domini cogitur populus sui / tam ferre quam laudare. The tyrant aims to control not
only the actions but also the language of his courtiers. More generally, the relationship brought
to light here is that between the tyrant (Atreus) and subject (Thyestes). Seneca wants to mark,
once more, the dichotomy between oppressor and oppressed: injustices should be welcomed
hilari vultu (Ir. 2, 33, 1), otherwise, something worse can happen. We might perceive irony in
Thyestes’ lack of awareness when, although sated (899-900), he has to attend another
unforgettable banquet. Like Pastor and Harpagus, Thyestes cannot decline this invitation, but,
unlike them, after he discovers the truth he does not have any reason to perform and flatter the
tyrant, because at this point he has lost everything.
It seems that Seneca is suggesting that all people who attend upon kings must perform like
Harpagus: instead of rejecting his behaviour as flattering, Seneca admires his rhetorical power,
wit, and ingenium, skills absent in Thyestes, who is not able to dissimulate and engage with
Atreus. Speaking about Thyestes, Schiesaro notes: ‘in Thyestes everybody dissimulates (…)
The distinction is not between those who dissimulate and those who do not, but between
effective and ineffective dissimulation. (…) Dissimulation, in sum, is a weapon of power and
against power, and must be judged according to internal criteria of efficacy and expediency.
Thyestes, technically speaking, is a bad dissimulator, Atreus an excellent one.’80
Thanks to his dexterity in articulating words that belie his real intentions, Harpagus is a skilful
dissimulator and, therefore, is a positive exemplum for Seneca, who justifies his flattering
answer ‘at the king’s table, every dinner is enjoyable’. What did he achieve by this flattery?
(Quid hac adulatione profecit?), Seneca asks. Flattery is necessary to be spared the leftovers
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Anger qualifies Atreus and seems to be a specific feature of the tyrant as ira is present in Thyestes only in
reference to him: cf. Thy. 180; 504; 737; 1056.
79
Cf. Thy. 1052 ff.
80
Schiesaro (2003, 114).
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(ne ad reliquias invitaretur). Seneca goes on to warn the reader about the necessity of checking
his own indignation in the same way, especially if his lot is to have this sort of life and be
invited to the royal table.
Necessaria ista est doloris refrenatio, utique hoc sortitis vitae genus et ad regiam
adhibitis mensam: sic estur apud illos, sic bibitur, sic respondetur; funeribus suis
adridendum est. An tanti sit vita videbimus: alia ista quaestio est.
Reining in one’s anguish in that way is necessary, not least for those whose lot in
life brings them to a king’s table. That is the way one eats, drinks, answers in their
presence – the rule is ‘Smile while your family members die’. I will consider on
another occasion whether life is worth so high a price: that is a different question.81
In conclusion, this passage stages the drama between those who have the power to speak and
those who speak with the greatest wit. By replying ‘apud regem omnis cena iucunda est’,
Harpagus shows ingenium because thanks to his reply he avoids being invited to eat the heads
of his sons. In some instances, tyrannical violence removes the possibility of speaking, as the
myth of Procne and Philomela clearly demonstrates, but, more often, the tyrannical régime
spurs new ways of speaking. The point is the strategic use of words: the tyrant does not always
aim at silencing his interlocutor but, in some circumstances, wants the opposite and silence is
not permitted.82 For instance, as we have pointed out in chapter 1, Atreus looks forward to
listening to his brother’s reaction, he wants to see the desperation on his brother’ face and hear
his voice.83 In this case, Atreus wants to listen to Thyestes’ words as the tyrant feels sadistic
pleasure in seeing his subject’s debasement and desperation. We have seen that the tyrant
allows and in some cases urges his subject to speak as he longs to receive flattery, since
flattering speeches prove his victory over morality and reason.
The tyrant reduces but does not completely erase the space for speech, but modifies it
dramatically. The artifex-tyrant forces his subjects to engage in an intellectual challenge.
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Ir. 3, 15, 3.
Cf. Oed. 523-529: tacere liceat. Ulla libertas minor / a rege petitur? Saepe vel lingua magis / regi atque regno
muta libertas obest. / Ubi non licet tacere, quid cuiquam licet? / imperia solvit qui tacet iussus loqui. / coacta
verba placidus accipias precor. / ulline poena vocis expressae fuit? Cf. Boyle (2011, 237-239).
83
Thy. 903-905: libet videre, capita natorum intuens, / quos det colores, verba quae primus dolor / effundat; cf.
supra p. 89.
82
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Atreus is endowed with all the features of a flawless artist/rhetorician; just as a successful
orator should simulate, by concealing his hidden desires to realise his goals, so Atreus
dissimulates by showing joy instead of hate in front of his brother. Harpagus does the same, by
hiding his anger and saying feigned words (verba contraria sibi).84 In saying insincere words,
the subject ensures the victory of the tyrant. Asserting what the tyrant wants to hear is, on the
one hand, the lowest point of submission, but, on the other hand, is a demonstration of
ingenium. After all, flattery is the only possible way to avoid being ordered to eat what was
left, as Harpagus’ anecdote teaches us.
Again, we might connect these words with the personal experience of Seneca, at the court of
Claudius and then at the court of Nero. The statement Quid hac adulatione profecit? Ne ad
reliquias invitaretur (Ir. 3, 15, 1) could be used by his detractors to stress a familiar
contradiction: how can we find a compromise between this kind of declaration and the wise
man’s quest for freedom? The following passage (Ir. 3, 15, 3) helps us to answer that question:
non consolabimur tam triste ergastulum, non adhortabimur ferre imperia
carnificum: ostendemus in omni servitute apertam libertati viam.
We shall not condole with such a chain-gang way of prisoners so wretched, we
shall not urge them to submit to the commands of their butchers; we shall show
that in any kind of servitude the way lies open to liberty.85
With these words, Seneca concludes his account of Harpagus. In Rudich’s words, ‘the thrust
of the argument in the De Ira suggests that this is still a worthy mode of living provided one is
proficient enough in wisdom to arrive at some stage of insensibility, or apatheia’.86
Nevertheless, the conclusion of Harpagus’ story implies another possibility: in any slavery,
there is still the possibility of finding freedom, which consists in choosing death. Suicide is an
opportunity to escape from this condition of servitude (ergastulum), which pertains to everyone
dealing with a tyrannical power.
84

Cf. Clem. 1, 12, 4: contrariis in contraria agitur; nam cum invisus sit quia timetur, timeri vult quia invisus est,
et illo exsecrabili versu qui multos praecipites dedit utitur. As Malaspina (2001, 325) remarks, Seneca is speaking
of the tyrant.
85
Translation by Basore (1928).
86
Rudich (1997, 87); cf. Sullivan (1985, 127). Contra Mantovanelli (2014, 68): ‘quando la vita alla mensa dei
potenti è divenuta insopportabile, resta la libertà stoica della morte: e tutto il seguito del capitolo è un’appassionata
apologia della libertà e della morte’.
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All the anecdotes I have discussed, whether mythological or historical, concern the
relationship between Persian aristocracy and kings and, by implication, the relationship
between contemporary Roman aristocrats and the emperor. These exempla illustrate both the
necessity for and the art of dissimulation (dissimulatio): the aristocrat who engages with a
tyrannical ruler should display this skill. The only way to achieve freedom (via aperta libertati)
is by accepting this condition of slavery, which concerns everyone and which is easier to face
if people hold onto philosophy. Eventually, if people cannot endure this servitude they can
always choose suicide and recover their freedom (libertas). In this situation, libertas coincides
with mors.87 Rudich investigates if suicide is the final gesture of resistance or, rather, the
ultimate act of opportunism.88 I do not think we should pose the question in these terms.
Although Seneca does not condemn suicide, as emerges from Letter 77, by committing suicide
only when he was obligated to do that, he demonstrates that it is still worthy to live. Moreover,
in the Naturales Quaestiones he praises Lucilius for not having chosen suicide and having
embraced philosophy.89 Suicide is a possibility for people who can oppose Fortune and decide
when to stop living. The same concept appears at the conclusion of the De providentia:
ante omnia cavi ne quis vos teneret invitos; patet exitus: si pugnare non vultis, licet
fugere. Ideo ex omnibus rebus quas esse vobis necessarias volui nihil feci facilius
quam mori. Prono animam loco posui: trahitur. Adtendite modo et videbitis quam
brevis ad libertatem et quam expedita ducat via.
Before all else I took measures that no one could hold you against your will. An
exit is there: if you do not wish to fight, you are permitted to flee. That is why, of
all the things that I wanted to be necessary for you, I made none easier than dying.
I placed your life on a downward slope. If it is drawn out, just look and you will
see what a brief and direct road leads to freedom.90
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Ag. 796-7: ne metue dominam famula. Libertas adest. / secura vive. mihi mori est securitas; cf. Boyle (2019,
ad loc.)
88
Cf. Rudich (1997, 87).
89
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 17; Letta (1999, 101) suggests that Lucilius here is an alter ego of the philosopher.
90
Prov. 6, 7; translation by Ker (2014). Cf. Prov. 2, 10: Cato qua exeat habet: una manu latam libertati viam
faciet; Epist. 12, 10: malum est in necessitate vivere, sed in necessitate vivere necessitas nulla est. Quidni nulla
sit? Patent undique ad libertatem viae multae, breves, faciles; Epist. 26, 10: quid ad illum carcer et custodia et
claustra? Liberum ostium habet. See the conclusion of Lucretius’ book 3 (ll. 935-960), where the Nature
demonstrates that death is not to be feared.
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This passage helps us to elucidate Seneca’s Stoic position on suicide. Harpagus can decide
whether to remain sitting at the king’s table or to choose death. Seneca lays emphasis on the
fact that the only freedom consists in choosing death.91 After Harpagus’ account, Seneca
reminds us of what happened to Clitus.92
Haec barbaris regibus feritas in ira fuit, quos nulla eruditio, nullus litterarum
cultus inbuerat: dabo tibi ex Aristotelis sinu regem Alexandrum, qui Clitum
carissimum sibi et una educatum inter epulas transfodit manu quidem sua, parum
adulantem et pigre ex Macedone ac libero in Persicam servitutem transeuntem.
Such, in their anger, was the savagery of barbarian kings, who had not been steeped
in learning and literary culture. Now I will give you – from the bosom of Aristotle
– king Alexander, who killed Clitus, his dearest friend from childhood, with his
own hand while feasting, because Clitus was insufficiently fawning, and loath to
pass from freedom as a Macedonian to slavery as a Persian.
Seneca gives a brief account, simply declaring that Alexander murdered Clitus, his friend, at
dinner for flattering him insufficiently, and for not being quick enough to make the transition
from a free-speaking Macedonian to Persian slavery. Again, we should note the close
relationship between the banquet and flattery. Seneca’s disapproval of Alexander here is
patent: he classifies this action as beastliness (feritas), placing it entirely beyond the pale of
human behaviour, and later reiterates that by such behaviour Alexander excludes himself from
common humanity.93
If Clitus made a mistake in flattering Alexander insufficiently, those who make acquiescent
and obsequious speeches without any substantial reason are also unjustified in gushing over
their superiors. These people hope to earn further rewards from their superiors, by flattering
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Among the reasons to choose suicide is the foolishness of the tyrant who urges people to do and say what they
do not want to say; cf. SVF III 768: ἢ διὰ τοὺς ἐπεισκωµάζοντας τυράννους καὶ ἀναγκάζοντας ἡµᾶς ἢ πράττειν
αἰσχρὰ ἢ λέγειν τὰ ἀπόρρητα. See Hill (2004, 145-182) and Busch (2009, 257-265) on Seneca’s position on
suicide.
92
Ir. 3, 17, 1; Seneca also quotes Clitus’ episode in Epist. 83, 19: refer Alexandri Macedonis exemplum, qui
Clitum, carissimum sibi ac fidelissimum inter epulas transfodit. Cf. Curt. 8, 40, 30; Arr. An. 4, 8, 4. See Spencer
(2002, 92).
93
Alexander the Great was known for his cruelty and his predisposition to anger: cf. Ir. 2, 23, 2; 3, 23, 1; Clem.
1, 25, 1.
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them, but risk inflaming them. At De ira 3, 8, 6, Seneca describes a complaisant guest dining
with Marcus Caelius Rufus, the famous orator defended by Cicero in the Pro Caelio. His
guest’s reverence (lecta patientia) exasperated him, so that at one point he screams: ‘contradict
me, that there may be two of us’.94
Caelium oratorem fuisse iracundissimum constat. Cum quo, ut aiunt, cenabat in
cubiculo lectae patientiae cliens, sed difficile erat illi in copulam coniecto rixam
eius cui cohaerebat effugere; optimum iudicavit quidquid dixisset sequi et secundas
agere. Non tulit Caelius adsentientem et exclamavit, ‘dic aliquid contra, ut duo
simus!’
It is a well known fact that the orator Caelius was extremely irascible. The story
goes that he was dining in his private chamber with a client whose forbearance was
exquisite – though finding himself in those close quarters, he had a hard time
avoiding a quarrel with his patron. He reckoned it best to follow along with
whatever Caelius said and play second fiddle. Caelius could not bear this
continuous agreement and shouted, “Contradict me somehow, so there will be two
of us!”
Caelius’ guest got it wrong not in flattering his patronus, but in flattering him without any
substantial reason. Indeed, everyone flatters and dissimulates, yet the distinction is not between
those who flatter and those who do not, but between necessary and unnecessary flattery, or in
other words between useful and useless adulation.
In the eyes of Caelius Rufus – and, presumably, of Seneca himself – men like Caelius’ guest
were intolerable. Seneca points out that the ambition to please as much as possible leads to
obsequiousness, and the philosopher recommends we distance ourselves from this type of
person. In the De brevitate vitae Seneca picks on those who are worn out by voluntary servitude
in a thankless attendance upon the great.95 At the beginning of his Historiae, Tacitus will speak
of libido adsentandi in order to stigmatise the (inner) pleasure in flattering the powerful.96
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See the exemplum of the adsentator Damocles in Cic. Tusc. 5, 61-62.
Brev. 2, 1: sunt quos ingratus superiorum cultus voluntaria servitute consumat. On voluntaria servitus cf.
Edwards (2009).
96
Cf. Tac. Hist. 1, 1. At the incipit of his Historiae, in order to celebrate the inauguration of the reign of Nerva
and to mark the gap between the old and the new emperor, Tacitus claims: rara temporum felicitate ubi sentire
95
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These people – Seneca warns – sometimes achieve what they want, but at other times do not
obtain rewards and prizes from their ruler, because too much agreement annoys the badtempered.
Elige simplices faciles moderatos, qui iram tua nec evocent et ferant; magis adhuc
proderunt summissi et humani et dulces, non tamen usque in adulationem, nam
iracundos nimia adsentatio offendit.
Pick people who are straightforward, affable, and self-controlled, since they will
neither provoke your anger nor put up with it. More beneficial still will be those
who are sweet-tempered, humane, and unassertive – though not to the point of
being yes-men, for excessive compliance provokes people who are inclined to
anger.97
Flatterers should be alert: Suetonius reports that Tiberius liked to pose questions to his guests
derived from his daily reading. Seleucus, a grammaticus, learned from the emperor’s slaves
what the princeps had been reading, and arrived at dinner well prepared, wanting to impress
and gratify Tiberius, and so achieve extra rewards from him. Nevertheless, he exaggerated:
when Tiberius figured out the trick, he banished Seleucus from his circle and forced him to
suicide.98
The risk of provoking an undesirable effect by excessive flattery is frequent not only at the
imperial court. At Satire 2, 5, Horace imagines a dialogue between Ulysses and Tiresias from
whom the hero asks advice on how to retrieve his property. The easiest way consists in
becoming a captator or heredipeta and to be successful Ulysses must flatter his ‘victim’. The
heredipeta is a type of flatterer and Tiresias suggests Ulysses praise his object for whatever
reason. For instance, if writing bad poetry is his victim’s obsession, he should applaud each
composition: scribet mala carmina vecors: / laudato.99 Still Ulysses, in the role of the
heredipeta, should be careful not to exaggerate with flattery: the desire of guests to please their
quae velis et quae sentias dicere licet. After the tyrannical power embodied by Domitian, Nerva inaugurates a
period of new and rediscovered freedom.
97
Ir. 3, 8, 5. Cf. Ir. 2, 28, 5: saepe adulatio dum blanditur offendit.
98
Suet. Tib. 56: item cum soleret ex lectione cotidiana quaestiones super cenam proponere comperissetque
Seleucum grammaticum a ministris suis perquirere, quos quoque tempore tractaret auctores, atque ita
praeparatum venire, primum a contubernio removit deinde etiam ad mortem compulit; cf. Roller (2001, 152).
99
Cf. Hor. Sat. 2, 5, 74-75.
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hosts might also offend. Although his addressee enjoys being praised (amat laudari 96), at one
point Ulysses could irritate him with excessive flattery.
Nevertheless, if we return to the previous exempla, it seems that rulers appreciate being
flattered. As I have already shown in chapter 1, the meaning is clear: rulers embody an
autocratic power and they welcome hypocritical accolades insofar as these demonstrate their
‘ability’ to compel acts of praise from their subjects. Power consists in forcing the subjects to
desire and to communicate even what they do not want. No doubt, from the perspective of
kings, praise is an indicator of power.100 Regardless of the real nature of the praise, they need
to be praised. I have already mentioned Atreus and his political theory: the bloodthirsty tyrant
does not require sincere praise. On the contrary, by making a distinction between false and true
praise he asserts that false praise is better than the real one.101 In the same way as Atreus, the
king is not interested in receiving a true answer: it matters little if Harpagus’ words are sincere,
as what really counts is that these words are pronounced. On the one hand, the ruler insists on
simulation, on the other, Harpagus pretends to be replete and gives him the exact answer, which
the king extracts from his subject. By stating that every dinner is enjoyable at the table of kings,
Harpagus satisfies his interlocutor and now he expects that the ruler will be merciful toward
him by not forcing him to eat the leftovers. It is a mutual exchange: flattery in return for survival
(and dinner in return for flattering words).

3.4 Conclusion
To my mind, these exempla could be considered as ‘apologetic’, in reference to Seneca’s
personal conduct. In using the adjective ‘apologetic’ I am attempting to convey an alluring
parallel between Seneca on the one hand, and all the courtiers he describes, on the other. Pastor,
Prexaspes and Harpagus in their conduct could be considered flattering men, but Seneca not
only justifies but also praises them because they came across as shrewd and clever. As Seneca
had admonished his audience, so they understood that in some contexts arguing with a superior
is insane (contendere cum superiore furiosum), and it is necessary to dissimulate and to cover
up real feelings. Seneca does the same; in this sense, I define these examples as apologetic.
Seneca’s interest in flattery is evidenced by the fact that he shifts away from the main topic of
the treatise to linger over flattery. Concurrently, these exempla reveal that adulatio and
100
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Cf. Sen. Thy. 205-207; Epict. 1, 19, 4.
Cf. Thy. 211-212: laus vera et humili saepe contingit viro, / non nisi potenti falsa. quod nolunt velint.
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simulatio are the only way of escape to avoid, albeit temporarily, the tyrannical control of the
emperor. The tyrannical character of the régime urged some authors to express themselves ‘in
code’,102 sometimes cloaking (dissimulare) not only their own emotions but also their own
anger at injuries. The wise man should be able to understand when he can demonstrate his own
simplicitas and speak frankly, and when it is better to be subtle or even disingenuous. For a
man forced to silence, yet determined to address power, (dis)simulatio is the most important
weapon for contrasting such oppressive power.

102

Cf. MacMullen (1966, 36); Rudich (2006, 18).
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Chapter Four

Occupati vs Sapiens: Outspokenness is a Privilege of The Few
Praeter sapientem autem nemo unum agit, ceteri multiformes sumus.
Sen. Epist. 120, 22
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I began by quoting a passage from the De ira, in which, by challenging
those who assert that irascible people are the most honest, Seneca makes a distinction between
being simplex and being incautus.1 At the beginning of this chapter, I will focus on the concept
of simplicitas and its evolution in the transition from Republic into Empire. As we will see,
simplicitas can be seen as the opposite of adulatio in Seneca, who in the Naturales Quaestiones
explicitly opposes them: quasi simplicitas illa [sc. adulatio], non ars sit (Nat. 4a, praef. 5).
The necessity of praising or flattering someone in a higher position implies the necessity of
renouncing simplicitas. It seems that simplicitas should be avoided in this milieu. Other skills
such as calliditas are preferable especially for men who have to deal with the tyrannical power
of the Roman emperor, such as Caligula. In his work, Seneca often draws on daily life to show
how frequently men need to simulate and/or dissimulate their feelings not only in front of
power but also in front of ordinary people.2
In the middle of the chapter, I investigate a passage from the De tranquillitate animi where
Seneca introduces the figure of Iulius Canus, who represents an exemplum of not using flattery.
This exemplum is remarkable as it presents an apparent contradiction with what I have asserted
above: Canus does not don any mask, and he can play only one role as he is the prefiguration
of the wise man. In the confrontation with Caligula, he comes out the winner. In the anecdote
about him, a stark contrast emerges between the overcrowded category of pretenders and the
few traces of virtue left in Roman society. In my view, Canus’ narrative has a particular

1

Cf. supra pp. 138-139.
Cf. Epist. 85, 35 in which the gubernator plays the double role of the pilot (gubernator) and passenger (vector):
duas personas habet gubernator: alteram communem cum omnibus qui eandem conscenderunt navem: ipse
quoque vector est; alteram propriam: gubernator est. Tempestas tamquam vectori nocet, non tamquam
gubernatori.
2
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significance as Seneca, as we will see, re-writes a philosophical topos of the comparison
between the sapiens and the tyrant, by referring to a contemporary Roman aristocrat in the
guise of a sapiens. No less significant is the fact that the opposition between Canus and Caligula
recalls the Stoic paradox, according to which only the wise man is free and all fools are slaves.3
4.2 Looking back on the old simplicitas
Simplicitas is a keyword for understanding not only the exempla from the De ira just discussed
in chapter 3 but, more generally, the new political environment of the mid-first century A.D.
In the Republican age, simplicitas, in association with frugalitas, was a core Roman value.4 On
the one hand, simplicitas may be understood as simplicity/rusticity, on the other, in a moral
sense, as frankness, innocence, and honesty.5 As we move into the imperial period, what was
once a cardinal virtue is reduced to a dangerous predisposition. Many imperial authors focus
on the negative consequences of simplicitas. Tacitus is aware of the perils behind simplicitas:
speaking of Galba, the historian describes him as a man provided with simplicitas et liberalitas,
qualities which, if unchecked, prove the ruin of their possessor.6 Tacitus’ words seem to echo
Seneca’s advice: simplicitas is a double-edged sword. In one of his most frequently translated
epigrams (10, 47),7 Martial identifies a series of specific features that makes life happy,
including prudens simplicitas.
Of all the occurrences of simplicitas in imperial texts, one instance in Ovid is particularly
interesting. Ovid bases his defence on the idea that Augustus did not understand the real value
of his poetry. This is the main argument of Tristia 2, an apologetic letter addressed to Augustus,
where the poet tries to exculpate himself and his poetry by asserting that his work has been

3

Cf. SVF III 355 (= D.L. 7, 121); SVF III 591 (= Cic. Fin. 3, 75): recte solus liber nec dominationi cuiusquam
parens nec oboediens cupiditati, recte invictus, cuius etiamsi corpus constringatur, animo tamen vincula inici
nulla possint; 597 [3] (= Acro Ad Hor. Ep. 1, 19, 19): negant Stoici quemquam liberum esse praeter sapientem;
Cic. Parad. 5; Hor. Sat. 2, 7, 83-88. Citti (2015b, 106) suggests that in Epist. 44, 6 (potes hoc consequi, ut solus
sis liber inter ingenuos) there is an allusion to this Stoic paradox; Edwards (2009, 147) interprets this passage as
‘a notable variant on the idea of the slave who is truly free’.
4
Cf. Lucr. 1, 548; 1, 574; 1, 609; 2, 157; Ov. Ars 3, 113; Val. Max 2, 5, 5; Plin. Nat. 35, 67. Ferrero (1976a;
1976b; 1979; 1980) analyses the concept of simplicitas from Livy until the Julio-Claudian authors.
5
Cf. OLD s.v. simplicitas.
6
Cf. Tac. Hist. 3, 86, 6: inerat tamen simplicitas ac liberalitas, quae, ni adsit modus, in exitium vertuntur.
Amicitias dum magnitudine munerum, non constantia morum contineri putat, meruit magis quam habuit; ibid. 1,
15, 25: etiam si ego ac tu simplicissime inter nos hodie loquimur, ceteri libentius cum fortuna nostra quam
nobiscum.
7
Rimell (2009, 3); Watson (2015, 137-138).
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wrongly interpreted. Conversely, in the first book of Tristia Ovid claims that his simplicitas
caused his exile:
saepe fidem adversis etiam laudavit in armis,
inque suis amat hanc Caesar, in hoste probat.
causa mea est melior, qui non contraria fovi
arma, sed hanc merui simplicitate fugam.
Even when arms opposed Caesar has often
praised loyalty, approves it in his foe
and loves it in his friends. I’ve not nursed warfare;
my case is better; I’ve deserved to go
thus into exile by my simple folly.8
Scholars still discuss the mistake(s) which led Augustus to exile Ovid.9 The poet often refers
to them, but he is so vague that is it unlikely that we will ever be able to identify the real
cause(s). What is interesting is that in Ovid simplicitas has a negative, unforeseen outcome,
and is perceived to be responsible for his exile. Honesty and frankness make the poet weak and
exposed to the anger of Augustus, who – despite Suetonius’ characterisation of him as simplex
(Aug. 71, 1) – does not appreciate the ‘simplicity’ of the poet. In Tristia 1, 5 Ovid presents
himself as excessively naïve, since he did not consider the effect of his unappreciated
simplicitas. Although in the Ars Amatoria Ovid reassures his reader that his ars is cauta, the
consequences have been disastrous.10 Thus Ovid in Tristia 1, 5 seems to evoke a time when
simplicity was still a positive value, but at the same time also plays with the double meaning
of simplex. His playful use of simplicitas is in stark contrast to his idea of ars – complex not
simplex – which is (partly) responsible for his exile. The Ars Amatoria is a manifesto for Ovid’s
concept of elegiac poetry, a sophisticated τέχνη which – according to Ovidian scholarship –
was among the reasons for his exile (fuga).

8

Ov. Trist. 1, 5, 39-42; translation by Melville (1992). Ovid (Am. 1, 3, 11 ff.) includes simplicitas among the
virtues of the irreproachable lover; cf. also Am. 1, 10, 13. Ferrero (1979, 55) notes that simplicitas has a negative
meaning in the Heroides: Ovid uses it in reference to Menelaus (Epist. 16, 316; 17, 176) and Helen (Epist. 16,
287).
9
The bibliography on the reasons for Ovid’s exile is voluminous, see inter alia Thibault (1964); Ciccarelli (2003);
Ingleheart (2006; 2010); De Felice (2009).
10
Cf. Ars 2, 195-196: pectora nec missis iubeo praebere sagittis; / artis erunt cautae mollia iussa meae.
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Imperial authors are aware of the complexity of simplicitas and their use of the word is often
loaded, ironic and complex. Simplicitas becomes shorthand for the performance of rhetorical
dissimulatio, a ‘simple’ example of doublespeak. We might, therefore, suggest that Ovid in
Tristia 1, 5 uses simplicitas ironically to allude to his poetry, which caused his exile. Augustus
is required to pardon the poet, who ‘does not grab the weapon against him’, but earned his exile
by his simplicity, in other words, through the Ars Amatoria. On a superficial level, we note a
literal use of simplicitas; Ovid does not consider the consequence of his deeds (including his
poetry) and in doing this he is simplex. But, we can also read Ovid’s statement from a different
angle: on a secondary level, simplicitas stands for ars and, by saying that he received exile
because of his simplicitas, Ovid admits to having earned his punishment (merui fuga) because
of his poetry (or ars, which is the very opposite of simplicitas). In sum, we may suggest that
Ovid in Trist. 1, 5 offers an overtly dishonest (complex not simple) confession: by referring to
simplicitas as a cause of his exile, Ovid not only ironically speaks of his poetry and confesses
his guilt, but also constructs his self-defence by hinting at a value that does not exist anymore,
and, if it still exists, has become a disadvantage.
We find another example of this ambiguous use of simplex in Epist. 12, 90.11 Ovid uses the
adjective to qualify Medea, the monstrous mother, capable of hatching sadistic plots against
her own οἶκος – apart from her children, among her victims is her brother Absyrtus – who,
notoriously, is the opposite of simplex. Remarkable, Seneca will define her scelerum artifex.12
Yet Ovid’s Medea defines herself simplex as she loves her husband, and despite her cunning
attitude, she believes naivëly in Jason and loses everything. Alongside an ambiguous use of
simplicitas, Ovid also uses simplex in its original meaning of ‘naïve’: for instance, the poet
employs the adjective to define Cydippe and Phyllis: both females display an authentic
simplicitas.13
In the next chapter, I will return to the concept of simplicitas, by analysing the preface to the
book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones: according to Seneca, simplicitas is the favourable

11

Cf. Ov. Epist. 12, 90; cf. Bessone (1997, 153-154).
Cf. Sen. Med. 734. Pseudo-Apollonius (3, 1364) defines Medea πολυκερδής.
13
Ovid describes Cydippe as simplex at Epist. 21, 106; cf. Ars 1, 457 where Ovid describes her as inscia. For the
characterisation of Phyllis as simplex cf. Epist. 2, 64; see Barchiesi (1992, 143). The simplicitas of Phyllis also
features at Ars 3, 460 and Pont. 4, 16, 20.
12
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strategy employed by flatterers.14 Indeed, by displaying ‘a studied simplicity’, sycophants feign
simplicity so well, as their interlocutors misunderstand the real value of their words and
perceive them as a mark of simplicity. There is ambiguity between the ‘faked’ simplicity and
the real one.15 Having stood as core virtue, simplicity has been transformed into an unadvisable
predisposition. Theoretically, it is still a positive quality but it can lead to dangerous
consequences. For if people still possess their natural predisposition to simplicitas, they have
to be able to moderate it. Seneca summarises this ambivalence and develops the potential risks
implicit in this concept: in the De tranquillitate animi, aware of how difficult it is to find traces
of simplicity, he seems to regret the lack of old simplicitas: cum cogitaveris quam sit rara
simplicitas et quam ignota innocentia et vix umquam nisi cum expedit fides.16 In the following
chapter, he claims: at illa quantum habet voluptatis sincera et per se inornata simplicitas, nihil
obtendens moribus suis!17
Although Seneca bemoans this lack of simplicitas, at the same time, he is aware that it would
be anachronistic to reintroduce simplicity: by citing the words of Athenodorus, Seneca is
conscious that simplicitas would hardly be safe (parum tuta simplicitas) at the imperial court.18
Allegedly, the absence of simplicitas is connected to the impossibility of finding good friends
in Rome, as Seneca implies in the <Qu>omodo <amic>itia continenda sit.19 The
disappearance of simplicitas could be one of the possible reasons for a lack of true friends.
Rara res est amicitia – argues Seneca – and the difficulty in finding authentic friendship

14

Sen. Nat. 4a, praef. 5. Cf. Sen. Nat. 1, 17, 5: aetas illa simplicior et fortuitis contenta nondum in vitium beneficia
detorquebat nec inventa naturae in libidinem luxumque rapiebat. Cf. Williams (2012, 80): ‘modern man is cast
in 1, 17 as a distorted reflection of his forebears of a simpler age, ungroomed but nevertheless uncorrupted’.
15
Cf. Tac. Ann. 16, 18: ac dicta factaque eius quanto solutiora et quandam sui neglegentiam, tanto gratius in
speciem simplicitatis accipiebantur.
16
Tranq. 15, 1. Ovid had already stressed how rare simplicity is in his age, cf. Ars 1, 237: tunc aperit mentes aevo
rarissima nostro / simplicitas, artes excutiente deo. The idea that ‘in wine there is truth’ (in vino veritas) is a
topos, already observed in Plato (Leg. I, 649 a-b), and it also recurs in Horace (Sat. 1, 4, 89; Epist. 1, 5, 16) and
in Diodorus Siculus (20, 63, 1); cf. Hollis (1977, 86). Cf. Ars 1, 106: simpliciter positae scena sine arte fuit.
Ferrero (1979, 57) notes that this is the only occurrence of simpliciter in Ovid. On the absence of innocentia see
Ir. 2, 9, 1: praeter oculos eunt, adeoque in publicum missa nequitia est et in omnium pectoribus evaluit ut
innocentia non rara sed nulla sit.
17
Tranq. 17, 2.
18
Tranq. 3, 2; cf. Ferrero (1980, 143-146). On the authenticity of the quotation (3, 2-8) see Cavalca Schiroli
(1984, 68); Setaioli (1988, 357-361).
19
This treatise is lost but some fragments survive. Among the fragments, Fr. 60 Vottero (= 96-97 Haase) is
particularly significant: hoc sibi quisque proponat, quo minus facile fucatis capiatur officiis: rara res est amicitia,
<non> vulgaris aut exposita, ut inplere totas domos possit: <quod> vulgo sibi homines persuasere. An aurum
ingenti opera legi creditis, cuius ubique quaesiti vix sub aliquo monte vena deprehenditur, amicum autem ubique
inveniri sine ullo labore, sine ulla investigatione? Quid enim? tam simplex apertumque est? Atqui non tam in alto
latet aurum argentumque. On this fragment see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2016) who, by focusing on fucata officia,
stresses the political resonances of this passage.
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appears to be a direct consequence of the rarity of simplicitas, as Seneca denounces in the De
tranquillitate animi. Senecan reflection on the scarcity of real friends is part of a general
discourse on the advantages which ‘inspire’ the search for friendship.20 In Letter 19, the
nomenclator recalls the list of those who attend the salutatio, who are called amici, but are
mostly clientes.21 It is extremely rare to find true friends; conversely, there are plenty of
adulators, who imitate friendship.22
From this brief survey, it is clear that simplicity is understood in Seneca as to some extent the
antithesis of pretence (simulatio). Yet both should be avoided; ideally, simplicity must be
preferred to simulation, but, actually, the idea of living simplices should be rejected at least in
a place like Rome.23 Seneca suggests finding a good balance between these two extremes, even
if he is well aware of how difficult it is: modum tamen rei adhibeamus: multum interest,
simpliciter vivas an neglegenter.24 As we have seen in chapter 3, the philosopher in the De ira
refers to the historical exempla of men who, refusing honesty, wear a mask in order to pretend.
The acceptance of or the rejection of simulation hinges on specific situations and depends on
how valid the reasons for flattery are. Its ‘use’, however, must be reflected in a commitment
commensurate with what is at stake. There is no doubt that for Seneca, as well as for Pastor
and Harpagus, the stakes are high, not simply in terms of political necessity. From this
perspective, dissimulation and simulation emerge as a new ‘attitude’ which replaces core
values which are longer attainable, including simplicitas. As I have argued, the concepts of
dissimulation and pretence are closely related to adulatio. If we think of flattery as the last and
the most compromised manifestation of the oppressive and hierarchical structure of Roman
society under Empire, simulatio and dissimulatio are necessary skills to survive at court. In the

20

Cf. Fr. 59 Vottero: itaque momento amicitiae vestrae exolescunt, quarum mensa maximu<m> pignus est; Publil.
Sent. P 52: plures amicos mensa quam mens concipit; Mart. 9, 14: hunc quem mensa tibi, quem cena paravit
amicum / esse putas fidae pectus amicitiae? / Aprum amat et mullos et sumen et ostrea non te. / Tam bene si
cenem, noster amicus erit. Cf. Sen. Epist. 19, 4: amicitia olim petebatur, nunc praeda; 19, 11: errat autem qui
amicum in atrio quaerit, in convivio probat; Benef. 6, 34, 5: in pectore amicus, non in atrio quaeritur.
21
Epist. 19, 11: alioquin habebis convivas, quos ex turba salutantium nomenclator digesserit, cf. Roller (2001,
136-137); cf. Benef. 6, 33, 4: istos tu libros, quos vix nomenclatorum complectitur aut memoria aut manus,
amicorum existimas esse?
22
Cf. Epist. 45, 6-7: res fallunt: illas discerne. Pro bonis mala amplectimur; optamus contra id quod optavimus;
pugnant vota nostra cum votis, consilia cum consilis. Adulatio quam similis est amicitiae! Non imitatur tantum
illam sed vincit et praeterit; apertis ac propitiis auribus recipitur et in praecordia ima descendit, eo ipso gratiosa
quo laedit. Cf. Benef. 6, 33, 3: amicum, rem non domibus tantum, sed saeculis rarum, quae non aliubi magis
deest, quam ubi creditur abundare.
23
Seneca recommends that simplicitas should be preserved in speaking: cf. Epist. 40, 4: adice nunc quod quae
veritati operam dat oratio incomposita esse debet et simplex; 49, 12: ‘veritatis simplex oratio est’.
24
Cf. Tranq. 17, 2.
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next section, I examine one of the rare instances, in which there is no need for dissimulation or
simulation and people can display their simplicitas.

4.3 Beyond flattery: Iulius Canus
I turn now to instances where flattery can be re-read in the light of philosophical wisdom. Let
us consider the exemplum of Iulus Canus. Canus was a preeminent Roman aristocrat, put to
death by Caligula, and his story is described in the De tranquillitate animi 14, 4-10.25 Canus is
the third exemplum (the first two exempla being the philosophers, Zeno and Theodorus) quoted
by Seneca to illustrate the idea that the tranquillity of mind cannot be disquieted by blows of
fortune.26 The exemplum of Canus is remarkable, I argue, as it opens up a new perspective on
flattery. My aim, in this section, is to develop and interpret this perspective by placing Canus
in dialogue with Senecan representations of other aristocrats who were forced to engage with
the tyrannical power embodied by the Roman emperors. Moreover, this exemplum is
particularly important in my research on flattery insofar as it displays two antithetical codes:
first, an unexpected outspokenness expressed by a subject (Iulus Canus); secondly, the absence
of flattery and simulation which the tyrant (Caligula) expects to receive. The dichotomy
between simulation and simplicity is crucial to Seneca’s wider thinking on flattery and
becomes meaningless when the proficiens completes his philosophical iter and approaches
complete wisdom. Only those who achieve sapientia do not have to find a compromise with
tyrannical power and can accept death cum magno animo.
Unlike other exempla that we have already analysed in Seneca’s corpus, we know nothing
about this Roman aristocrat and Seneca is the first author to refer to Iulius Canus.27
Nevertheless, despite his ostensible anonymity, the long and detailed description of Canus’ last
hours deserves attention. I say ‘ostensible’ as, generally, Seneca uses as exempla prominent
men whose deeds can be a role model for others, and it is therefore likely that Canus was well-

25

On Canus’ account see Cavalca Schiroli (1984, 122-124); Costa (1994, 195-196); Setaioli (2000, 311-315);
Roller (2001, 119-124; 278-279); Carbone (2005, 384-385); Edwards (2007, 113-114); Wilcox (2008, 460-464);
Ker (2009a, 4-9; 2012, 323-324); Costa (2012, 221-227). On the date of the De tranquillitate animi see Williams
(2003, 15 n. 72); Mutschler (2014, 153 n. 2).
26
This sort of ἀταραξία that permeates the whole dialogue recalls the idea of tranquillitas: cf. Tranq. 2, 4: ergo
quaerimus quomodo animus semper aequali secundoque cursu eat propitiusque sibi sit et sua laetus aspiciat et
hoc gaudium non interrumpat, sed placido statu maneat, nec attollens se umquam nec deprimens. Id tranquillitas
erit.
27
According to Kroll, RE X, I col. 541 Seneca describes Canus as a Stoic philosopher influenced by Neopythagoreanism. After Seneca, Plutarch and Boetius refer to Canus: see Costa (2012, 227-235).
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known among his peers. In the following passage, Seneca quotes an unknown aristocrat who
was condemned by Caligula, without explaining the reasons behind his condemnation (cum
Gaio diu altercatus). Seneca is not interested in Canus’ biography, though he just gives enough
details to evoke the exceptionality of his personality. Instead, he dwells on Canus’ calmness in
the hours before his execution. It is noteworthy that not only does Canus accept his sentence
but he also thanks Caligula for it. Canus’ reply is unexpected, and Seneca speculates on the
possible motivations behind the aristocrat’s reply to Gaius’ order.
Canus Iulius, vir in primis magnus, cuius admirationi ne hoc quidem obstat quod
nostro saeculo natus est, cum Gaio diu altercatus, postquam abeunti Phalaris ille
dixit ‘ne forte inepta spe tibi blandiaris, duci te iussi’, ‘gratias’ inquit ‘ago, optime
princeps.’ Quid senserit dubito; multa enim mihi occurrunt. Contumeliosus esse
voluit et ostendere quanta crudelitas esset in qua mors beneficium erat? An
exprobravit illi cotidianam dementiam? – agebant enim gratias et quorum liberi
occisi et quorum bona ablata erant. An tamquam libertatem libenter accepit?
Quidquid est, magno animo respondit. Dicet aliquis ‘potuit post hoc iubere illum
Gaius vivere.’ Non timuit hoc Canus; nota erat Gai in talibus imperiis fides.
Credisne illum decem medios usque ad supplicium dies sine ulla sollicitudine
exegisse? Verisimile non est quae vir ille dixerit, quae fecerit, quam in tranquillo
fuerit. Ludebat latrunculis, cum centurio agmen periturorum trahens illum quoque
excitari iuberet. Vocatus numeravit calculos et sodali suo ‘vide’ inquit ‘ne post
mortem meam mentiaris te vicisse’; tum annuens centurioni ‘testis’ inquit ‘eris uno
me antecedere.’ Lusisse tu Canum illa tabula putas? Inlusit. Tristes erant amici
talem amissuri virum: ‘quid maesti’ inquit ‘estis? Vos quaeritis an inmortales
animae sint: ego iam sciam.’ Nec desiit veritatem in ipso fine scrutari et ex morte
sua quaestionem habere. Prosequebatur illum philosophus suus nec iam procul
erat tumulus in quo Caesari deo nostro fiebat cotidianum sacrum: is ‘quid,’ inquit
‘Cane, nunc cogitas? Aut quae tibi mens est?’ ‘Observare’ inquit Canus ‘proposui
illo velocissimo momento an sensurus sit animus exire se’, promisitque, si quid
explorasset, circumiturum amicos et indicaturum quis esset animarum status. Ecce
in media tempestate tranquillitas, ecce animus aeternitate dignus, qui fatum suum
in argumentum veri vocat, qui in ultimo illo gradu positus exeuntem animam
percontatur nec usque ad mortem tantum sed aliquid etiam ex ipsa morte discit:
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nemo diutius philosophatus est. Non raptim relinquetur magnus vir et cum cura
dicendus: dabimus te in omnem memoriam, clarissimum caput, Gaianae cladis
magna portio.28
This passage could be compared with many passages in the De ira, where Seneca offers
examples of men whose behaviour is indeed flattering, but he justifies them for the reason that
we have already discussed: in some circumstances, flattery is the only means to survive. At
first glance, looking at Canus’ reply to Caligula, we may maintain that his words would be a
last and desperate attempt to save his life. But this superficial interpretation is unlikely. Seneca
is sincerely praising Canus because he demonstrates at the end of his life that he possesses
sapientia.
The mention of Canus alongside Zeno (Seneca’ magister) and Theodorus (philosopher of the
Cyrenaic school whom Seneca mentions only here) proves that he has acquired sapientia and
deserves the philosopher’s true admiration. Indeed, Seneca presents Zeno, Theodorus and
Canus as a triptych of sapientes, who perform similar deeds, demonstrating the
imperturbability of the wise in a striking manner. The position of the three examples highlights
a climax (or an anti-climax if we look at the gallery from the usual perspective): Zeno,
Theodorus, Iulus Canus. Zeno lost everything because of a shipwreck and he did not worry at
all about it. Actually, the founder of Stoicism judges positively what has happened and claims
that now he can devote himself to philosophy without any obstacles.29 According to Stoicism,
all external things are an obstacle to the achievement of wisdom. Zeno’s approach seems to
demonstrate that he has learned from the teaching of Stilpo, his magister. Zeno’s anecdote
recalls Stilpo’s reply to Demetrius Poliorcetes, who questioned Stilpo to find out whether he
had lost anything. Stilpo replied: “nothing. I have all that is mine with me.”30 Ostensibly, he
had lost everything: all his properties had been plundered, his daughters had been raped by the
enemy, his native city had passed under foreign sway and yet Stilpo still possessed sapientia
(vera bona).31

28

Tranq. 14, 4-10; for the translation see Appendix 6.
Cf. Tranq. 14, 3: nuntiato naufragio Zenon noster, cum omnia sua audiret submersa, ‘iubet’ inquit ‘me fortuna
expeditius philosophari’. Cf. Setaioli (1988, 262 ff.). Zeno features at Vit. b. 18, 1; Ad Helv. 12, 4; Benef. 4, 39,
1-2; Epist. 83, 9-11; 88, 44-46.
30
Phaedrus (4, 23, 14) attributes the mot ‘omnia mea mecum sunt’ to Simonides; cf. Postgate (1919, 20-21).
31
Cf. Const. 5, 6: Megaram Demetrius ceperat, cui cognomen Poliorcetes fuit. Ab hoc Stilbon philosophus
interrogatus num aliquid perdidisset, ‘nihil,’ inquit ‘omnia mea mecum sunt.’ Seneca often warps history, by
omitting details. According to the sources, it seems that Demetrius honoured the philosopher and wanted to
29
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Theodorus was unperturbed when Lysimachus – Seneca speaks generally of ‘a tyrant’ –
threatened to shoot him and leave his body unburied.32 Stilpo’s and Theodorus’ behaviour
comes as no surprise: they are philosophers and they give the exact answer that is expected of
them. As a result, Seneca sums up their episodes without dwelling on them; by contrast, he
devotes more space to describing Canus’ reply to Caligula.
We might explain this by observing that Canus, being not (primarily, at least) a philosopher,
might be a more suitable model for Serenus, the dedicatee of the dialogue.33 However, what
interests Seneca is that when Caligula condemns Canus to death, he accepts it and thanks the
emperor, instead of trying to change his destiny. His words are worthy of a philosopher, but
the most remarkable aspect is that Canus’ words are not pronounced by a philosopher, who
might be expected to display his wisdom on every occasion, but by an aristocrat, who
demonstrates unexpected wisdom. Thanks to his sapientia, Canus faces Caligula with a
greatness of spirit; he understands that death must not be feared. Unlike Seneca, who had
grossly flattered Claudius and tried to earn the approval of Nero, Canus did not compromise.
He accepts and welcomes his death as an opportunity to delve into the immortality of the soul
and its sensations as it leaves the body: vos quaeritis an inmortales animae sint: ego iam
sciam.34
The confrontation between Canus and Caligula recalls two different literary archetypes: first,
the comparison between the tyrant and the philosopher, who comes out as the winner.35 This
model is well-known in classical literature: the dialogue between Alexander The Great and
Diogenes is the most famous example,36 and this episode has a mythological antecedent in the

recover all the lost properties of the philosopher. Cf. Sen. Epist. 9, 18: ‘omnia’ inquit ‘bona mea mecum sunt’.
The episode was well known: cf. Plu. Demetr. 9, 5. Cf. Baraz (2016); Berno (2019, 77-78).
32
Cf. Tranq. 14, 3: minabatur Theodoro philosopho tyrannus mortem et quidem insepultam: ‘habes’ inquit ‘cur
tibi placeas, hemina sanguinis in tua potestate est; nam quod ad sepulturam pertinet, o te ineptum, si putas mea
interesse supra terram an infra putrescam.’ Cicero (Tusc. 1, 102; 5, 117), Valerius Maximus (6, 2, Ext. 3) and
Plutarch (Mor. 499D; 606B) refer to this anecdote; cf. Costa (1994, 195-196). At Ir. 3, 17, 2-4 Lysimachus, a
victim of Alexander, becomes in turn executioner.
33
Annaeus Serenus is also the dedicatee of De constantia sapientis and De otio. On the controversy concerning
the addressee of De otio cf. Williams (2003, 12-18).
34
Setaioli (2000, 312) refers to Ad Pol. 9, 3 and Ad Marc. 25, 2: both Polybius’ brother and Metilius can now
know the mystery of the afterlife.
35
Schofield (1999, 42-48). In the Seventh Letter Plato tries to convert Dionysius to philosophy; cf. Forcignanò
(2020).
36
Cf. Cic. Tusc. 5, 91; Val. Max. 4, 3, Ext. 4; Plu. Alex. 14, 2-5. Herodotus (1, 30-33) reports the dialogue between
Croesus and Solon.
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stichomythia between the tyrant Pentheus and the wise Dionysus in Horace.37 Secondly, the
episode recalls the topos of the sapiens, who withstands all injuries: loss of his property,
shipwreck, death itself.38 This second archetype, exemplified by the death of Socrates,39 does
not require the presence of a tyrant. The protagonist is the sapiens who approaches death and
demonstrates full possession of tranquillitas. Looking at the Roman context, another exemplum
may be found in the death of Aufidius Bassus, described by Seneca in Epistle 30.40 Despite his
illness, thanks to philosophy Bassus is still alacer; in Epistle 61, by arguing mortem plenus
expecto, Seneca seems to pick up on his exemplum.41 Griffin argues that the remarkable
solemnity in Canus’ heroic death scene seems to suggest that Tacitus may have had this
Senecan passage in mind when he described Seneca’s death.42 Griffin also remarks that Seneca
dwells on a description of Iulius Canus’ courage, gallantry and philosophical conviction as he
does in the case Cato’s suicide.43
Ker speaks of Canus as a ‘double of Seneca’.44 Yet this is not quite right as Seneca presents
Canus in the guise of sapiens, and he never claims to be a sapiens. Conversely, in many
instances, he points out he has only just started his path toward virtue.45 Moreover,
characteristic of the sapiens is his ability to maintain composure even in difficulty (in media
tempestate tranquillitas); actually, Seneca does the opposite during his shipwreck.46 Seneca

37

Hor. Epist. 1, 16, 73-79: vir bonus et sapiens audebit dicere ‘Pentheu, / rector Thebarum, quid me perferre
patique / indignum coges?’ ‘adimam bona.’ ‘nempe pecus, rem, / lectos, argentum: tollas licet.’ ‘in manicis et /
compedibus saevo te sub custode tenebo.’ / ‘ipse deus, simul atque volam, me solvet.’ opinor / hoc sentit, ‘moriar’.
mors ultima linea rerum est; cf. Mayer (1994, ad loc.); Cucchiarelli (2019, 456-459). This archetype is also
frequent in Seneca: see the comparison between Socrates and the Thirty Tyrants at Epist. 28, 8 and at Tranq. 5,
1-3; Stilpo vs Demetrius at Const. 5, 6 and at Epist. 9, 18-20; Theodorus vs Lysimachus at Tranq. 14, 3; Rex
Medorum Attalusve vs sapiens at Const. 13, 3.
38
Cf. Cic. Parad. 1, 1, 8; Val. Max. 7, 2, Ext. 3 in reference to Bias of Priene.
39
Cf. Pl. Ap.; Phd. 118a; Sen. Epist. 104, 21; Ad Helv. 13, 4.
40
Cf. Epist. 30, 7-8; see Solimano (1991, 69-70); Edwards (2007, 104); Ker (2009a, 121-122); Wilcox (2012,
134-137); Correa (2017). See also the death of Diodorus, an Epicurean philosopher, described in Vit. b. 19, 1.
41
Degl’Innocenti Pierini (1996, 45) notes that mortem plenus expecto (Epist. 61, 41) echoes satiatus at Epist. 30,
12. Trapp (2003, 252) suggests that plenus evokes the image of the sated dinner-guest.
42
Griffin (1976, 442) supposes that Tacitus may be thinking of this anecdote: ‘Tacitus probably intends the same
favourable interpretation of Seneca’s remark to Nero: Seneca was receiving an injury in not being permitted to
retire and his offer to do so was sincere’. Ker (2012, 324) expresses a similar view: ‘it is easy to see here an
anticipation of the forced suicides of Seneca and Thrasea Paetus, whom Tacitus portrays accepting death with the
same thankfulness and tranquillity of mind as Julius Canus once had under Caligula.’
43
Cf. Griffin (1976, 386).
44
Cf. Ker (2009a, 4-9; 83-85; 216).
45
Cf. Sen. Epist. 8, 3: rectum iter, quod sero cognovi et lassus errando, aliis monstro; 50, 1: quid enim aliud agis
quam ut meliorem te ipse cotidie facias, ut aliquid ex erroribus ponas, ut intellegas tua vitia esse quae putas
rerum?
46
Cf. Epist. 53, 2: coepi gubernatorem rogare; see Berno (2006, 50); Edwards (2019, 197).
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looks at Canus as an (unattainable, for now) model for himself and for posterity, including
Serenus.
Despite not understanding the reason for Canus’ reply to Caligula, Seneca recognises that in
his reply he has proved greatness of spirit. Seneca deeply admires him, and the excellence of
Canus is probably exaggerated by the scarcity of good exempla in the present time. Normally,
Seneca has to draw exempla from the past since the nova exempla are so negative: in the De
tranquillitate animi (7, 5), the philosopher complains about the lack of good men in his times
(tanta bonorum egestas) and he admonishes Serenus not to conform his behaviour to recent
examples (nova exempla 9, 2). Nevertheless, as the example of Canus proves, the times are not
so degenerate that good men cannot be found, and it is still possible to glimpse scant traces of
virtus.47 There is still an opportunity for wise men to exercise and display wisdom.
Canus displays immovable courage in the face of insult and physical hardship, and, in
conclusion, he welcomes death. Seneca begins and ends his praise of Canus by defining him
as vir magnus, a ring composition which seals Canus’ exemplarity. There are no grounds for a
straightforward identification between Canus and Seneca, as Ker proposes.48 Instead, I would
like to suggest that Canus’ approach to death recalls Cato, the greatest exemplum for Seneca,
as Griffin observes.49 Like Cato, Canus, even if we cannot define him sapiens (an extremely
rare figure in reality, according to Stoic thought), nevertheless displays all the features of a
wise man. At Epistle 42, 1, Seneca draws a parallel between the wise man and the Phoenix as
they both appear very rarely: only once in five hundred years.50 It is no surprise – Seneca
remarks – that greatness develops only at long intervals. Nevertheless, Canus’ portrait fits the
characterisation of the wise man, as defined in the De constantia sapientis. By marking the
difference between iniuria and contumelia, Seneca contends that the sapiens will be able to
endure each type of injury, even assaults by the powerful. To his fictive interlocutor, the
philosopher replies that, although he will be the victim of many attacks, the sapiens will always
defend himself.

47

Costa (1994, 196) refers to Epist. 88, 13.
Ker (2009a, 84) emphasises that both were Stoics condemned to death by Caligula.
49
Cf. Griffin (1976, 386).
50
Epist. 42, 1: nam ille alter fortasse tamquam phoenix semel anno quingentesimo nascitur. Nec est mirum ex
intervallo magna generari: mediocria et in turbam nascentia saepe fortuna producit, eximia vero ipsa raritate
commendat; cf. Const. 7, 1: sed qualem conformamus exhibuimus, exhibebimus, raro forsitan magnisque aetatium
intervallis unum; neque enim magna et excedentia solitum ac vulgarem modum crebro gignuntur.
48
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‘Quid ergo? Non erit aliquis qui sapienti facere temptet iniuriam?’ Temptabit, sed
non perventuram ad eum; maiore enim intervallo a contactu inferiorum abductus
est quam ut ulla vis noxia usque ad illum vires suas perferat. Etiam cum potentes,
et imperio editi et consensu servientium validi, nocere intendent, tam citra
sapientiam omnes eorum impetus deficient quam quae nervo tormentisve in altum
exprimuntur, cum extra visum exilierint, citra caelum tamen flectuntur.
‘What? Will there not be someone who tries to do an injury to the wise person?’
He will try, but the injury will not reach him. For he is too far removed from contact
with lower things for any harmful force to carry its strength all the way to him.
Even when the powerful seek to do him harm, being held aloft by their power and
kept strong by the compliance of their subjects, their attacks will all fall as far short
of wisdom as objects that are shot high into the air from bows and catapults, even
if they fly further than the eye can see, nonetheless fall back before reaching the
sky.51
As Roller remarks, ‘the Stoic wise man is said to regard powerful men as the instrument of
fortune’.52 Thus despite his apparent position of inferiority, Canus is able to face Caligula, who
initially is in a position of superiority, thanks to his sapientia. On closer reading, the dichotomy
of subject-ruler is inverted: the magnanimitas of the wise man prevails over the superbia of the
ruler. Unlike other subjects, who have to extol and flatter the powerful, Canus does not need
to settle for a compromise, and his wisdom means he can ignore the social code according to
which subjects, including Seneca himself, at the imperial court should accept injuries and say
‘Thank you’ (iniurias accipiendo et gratias agendo).53
It may be objected that even Canus thanks Caligula for his condemnation. How is he different
from the other exempla of men who thank their rulers and whom Seneca labels as flattering?
Seneca himself seems to be confused (quid senserit dubito) when he has to explain Canus’
unexpected ‘performance’ and he finds three possible explanations for Canus’ reply, as
follows:
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Const. 4, 1; translation by Ker (2014). Cf. 2, 2; 3, 3; see Cambiano (2001, 54).
Roller (2001, 279) refers to Const. 8, 3 and quotes Clem. 1, 1, 8 where Nero claims that he is representative of
the gods and the instrument of fortune. Cf. Epist. 98, 12-13, see Asmis (2009, 127).
53
Tac. Ann. 14, 56; cf. supra p. 143.
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1) It may be that Canus wants to offend Caligula and gives the impression that death can
be conceived as a beneficium: the emperor’s cruelty is so great as to consider death a
well-accepted gift, as Seneca points out in the Naturales Quaestiones.54
2) Canus perhaps wants to amplify Caligula’s insanity, which the tyrant displays every
day. In his reign, men are required to accept the death of a son by smiling and then
thanking the emperor. It is likely that Seneca in this passage also refers to the exemplum
of Pastor, described in Ir. 2, 33, 3-6.
3) Canus would accept death as a ‘happy ending’, as death coincides with freedom.
I would suggest that Canus’ offering of thanks to Caligula for his pitiless decision can be
interpreted in two different ways: on the one hand, his reply may represent the lowest point of
servitude. From this point, this exemplum embodies again the dichotomy between tyrant
(Caligula) and his subject (Canus), who is required not only to conceal what he thinks but also
to desire what the tyrant wants. ‘Quod nolunt velint’, asserts Atreus.55 On the other hand,
Canus’ acknowledgement can be perceived as the acme of wisdom, which consists in a
spontaneous submission to fate, as Seneca points out in the De providentia: nec servio deo sed
assentior.56 By welcoming fate, the wise man realises his freedom, which consists in yielding
to the divine: deo parere libertas est.57 The sapiens understands that he cannot avoid his destiny
and he can exert his freedom by accepting his death sua sponte. By accepting his destiny, Canus
plays an active role. We might refer to Letter 107, where, speaking about obedience to universal
will, Seneca remarks on the difference between two responses to fate: peaceful acceptance or
strong opposition:
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Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 17: videbam apud Gaium tormenta, videbam ignes. sciebam olim sub illo in eum statum res
humanas decidisse, ut inter misericordiae exempla haberentur occisi. Cf. Thy. 248: in regno meo mors impetratur;
Ag. 995: rudis est tyrannus morte qui poenam exigit. In reference to Tiberius, cf. Suet. Tib. 61, 5: mori volentibus
vis adhibita vivendi. Nam mortem adeo leve supplicium putabat.
55
Cf. Thy. 212; cf. Bessone (2011).
56
Prov. 5, 6. Garbarino (2001) quotes Prov. 5, 7-8 in reference to Oed. 980-994.
57
Vit. b. 15, 7: quidquid ex universi constitutione patiendum est, magno suscipiatur animo: ad hoc sacramentum
adacti sumus, ferre mortalia nec perturbari iis quae vitare non est nostrae potestatis. In regno nati sumus: deo
parere libertas est; cf. Asmis (2009, 120-121); Bessone (2011, 85). See also Epist. 16, 5: haec adhortabitur ut
deo libenter pareamus, ut fortunae contumaciter; haec docebit ut deum sequaris, feras casum; 54, 7: nihil invitus
facit sapiens; necessitatem effugit, quia vult quod coactura est (cf. Cic. Parad. 5, 34: soli igitur hoc contingit
sapienti, ut nihil faciat invitus, nihil dolens, nihil coactus); 61, 2-3: ante senectutem curavi ut bene viverem, in
senectute ut bene moriar; bene autem mori est libenter mori. Da operam ne quid umquam invitus facias: quidquid
necesse futurum est repugnanti, id volenti necessitas non est. Ita dico: qui imperia libens excipit partem
acerbissimam servitutis effugit, facere quod nolit; cf. Trapp (2003, 251-252).
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Sic vivamus, sic loquamur; paratos nos inveniat atque inpigros fatum. Hic est
magnus animus qui se ei tradidit: at contra ille pusillus et degener qui obluctatur
et de ordine mundi male existimat et emendare mavult deos quam se.
That is how we should live and speak, with fate finding us ready and prepared. This
is the strong character that has surrendered himself to fate. In contrast we have the
puny degenerate, struggling, thinking ill of the world order, and preferring to
correct the gods rather than himself.58
In order to be more persuasive, in the previous paragraph of the Epistle 107 Seneca had quoted
Cleanthes and translated his lines (preserved by Epictetus) into Latin:
Duc, o parens celsique dominator poli,
quocumque placuit: nulla parendi mora est;
adsum inpiger. Fac nolle, comitabor gemens
malusque patiar facere quod licuit bono.
Ducunt volentem fata, nolentum trahunt.
Guide me, o father, lord of the lofty firmament,
wherever you decide; I hasten to obey;
I am here and ready. But if I be reluctant,
groaning, I still must go; in wretchedness must suffer,
what might have been my own act, were I virtuous.
Fate guides the man who is willing, drags the unwilling.59
Nevertheless, Seneca adds another line to the tetrastich of Cleanthes to summarise the
content.60 This additional line has a chiastic structure which, by framing fata, emphasises the
contraposition between duco and traho. It is impossible to oppose your own destiny, as it will
eventually drag you down, whereas, if you consent to your destiny, you can be driven, not
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Epist. 107, 12; on this Epistle see Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2015).
Epist. 107, 11.
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See Marcovich (1959); Dahlmann (1977); Setaioli (1988, 70-82; 2000, 233-242).
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dragged. Thyestes provides a tragic confirmation of this when he yields to his son’s advice and
goes into the city reluctantly (nolentem).61
From Canus’ point of view, the condemnation of Caligula is an opportunity to demonstrate his
wisdom. The equivalence between death and freedom works not only in philosophical, but also
in political terms.62 In the Agamemnon, addressing Agamemnon, Cassandra says: libertas
adest. mihi mori est securitas.63 Cassandra’s sententia was already anticipated by the chorus
which invokes death as liberating.64 The same meaning is implied in the words which
Andromache addressed to the condemned Astyanax: i, vade liber, liberos Troas vide.65 In both
cases, death is considered a (rediscovered) freedom from the tyrannical power embodied here
by Agamemnon and Odysseus. The equivalence between death and freedom in these passages
– and in many others – is clearly stated. Thus, Canus demonstrates his wisdom because he does
not submit to the emperor’s power, but to a superior will (fatum). The sapiens does not fear
death and accepts it as an opportunity to explore what is beyond death. He never gives up the
search for truth (scrutari veritatem): scruto at 14, 8 hints at philosophical investigation.66 At
14, 9 the same concept is highlighted by observare, an essential step in Senecan philosophy.
At the end of the paragraph, in order to highlight the excellence of Canus, who never ceases to
investigate and to practise philosophy (nemo diutius philosophatus est) Seneca uses percontor,
which is a hapax in Seneca’s works. In the De tranquillitate animi the sapiens is expected to
consider offences positively, as only in this way can he face those who cast insults. Canus does
what is required: he transforms a possible offence into an opportunity to devote himself to
philosophy.67
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Cf. Thy. 419-420: animus haeret ac retro cupit / corpus referre, moveo nolentem gradum; see Schiesaro (2003,
162).
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Cf. Prov. 6, 7: prono animam loco posui: trahitur adtendite modo et videbitis quam brevis ad libertatem et
quam expedita ducat via.
63
Ag. 796-7; cf. Tarrant (1976, 321); Mazzoli (1993); Boyle (2019, ad loc.). Cf. Ad Marc.19, 5: mors dolorum
omnium exsolutio est et finis ultra quem mala nostra non exeunt, see Manning (1981, 111-112); Epist. 24, 11:
adeo mors timenda non est ut beneficio eius nihil timendum sit. Securus itaque inimici minas audi, see Edwards
(2019, 144-145).
64
Cf. Ag. 589-592: heu quam dulce malum mortalibus additum / vitae dirus amor, cum pateat malis / effugium et
miseros libera mors vocet, / portus aeterna placidus quiete. For the comparison between mors and portus cf. Herc.
O. 1021; Ad Pol. 9, 6; Epist. 19, 2: in freto viximus, moriamur in portu. Cf. Mazzoli (2016, 333). On the idea of
mors as freedom from grief see Tro. 1165 ff.
65
Tro. 791. For the equivalence of mors and securitas cf. Epist. 54, 5: nos quoque et extinguimur et accendimur:
medio illo tempore aliquid patimur, utrimque vero alta securitas est; see Berno (2006, 144-145).
66
Cf. Epist. 16, 2; 67, 2; 89, 9; 99, 28; 121, 3.
67
Cf. Tranq. 14, 2: etiam adversa benigne interpreretur. Seneca dwells on the difference between contumelia and
inuria in Const. 5.
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The internal tranquillity of Canus is emphasised by the apparent nonchalance he displays when
the centurion knocks on the door. He is playing chess and pays no attention to the centurion,
though he seems more worried that his adversary might be cheating.68 With a brisk and pointed
quip, Canus asks the centurion to testify. His behaviour is barely credible (verisimile non est
quae vir ille dixerit), although Seneca never instils doubt that he is flattering the emperor. On
the contrary, Caligula expects that Canus will say something to cancel out the condemnation.
Remarkably, Caligula uses blandior, which also means to flatter, and in Seneca, especially, the
verb is associated with adulation.69 The emperor wants to anticipate Canus’ possible last
attempt to save his life and does not want to mislead him into thinking that his condemnation
can be mitigated. Though Canus does not say anything which Caligula would expect, he does
not comply with Caligula’s expectations. He simply thanks him, and his ‘acknowledgement’
is the most heartfelt that Gaius has ever received.
In optime princeps, as well as in deo nostro which describes Gaius, we sense irony. Caligula’s
death allows Seneca to break for a moment the constrictions of dissimulation and speak his
mind; irony is permitted only when directed to a dead emperor. Instead, Phalaris points out
Caligula’s crudelitas: Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigento from approximately 570 to 554 B.C., was
renowned for his excessive cruelty and in Greek and Roman literature became a widely used
emblem of cruelty.70 Seneca himself often portrays him as a bloodthirsty despot. His fame is
linked to the name of Perillus, a famous Sicilian sculptor who created an execution device
concealed in a bronze bull in an attempt to impress – i.e., flatter – Phalaris.71 He could not have
imagined that the tyrant would have ordered Perillus himself to inaugurate it. Ovid also refers
to Phalaris in Tristia 3, 11.72 As Rimell observes, ‘the moral of the brazen bull is that those
who hurt others are hurt themselves, that one cannot hate without being hated’.73 The
consequent idea is that power, if employed badly, can cause the ruin of its author, as Ovid
remarks in Ars 1, 653: Perillo infelix inbuit auctor opus. Likewise, the risk that hate may
generate venom is predicted by the satelles when he speaks to Atreus in Thyestes. Phalaris
68

Cf. Brev. 13, 1; Epist. 106, 11: latrunculis ludimus. In supervacuis subtilitas teritur: non faciunt bonos ista sed
doctos. On the ludus latrunculorum see Carbone (2005, 232-236); Costa (2013b).
69
At Epist. 77, 5 blandus is along with adulator: unusquisque aut, quia timidus erat, id illi suadebat quod sibi
suasisset, aut, quia adulator et blandus, id consilium dabat quod deliberanti gratius fore suspicabatur. Cf. Oed.
7; Phaedr. 134; Epist. 56, 14; 116, 6.
70
Cf. Pi. P. 1, 94-96; Call. Aet. 2; Fr. 45-46 Pfeiffer; Arist. Rh. 2, 20, 5; Pol. 5, 8, 4; Cic. Off. 2, 26, 1; Rep. 1, 44,
10; Ver. 2, 4, 73; Ov. Ib. 439; Plin. Nat. 34, 89, 4. Lucian wrote Phalaris to defend the tyrant’s cruelty.
71
At Epist. 66, 18 Seneca refers to the bull of Phalaris.
72
Cf. Ars 1, 653; Trist. 3, 11, 51; 5, 1, 53; Ib. 439; see discussion in Rimell (2015a, 295-307; 316-318).
73
Rimell (2015a, 301).
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embodies a tyrannical power, and like Caligula, he is blind and cannot understand the advice
of his guard.
It may be significant that in Seneca’s works Phalaris is almost always paired with Apollodorus
of Cassandria. The philosopher uses them as almost grotesque exempla of a cruelty that is
scarcely believable.74 Here Seneca carries out a more complex operation: by calling Gaius ille
Phalaris, the philosopher asserts that Caligula’s cruelty is not inferior to Phalaris’. In other
words, Caligula has already earned a preeminent place among the exempla of the most savage
tyrants. According to Suetonius, ‘oderint, dum metuant’ was one of the favourite sayings of
Caligula.75
Elsewhere Seneca describes Caligula in more detail, yet in the De tranquillitate animi the
philosopher employs just one word ‘Phalaris’; by calling him ‘Phalaris’, the philosopher lays
emphasis on Caligula’s cruelty. But it seems that Caligula’s cruelty and madness are
downgraded here to an instrument to highlight the greatness and wisdom of Canus.
Nevertheless, the comparison between Caligula and Phalaris implies that, as had happened to
Phalaris, Caligula too will be a victim of his cruelty: his power will backfire and Caligula will
pay for his sadism.76 The power based on fear (metus) and expressed through cruelty
(crudelitas) is not lasting, as Cicero stresses in the De officiis, a passage quoted above.77 Cicero,
too, cites Phalaris as one of the paradigmatic characters to prove that power based on fear has
an inevitably short lifespan: Phalaris will be stoned to death by his subjects.78
The brief exchange between the emperor and the aristocrat displays two antithetical
perspectives in terms of power and freedom. Caligula has a very limited point of view. His
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Cf. Ir. 2, 5, 2: qualis fuit Apollodorus aut Phalaris. Haec non ira est, feritas est; Benef. 7, 19, 5: ‘quid? Si’
inquit ‘non tantum malus factus est, sed ferus, sed immanis, qualis Apollodorus aut Phalaris, et huic beneficium,
quod acceperas, reddes?’ On the difference between crudelitas and feritas cf. Graver (2007, 122-123); on feritas
in Seneca cf. Graver (2005, 243 n. 59). Cicero also mentions the two tyrants together at Nat. 3, 82, 2.
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Cf. Suet. Cal. 30, 1: tragicum illud subinde iactabat: oderint, dum metuant. Suetonius (Tib. 59, 2) also writes
that Tiberius used to repeat the line with a variation: oderint, dum probent.
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According to the Suda, Phalaris was thrown into the bull by Telemachus.
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Cf. Cic. Off. 2, 23: omnium autem rerum nec aptius est quicquam ad opes tuendas ac tenendas quam diligi nec
alienius quam timeri (…) Malus enim est custos diuturnitatis metus contraque benivolentia fidelis vel ad
perpetuitatem; cf. supra p. 89.
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Cf. Cic. Off. 2, 26: testis est Phalaris, cuius est praeter ceteros nobilitata crudelitas, qui non ex insidiis interiit,
ut is quem modo dixi Alexander, non a paucis, ut hic noster, sed in quem universa Agrigentinorum multitudo
impetum fecit. Cf. Dyck (1996, 399). Cicero hints at a tradition according to which all citizens killed Phalaris;
actually his death is recounted in different accounts (cf. D.S. 9, 30; sch. Pi. O. 2.82d; 3. 68d). Cicero again refers
to Phalaris at 3, 6, 26 as ‘a cruel and inhuman tyrant’.
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madness (dementia) has clouded his mind; cotidiana hints at how dangerous his dementia is,
entailing daily sacrifices (cotidianum sacrum) in favour of himself. However, wise Canus is
not frightened, and instead of indulging in flattery, displays his greatness of mind. The
comparison between Caligula and Canus dismantles conventional social hierarchies. The
episode hints at a new hierarchy based on virtue, in which, most remarkably, the sapiens is at
the top. Yet, this new order is endangered by the presence of the despotic régime which discards
simplicitas and promotes pretence. In the next section, we see how Seneca in the De
tranquillitate animi problematizes the dichotomy between being simplex and simulating.
4.4 Simplicitas vs simulatio
Indeed, Canus is one of the few men who display virtus in the present time, and he seems to
belong to a distant past characterised by virtues now lost. Ambitio and turpitudo have now
taken the place of simplicitas, innocentia et fides (15, 1). At the end of the De tranquillitate
animi (17, 2) Seneca seems to mourn simplicity and condemn pretence. Yet if we set this
dialogue alongside other Senecan treatises, we may sense a contradiction: in the De ira, as we
have outlined, the philosopher suggests that subjects not be too frank: he encourages simulation
and justifies flattery, if the context requires it. Yet the presumed contradiction between these
different dialogues highlights the difficulty of living under tyranny.
Seneca’s own life is marked by the need to find a balance between the philosophical aspiration
to freedom and the necessity to adapt his own conduct in a historical milieu which seriously
encumbers free speech and free thought; the gulf between freedom and repression is forcefully
voiced by Seneca’s imago. At the end of the De tranquillitate animi, in the final paragraph,
following Seneca’s exaltation of exemplary Roman characters (16), Seneca stresses the
contraposition between two ways of life, by opposing simplicitas and simulatio.
Est et illa sollicitudinum non mediocris materia, si te anxie componas nec ullis
simpliciter ostendas, qualis multorum vita est, ficta, ostentationi parata; torquet
enim adsidua observatio sui et deprendi aliter ac solet metuit. Nec umquam cura
solvimur, ubi totiens nos aestimari putamus quotiens aspici; nam et multa incidunt
quae invitos denudent et, ut bene cedat tanta sui diligentia, non tamen iucunda vita
aut secura est semper sub persona viventium. At illa quantum habet voluptatis
sincera et per se inornata simplicitas, nihil obtendens moribus suis! Subit tamen et
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haec vita contemptus periculum, si omnia omnibus patent; sunt enim qui fastidiant
quidquid propius adierunt. Sed nec virtuti periculum est ne admota oculis
revilescat et satius est simplicitate contemni quam perpetua simulatione torqueri.
Modum tamen rei adhibeamus: multum interest, simpliciter vivas an neglegenter.79
Two significant and interrelated elements emerge from this passage: the presence of the
vocabulary of pretence and the risks innate in perpetual simulation. Verbal repetitions
(ostendas/ostentatio; torquet/torqueri; simplicitas/simpliciter) and other rhetorical strategies
such as litotes and alliteration (in particular, the sibilant sound is pervasive, suggesting the
silent suspect at the court) may refer to a climate of political and literal oppression now. The
idea of being under self-examination is tortuous, though fortiter torqueri is one of the tasks
required of the wise man.80 Torqueo returns at the conclusion of the paragraph where it
describes the men who are tortured by an eternal fiction. It seems that adsidua observatio sui
implies a perpetua simulatio.
Seneca is speaking on two different levels: only ordinary people pretend, but men endowed
with sapientia, such as Canus, do not have to put on a mask and thanks to their sapientia they
can live simpliciter, according to their natural predisposition. The necessity of settling for a
compromise between living simpliciter or neglegenter concerns people, including Seneca, who
have not achieved wisdom yet. Here, Seneca is thinking of three categories of people. The first
and largest category encompasses people who live by continually pretending. The second
concerns a very narrow group of people who can live simpliciter; this condition pertains only
to those men who have already acquired wisdom. The third category comprises people,
including Seneca himself, who recognise that living honestly should be preferable to wearing
a mask, although, at the same time, they are aware that the first option is not practicable at the
moment. The practice of free speech is more arduous than theory would lead us to expect:
censure and punishments are too challenging for people to endure unless they possess the
strong predisposition that characterises philosophers or rare men like Canus. Ideally, it would
be better to be despised because of simplicity than to be tortured as a result of perpetual
pretence; nevertheless, under tyranny it becomes necessary to settle for a compromise between
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Tranq. 17, 1-2; for the translation see Appendix 7.
Cf. Berno (2006, 319). See Epist. 56, 15; 67, 3; 71, 17. The idea that harmful forces are sent by God as exercises
to prove virtue in the virtuous man is the main argument of the De providentia. For a brief summary of this
dialogue see Scott Smith (2014).
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living simpliciter and neglegenter.81 We might read this passage as an allusion to the political
exertions of one living under tyranny (non tamen iucunda vita aut secura est semper sub
persona viventium) where everyone is forced to conceal their feelings. The natural consequence
is that everyone must change their masks (persona) to suit a given situation. Moreover, the
oppressive imperial gaze is mostly responsible for the fact that people, when they are observed
(aspici), believe they are being controlled (aestimari).
The term persona directly alludes to an idea which, with different connotations, is central to
the Ad Polybium, as I analysed in chapter 1. For Polybius, of course, the chance to protect his
brothers represents a compelling reason to don a mask and disguise his pain. As Seneca stresses
in the preface to book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones ‘we are never only one’ (numquam sumus
singuli); and in Epistle 120, the philosopher underlines that everyone plays various roles during
his life (multiformes sumus).82 Ideally, it would be great to play the role of one man (magnam
rem unum hominem agere), but only the wise man can be himself and does not have to assume
different characters.83 Elsewhere, Seneca makes a distinction between persona and facies:
people must remove their mask.84 Indeed, social status urges one to wear multiple masks.85
Actually, in Letter 120, Seneca reverses the Stoic principle according to which the sapiens can
play different roles which fortune might assign.86 According to Stoics, being happy means to
accept the role (mask) that God has assigned to us; in other words, it is necessary to endure the
possibility of wearing different masks, maintaining his consistency. Nevertheless, the majority
of people adopt several masks and live under an eternal fiction.87
4.5 Conclusion
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For neglegentia in Seneca cf. Epist. 1, 2: turpissima tamen est iactura quae per neglegentiam fit; Brev. 1, 3: per
luxum ac neglegentiam diffluit, see Williams (2003, 121).
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Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 2.
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Cf. Epist. 120, 22: magnam rem puta unum hominem agere. Praeter sapientem autem nemo unum agit, ceteri
multiformes sumus. Modo frugi tibi videbimur et graves, modo prodigi et vani. Mutamus subinde personam et
contrariam ei sumimus, quam exuimus; on this letter see Star (2006, 211-215); Edwards (2008, 98); Ker (2009a,
115-119). Cf. Epist. 80, 7: saepius hoc exemplo mihi utendum est, nec enim ullo efficacius exprimitur hic humanae
vitae mimus, qui nobis partes quas male agamus adsignat; cf. Edwards (1994, 83-84); Mazzoli (2016, 204).
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Cf. Epist. 24, 13: non hominibus tantum sed rebus persona demenda est et reddenda facies sua; see Edwards
(2019, 145). On the distinction between vultus and facies see Bettini (1996).
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Cf. Scott (1990, 3).
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Cf. Inwood (2007, 331-332). Another reference to this Stoic theory can be found in Nat. 4a, praef. 12 see infra
p. 225.
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Cf. Epict. 1, 29, 56; Ench. 17. See Berno (2016); cf. Vegetti (1983); Mazzoli (1990); Gill (1994); Setaioli (2011,
141-155).
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Starting from the evaluation of simplicitas in the transition from Republic to Empire, we have
comprehended in this chapter how Seneca debates the possibility of finding a compromise
between living simpliciter and living neglegenter. The solution does not exist; Seneca will
search for it throughout his life without a good result. Living simpliciter, without putting on a
different face, is a privilege for few, and among these is Canus. Instead, most people must
submit to a harsh reality which does not allow outspokenness and obliges them to do and to
say what they would have never thought themselves capable of doing and saying. They live a
false life in which appearance is more important than essence. The necessity of adapting and
displaying one’s own life (vita…ostentationi parata) is in stark contrast to the practice of
philosophy which is not devised for show.88
However, Seneca does not completely condemn (dis)simulation, a strategy at which he himself
excels since in some instances there is no choice. Therefore, he understands Harpagus and
Prexaspes who praise their masters, despite the fact that the former, because of his incautious
advice to the ruler, has to dig into his son’s flesh, and the latter has to attend the execution of
his son. Pragmatism allows the Stoic philosopher to justify the actions of Pastor, the illustrious
Roman knight who enthusiastically accepts an invitation to dinner by Caligula, the man
responsible for his son’s murder. In situations such as these, dissimulation saves lives: it is an
instrumentum regni not only for rulers – as Schiesaro has stressed – 89 but, potentially, also for
their subjects.90
Seneca offers us his own biography as the most vivid exemplum of how difficult it is to find a
balance (modus) between obsequium and aspiration to freedom. He never gives himself up to
servile flattery unless forced, and endures the tarnishing of his reputation only when his life is
at stake. Letter 73 (chapter 5) can be seen as the product of this precarious balance.
Nevertheless, Seneca always encourages his readers to find the middle ground between living
simpliciter and living neglegenter. In this context, Seneca inserts the exemplum of Iulius Canus
as a prefiguration of sapiens who does not have to look for a compromise.
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Cf. Epist. 16, 3: non est philosophia populare artificium nec ostentationi paratum; non in verbis sed in rebus
est.
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On dissimulatio as instrumentum regni see Schiesaro (2003, 113 ff.).
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Rudich (1993, xvii-xix; xxxiii-iv).
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Chapter Five

Seneca’s Theories of Flattery
At Romae ruere in servitium consules, patres, eques.
Tac. Ann. 1, 7, 1
5.1 Introduction
Vides istos qui eloquentiam laudant, qui opes sequuntur, qui gratiae adulantur, qui
potentiam extollunt? Omnes aut sunt hostes aut, quod in aequo est, esse possunt;
quam magnus mirantium tam magnus invidentium populus est.
Do you see those men who praise eloquence, who pursue wealth, who fawn over
favor, who exalt power? Everyone either is their enemy or, which amounts to the
same thing, could be their enemy: as many as are in awe of them resent them.1
With these words, Seneca addresses Gallio in De vita beata, an apology in the form of a
treatise, written by Seneca to defend himself against the charge of inconsistency, hypocrisy
and flattery. In his Dialogues and Epistles, we can find several references to flattery, but it is
only towards the end of his life that Seneca offers a theory of flattery and defines a model of
the flatterer. In contrast to the preceding chapters in which I illustrated several examples of
adulation, I now proceed by focusing on Seneca’s theorization of flattery. In the first part of
this chapter, I look into the scattered references to flattery in Seneca’s corpus and I examine
the extent to which a theory of adulation can be seen to emerge across Seneca’s prose works.
In the second part of the chapter, I will focus on the preface to book 4 of the Naturales
Quaestiones, the most significant passage for Seneca’s definition of the adulator. Here Seneca
criticises Lucilius, the addressee of the treatise, for having flattered Gallio, a Roman senator
and Seneca’s older brother, to whom Seneca had dedicated the De vita beata and De ira. As
we will see, the philosopher defines the adulator as the antithesis of the wise man, comparing
him with the actor, the gladiator and other ostensibly deplorable figures stigmatised in Roman

1

Vit. b. 2, 4; translation by Ker (2014).
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society as infames.2 Alongside the theorization of the adulatio, the Naturales Quaestiones is
relevant to my thesis also because in this treatise we find several examples of Seneca’s flattery
toward Nero. I do not focus on these passages, which are already discussed by previous
scholars.3 In the final part of this chapter, I clarify that Seneca condemns flattery not as a
political tactic but as a philosophical vice, because it poses a serious threat to the philosophical
development of Lucilius. Seneca cannot figure out the moral conflicts that autocracy creates
and in the eyes of a Roman writer at the imperial court, adulatio is a resource. But Seneca is
not only a courtier of Claudius and the advisor of Nero, he is also the Stoic philosopher who
attacks flattery as a vice which complicates the path toward virtue.
5.2 Seneca’s overview of flattery (Letters 45, 27, 73)
In this section, I mainly focus on two Letters in which Seneca explicitly refers to flattery.
Investigating the presence of flattery in his correspondence with Lucilius is particularly
significant as the philosopher writes the Letters in the same period in which he composes the
Naturales Quaestiones. Seneca in Epistle 45 warns Lucilius against false friends and deplores
the apparent similarity between friendship and flattery.
Adulatio quam similis est amicitiae! Non imitatur tantum illam sed vincit et
praeterit; apertis ac propitiis auribus recipitur et in praecordia ima descendit, eo
ipso gratiosa quo laedit: doce quemadmodum hanc similitudinem possim
dinoscere. Venit ad me pro amico blandus inimicus; vitia nobis sub virtutum
nomine obrepunt.
Flattery looks very much like friendship, indeed not only resembles it but actually
wins out against it. A person drinks in it with eager ears and takes it deeply to heart,
delighted by the very qualities that make it dangerous. Teach me to make
distinctions there! A charming enemy comes to as a friend; faults creep in calling
themselves virtues.4

2

Cf. Edwards (1997a).
Nat. 1, 5, 6; 6, 8, 3; 7, 21, 3. On the flattery of Nero in Nat. see De Vivo (1996); Letta (1999, 104-110); Parroni
(2002, 578); Hine (2006).
4
Epist. 45, 7.
3
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The comparison between the flatterer and friend, as Cicero proves, had become a common
theme in schools of rhetoric.5 On the surface, flattery and friendship look similar, though, on
closer examination, they are entirely different. For that reason, the philosopher admonishes
Lucilius to distinguish the true friend from the fake friend, who wants to imitate the friend.6
Seneca includes this distinction in a crucial philosophical argument: the importance of
distinguishing the true essence of res.7 By criticizing those who spend a lot of time arguing
about superficial issues (captiosae disputationes 45, 5), Seneca encourages Lucilius to focus
on the discernment of virtue. Vices pretend to be virtues by using the name of virtutes, just as
a charming enemy (blandus inimicus) masquerades as a friend.8 A similar utterance will be
echoed in Plutarch’s De adulatore et de amico.9 The distinguishing of virtues from vices is
problematic not only because faults resemble virtues, but also because virtues and vices are so
inextricably intertwined that it is difficult to draw the line between them.10 Implicitly in Letter
45 Seneca equates blandus with adulator; the identification between blandus and adulator is
explicit in Letter 77 where Seneca juxtaposes the two terms.11 Flattery imitates and surpasses
friendship as all people which desire praise welcome flattery apertis auribus. The expression
returns in the Naturales Quaestiones: Lucilius tries to flatter Gallio and hopes he will accept
flattery apertis auribus.12 Nevertheless, his expectations are disappointed and, as we will see,
Gallio is inexpugnabilis. Instead, in Letter 123 Seneca encourages Lucilius to ‘close his ears to
harmful voices’:

5

Cf. De orat. 3, 117: comparationis autem duo sunt modi: unus, cum idemne sit an aliquid intersit quaeritur; ut
metuere et vereri, ut rex et tyrannus, ut adsentator et amicus; Top. 85: quid intersit inter amicum et assentatorem.
Lael. 25, 93; cf. Iuv. 3, 100-108. See Konstan (1997, 135). Cf. Top. 83: qualis sit assentator; see Roller (2001,
108-109).
6
Cf. Hor. Ars 424-425: mirabor si sciet inter / noscere mendacem verumque beatus amicum. Cf. Quint. Decl.
321, 3: nam quae potest amicitia esse tam felix quae imitetur fraternitatem? Certe quotiens blandiri volumus iis,
qui esse amici videntur, nulla adulatio procedere ultra hoc nomen potest, quam ut fratres vocemus: adeo inane
etiam nomen <valet> et umbra quaedam naturae videtur simile amicitiae nomen imponere.
7
Epist. 45, 6: res fallunt: illas discerne. Pro bonis mala amplectimur; optamus contra id quod optavimus; pugnant
vota nostra cum votis, consilia cum consilis.
8
Cf. Hor. Epist. 1, 18, 4: infido scurrae distabit amicus; for scurra cf. Mazzoli (1987); Saggese (1994).
9
Cf. Plu. Mor. 56C: ἐν δὲ ταῖς κολακείαις ὁρᾶν χρὴ καὶ παραφυλάττειν ἀσωτίαν µὲν ἐλευθεριότητα καλουµένην
καὶ δειλίαν ἀσφάλειαν, ἐµπληξίαν δ᾿ ὀξύτητα, µικρολογίαν δὲ σωφροσύνην, τὸν δ᾿ ἐρωτικὸν φιλοσυνήθη καὶ
φιλόστοργον, ἀνδρεῖον δὲ τὸν ὀργίλον καὶ ὑπερήφανον, φιλάνθρωπον δὲ τὸν εὐτελῆ καὶ ταπεινόν.
10
Cf. Epist. 114, 12: nam illud semper factum est: nullum sine venia placuit ingenium. Da mihi quemcumque vis,
magni nominis virum; dicam, quid illi aetas sua ignoverit, quid in illo sciens dissimulaverit: multos tibi dabo,
quibus vitia non nocuerint, quosdam, quibus profuerint. Dabo, inquam, maximae famae et inter admiranda
propositos, quos si quis corrigit, delet; sic enim vitia virtutibus inmissa sunt, ut illas secum tractura sint; see Berti
(2018, 132-140); Edwards (2019, 299). The closeness between vices and virtues already features in Aristotle, as
reported by Quintilian in Inst. 3, 7, 25: quia sit quaedam virtutibus ac vitiis vicinitas; cf. Arist. Rh. 1, 9.
11
Epist. 77, 5: unusquisque aut, quia timidus erat, id illi suadebat quod sibi suasisset, aut, quia adulator et
blandus, id consilium dabat quod deliberanti gratius fore suspicabatur. Cf. Cic. Lael. 95: secerni autem blandus
amicus a vero et internosci tam potest adhibita diligentia quam omnia fucata et simulata a sinceris atque veris.
12
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 12: quia speraveras posse apertis auribus recipi.
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quemadmodum qui audierunt synphoniam ferunt secum in auribus modulationem
illam ac dulcedinem cantuum, quae cogitationes inpedit nec ad seria patitur
intendi, sic adulatorum et prava laudantium sermo diutius haeret quam auditur.
Non facile est animo dulcem sonum excutere: prosequitur et durat et ex intervallo
recurrit. Ideo cludendae sunt aures malis vocibus et quidem primis; nam cum
initium fecerunt admissaeque sunt, plus audent.
After listening to a concert, people’s ears are still full of the melody and of the
sweet singing that restricts their ability to think and makes them unable to focus on
serious matters. In the same way, the talk of flatterers and those who encourage
vice lingers long after it is heard. It is not easy to shake the mind free from a sweet
sound. It keeps on; it persists; it comes back at intervals. For this reason, our ears
need to be closed to harmful voices from the outset. Once those voices have made
a start and gained admission, they are all the more audacious.13
This paragraph anticipates the comparison with Ulysses (12), whom Seneca recognises as
exemplar sapientis viri;14 in representing the Homeric hero as sapiens, Seneca is in line with
Stoicism.15 It is fundamental that Lucilius closes his ears to flatterers as the Greek hero did to
avoid the sound of the sirens if he wants to continue his path toward sapientia. The same
prescription occurs at Letter 31, where again Seneca establishes an explicit comparison
between Lucilius and Ulysses.16
Generally, Seneca makes a distinction between the sapiens who closes his ears to sycophants
and the majority of people described in Letter 45 who open their ears to them. Epistle 45 is
deeply indebted to Cicero’s De amicitia.17 After having stigmatised flattery as the biggest

13

Epist. 123, 9. Cf. Epist. 56, 14.
Const. 2, 1; cf. Berno (2018, 86-89).
15
Cf. Cic. Tusc. 2, 50-51; Epict. 3, 26, 33-34; see Torre (2016, 709).
16
Cf. Epist. 31, 2: ad summam sapiens eris, si cluseris aures, quibus ceram parum est obdere: firmiore
spissamento opus est quam in sociis usum Ulixem ferunt. Illa vox quae timebatur erat blanda, non tamen publica:
ad haec quae timenda est non ex uno scopulo sed ex omni terrarum parte circumsonat. On the presence of Ulysses
in Seneca see Mazzoli (1970, 162); Motto, Clark (1993b); Berno (2006, 64-65); Torre (2016). Cf. Publil. Sent.
251: habet suum venenum blanda oratio.
17
On the influence of Cicero’s De amicitia on Seneca cf. Fiore (1997); Evenepoel (2007); Wilcox (2012, 152).
The antithesis amicus/adulator features already in Greek literature: cf. Antiphon D49 (B65) Suda Θ.434; see Glad
(1996, 25 n. 21); Dyck (1996, 233).
14
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‘pestis’ in friendship, in the De amicitia, Cicero claims that the success of the flatterer depends
on the predisposition of the receiver.18 If people possess virtus, a preliminary basis for
friendship – nec sine virtute amicitia esse ullo pacto potest (Lael. 21)19 – flatterers are not
successful:
quamquam ista adsentatio, quamvis perniciosa sit, nocere tamen nemini potest nisi
ei qui eam recipit atque ea delectatur. Ita fit ut is assentatoribus patefaciat aures
suas maxime, qui ipse sibi assentetur et se maxime ipse delectet.
But however dangerous flattery is, it can be harmful only to those who welcome
and embrace it. Thus it happens that the person whose ears are most open to
flatterers is the one who most gladly flatters and delights in himself.20
Nevertheless, people listen to flatterers (assentatoribus patefaciat aures) as they feel pleasure
in receiving praise. In the De officiis Cicero uses the same expression (ne adsentatoribus
patefaciamus aures) to advise not to heed the sycophants, as flattery can provoke negative
effects: people develop false opinions of themselves and think that they merit praise. As we
will discuss later, even Seneca underscores the deleterious result of adulatio in the development
of a wrong self-identity.21 In Cicero’s view, the problem consists in the fact that, by preferring
to appear wise rather than actually being wise, in other words by valuing the appearance of
wisdom over the real wisdom, people accept flattery as a (plain) demonstration of value. Cicero
makes a distinction between virtus and opinio virtutis.
Virtute enim ipsa non tam multi praediti esse quam videri nolunt. Hos delectat
adsentatio, his fictus ad ipsorum voluntatem sermo cum adhibetur, orationem illam
vanam testimonium esse laudum suarum putant.

18

Cf. Cic. Lael. 91: nullam in amicitiis pestem esse maiorem quam adulationem, blanditiam, adsentationem.
Seneca goes beyond Cicero by qualifying amicitia as exercitio virtutis: cf. Epist. 9, 8.
20
Cic. Lael. 97; translation by Freeman (2018). Cf. Ir. 2, 21, 7.
21
Cic. Off. 1, 91: atque enim in secundissimis rebus maxime est utendum consilio amicorum, iisque maior etiam
quam ante tribuenda auctoritas. Isdemque temporibus cavendum est ne adsentatoribus patefaciamus aures neve
adulari nos sinamus, in quo falli facile est. Tales enim nos esse putamus ut iure laudemur; ex quo nascuntur
innumerabilia peccata, cum homines inflati opinionibus turpiter inridentur et in maximis versantur erroribus; see
Dyck (1996, 233-234).
19
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Not nearly as many people wish to possess virtue as to be seen to possess it; these
delight in flattery, and when a phony speech is made to flatter them, they willingly
take this empty display as firm proof of their own merits.22
The majority pretends to possess virtue, but parades only the appearance of virtue: the example
par excellence is Catiline who attracts respectable men by displaying an artificial virtue.23
If the adulator often disguises his true nature under false pretences of a friend, at other times
he resembles the mocker. In Epistle 27, Seneca mentions Satellius Quadratus, a flatterer of
Calvisius Sabinus, a despicable, uneducated rich freedman who forced his slaves to memorise
Homer:24
suasit illi Satellius Quadratus, stultorum divitum adrosor et, quod sequitur,
adrisor, et, quod duobus his adiunctum est, derisor, ut grammaticos haberet
analectas.
Satellius Quadratus, who used to prey on the rich and stupid and (what goes with
that) flatter them and (what goes with both) make fun of them too, had persuaded
Sabinus that even his busboys should be literary scholars.25
Seneca qualifies Satellius by using three specifications: adrosor (hapax), adrisor (hapax),
derisor. That sequence of nouns is remarkable as Seneca connects the act of fawning over
someone with mocking someone. Epistle 27 records events at a banquet; as we have observed
in chapter 3, the banquet is the perfect place for flatterers: flattery is often one device by which
sycophants achieve a second invitation at dinner.26 Indeed, Seneca unequivocally labels
Satellius as a flatterer, who, being a flatterer, consequently also mocks his host. In Epistle 47,
Seneca describes guests who get another invitation by flattering the host or showing
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Cic. Lael. 98.
Cic. Cael. 14: tum etiam multos fortis viros et bonos specie quadam virtutis adsimulatae tenebat; cf. Nat. deor.
1, 2: ficta simulatio.
24
Cf. Vassileiou (1974). Satellius is unknown outside Seneca cf. RE II A, 1, 61, s.v. Satellius.
25
Epist. 27, 7; cf. Bourgery (1922, 260); Barton (1993, 126); Roller (2001, 148-149); Laudizi (2003, 211);
Konstan (2018, 35-36).
26
Epicharmus (Frs. 31-32 Kassel, Austin) reports the parasite’s techniques of flattery: he always praises the patron
and excoriates all those who dare to criticise him.
23
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intemperance in eating or speaking (intemperantia aut gulae aut linguae).27 Intemperantia
linguae is, therefore, an escamotage to gain favour. In the De constantia sapientis, Seneca
exhorts not to take into consideration any insults spoken by slaves who have been educated to
say cutting things about their masters.28 It seems that the host welcomes not only adulatio but
even intemperantia linguae. By scorning his host, Satellius perfectly complies with the ‘code’
required of the attendees at the banquet: jokes, mockery, quips are part of the assignment.29
In Letter 18, by suggesting that Lollius find the middle ground between obsequiousness and
rebellion when dealing with the powerful, Horace mentions the derisor lecti as a man in
obsequium plus aequo pronus.30 As Barton notes, the derisor is an institutionalised character
at the imperial court starting from Augustus.31 Lurking here is the idea that apparently
unrestrained words are a (studied) demonstration of libertas. What is remarkable is that Seneca
explicitly connects the act of mocking with the act of flattering: without flattery, there will be
no space for mockery. Mocking the powerful at the banquet is, therefore, one aspect of flattery;
in sum, praise and mockery are the two sides of the same coin.
Speaking of flattery in the Letters to Lucilius, we cannot avoid mentioning Epistle 73, which
seems a clear demonstration of flattery.32 Just as the Ad Polybium answered the necessity of
returning to Rome, Letter 73 gives evidence of the complex relationship with Nero in the years
prior to his discessus.33 In this letter, which deals with the natural gratitude felt by philosophers
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Epist. 47, 8: alius, cui convivarum censura permissa est, perstat infelix et expectat quos adulatio et
intemperantia aut gulae aut linguae revocet in crastinum. Cf. Petron. 64, 5-13. Diodorus Siculus (20, 63) reports
that Agathocles of Syracuse during the banquet encourages free speaking among the attendees.
28
Cf. Const. 11, 3: eadem causa est cur nos mancipiorum nostrorum urbanitas in dominos contumeliosa delectet,
quorum audacia ita demum sibi in convivas ius facit, si coepit a domino; et ut quisque contemptissimus [et ut
ludibrium] est, ita solutissimae linguae est. Pueros quidam in hoc mercantur procaces et illorum inpudentiam
acuunt ac sub magistro habent, qui probra meditate effundant, nec has contumelias vocamus sed argutias: quanta
autem dementia est isdem modo delectari, modo offendi, et rem ab amico dictam maledictum vocare, a servulo
ioculare convicium! Cf. Berno (2018, 167-169).
29
Cf. Roller (2001, 149): ‘the jokes presumably show Satellius in his role as “mocker” (derisor), but the causal
linkage by which Seneca connects the roles of “nibbler” (adrosor), “smiler” (adrisor), and “mocker” (derisor)
suggests that delivering witty insults with an ingratiating smile is precisely a strategy for cadging dinner
invitations’. Roller (2001, 148) refers to Epist. 122, 12 where Seneca presents Varus as cenarum bonarum
adsectator thanks to his intemperance in speaking (improbitas linguae).
30
Hor. Epist. 1, 18, 10; cf. Hunter (1985); McCarter (2015, 204-225); Cucchiarelli (2019, 479-480); Ferriss-Hill
(2019, 182-183). See Epistle 1, 17 where Horace encourages Scaeva to interact with powerful; cf. La Penna (1980,
71-74); Labate (1984, 198-199); Konstan (1997, 141-142); McCarter (2015, 191-204); Cucchiarelli (2019, 459461).
31
Cf. Barton (1993, 107-108). Tacitus (Ann. 14, 34, 2) speaks of Vatinius as author of facetiae scurrilae.
32
Monteleone (1986) defines the letter as ‘profondamente cortigiana’. On the same line, Lana (1996), who reads
the Virgilian quotations as a direct adulation toward Nero, and Gambla (1981, 113).
33
Cf. Laudizi (2009); Allegri (2012, 352-353); Allegri (2014).
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for those who govern and ensure peace and order, Seneca, on the one hand, aims to support a
life devoted to the philosophical otium and, on the other, reassures Nero that philosophers do
not pose any threat to power.34 Seneca’s initial assertion seems a direct reply to Tigellinus’
accusations against philosophers of being stubborn and neglectful of authorities.35
Errare mihi videntur qui existimant philosophiae fideliter deditos contumaces esse
ac refractarios, contemptores magistratuum aut regum eorumve per quos publica
administrantur. Ex contrario enim nulli adversus illos gratiores sunt, nec inmerito;
nullis enim plus praestant quam quibus frui tranquillo otio licet.
People are wrong, I believe, when they suppose that devoted philosophers are
headstrong and difficult to manage, having little regard for magistrates or kings or
for anyone who governs the state. Quite the contrary: no one is more grateful to
them, and with good reason, since no one benefits more from their administration
than those who are enabled by it to enjoy the advantages of tranquil leisure.36
As Allegri observes of the exordium of the letter, in the De clementia Seneca asserts that
contumacia is among the behaviours which can nullify emperor’s patientia.37 Generally,
contumacia indicates opposition to authority, and it is often used in reference to philosophers.38
Seneca uses three adjectives to qualify the behaviour of philosophers: contumax, contemptor,
and refractarius. The last is a hapax: perhaps it can be explained as the first homage to Virgil
who uses the verb refringo, completely absent in Seneca.39 Seneca explicitly quotes Virgil at
§§ 10, 11, 15. Instead, Seneca affirms the gratitude to those who let philosophers enjoy
tranquillum otium.40 Some scholars have argued a twofold level of reading: while professing
34

In Letter 14, 7 Seneca claims that the sapiens will avoid provoking the anger of the men wielding power: itaque
sapiens numquam potentium iras provocabit, immo [nec] declinabit, non aliter quam in navigando procellam; cf.
Scarpat (1975, 131).
35
Cf. Tac. Ann. 14, 57, 3. Gloyn (2014, 476-468) argues that Seneca’s relationship with Nero echoes that between
Polybius and Claudius.
36
Epist. 73, 1.
37
Allegri (2014, 260 n. 3). Cf. Clem. 1, 1, 3; Braund (2009, 165).
38
Cf. TLL VI, 796, 16-41 s.v. contumacia; OLD translates as ‘stubborness, used in a bad sense’. Cf. Cic. Tusc. 1,
71: his et talibus rationibus adductus Socrates nec patronum quaesivit ad iudicium capitis nec iudicibus supplex
fuit adhibuitque liberam contumaciam a magnitudine animi ductam, non a superbia; Tac. Ann. 16, 22: nondum
contumaciam sententiarum sed habitum voltumque eius sectantur; 16, 28: contumacia inferiorum lenitatem
imperitantis deminui; Suet. Vesp. 13: philosophorum contumaciam lenissime tulit.
39
Cf. Verg. Aen. 6, 210.
40
In this statement, Schofield (2015, 80) sees ‘ironic resonances’. Also Allegri (2014, 268) perceives a veiled
critique to Nero in 73, 4: by using praeceptor, perhaps Seneca would hint at his role of praeceptor of Nero and to
the subsequent ingratitude of the princeps. Cf. Scaringella (2014). Veyne (2003, 160 ff.) reads the letter as a text
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loyalty and gratitude to the political power, the philosopher would polemically assert the
preeminence of philosopher-deus over the princeps-deus. Although in other contexts I have
encouraged a double level of reading, in this case, I do not support the presence of veiled
criticism; instead, from this letter emerges Seneca’s need to flatter Nero. The quotation from
Virgil’s Eclogue 1, in which Tityrus thanks a god for having allowed them to enjoy otia, aims
to make a comparison between Augustus and Nero, thanks to whom Seneca enjoys pingue
otium.41 Seneca tries in the Letters to avoid any offence to the extant princeps.42 The absence
of Nero, whom Seneca mentions in the Naturales Quaestiones,43 in the entire correspondence
is meaningful. Why should he hide an attack to Nero at this point? Following Griffin who
supposes that Seneca tried to show Nero that his preoccupations were unfounded by displaying
that his philosophical lectures were innocent, I argue that Letter 73, imbued with adulation,
should be read as a passionate defence of philosophy, but, primarily, as a desperate effort to
avoid forced suicide.44 As Shadi Bartsch has pointed out, the situation of philosophers under
Nero was extremely precarious.45 By flattering the princeps, Seneca hopes to persuade Nero
not to order him to commit suicide. As we have discussed elsewhere, in such contexts – in
extrema tegula stans (Epist. 12, 5) – flattery is the price to pay to survive. In doing so, Seneca’s
behaviour does not differ from that of Pastor and other courtiers we have examined in chapter
3. In the next section, we look at the treatise which Seneca composes approximately in the
same period of the Letters, the Naturales Quaestiones. While in Letter 73 Seneca puts flattery
into practice by positioning himself as an adulator, in the same period he also theorises and
condemns flattery.
5.3 Seneca, theorist of flattery: Naturales Quaestiones (4a, praefatio)

of opposition. According to Letta (1998, 235), ‘il ringraziamento a Nerone del 64 come deus può essere solo
ironico, suggerendo il confronto tra il sapiens come deus autentico e il potente di turno come deus falso’; cf. also
Letta (1999, 120-124). In reference to Epist. 73, 4 Edwards (2017, 167) observes: ‘given Nero’s treatment of his
own teacher and his increasingly errant behaviour, it is tempting to see irony in this analogy’.
41
Cf. Verg. Ecl. 1, 5-6: O Meliboee, deus nobis haec otia fecit; / namque erit mihi semper deus; Trinacty (2014,
51-59) compares Seneca’s reference to Ecl. 1 in Epist. 73, 10-11 with references at Benef. 4, 6, 4-5 and Thy. 560566. Cf. Rudich (1997, 66-69).
42
For instance, at Epist. 122, 9-10 by condemning the habitus of living contra naturam Seneca speaks only of the
reign of Tiberius and avoids to referring to the reign of Nero, although at the time of Nero there was clear evidence
of that; cf. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2018, 28-29).
43
Cf. Nat. 1, 5, 6; 6, 8, 3. For the presence of Nero in the Naturales Quaestiones see Berno (2003, 327-335): by
comparison with the biography devoted to Nero by Suetonius, Berno suggests that Senecan condemnation of vitia
in the Naturales Quaestiones can be read as a possible allusion to Nero’s vitia.
44
Cf. Griffin (1976, 363).
45
Bartsch (2017).
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It is in the Naturales Quaestiones that Seneca raises the practice of flattery to the level of
theory. In the preface to book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones, perfectly in keeping with the
structure of the treatise which is characterised by the alternation of scientific description of
phenomena with moral reflections, Seneca interrupts the scientific explanation. Before
investigating the various theories on the Nile’s summer flooding, the philosopher advises
Lucilius, the dedicatee of the treatise, of the dangers of flattery.46 This digressio should prevent
Lucilius from accepting (and exhibiting) flattery.47 The fact that Seneca discusses adulatio as
a ‘passion’ deserves attention because, in the Stoic catalogue, κολακεία does not feature among
the passions.48 Indeed, the relevance that Seneca attributes to the issue of flattery stems in large
part from his own direct experience as a flatterer and from his practical knowledge of the
strategies of flattery he discusses. In this preface, Seneca treats flattery, a contemporary
political vice, as an obstacle on the philosophical journey.
Recent scholarship on Seneca’s Naturales Quaestiones has highlighted the points of major
interest of this preface.49 What I want to add to these fertile readings is to flesh out some
historical characters evoked by Seneca and read this praefatio in the light of the Seneca’s
philosophical corpus as a whole. Since the Naturales Quaestiones, alongside the Epistulae
Morales, belongs to the retirement phase after 62, we must examine it as the final position
expressed by Seneca: a theory of flattery is enunciated only in the period leading up to his
death, after Seneca has experienced a wide range of instances of flattery.50 Remarkably, as
Vottero has demonstrated, book 4a is the last to have been composed, and thus it epitomises
Seneca’s ultimate position.51 Another crucial point that we have to keep in mind is that, as the
advisor of Nero, Seneca writes as a court insider; this implies that he is in a privileged position
to observe different strategies of flattery from other subjects. Thinking of Seneca, we consider
him an ‘exemplum’ of the flatterer, often underestimating that, due to his political role, Seneca
was also a ‘recipient’ of flattery. The preface is the product of Seneca’s experience as an
adulator, observer and philosophical advisor at the very heart of the Roman court.
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5.3.1 Flatterer in the guise of the gladiator
In this section, I will explore how Seneca envisions the character of the flatterer on the model
of the gladiator. Seneca constructs the preface by the means of a series of antitheses, above all,
the antithesis between reality and fiction, and employs images connected to the gladiatorial
encounter (§ 3 latus praebeas; § 4 petitur; § 5 impenetrabilis… per ornamenta f<er>ieris; §
10 pedes abstulit; § 11 inexpugnabilem virum). The flatterer resembles the gladiator, who, in
turn, is a model for the wise. Seneca expresses profound ambivalence towards the gladiator;
indeed, he often borrows language from the arena to illustrate the endurance of the sapiens: the
gladiator who never gives up in the amphitheatre is comparable to the sapiens who never yields
to pain. In the De beneficiis the analogy is explicit: Seneca claims that the best attitude the wise
man can demonstrate is to display his courage, and to scorn adversity, just as the gladiator
scorns death:
fortitudo est virtus pericula iusta contemnens aut scientia periculorum
repellendorum, excipiendorum, provocandorum; dicimus tamen et gladiatorem
fortem virum et servum nequam, quem in contemptum mortis temeritas impulit.
Courage is a virtue that regards dangers with a proper disdain or the knowledge of
how to repel, to accept or to invite risks. And yet we also refer to a gladiator as a
courageous man, and so too a wicked slave who is driven to despise death by his
reckless desperation.52
The gladiator is a positive character as he displays mortis contemptio, just as the sapiens should
do.53 The gladiator is comparable with the sapiens also for another aspect: they both express a
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Benef. 2, 34, 3. Cagniart (2000, 616) remarks that Seneca returns to this idea at Epist. 76, 33: si rectis oculis
gladios micantes videt et si scit sua nihil interesse utrum anima per os an per iugulum exeat, beatum voca.
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In the De constantia sapientis Seneca identifies two types of gladiators: the Epicurean gladiator who remains
in the battle and suffers the blow; on the contrary, the Stoic gladiator comes across as unconcerned about his
wound; cf. Const. 16, 2: quaeris quid inter duos intersit? Quod inter gladiatores fortissimos, quorum alter premit
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Berno (2018, 198-199). On the analogy between the gladiator and the sapiens cf. Prov. 4, 3-5; Tranq. 11, 1-6;
Epist. 37, 1-2; see Barton (1993, 15-21; 31-34); Cagniart (2000); Edwards (2007, 72-75); Busch (2009, 256).
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similar strategy, that is the success of their performance depends on their malleability to adapt
themselves to a variety of rivals and interlocutors.54 In Letter 22, Seneca reports as follows:
vetus proverbium est gladiatorem in harena capere consilium: aliquid adversarii
vultus, aliquid manus mota, aliquid ipsa inclinatio corporis intuentem monet.
As the old saying goes, ‘The gladiator takes counsel in the ring’: he gets his
instructions from watching his adversary’s expression, the movement of his hand,
even a shift in his balance.55
The gladiator takes his decision in the harena only after inspecting his adversary’s face,
movement and poise. As the gladiator cannot plan his strategy in advance, so the sapiens should
know his interlocutor before imparting any instruction. At the beginning of book 6 of the De
beneficiis, Seneca is aware that he himself, in the guise of the sapiens, should adjust his
teaching to his pupil in order to be successful:
ex vultu igitur tuo pendebo: prout ille suaserit mihi, alia detinebo diutius, alia
expellam et capite agam.
Therefore, I shall respond to your facial expression; just as it directs me, I shall
dwell on some things longer, and others I shall grab by the scruff of the neck and
expel.56
It is remarkable that Seneca in Letter 22 compares the gladiator with the medicus. Just as the
gladiator takes a decision in the ring, so the doctor gives his prescription only after seeing the
patient. In the Letters, Seneca often employs the image of the doctor to allude to the sapiens.
Also in Letter 22, behind the figure of the doctor Seneca conceals the presence of the sapiens,
so here the real comparison is between the gladiator and the wise man.
Non potest medicus per epistulas citi aut balinei tempus eligere; vena tangenda est.
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The analogy between the sage and the gladiator appears already in Cicero; cf. Cic. Tusc. 2, 41; see Barton (1993,
18-19); Edwards (2007, 70-71).
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A doctor cannot appoint by letters the proper time for eating or bathing: he must
feel the pulse.57
Nevertheless, in the Naturales Quaestiones Seneca refers to the gladiator to describe the
adulator. The analogy between the flatterer and the gladiator is evident if we think of the
technique employed by them. Both are expert dissemblers and show similar tactics and
analogous strategies: as the gladiatorial fight implies pretence; so the flatterer does not lay his
cards on the table and should find the weak point of the adulatus in order to be successful.
Analogous to the gladiator during a fight, the flatterer decides on his strategy in response to his
antagonist’s movement. In dissembling and hiding their intentions, both display an ars: like
the gladiator who is protected by his ars (gladiatores ars tuetur Ir. 1, 11, 1), the flatterer relies
on his ars which he masks under the façade of simplicitas (quasi simplicitas illa, non ars sit).58
As scholars have noted, even Lucilius should act like a gladiator: par maximis (§15).59 The fact
that Seneca refers to the same character, the gladiator, to describe both the adulator and the
proficiens Lucilius has particular resonance. The distance between the would-be philosopher
and the adulator is not so huge.
Finally, as Edwards remarks, gladiators, along with actors and prostitutes, ‘resembled slaves
in their lack of control over their own bodies, so they were assimilated to slaves by law’.60
Similarly, also the flatterer, by adapting himself to his ‘master’’s requirements, sells himself
and can be comparable to the slave. The association between flattery and servitude is even
more explicit in the analogy between the flatterer and the amator described by Ovid and
reinterpreted by Seneca, an association which I discuss in the next section.
5.3.2 Flatterer in the guise of the amator
In the preface to book 4, Seneca employs different images to theorise flattery: among these,
there is also that of the παρακλαυσίθυρον, representative of the relationship between two
lovers. In this section, I will discuss how the relationship adulator/adulatus recalls that between
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the lovers:61 both employ the same technique constructed on obsequium.62 Furthermore, the
relationships between the amator/amatus and the adulator/adulatus are both characterised by
the substantial disparity between the characters; this inequality makes their bonds inevitably
artificial.
As I discussed in chapter 1, Ovid developed at length the comparison between the lover and
the flatterer: in the second book of the Ars Amatoria, as well as mythological figures, Ovid
uses the model of the κόλαξ as a means of settling the traditional role of the lover as a servus
of love with that of free Roman man, who acts as a slave being involved in a relationship of
dependence on his master.63 In Ovid, the elegiac lover should mirror the amata and fulfil the
desires of his amata/domina, just as the flatterer complies with his master’s wishes.64
cede repugnanti: cedendo victor abibis;
fac modo, quas partes illa iubebit, agas.
arguet: arguito; quicquid probat illa, probato;
quod dicet, dicas; quod negat illa, neges.
riserit: arride; si flebit, flere memento:
imponat leges vultibus illa tuis.
Yield to her when she resists: by yielding you will depart as the victor;
just make sure that you play the part she orders.
If she finds fault with something, you find fault with it; whatever she approves,
approve; say what she says; deny what she denies.
If she laughs, laugh back; if she weeps, remember to weep:
let her impose laws on your face.65
The lover/flatterer, whom Ovid addresses, resembles Gnatho, the flatterer par excellence
described by Terence and mentioned by Cicero in the De amicitia to condemn flattery among
friends.
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quidquid dicunt laudo; id rursum si negant, laudo id quoque;
negat quis: nego; ait: aio; postremo imperavi egomet mihi
omnia adsentari. is quaestu’ nunc est multo uberrimus.
Whatever they say, I express my approval; if they say the opposite, I approve of
that too! If a man says no; I say no; if he says yes, I say yes. In short, I have given
orders to myself to agree to everything. That is the trade with much the fattest
profits nowadays.66
More generally, Ovid refers to a stock character in Roman comedy, namely the parasite. In
Plautus’ Menaechmi, Peniculus declares: id enim quod tu vis id aio atque id nego.67 If Ovid
exhorts the lover to act as a flatterer to be efficacious, in Seneca the analogy between the
adulatus the amatus is already expressed by means of a simile. This pattern occurs in the
preface:
[sc. Crispus] saepe dicebat adulationibus <nos> non cludere ostium sed operire,
et quidem sic quemadmodum opponi amicae solet, quae si impulit grata est, gratior
si effregit.
He often used to say that we do not close the door against flattery but push it to,
and do so rather as a door is often shut against a girlfriend: if she forces it open she
endears herself to us, and even more so if she breaks it down.68
What Seneca points out throughout the preface is the theatricality of the flatterer. Already
Ovid had understood that, by adulating his domina, the lover is in the position of the actor
playing a role: he uses partes agere to define the lover’s performance.69 What equates the lover
and the flatterer is the theatricality of their conduct: it may be useful to recall that Lucilius in
his attempt to blandish Gallio did not play his part badly (quasi male egeris mimum). However,
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while Ovid suggests that the amator acts as an adulator, in Seneca, the similarity is between
the amatus and the adulatus. This reflects Seneca’s interest in considering the effects of
receiving flattery rather than being an active flatterer.
By using Crispus’ words, Seneca compares flattery with an extra-conjugal relationship: on the
surface, the man who receives flattery rejects it, just as the man who receives love discards it;
actually, neither the adulatus nor the amatus desire what they get: respectively, flattery and
love. Seneca finely suggests a double association: on the one hand, the adulator is comparable
with the amator and, on the other, the adulatus with the amatus.70 This pattern, at first sight,
could be read in terms of passive/active role. Instead, by evoking the bond of the lovers, which
relies on mutual dependence, Seneca wants to stress ‘la complicità delle due parti in causa’71,
but he may rethink the relationship between adulatus/adulator even in terms of reciprocity:
they both are inextricably intertwined. As we have discussed at length, flattery aims at a
specific goal and, indeed, the flatterer, being in a lower position, always depends on his
‘interlocutor’ whose predisposition to accept or reject it causes the success or the failure of the
adulator. Seneca makes it clear that Lucilius’ failed attempt in flattering Gallio hinges on
Gallio’s incorruptibility rather than on Lucilius’ inadequate performance. Nevertheless, the
flatterer depends on his adulatus, but also the adulatus depends on his flatterer. Examining the
political speech of Atreus in Thyestes, we have grasped how the powerful, in particular, need
flattery from their subjects as a validation of power. Both are mutually indispensable, so their
relationship is equally beneficial, just as that of two lovers who are inextricably dependent on
each other.
Berno observes that Seneca inverts the topos of the παρακλαυσίθυρον: conventionally it is the
male (exclusus amator) who breaks down the door, but here it is a female who demolishes it.72
The hyperbolical reverse of roles casts new light on the role of the adulator who is represented
in the guise of a woman.73 This element is interesting as it throws a surprising light on the
adulator: previously Seneca has compared the flatterer with the gladiator, who is an emblem
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of masculinity;74 here, by making fully explicit the parallel between the adulator and the
woman, Seneca totally reinverts this. We should note how provocative is the comparison
between the flatterer and the woman: by importing all the negative connotations of passivity,
powerlessness, effeminacy, Seneca indeed casts a negative light on the adulator. Moreover, it
may be possible that Seneca attributes to the flatterer different ‘masks’ to stress his changeable
nature. Indeed, the skilful adulator plays different parts according to the different contexts by
using disparate techniques and adaptability, which can be dismissed as inconsistency.
The fact that, speaking of extramarital affairs, Seneca criticises the amatus and is more
indulgent toward the amata, is remarkable here.75 If the adulator corresponds to the amata and
the man who receives praise (adulatus) to the man who accepts love (amatus), Seneca
‘absolves’ the flatterer and ‘condemns’ the man who is flattered.
As I have argued previously, people desire to be flattered for several reasons – political
(flattery is a demonstration of power) and psychological (the inner pleasure in being flattered)76
– so flattery is often a ‘necessary compromise’. We may think, again, of Harpagus who, after
having eaten the flesh of his sons, replied ‘at the king’s table, every dinner is enjoyable’ to
avoid being invited to eat the leftovers. From this perspective, the adulator is, if not completely
innocent, less guilty than the man who demands and accepts flattery. The adulator flatters
because he is required to do so and his behaviour obeys the request of his master. What emerges
from this preface is consistent with Seneca’s treatment of Pastor, Prexaspes and Harpagus
previously discussed in chapter 3.

5.3.3 Plancus / Vitellius vs Passienus Crispus / Demetrius
In this section, I examine some historical exempla we find in the preface. Perfectly complying
with his modus operandi, Seneca presents to Lucilius some historical references. He compares
two deplorable figures Plancus and Vitellius, experts at flattery, with two positive figures
Passienus Crispus and Demetrius. The first reference in the text is to Plancus, artifex maximus
in flattery:
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Plancus, artifex ante Vitellium maximus, aiebat non esse occulte nec ex dissimulato
blandiendum. ‘perit’ inquit ‘procari si latet’. plurimum adulator cum deprensus est
proficit, plus etiamnunc si obiurgatus est, si erubuit.
Plancus, who was the greatest expert before Vitellius, used to say that there should
be no concealment or dissembling in flattery. “Blandishments are wasted in being
hidden” he said. When the flatterer is caught, he is making excellent progress, and
even better if he is rebuked, if he blushes.77
According to Parroni, the Plancus Seneca refers to should be identified with Lucius Munatius
Plancus, one of the most influential men among Caesar’s supporters, and the recipient of
Horace’s ode 1, 7.78 At the beginning of his career, Plancus was legate of Caesar in Gallia in
54, then in Spain in 49, lastly in Africa in 47, before being praefectus urbi in 46, praetor in 45,
and consul in 42. At the death of Caesar, he initially hesitated and then allied with Antonius.
Nevertheless, after the Bellum Perusinum, he sided with Octavian.79 He obtained immunity by
unveiling the content of Antony’s will. As a final proof of Plancus’ chameleon-like nature, he
proposed the epithet Augustus for Octavian.80 Plancus was even an eminent orator, for Syme
‘the most polished and graceful of the correspondents of Cicero’.81 For Seneca, he is the perfect
example of the flatterer. Plancus’ eminence conforms with Senecan habit to employ for his
Roman audience well-known exempla.82 Unlike Parroni, Oltramare suggested identifying
Plancus with the homonymous but less famous son of Lucius Munatius Plancus, consul in 13
A.D.83 If we follow Oltramare, it would be difficult to explain ante Vitellium, since Vitellius
and the son of Plancus are contemporaries.
The ancient sources emphasise Plancus’ dubia fides. In Velleius Paterculus we read a detailed
report of Plancus’ conduct; his description is the most vitriolic, but, it is part of the negative
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tradition on Plancus. Among his detractors, there was even Asinius Pollio who composed
orations against Plancus.84 Velleius condemns Plancus as follows:
inter hunc apparatum belli Plancus, non iudicio recta legendi neque amore rei
publicae aut Caesaris (quippe haec semper impugnabat) sed morbo proditor, cum
fuisset humillimus adsentator reginae et infra servos cliens, cum Antonii librarius,
cum obscenissimarum rerum et auctor et minister, cum in omnia et [in] omnibus
venalis, cum caeruleatus et nudus caputque redimitus harundine et caudam trahens
genibus innixus Glaucum saltasset in convivio, refrigeratus ab Antonio ob
manifestarum rapinarum indicia transfugit ad Caesarem; et idem postea
clementiam victoris pro sua virtute interpretabatur, dictitans id probatum a
Caesare cui ille ignoverat; mox autem hunc avunculum Titius imitatus est. Haud
absurde Coponius, vir e praetoriis gravissimus, P. Silii socer, cum recens
transfuga, multa ac nefanda Plancus absenti Antonio in senatu obiceret: ‘multa’
inquit ‘mehercules fecit Antonius pridie quam tu illum relinqueres’.85
Velleius denigrates Plancus by qualifying him with the vilifying role of ‘Antony’s librarian’;
actually, he played an important part in Antony’s cohors amicorum.86 Unlike Velleius, Appian
dwells more on Plancus’ political reasons rather than his personal attitude to explain Plancus’
political career. Speaking about Sextus Pompey’s death, Appian drops a hint that Sextus was
executed on Plancus’ orders, not on Antony’s command. The fact that Plancus could take such
important decisions demonstrates Plancus’ high relevance at the court of Antony and Cleopatra
and casts a shadow on Velleius’ report.87 In Velleius’ description, Plancus is a shameful
flatterer of Cleopatra, a vile client who, acting more obsequiously than slaves, ‘makes the
profession of client inferior to slavery’. His deplorable behaviour depends on his naturally bad
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predisposition (morbo proditor).88 Velleius’ portrait of Plancus who plays the part of Glaucus
for the satisfaction of Cleopatra and her courtiers adds a detail which is particularly defamatory.
That element might have been decisive in Seneca’s mention of Plancus. Seneca alludes to the
connection between flattery and mime by comparing the adulator Lucilius with the auctor of
mime (praef. 12).
In presenting Plancus as an exemplum of the flatterer, Seneca might be influenced by Velleius’
report. What is interesting is that Seneca omits any historical references present in Velleius and
portrays Plancus as a theorist of flattery: ‘perit’ inquit ‘procari si latet’. Considering the rarity
of procari, Grilli suggests that Seneca here quotes a comic; on the contrary, I do not rule out
the possibility that Seneca may be quoting Plancus himself: the philosopher uses procor –
which has few attestations in Republic literature and is absent in imperial literature – only in
this context.89
After reporting Plancus’ theory, Seneca admonishes Lucilius to pay particular attention to
flatterers as a notable person like himself attracts many men like Plancus, and his role (persona)
makes Lucilius particularly exposed to flatterers:90
futuros multos in persona tua Plancos cogita, et hoc non esse remedium tanti mali,
nolle laudari.
Realise that in your position you will encounter many Plancuses, and that being
unwilling to be praised is no remedy against such dangers.91
Cicero’s correspondence with Plancus (Fam. 10, 1-24) provides another interesting source on
the dissembling personality of Plancus. At the beginning of their epistolary exchange, Cicero
reprimands the governor as his excessive (nimia) adaptability poses a serious threat to the
Roman Republic.92 Of key relevance to our characterisation of Plancus is Epistle 10, 8 in which
the governor of Gaul admits his ‘duplicity’:
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ita numquam diffitebor multa me, ut ad effectum horum consiliorum pervenirem,
et simulasse invitum et dissimulasse cum dolore, quod, praematura denuntiatio
boni civis imparati quam periculosa esset, ex casu collegae videbam.
Thus I shall make no attempt to deny that in the aim of succeeding in these plans,
I entered unwillingly into many pretences and regretfully hid my true intentions,
because I saw from the fate of my colleague how dangerous premature disclosure
could be to a good citizen who had not taken precautions.93
Plancus openly asserts that he turns to simulation and dissimulation κατὰ περίστασιν, a ‘moral’
which Cicero cannot totally condemn, insofar as he himself is one of the main representatives.
Therefore, in presenting Plancus as an artifex maximus, Seneca perfectly follows a wellestablished tradition, but, unlike Velleius, he does not focus on the condemnation of Plancus
as vile flatterer; instead, he wants to characterise Plancus as an expert and theorist of flattery,
as Plancus recognises himself to be.
Plancus has been the most expert flatterer before Vitellius. In this case, there are no doubts
about the identification of Vitellius: Seneca refers to Lucius Vitellius, the father of the emperor
Aulus Vitellius.94 Many sources denounce him as an individual with an extraordinary talent for
flattery. Tacitus identifies in him the model par excellence of the flatterer: exemplar apud
posteros adulatorii dedecoris.95 According to Suetonius, Vitellius addressed Claudius to
congratulate him on the celebration of the Secular Games by saying ‘saepe facias’.96 Seneca
presents two exempla, the former from the late Republic, and the latter coeval with Seneca.
Plancus, artifex maximus in flattery, is outclassed by Vitellius; by this comparison, Seneca
would emphasise that in his time the ars of flattery becomes refined.
cum intellegerem quid sentires, prudenter te arbitrabar videre quid posses. Cf. Bellincioni (1974, 241-242). On
the correspondence between Plancus and Cicero cf. Borgna (2011).
93
Fam. 10, 8; cf. Willcock (1995, 111-113). This letter dated the 23rd of March 43 was written in reply to Cicero’s
letter on the 20th of March. In that letter Cicero exhorts Plancus, under pressure from Antony and Lepidus, to keep
loyalty to the Senate and to act honourably; Cf. Fam. 10, 6, 2: seiunge te, quaeso, aliquando ab iis, cum quibus
te non tuum iudicium, sed temporum vincla coniunxerunt. Cicero reproaches Plancus because the message
delivered by Furnius was in stark contrast with the official letter Plancus had composed advocating peace with
Antony.
94
The text is uncertain: vitellium ZL2 ut coni. Lipsius ad Tac. Ann. 6, 32: villeium θU. I follow Hine (1996).
95
Tac. Ann. 6, 32, 4; cf. Ann. 14, 49, 1: adulatione promptissimus; Suet. Vit. 2, 4-5. See Griffin (1976, 453-454);
Winterling (2009, 88).
96
Cf. Suet. Vit. 2, 5.
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Then Seneca introduces the second set of figures: the orator Crispus Passienus and the
philosopher Demetrius, apparently the positive counterpart of Plancus and Vitellius.
Crispus Passienus, quo ego nil cognovi subtilius in omnibus quidem rebus, maxime
in distinguendis et enarrandis vitiis, saepe dicebat adulationibus <nos> non
cludere ostium sed operire, et quidem sic quemadmodum opponi amicae solet, quae
si impulit grata est, gratior si effregit.
Passienus Crispus is the most acute person I have known on any and every subject,
and especially on distinguishing and describing different kinds of fault. He often
used to say that we do not close the door against flattery but push it to, and do so
rather as a door is often shut against a girlfriend: if she forces it open she endears
herself to us, and even more so if she breaks it down.97
Crispus Passienus was a prominent rhetor, adopted son of C. Sallustius Crispus,98 and the
great-nephew of the famous historian.99 His natural father, Lucius Passienus Rufus100 was the
son of C. Vibius Crispus Passienus, celebrated by Seneca the Elder as vir eloquentissimus et
temporis sui primus orator.101 Generally, scholars have interpreted the mention of Passienus in
the Naturales Quaestiones positively, yet this passage deserves more attention.102 Seneca
asserts that he never knew ‘something subtler’ than him (quo ego nil subtilius novi). Indeed,
Seneca knew Passienus in person, as he was a close friend of his father;103 probably, the orator
was also the recipient of epigrams 14 and 53 composed from exile.104 Seneca presents
Passienus as subtilis in everything, especially in distinguishing and spelling out vices.
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Nat. 4a, praef. 6.
According to Tacitus (Ann. 3, 30), Sallustius Crispus was the second advisor of Augustus and then, after the
death of Maecenas, became the first.
99
For an account of Passienus cf. PIR2 VI, 146 pp. 48-51; RE XVIII, 4, 2097-2098; Meyer (1842, 533-536). See
supra pp. 146-147.
100
Cf. PIR1 III, p. 15, P 111.
101
Sen. Contr. 2, 5, 17; cf. PIR1 III, p. 14, P 108; Meyer (1832, 358-359); Balbo (2004, 23-27). In an epigram (AL
Shackleton Bailey 1982, 401, 9-12) addressed to Passienus Crispus and attributed to Seneca the Younger
Passienus is defined facundus.
102
Cf. Barrett (1996, 85): ‘Seneca praises Passienus an extraordinary compliment, claiming that he was the most
‘subtle’ thing he had come across’.
103
Barrett (1996, 267 n. 50) refers at Sen. Contr. 3, 10: Passienus noster.
104
Cf. Barrett (1996, 85).
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We might note irony in the use of subtilius. The OLD defines subtilis used in reference to
people ‘having fine perception or nice judgement; fastidious, particular.’ Subtilitas generally
has a positive meaning in Seneca, but sometimes, if exaggerated, assumes a different
connotation and becomes pernicious.105 The philosopher blames the nimia subtilitas in Epistle
88, just as he disapproves of the subtilitas displayed in disputatiunculae in Epistle 117.106
Seneca admonishes Lucilius to use his subtilitas correctly: in supervacuis subtilitas teritur:
non faciunt bonos ista sed doctos.107 Even the Stoic Chrysippus errs when he spends his subtile
acumen to fill his book with ineptiae.108 I suggest that Passienus Crispus in his attempt to define
and classify vices – in distinguendis et enarrandis vitiis – would have overdone his subtilitas.
In Letter 122, Seneca affirms that it is implausible to classify vices.109 Furthermore, Passienus’
role as vitiorum insectator does not mean that he was exempt from the vices he classifies.110 It
might be that, like Seneca, he speaks of flattery as he experienced flattery directly or indirectly.
Indeed, Passienus was not only an eminent orator – his speech on behalf of Volusenus Catulus
is quoted by Quintilian – but also a shrewd man, politically savvy and able to navigate the
intricacies of Roman politics.111 He was the husband of Domitia, whom he divorced to comply
with Claudius’ request to marry Agrippina. Through advantageous marriages to Domitia and
Agrippina, he aimed at reinforcing his position (Pliny asserts that he became clarior after the
second political wedding) and boosted his already considerable holdings. In the end – if we
believe that Agrippina poisoned him – Passienus was trapped by the net he himself constructed.
But during his life, the orator earned the favour of Caligula and Claudius. I have already
mentioned in chapter 3 the presumed conversation (nullo audiente) between Passienus Crispus
and Caligula, his brother-in-law.112 When Caligula inquired whether he had been intimate with
his sister, he was carefully ambiguous and countered: not yet! (nondum). Thanks to his bon
mot, Passienus eludes a dangerous question and avoids an unfavourable reaction from Caligula.
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On the use of subtilitas in Seneca cf. Berno (2003, 82-89); Williams (2012, 79). Bellincioni (1979, 316) argues
the positive connotation of subtilitas in Epist. 95, 61.
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Cf. Epist. 88, 43: audi quantum mali faciat nimia subtilitas et quam infesta veritati sit; Epist. 117, 25: haec, mi
Lucili, tractemus, his formemus animum. Hoc est sapientia, hoc est sapere, non disputatiunculis inanibus
subtilitatem vanissimam agitare.
107
Epist. 106, 11.
108
Cf. Benef. 1, 3, 8.
109
Cf. Sen. Epist. 122, 17: non debes admirari si tantas invenis vitiorum proprietates: varia sunt, innumerabiles
habent facies, conprendi eorum genera non possunt.
110
Quintilian (Inst. 10, 1, 129) defines Seneca in this way. For Quintilian’s opinion on Seneca see Calboli (1999).
111
Cf. Barrett (1996, 84-86). Cf. Quint. Inst. 3, 6, 64; 6, 3, 81; 10, 1, 24.
112
According to Tacitus (Ann. 6, 20, 1), by referring to the relationship between Tiberius and Caligula, Passienus
claims that the world never knew a better slave or a worse master. The same phrase is quoted by Suetonius (Cal.
10, 2).
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He displays subtle flattery. By demonstrating his subtilitas, he extricated himself from a thorny
situation: if Passienus had replied yes or no, he would have run the risk of annoying Caligula.
In the conclusion to the second book of the De beneficiis, Seneca refers to a statement by
Passienus: he preferred the iudicium of Augustus to the beneficium from Claudius.
Crispus Passienus solebat dicere quorundam se iudicium malle quam beneficium,
quorundam beneficium malle quam iudicium, et subiciebat exempla. ‘Malo’ aiebat,
‘divi Augusti iudicium, malo Claudii beneficium’.
Crispus Passienus used to say that there were some people whose judgement he
preferred to their benefits and others whose benefits he preferred to their
judgement. And he offered examples. He used to say, “I prefer to have Augustus’
judgement and Claudius’ benefits”.113
At the end of the quotation, Seneca comments:
ego vero nullius puto expetendum esse beneficium, cuius vile iudicium est. Quid
ergo? Non erat accipiendum a Claudio, quod dabatur? Erat, sed sicut a fortuna,
quam scires posse statim malam fieri. Quid ista inter se mixta dividimus? Non est
beneficium, cui deest pars optima, datum esse iudicio: alioqui pecunia ingens, si
non ratione nec recta voluntate donata est, non magis beneficium est quam
thesaurus. Multa sunt autem, quae oportet accipere nec debere.
I, however, do not think that one should seek benefits from anyone whose
judgement is worthless. “What is that? Should I not have accepted what Claudius
was offering me? By all means, but you should have accepted it as though it were
given by Fortune – and you knew that Fortune could become vicious in the wink
of an eye. Why do we separate things that are thoroughly mixed together? Because
it is not a real benefit if the best aspect of it is missing – that is, the fact that it was
given without thought and correct intention, is not so much a benefit as a lucky
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Benef. 1, 15, 5; cf. Griffin (2000, 544; 567).
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find. There are, in fact, many things which it is appropriate to receive, but without
being indebted.114
By reporting an utterance from Passienus, Seneca dwells on a crucial question: the relation
between iudicium and beneficium. Although it is expected of benefactors that they display
iudicium in giving a beneficium, sometimes there is a beneficium without iudicium. Generally,
the former is the product of the latter, but, in some instances, a beneficium is not related to the
iudicium. Seneca is interested in showing that in social exchanges a beneficium which does not
have iudicium does not imply an obligation of return. Nevertheless, there is also a political subtext: by explaining the difference between the two types of beneficia, Seneca hints that he is
referring to the gift given by the emperors.115 Seneca claims that even if the gift comes from
one whose iudicium is negative, such as Claudius, people should welcome presents. This
precept is valid especially when emperors give beneficia: refusing beneficia from them is
unthinkable.
The gifts from the great can be an intimidating reminder for those who are in a lower position:
‘no one is obligated by accepting what he cannot refuse’ Seneca asserts in the second book.116
Thus, the fact that it is not possible to reject the gifts given by the powerful assumes particular
relevance in light of Seneca’s relationship with Nero. In his final conversation with Nero –
according to Tacitus’ version – Seneca takes the responsibility for having crossed the line, but
he advocates for himself the defence that he could not refuse Nero’s gifts: una defensio
occurrit, quod muneribus tuis obniti non debui.117
The impossibility of refusing gifts from the emperors is only one aspect of the massive
problem of how to behave with emperors and how to speak to them.118 Two issues are relevant:
114

Benef. 1, 15, 6. Cf. Griffin (2013, 62-63; 185-186).
There may be also an explicit critique of Claudius’ excessive facilitas - in contrast to Tiberius’ avaritia - in
giving benefits, such as the citizenship to the inhabitants of Gaul: cf. Benef. 6, 19, 2. For Tiberius’ negative
exemplum, see Benef. 2, 8 with Griffin (2013, 63).
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Sen. Benef. 2, 18, 7: nemo id accipiendo obligatur quod illi repudiare non licuit. Cf. Publil. Sent. I 40: ingrata
sunt beneficia, quibus comes est metus.
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Tac. Ann. 14, 53, 5; see Motto, Clark (1994); Woodman (2010). In Benef. 2, 13, 2-3, by delineating the portrait
of the prince as benefactor, Seneca writes: iucunda sunt, quae humana fronte, certe leni placidaque tribuuntur,
quae cum daret mihi superior, non exultavit supra me, sed quam potuit benignissimus fuit descenditque in aequum
et detraxit muneri suo pompam, sic observavit idoneum tempus, ut in occasione potius quam in necessitate
succurreret. As well as gifts, even invitations from the powerful cannot be refused: cf. Plu. Mor. 124A; Marc.
Aur. Med. 1, 16, 2.
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Cf. Tac. Ann. 13, 18: alii necessitatem adhibitam credebant a principe sceleris sibi conscio et veniam sperante,
si largitionibus validissimum quemque obstrinxisset.
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first, the impracticability for the subjects of giving honest advice; second, the impossibility for
rulers of receiving bona consilia. In book 6, Seneca remarks on how difficult it is for those at
the summit of power to find someone who tells them the truth and gives sincere advice: fidele
consilium…sine adulatione.119 By using the language of fighting, the philosopher laments that
people long to flatter individuals in a higher position (certamen adulandi).120 Seneca’s bitter
comment will be echoed by Tacitus at the beginning of his Historiae: adulation is deeply rooted
in the mentality that there is an inner pleasure in saying yes (libido adsentandi).121
Nevertheless, it is the princeps himself who prefers to receive pro rectis blanda instead of
utile consilium. At De beneficiis 6, 32, Augustus regrets the loss of Agrippa and Maecenas, as
they would have told him the truth.122 Seneca rejects Augustus’ utterance: there is no evidence
that Agrippa and Maecenas would have told the truth to him; for Seneca, doubtless, even they
would have been among the dissimulantes.123 With this statement, Seneca, adept at court life
and dissembler par excellence, does not want to criticise Agrippa and Maecenas, but rather to
express criticism of Augustus and, more generally, of how autocrats act. A telling anecdote
from Macrobius reports that Augustus mocked Asinius Pollio by addressing vulgar texts to
him, but the poet did not reply and explained his silence by claiming that is not easy to speak
to/against one who can proscribe.124 After the references to Augustus’ advisors in the De
beneficiis, Seneca remarks wryly:
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Benef. 6, 29, 2; cf. 6, 30, 3: omnia sane excluserit opulenta felicitas, monstrabo tibi, cuius rei inopia laborent
magna fastigia, quid omnia possidentibus desit: scilicet ille, qui verum dicat et hominem inter mentientes
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Benef. 6, 32, 2: ‘horum mihi nihil accidisset, si aut Agrippa aut Maecenas vixisset!’ Cf. Griffin (2000); Berno
(2013, 187-188); Citti (2015a). Griffin (2013, 309) analyses that both, if they have been alive in 2 B.C., would
have found it difficult to express their opinions as they both violated the leges Iuliae. See the advice put into
Maecenas’ mouth by Dio Cassius (52, 33, 6): τήν τε παρρησίαν παντὶ τῷ βουλοµένῳ καὶ ὁτιοῦν συµβουλεῦσαί
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βλαβήσῃ.
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Benef. 6, 32, 4: non est, quod existimemus Agrippam et Maecenatem solitos illi vera dicere; qui si vixissent,
inter dissimulantes fuissent. Cf. Codoñer (2003, 72-77); Berno (2013).
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Macr. 2, 4, 21: Pollio, cum fescenninos in eum Augustus scripsisset, ait: at ego taceo. Non est facile in eum
scribere qui potest proscribere; cf. Lowrie (2009, vii-viii); Ziogas (2015, 120-121).
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regalis ingenii mos est in praesentium contumeliam amissa laudare et his virtutem
dare vera dicendi, a quibus iam audiendi periculum non est.
It is characteristic of the royal attitude to praise what is lost, in contempt of what is
present, and to attribute the virtue of speaking the truth to those from whom there
is no longer any danger of hearing it.125
Regalis implies a condemnation of power.126 This statement picks up on my discussion in
chapter 3: rulers, tyrants and emperors do not allow subjects to tell the truth and they appreciate
false rather true advice. The king Cambyses punished the courtier Prexaspes for having told
the truth and given him good advice (bona consilia).127 Indeed, the reward of Demaratus is the
exception that proves the rule.128 The advisors of emperors should be careful in giving advice;
Tacitus refers to Callistus, Claudius’ freedman, who understands that to maintain power and
be safe it is more important to give cautious rather than aggressive advice.129 Yet, Seneca in
the De beneficiis suggests giving useful advice (consilium utile) which will always be
appreciated. Charming advice is welcome in the present; on the contrary, a true voice is always
positive even if it gives blame.
Dic illis, non quod volunt audire, sed quod audisse semper volent; plenas aures
adulationibus aliquando vera vox intret; da consilium utile.
Tell them, not what they wish to hear, but what they will wish they had always
heard; sometimes let a truthful voice penetrate ears that are filled with flatteries;
give them useful advice.130
Seneca depicts a society in which people are besieged by adulators and encourages his
audience to give good advice, namely to tell the truth. Seneca’s suggestion is, in one sense,
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anachronistic and unrealisable in a period when it is difficult to give and receive honest advice.
At Epistle 77, 5, he reports as follows:
unusquisque aut, quia timidus erat, id illi suadebat quod sibi suasisset, aut, quia
adulator et blandus, id consilium dabat quod deliberanti gratius fore suspicabatur.
One after another they either advised the course they themselves would have
adopted out of timidity, or turned to flattery and gave the advice they thought the
one consulting them wanted to hear.
The protagonist of this Epistle is Marcellinus who asks for advice on how to die.131 The advice
he receives is influenced by cowardice or by flattery: people tell him what they think he wants
to hear; the only good advice comes from a Stoic. Flattery and the desire to please the
interlocutor imply the impossibility of giving true advice.
While in the De ira Seneca illustrates the disastrous consequence of giving good advice (bona
consilia), in the De beneficiis, he recommends giving useful advice (consilium utile). How then
to reconcile the different approaches on display? Indeed, there is an evolution in Seneca’s
philosophical development, but the different date of composition of the works is not a sufficient
explanation. We can stress inconsistency even in the De beneficiis: the suggestion to give good
advice collides with the refusal from the powerful to receive true advice. One statement does
not necessarily ‘correct’ the other. We might read them in conjunction: Seneca describes the
same phenomenon, but what changes is the angle of observation. He shifts from a political
perspective to a philosophical one. Ideally, the sapiens should provide the community with
consilia which will always be valid, but he is aware of how difficult it is to transform this
‘ideal’ into reality, as the reference to Augustus’ regret for the loss of Maecenas and Agrippa
demonstrates. Seneca implies that the tyrannical attitude of the princeps refuses good advice.
It is hard to resist the idea that, by evoking Augustus and his advisors, Seneca, in retrospect, is
thinking of his difficult role of Nero’s guide.132
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Dio Cassius (61, 14) denounces that no one dares to tell the truth to Nero about his tyrannical actions.
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The mention of Crispus Passienus allows Seneca to discuss latent flattery and the
possibility/impossibility of giving advice. The final exemplum I want to draw attention to
concerns the Cynic philosopher Demetrius of Corinth, quoted by Seneca alongside Crispus
Passienus.133 Demetrius – whom Seneca conventionally labels egregius vir – was an intimate
friend of Seneca and taught at Rome until Vespasian exiled him in 71.134 Seneca remarks on
the closeness between himself and Demetrius by using the adjective noster.135 In the De
beneficiis (7, 9, 1 - 7, 10, 6) Seneca puts in Demetrius’ mouth a speech in which he condemns
avarice; Seneca constructs the speech by imagining what Demetrius would say in that context
(adfirmaverim repudiaturum dicturumque), just as he does in the Naturales Quaestiones. But
there is a remarkable difference: in the Naturales Quaestiones, Seneca remembers (memini)
what Demetrius previously said by addressing a powerful freedman (cuidam libertino potenti),
whose name Seneca is unwilling to report. Seneca is aware of how risky it is to directly name
an associate of Nero. Juvenal observes: ‘describe Tigellinus: you will shine on that fire where
men stand and burn and smoke with transfixed throat and [where] it traces a broad furrow
across the arena’.136
In the De beneficiis, Seneca generally speaks of one vice, and he does not hesitate to share
Demetrius’ speech: instead of quoting his friend, Seneca speaks by imagining Demetrius’
thought. In the Naturales Quaestiones, although Seneca shares what Demetrius utters, he
creates distance by reporting only Demetrius’ speech through a direct quotation. The reason
lies in the fact that Demetrius speaks of a particular freedman, presumably one close to the
emperor (libertino potenti). From Demetrius’ speech comes to the fore the association between
the freedman and the flatterer. The cynic philosopher suggests to the freedman an easy way to
accumulate wealth, which basically consists of renouncing his moral principles and of praising
influential people. According to Demetrius, flattery is an ars which brings huge riches. We
have already seen in chapter 1 that freedmen under the Principate, thanks to their close
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association with the emperor, had access to positions of power and achieved a high level of
wealth. Demetrius explicitly points out the freedman’s avaritia and offers him a way to achieve
riches.137 The theme of avaritia has paramount importance and returns when Seneca ‘praises’
Lucilius for having rejected the gifts of Caligula; Seneca makes a distinction between Lucilius
and the yes-men who engage in competition in avarice:
adice nunc invictum muneribus animum et in tanto avaritiae certamine numquam
suppositam manum lucro.
Add also that your mind remained unconquered by gifts, and in the midst of all that
greedy competition your hand was never held out for gain.138
In the Ad Helviam, Seneca defines avaritia as ‘the mightiest curse of the human race’ and
states that if people free themselves from avaritia, ambitio is not an impediment.139 If we return
to the Naturales Quaestiones, we observe that Lucilius is far enough from ambitio, as Seneca
points out in the preface (praef. 1) as he refrains from avaritia (praef. 18). By a form of ring
composition, the philosopher constructs the eulogy of Lucilius as a person detached from greed
and consequently from ambition, although in the middle of his panegyric we learn that Lucilius
himself was not immune to flattery.
The expression certamen avaritiae (Nat. 4a, praef. 18) recalls certamen adulandi used by
Seneca in the De beneficiis:
Non vides, quemadmodum illos in praeceps agat extincta libertas et fides in
obsequium servile submissa? Dum nemo ex animi sui sententia suadet
dissuadetque, sed adulandi certamen est et unum amicorum omnium officium, una
contentio, quis blandissime fallat, ignoravere vires suas, et, dum se tam magnos,
quam audiunt, credunt, attraxere supervacua et in discrimen rerum omnium
perventura bella, utilem et necessariam rupere concordiam, secuti iram, quam
nemo revocabat, multorum sanguinem hauserunt fusuri novissime suum.
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Do you not see how such people are driven to their ruin by the suppression of free
speech and the transmutation of loyalty into servile sycophancy? While no one
advises them honestly for or against a course of action, but there is instead a
competition in flattery and the one concept of duty among all their friends consists
in vying with each other in deceiving them most obsequiously, they become
unaware of their real power and, believing that they are as great as they hear
themselves described, they embark on pointless wars that endanger everything,
they shatter the harmony that is useful and necessary, and, led on by anger that no
one has discouraged, they shed the blood of many and ultimately spill their own.140
Avaritia and adulatio are two vices inextricably intertwined in the Naturales Quaestiones and
both pertain to the figure of the freedman. Writing under Nero, whose freedmen are extremely
rich and powerful, it is dangerous to openly attack them and Seneca tries to protect himself by
reporting the discourse against the freedman as a direct quotation of Demetrius.
Demetrium egregium virum memini dicere cuidam libertino potenti facilem sibi
esse ad divitias viam quo die paenituisset bonae mentis. ‘nec invidebo vobis’ inquit
‘hac arte; sed docebo eos quibus quaesito opus est, quemadmodum non dubiam
fortunam maris, non emendi vendendique aleam subeant, non incertam fidem ruris
incertiorem fori temptent, quemadmodum non solum facili sed etiam hilari via
pecuniam faciant gaudentisque despolient.’
I remember Demetrius, an excellent man, telling some powerful freedman that he
found an easy path to wealth on the day he repented of his good intentions. “I shall
not begrudge any of you this skill” he said. “But I shall teach those who need an
income how they do not have to endure the uncertainties of the sea or the lottery of
buying and selling, nor to try out the unreliable world of farming, or the more
unreliable one of politics; I will teach how they can make money not just easily but
enjoyably, and can rob victims who relish it”.141
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Benef. 6, 30, 4-5. The expression certamen adulandi is also used by Pliny at Paneg. 54, 5:
tuae moderationis haec laus, 〈 non〉 constantiae nostrae, et tibi obsequimur quod in curiam non ad certamen
adulationum sed ad usum munusque iustitiae convenimus, hanc simplicitati tuaeveritatique gratiam relaturi, ut
te quae vis velle, quae non vis nolle credamus. Cf. D.C. 53, 20, 2.
141
Nat. 4a, praef. 7.
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By means of a priamel, Seneca presents four traditional careers: navigation,142 trade,143
farming, and politics. All these activities require a significant effort but lead to an unpredictable
outcome.144 Sarcastically, Demetrius proposes flattery as an alternative way to become rich,
which he says is the most profitable and the easiest way to amass great fortunes. Unlike those
careers and the risks connected, the profession of the flatterer is safe, simple, even amusing,
and Demetrius immediately offers a demonstration. Ironically, freedmen already know how to
do that: addressing a powerful freedman, Demetrius speaks to one who has already achieved
prosperity. The critique is not veiled: between the lines, we can read a denunciation of the
compromise behind the condition of the freedmen. Inextricably intertwined with wealth and
prestige is the acceptance of compromised integrity. But this is also the condition of the
aristocratic courtier, according to Seneca, who in the De ira mentions an unnamed courtier in
the court of an unnamed king. Asked how he was able to survive to old age, he replies: iniurias
accipiendo et gratias agendo. Thus aristocratic courtiers are exactly in the same position as the
freedman criticised by Demetrius.
By claiming gaudentisque despolient, Seneca refers to the fact that masters, rulers and
emperors want to be flattered and feel happy even when receiving false praise, as I discussed
in chapter 1. Here is the voice of Demetrius in a remarkably sarcastic way, but it is also the
voice of Seneca who raises to the level of ‘profession’ the practice of flattery. Demetrius’
speech in the preface to book 4 assumes particular resonance through the comparisons with
book 7 of De beneficiis and Letter 62. In book 7, Demetrius rejects an offer of two hundred
thousand sesterces by Caligula.145 Similarly, in Letter 62, his scorn for wealth is displayed
through his depiction as seminudus.146 Seneca makes a distinction between Demetrius, who
142

Seneca approves of navigation as it fosters knowledge, but he condemns it as it exposes men to serious risks
(Nat. 5, 18, 7); as people navigate to satisfy a pleasure (Ad Helv. 10, 2: non est necesse omne perscrutari
profundum; Ad Helv. 10, 5: quid profundi perscrutatione?), it is a considered as a vice (Nat. 5, 18, 16), and as an
instrument of war (Tro. 1026 ff.); cf. Citroni Marchetti (1991, 171).
143
Seneca condemns trade in Ad Helv. 10, 5: quid opus est mercaturis?
144
Cf. Joly (1956, 165-170).
145
Cf. Benef. 7, 11, 1-2: itaque cum C. Caesar illi ducenta donaret, ridens reiecit ne dignam quidem summam
iudicans, qua non accepta gloriaretur. Di deaeque, quam pusillo animo illum aut honorare voluit aut corrumpere!
Reddendum egregio viro testimonium est; ingentem rem ab illo dici audivi, cum miraretur Gai dementiam, quod se
putasset tanti posse mutari. ‘Si temptare’ inquit ‘me constituerat, toto illi fui experiendus imperio.’ The philosopher
who, by rejecting the gift of the tyrant, demonstrates his incorruptibility is a philosophical topos: see Socrates at
the court of Archelaus (Benef. 5, 6, 6); Diogenes who despises the treasures of the Macedonians (Benef. 5, 4, 3);
Xenocrates who refuses 50 mines from the messengers of Alexander (Cic. Tusc. 5, 32).
146
Cf. Epist. 62, 3: Demetrium, virorum optimum, mecum circumfero et relictis conchyliatis cum illo seminudo
loquor, illum admiror. Quidni admirer? Vidi nihil ei deesse. Contemnere aliquis omnia potest, omnia habere non
potest: brevissima ad divitias per contemptum divitiarum via est. Demetrius autem noster sic vivit, non tamquam
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shows himself ‘half-naked’ and those who dress in sumptuous clothing (conchyliati) –
stigmatised in Letter 62 – and openly aligns himself with Demetrius. Conchyliatus (OLD
‘purple-dyed’; ‘a person wearing purple clothes’), is an hapax in Seneca, who more frequently
uses conchylium, a Latin transliteration of the Greek κογχύλιον, to indicate purple. Purpura
has become a display of luxury which causes Seneca’s disapproval.147
Conchyliatus in Letter 62 may be a reference to the Neronian court, where Nero’s love of
luxury perfectly paired with senatorial tastes.148 According to Suetonius, Nero imposed a limit
to expenditure (adhibitus sumptibus modus), but there is no evidence of a lex sumptuaria of
Nero, and Suetonius himself emphasises Nero’s yearning for luxury.149 He restricted the use of
the two highest qualities of purple – amethystina and Tyria – at court, but that ‘measure has
been seen as an effort to preserve purple commodities for the court’.150 No doubt he neither
renounced nor clamped down on luxury.151 The use of the Greek conchyliatus instead of the
Latin purpuratus is indeed a means to exaggerate the vice of extravagance, but it may also be
a reference to Nero’s freedmen who were probably responsible for the monopoly on purple dye
and who had usurped the purple band, the distinctive sign of the matronae.152 Moreover, the
use of the Greek term instead of the Latin can be explained also as part of the strategy pursued
by Seneca to underline the inferior legal status of freedmen and their provenience from
Greece.153 Seneca decides to distance himself from conchyliati and sides with Demetrius.
Through Demetrius’ exemplum, Seneca in Letter 62 asserts that ‘the quickest way to wealth is
to despise wealth’ (brevissima ad divitias per contemptum divitiarum via est). Conversely, in
the Naturales Quaestiones Demetrius instructs people on how to become rich. The access to
contempserit omnia, sed tamquam aliis habenda permiserit. Cf. Epist. 20, 9: ego certe aliter audio quae dicit
Demetrius noster, cum illum vidi nudum, quanto minus quam [in]stramentis incubantem: non praeceptor veri sed
testis est. Cf. Goulet-Cazé (1986, 225).
147
Cf. Sen. Ir. 1, 21, 1; Epist. 16, 8; 73, 5; 87, 8; 94, 60; 94, 70. On the use of purple as status symbol in Rome
see Reinhold (1970, 37-61). Cf. Iuv. 3, 81: horum ego non fugiam conchylia? See Manzella (2011, 155-156).
148
Cf. Osgood (2017, 35-38). Nero was famous for his lavish personal clothes: cf. Suet. Nero 25, 1; 30, 3. On
Nero’s tendency to extravagance and his desire for luxury see Drinkwater (2019, 314-317). On Julius Caesar and
Augustus’ measures to restrict the use of purple to specific categories on particular days cf. Suet. Iul. 43; D.C. 49,
16, 1; see Reinhold (1970, 45); Croom (2000, 26-27).
149
Cf. Suet. Nero 16, 2; Warmington2 (1999, 43). Contra cf. Suet. Nero 30.
150
Suet. Nero 32, 3; cf. Bradley (1978, 193).
151
Suet. Nero 42, 2; cf. D.C. 63, 26, 3. According to Pliny the Elder (Nat. 37, 20, 4-5), Nero paid a million
sesterces for a myrrhine cup.
152
Cf. Bradley (1978, 193). Petronius (54, 4) employs conchyliata lana as a specific garment of Trimalchio; cf.
Petron. 38, 5.
153
For Seneca’s use of purpuratus cf. Epist. 76, 31: nemo ex istis quos purpuratos vides felix est; Const. 13, 2:
scit sapiens omnis hos qui togati purpuratique incedunt, valentes colorati, male sanos esse, quos non aliter videt
quam aegros intemperantis.
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riches (via divitiarum) is in both cases easy. In Letter 62 Seneca states that the achievement of
riches starts with its contempt (brevissima ad divitias via est), while in Naturales Quaestiones
he puts into Demetrius’ mouth a speech to show an easy and even amusing way to accumulate
wealth (facile via et hilari ad divitias), which consists in flattering the powerful. It is uncertain
whether Letter 62 or the preface to book 4 was composed first. However, it is clear that the two
texts should be read together. In conclusion, another element deserves attention: according to
Epictetus, Demetrius was threatened by Nero, but not only was he not intimidated, but he also
addressed him with boldness: ‘you threaten me with death, but nature threatens you’.154 Apart
from this quip, Demetrius was renowned for his outspokenness and hostility toward
monarchy.155 The ‘spiky’ presence of Demetrius, despised by Nero, and the fact that he tackles
a ‘powerful freedman’ (presumably of Nero) in his speech are two ‘subversive’ elements in
this preface whose main topic of adulatio already engaged the attention of Nero.
All the exempla we have analysed in this section aim to display the different strategies enacted
by the flatterer, a further demonstration that adulatio is an ars which requires elaboration and
practice. The final exemplum featuring Demetrius is particularly remarkable as the Cynic
philosopher provides Lucilius not only with a theorisation but even an identikit of the flatterer
who is identifiable as one of the powerful freedmen at the court of Nero.

5.3.4 Gallio and Lucilius: adulatus vs adulator
I now want to focus on the protagonists of this preface: Gallio, adulatus, and Lucilius, adulator
of Gallio. Lucilius plays a key role in the treatise as the addressee of the Naturales Quaestiones
and pupil of the philosopher. What is surprising is that even Lucilius was not exempt from
flattery: unexpectedly, we learn that Lucilius himself marred his reputation when he attempted
to flatter Gallio. Nevertheless, there are no traces of reproach. On the contrary, Seneca is
prepared to be indulgent: the philosopher understands Lucilius’ slip and praises him. On closer
examination, in doing so, Seneca uses a strategy similar to the one already employed in Letter
79, where initially he reproaches Lucilius for his curiositas (§ 4) and then retracts by saying
that he is humble (§7).156 Similarly, here Seneca originally includes Lucilius among the
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Cf. Epict. 1, 25, 22; cf. Dobbin (1998, 209). Diogenes Laertius (2, 13, 35) attributes this statement to Socrates;
cf. Goulet-Cazé (1986, 52).
155
Cf. Suet. Vesp. 13.
156
Cf. Epist. 79, 4: non est autem quod istam curam inputes mihi; morbo enim tuo daturus eras, etiam si nemo
mandaret; 79, 7: plus enim sperare modestia tibi tua non permittit, quae tanta in te est ut videaris mihi retracturus
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sycophants (§10), but then seems to forgive him by enumerating his qualities (§§ 14-18).
Actually, Seneca dwells on flattery more to admonish Lucilius to pay attention to the flatterers
than to blame him; indeed, from the preface, it is clear that the philosopher is more interested
in praising his brother’s incorruptibility rather than in lambasting Lucilius for his
‘inexperience’.
Seneca presents Gallio as an exemplum of imperturbability and exhorts Lucilius to draw on
Gallio as someone impervious to flattery (ad hoc exemplar componere). Gallio, proconsul of
Achaea in 51/2 – given the Greek reputation for adulation – presumably knew well the strategy
of flatterers as he had been subject to many attempts at flattery.157 This element, as Williams
observes, ‘gives him special relevance as a model for Lucilius under siege in Sicily’.158 Lucilius
tempted Gallio in all possible ways, but he never yielded under Lucilius’ attempts as, according
to Seneca, he was removed from all vices, and in particular hated flattery.
Solebam tibi dicere Gallionem, fratrem meum, quem nemo non parum amat, etiam
qui amare plus non potest, alia vitia non nosse, hoc unum odisse. Ab omni illum
parte temptasti: ingenium suspicere coepisti omnium maximum et dignissimum,
quod consecrari malles quam conteri; pedes abstulit.
I used to tell you about my brother Gallio – whom nobody loves sufficiently, not
even someone who could not love him more. He was unacquainted with other
faults, but hated this one. You probed his defences on every side. You started to
express your admiration for his intellect, superior to anyone else’s and fully
deserving to be treated with reverence rather than with contempt: he ran away.159

ingenii tui vires, si vincendi periculum sit: tanta tibi priorum reverentia est. The two passages share the same
scenario: Sicily.
157
Sen. Epist. 104, 1; cf. Cic. Pis. 70: sed ut Graeculum, ut adsentatorem, ut poetam; Iuv. 3, 86-87: quid quod
adulandi gens prudentissima laudat / sermonem indocti, faciem deformis amici; cf. Manzella (2011, 163).
158
Williams (2012, 106).
159
Nat. 4a, praef. 10.
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Gallio literally takes away his foot (pedes abstulit),160 as Seneca recommends doing in the De
constantia sapientis: the sapiens should avoid provocation.161 Seneca uses the same expression
auferre pedem to qualify Gallio and the expected behaviour from the sapiens. Gallio acts as
the sapiens who has to distance himself from any form of injury. At this point, there follows a
eulogy of Gallio (§§ 10-12), whom Seneca presents in the guise of the sapiens.162 In an
interesting discussion on the preface to book 4, Williams observes that ‘Seneca’s possible
flattery of Gallio in §§ 10-12 and of Lucilius himself in §§ 14-18 resembles the oblique
approach outlined in § 5, the approach that uses flattery ‘secretly and sparingly’ (clam and
parce), in contrast to the crudeness of Plancus’ open and obvious assault (ex aperto, palam)’.163
If we adopt this reading, Seneca would subtly offer a practical demonstration of flattery when
he theorises it. On the contrary, I suggest that this ‘apparent’ flattery of Seneca has other aims.
Seneca encourages Lucilius to praise himself for his decision to devote his life to philosophy
(§14) – due to his humble origins he could have embarked upon a more profitable career; for
his ‘independence’ from Caligula whose hostility to Gaetulicus does not prevent Lucilius from
maintaining Gaetulicus’ friendship (§15); for his masculine behaviour and his braveness and
loyalty (§16); for refusing suicide (§17); for his incorruptibility, frugality (parsimonia); for
moderation in speaking (sermonis modestia); for benevolence toward the inferiors
(humanitas); and for reverence toward his superiors (reverentia §18). What is more, Seneca
praises Lucilius because he puts into practice the Stoic precept according to which virtue can
be available to everyone: despite his modest birth, Lucilius achieved virtue and thanks to his
virtue he reached an eminent position.164 In the Epistles, similarly, Seneca refers to Lucilius’
ability to emerge despite his humble ancestry and to stand out for his virtue.165
It is interesting that Seneca mentions Lentulus Gaetulicus, described by Velleius as an eminent
man.166 Gaetulicus flourished at the court of Tiberius, who gave him control of the army of
160

Cf. Epist. 42, 5: meministi, cum quendam adfirmares esse in tua potestate, dixisse me volaticum esse ac levem
et te non pedes eius tenere, sed pinnam?
161
Cf. Const. 19, 1: non est in rixam conluctationemque veniendum. Procul auferendi pedes sunt et quidquid
horum ab inprudentibus fiet (fieri autem nisi ab inprudentibus non potest) neglegendum et honores iniuriaeque
vulgi in promiscuo habendae; see Berno (2018, 220).
162
Cf. Berno (2006, 128). Seneca in Nat. 4a, praef. 12 claims that Gallio did not unmask Lucilius but rejected
him (non reprehendit te sed reppulit) just as the sapiens is expected to do; cf. Epist. 31, 6: ille prudens atque
artifex pro tempore quaeque repellet aut eliget.
163
Williams (2012, 108).
164
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 15: ostendi in omne pectus cadere virtutem et eluctatus natalium angustias, nec sorte me
sed animo mensus, par maximis steti.
165
Cf. Epist. 19, 3: in medium te protulit ingenii vigor, scriptorum elegantia, clarae et nobiles amicitiae; 44, 2:
eques Romanus es, et ad hunc ordinem tua te perduxit industria.
166
Vell. 2, 116, 3: adulescentis in omnium virtutum exempla geniti.
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Upper Germany in 29, but, later, he ran up against the disfavour of Caligula, who executed him
in 39 on suspicion of treason.167 Dio Cassius states that Caligula condemns him as a result of
his popularity among the soldiers.168 He was even the author of several epigrams, composed in
Greek and in Latin.169 Although Pliny presents him as a lascivious poet,170 three lines have
survived from a kind of panegyric for Caligula, in view of his expedition in Britain.171
Identifying the birthplace of Gaius in Anzio, Suetonius tells us that Pliny charged Lentulus
Gaetulicus with lying about the birthplace of Gaius ‘per adulationem’.172 Willrich explains the
flattery of Gaetulicus as an attempt to blur criticism of Caligula’s administration.173 At first
glance, Seneca presents Gaetulicus as an opponent of Caligula; instead, we cannot exclude that,
by naming Gaetulicus, Seneca refers to the dark side of his character: flattery, according to
circumstances, concerns even the most virtuous.
In this context, praise of Lucilius is inextricably intertwined with the process of selfexamination.174 Seneca urges Lucilius to praise himself for recognising what he has already
achieved in his ongoing progress towards attaining wisdom, yet he also implies that he still has
far to go on his philosophical journey. Lucilius’ self-praise is positive, as it is a means to
measure his progress; conversely, the flatterer’s praise is not only meaningless but even
counter-productive as it alters the perception of himself.175 We have already seen that this
concept appears at Letter 59, but it also occurs in De beneficiis, where Seneca points out that
flattery is totally pernicious as people believe to be as great as they hear to be.176 Furthermore,

Cf. PIR2 II, 338-340, c 1390; RE IV, 1, 1385-6. Cf. Suet. Claud. 9, 1; Galb. 6, 2. See Hurley (1993, 19; 2001,
90-91).
168
Cf. D.C. 58, 8, 3. Tacitus (Ann. 6, 30, 2) ascribes his popularity with his troops to his lenient discipline.
169
Ten epigrams in Greek, written in the manner of Leonidas of Tarentum, are ascribed to Gaetulicus, who should
probably be identified with Cn. Cornelius Lentulus, quoted by Martial; on this identification see Page (1981, 4960). Martial singles Gaetulicus out as one of his most influential forerunners, cf. Epigr. 1, proem. 12: lascivam
verborum veritatem, id est epigrammaton linguam, excusarem, si meum esset exemplum: sic scribit Catullus, sic
Marsus, sic Pedo, sic Gaetulicus, sic quicumque perlegitur. According to Neger (2012, 12), Martial quotes
following his preference.
170
Cf. Plin. Epist. 5, 3; Sid. Apoll. Epist. 2, 10, 6; Carm. 9, 259. Cf. Henriksén (2019b, 469).
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Cf. Courtney (1993, 345-346). Caligula planned to invade Britain, but then changed his mind; cf. Barrett (1989,
125-139).
172
Suet. Cal. 8, 2: Gaetulicum refellit Plinius quasi mentitum per adulationem. It may be possible that Suetonius
refers to Pliny only to refute Pliny, cf. Suet. Cal. 8, 3: Plinium arguit ratio temporum.
173
Willrich (1903, 307-308).
174
Cf. Epist. 26, 4: ita me observo et adloquor.
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Cf. Cic. Off. 1, 91: cum homines inflati opinionibus turpiter inridentur et in maximis versantur erroris. A
similar warning occurs in Plu. Mor. 547C; cf. McC. Brown (1992, 91).
176
Cf. Epist. 59, 11: sequitur itaque ut ideo mutari nolimus quia nos optimos esse credidimus; Benef. 6, 30, 5:
dum se tam magnos, quam audiunt, credunt.
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Lucilius has to reject compliment from flatterers as they address their praise to everyone,
including wicked individuals:
ego nec decipere volo nec decipi possum. Laudari me a vobis, nisi laudaretis etiam
malos, vellem.
I neither wish to deceive nor am capable of being deceived. I should like to be
praised by you if you did not also praise bad people.177
Thus, Lucilius must reject false encomium and proceed to self-praise:
cum cupieris bene laudari, quare hoc ulli debeas? ipse te lauda. dic:...
When you want to be praised properly, why should you be in debt to anyone else?
Praise yourself! Say, ….”178
Seneca invites Lucilius to praise himself even at Epistle 78, 21:
O quam magna erat gloriae materia, si spectaremur aegri! Ipse te specta, ipse te
lauda!
If only people observed us in sickness, how much material there would be for glory
to celebrate! Be your own observer, celebrate yourself.
In order to preserve Lucilius from the risks posed by the plethora of flatterers, in this preface
Seneca invites Lucilius to praise himself.179 Why does Seneca remark so incisively on the
necessity of being distant from flatterers?180 I suggest that Lucilius has to be alert as, being
besieged by the crowd of flatterers, he risks becoming self-adulatory. My reading is rooted in
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Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 13; Lana (1955, 7) and Letta (1999, 106) consider this statement as a direct reference to
Nero’s insincere praise toward Seneca. Roller (2001, 119 n. 92) argues that the attitude toward flattery attributed
to Lucilius in this passage is informed by Stoic principles.
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Cf. Nat.4a, praef. 14.
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Cf. Hine (2010b, 211-212).
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Cf. Tac. Agr. 41, 1: pessimum inimicorum genus, laudantes.
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what Seneca claims in the De tranquillitate animi. In the opening of the treatise, Seneca
addresses Serenus as follows:
puto multos potuisse ad sapientiam pervenire, nisi putassent se pervenisse, nisi
quaedam in se dissimulassent, quaedam apertis oculis transiluissent. Non est enim
quod magis aliena <nos> iudices adulatione perire quam nostra. Quis sibi verum
dicere ausus est? Quis non inter laudantium blandientiumque positus greges
plurimum tamen sibi ipse adsentatus est?
I think many men could achieve wisdom if they did not believe they had done so
already, if they had not concealed certain traits in their character and passed by
others with their eyes shut. For there is no reason for you to suppose that the
adulation of other people is more ruinous to us than our own. Who has dared to tell
himself the truth? Who, though he is surrounded by a horde of applauding
sycophants, is not for all that his own greatest flatterer?181
Seneca here refers to the old Stoic principle of the contaminatory power of a crowd, well
illustrated in Letter 7. The plethora of flatterers poses a threat to the achievement of wisdom
and Serenus should be careful not to flatter himself. We may note the use of adsentor, which
is less strong than adulor, but always conveys a negative meaning. Seneca gives a definition
of the adsentator in the De beneficiis:
nempe reprenditur adsentator et aliena subsequens verba, paratus ad falsa
laudator; non minus placens sibi et se suspiciens, ut ita dicam, adsentator suus.
The flatterer who goes along with the words of another and is ready to praise
falsehoods is surely open to censure; no less the person who is complacent and selfadmiring – in other words, his own flatterer.182
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Tranq. 1, 16.
Benef. 5, 7, 4. Cf. Cic. Lael. 89: adsentatio, vitiorum adiutrix, procul amoveatur, quae non modo amico, sed
ne libero quidem digna est; Curt. 8, 5, 6: non deerat talia concupiscenti perniciosa adulatio, perpetuum malum
regum, quorum opes saepius adsentatio quam hostis evertit.
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Sibi placens qualifies the self-adsentator. Seneca wants to remove Lucilius from Sicily as,
when he is there, he can be excessively pleased with himself (placere sibi).
Longe te ab ista provincia abducam, ne forte magnam esse historiis fidem credas
et placere tibi incipias quotiens cogitaveris.
I shall draw you far away from your province to ensure that you do not begin to be
pleased with yourself whenever you think…183
The philosopher suspects that Lucilius can gloat over his prestigious position as procurator in
such a important place (§§ 21-22).184 By a form of ring composition, Seneca recalls the
beginning of the preface where he claims that Lucilius will enjoy his stay in Sicily, provided
that ‘he will not treat a procuratio as an imperium’.185 The risk is, therefore, that Lucilius
becomes an adulator of himself. A similar warning can be found in Letter 19, where Seneca,
once more, he warns Lucilius from the perils connected to apparent accessible happiness
(rapida felicitas), to the province where he resides (Sicily) and to his procuratorship there.186
These three elements (rapida felicitas, provincia, procuratio) jeopardise a vita salubris,
namely, a life devoted to philosophy. This letter is tied to the preface also by the motif of the
recessio ad se and, although Seneca in Letter 19 does not speak explicitly of flattery, the
numerous references to the false friend and to the clientela, clearly mean to suggest it. Lucilius’
procuratio and the provincia in which he works pose a serious threat to his philosophical
development. As a result, at the conclusion of the preface, Seneca wants to remove Lucilius
from Sicily, despite its mirabilia (4a, 1, 1).187
I suggest that Seneca in the preface underlines a particular link between flattery and Sicily: it
may be possible that the philosopher refers to flattery as a specific characteristic of Sicily.188
183

Nat. 4a, praef. 21.
At Epistle 31, 9 Lucilius’ procuratorship is downgraded to a mere procuratiuncula.
185
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 1: delectat te, quemadmodum scribis, Lucili virorum optime, Sicilia et officium procurationis
otiosae, delectabitque si continere id intra fines suos volueris, nec efficere imperium quod est procuratio.
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Cf. Sen. Epist. 19, 5: tulit te longe a conspectu vitae salubris rapida felicitas, provincia et procuratio et
quidquid ab istis promittitur. Rapidus, unless used specifically in reference to rivers, has negative connotation in
Seneca: cf. Med. 219-220: qui nunc petuntur. rapida fortuna ac levis / praecepsque regno eripuit, exilio dedit. Cf.
Epist. 45, 2: et nisi mature te finem officii sperarem inpetraturum, hanc senilem expeditionem indixissem mihi nec
me Charybdis et Scylla et fabulosum istud fretum deterrere potuissent.
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Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 21: longe te ab ista provincia abducam.
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For Seneca’s description of Sicily see Ad Marc. 17, 2-6, where Seneca warns a man intending to go to Syracuse
of both the pleasures and difficulties of the journey.
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Not only does his role attract ‘multi Planci’, but even the tradition of Sicily may represent a
further threat to Lucilius.
By describing the attempt of Alexander to introduce the proskynesis at the Macedonian court
in 327 B.C., Curtius Rufus presents the Greek Agis and the Sicilian Cleon as opponents of
Callisthenes. While Callisthenes gives a speech against the introduction of proskynesis, Agis
and Cleon, moved by the will to ingratiate themselves with the king, promote the divine honour
of Alexander.189 Cleon (otherwise undocumented) is represented as a flatterer, whose flattery
– according to Rufus – hinges not only on his attitude but also on his nation: et ex Sicilia Cleo,
hic quidem non ingenii solum, sed etiam nationis vitio adulator.190 Apart from the historicity
of Cleon, what is interesting is that Curtius Rufus establishes a strict relationship between
Sicily and flattery: flattery is ingrained in Sicily.
If Sicily is a land of flatterers, Lucilius, besieged by adulators, risks transforming positive selfpraise into negative self-flattery. As Seneca claims in the De tranquillitate animi, quoted above,
self-flattery, that is the direct consequence of the presence of flatterers, is more dangerous than
flattery from others. Like Serenus, Lucilius should avoid flatterers.
Fac ergo, mi Lucili, quod facere consuesti: a turba te quantum potest separa, ne
adulatoribus latus praebeas.
So, my dear Lucilius, do what you habitually do: keep yourself apart from the
crowd, as far as you can, so that you do not expose your flank to the flatterers.191
Seneca addresses the same warning to Lucilius even later at § 13:
189

Cf. Brown (1949, 243): ‘Cleo’s speech is a triumph in the art of misrepresentation’. On Cleon’s adulation
towards Alexander see Plu. Mor. 60B.
190
Curt. 8, 5, 8. Atkinson (2000, 497-498) suggests that Cleon could be a fictional character on the model of
Aristophanes’ character. As Arrian (An. 4, 10, 5) tells us that Callisthenes’ opponent was Anaxarchus, we have to
be careful about the identification of Cleon; see Prandi (1985, 173-176); Gilley (2018, 318-319). Even Plutarch
does not refer to Cleon but features Anaxarchus who speaks in favour of the performance of proskynesis, but he
is opposed by Callisthenes: cf. Plu. Alex. 54-55. Plutarch (Mor. 781B) presents Anaxarchus in the guise of a
flattering philosopher; see Hamilton (1969, 146-150). Curtius Rufus himself was charged with flattery at Tac.
Ann. 11, 21, 2: adversus superiores tristi adulatione, adrogans minoribus
191
Nat. 4a, praef. 3. Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 1: turbam rerum hominumque desiderent qui se pati nesciunt: tibi tecum
optime convenit; Epist. 7, 1: quid tibi vitandum praecipue existimes quaeris? Turbam; 8, 1: ‘tu me’ inquis ‘vitare
turbam iubes, secedere et conscientia esse contentum’; see Edwards (2019, 85). In Vit. b. 2, 3 Seneca uses
multitudo with the same negative meaning of turba: omnem operam dedi ut me multitudini educerem et aliqua
dote notabilem facerem.
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quid autem necesse est in hoc descendere ut te petere comminus possint? Longum
inter vos intervallum sit.
What need is there to descend to the level where they can attack you from close
quarters? Keep a big gap between you.192
The philosopher expresses a similar caveat even in his Letters: in Letter 32, for example, warns
Lucilius against the danger of the crowd. It is recommended to avoid individuals who are
dissimilar from him and have different aims. Seneca is confident that his pupil will go on his
path, although the crowd surrounds him. It does not prevent Lucilius from achieving his
purpose, but it distracts him (non timeo ne mutent te, timeo ne inpediant); as life is too short,
Lucilius should avoid distractions which may hinder his path toward virtue.193
Instead, in the Naturales Quaestiones Seneca is more incisive: he identifies adulatores hidden
in the crowd; and asks Lucilius to erect barriers between him and his flatterers and to order his
mind such that, even when they approach him, he does not yield to their attempts. The physical
distance (intervallum) between Lucilius and the sycophants should be enormous.194 Otherwise,
if Lucilius lets down his guard, they will hit him:
sic ergo formare ut scias non posse te consequi ut sis impenetrabilis. cum omnia
caveris, per ornamenta f<er>ieris.
So train in the knowledge that you cannot achieve invulnerability. When you have
taken every precaution, a blow will penetrate your armor.195
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Cf. Const. 4, 1: ‘quid ergo? Non erit aliquis qui sapienti facere temptet iniuriam?’ Temptabit, sed non
perventuram ad eum; maiore enim intervallo a contactu inferiorum abductus est quam ut ulla vis noxia usque ad
illum vires suas perferat; see Berno (2018, 103-105).
193
Cf. Epist. 32, 2: hoc est salutare, non conversari dissimilibus et diversa cupientibus. Habeo quidem fiduciam
non posse te detorqueri mansurumque in proposito, etiam si sollicitantium turba circumeat. Quid ergo est? Non
timeo ne mutent te, timeo ne inpediant. Multum autem nocet etiam qui moratur, utique in tanta brevitate vitae,
quam breviorem inconstantia facimus, aliud eius subinde atque aliud facientes initium.
194
Cf. Epist. 53, 11: ingens intervallum inter te et ceteros fiet; see Berno (2006, 103); Edwards (2019, 203).
195
Nat. 4a, praef. 5; cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 4: habent hoc in se naturale blanditiae: etiam cum reiciuntur placent.
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Seneca uses impenetrabilis which, I suggest, has particular relevance in this context:196 the
adjective evokes a bodily vulnerability and the impossibility of achieving it. On closer
examination, Seneca constructs the whole preface around this idea of (in)vulnerability: at § 11
Seneca uses inexpugnabilis (14 times in Seneca’s works) to qualify Gallio, who, despite the
several attempts of Lucilius, is seen as insensitive to flattery.197
Seneca speaks of two different kinds of vulnerability: physical vulnerability and philosophical
vulnerability. Aware of the impossibility of achieving physical invulnerability under conditions
of extreme political precarity, Seneca advises Lucilius to replace that ideal with the ideal of
philosophical impenetrability, as Bartsch perfectly summarises: ‘suffer the body to be
penetrated, abused, flogged, mutilated: this is no violation of your libertas, which is now
unyoked from the fate of your body. As the philosopher gives up his body it is his mental
impenetrability that is figured as the new sign of masculinity. Seneca puts to use the same
literal language of bodily penetration and violation to describe the mental detachment of the
good Stoic, to whose mind none of these weapons can pose any threat’.198
The distinction between body and mind returns in Epictetus. By suggesting a code of
behaviour to subjects in front of the tyrant, Epictetus offers this example: “when the tyrant says
to a man ‘I will chain your leg,’ he who values his leg would say ‘Do not; have pity!’ but he
who values his own will say, ‘If it appears more advantageous to you, chain it”.199 The Stoic
does not oppose the tyrant’s threat to chain his legs (1, 19, 8); instead, he rejects the tyrant’s
capacity to restrain him by roping his legs.200 In several instances, Epictetus claims that the
tyrant can exercise his supremacy/dominance only over the body.201 When Epictetus claims
‘Zeus has set me free’ he is making a distinction between his mind and his body, as only the
latter is subject to the tyrant’s power.202 Like his fellow Stoic Epictetus, also in Seneca the
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Before Seneca the adjective is found only in Livy: cf. TLL VII, 1.
Cf. Benef. 2, 29, 2: bona valetudo vitiis inexpugnabilis; Epist. 57, 5: affectio inexpugnabilis rationi. For the
instances of inexpugnabilis in Seneca cf. Berno (2003, 126 n. 61). Cicero uses the adjective for the first time at
Tusc. 5, 41; cf. TLL VII, 1, 1330, 41-50.
198
Cf. Bartsch (2009, 204). Cf. Epist. 65, 21: hoc itaque oppone fortunae, in quo resistat, nec per illud ad me
ullum transire vulnus sino. Quidquid in me potest iniuriam pati hoc est: in hoc obnoxio domicilio animus liber
habitat.
199
Cf. Epict. 4, 1.
200
Cf. Long (2002, 194 ff.).
201
Cf. Epict. 1, 9, 15; Ench. 1, 1-3. The body is external: cf. Epict. 3, 10, 15.
202
Cf. Epict. 4, 1, 158. The imperturbability of the wise man in the tyrant’s presence is a general theme in
Epictetus’ discourses (cf. 1, 1, 21-5); cf. Starr (1949); Millar (1965). That a tyrant is paradoxically powerless is
the inverse of the Stoic paradox that the wise man alone is the king: cf. D.Chr. 3, 25; SVF III 597 [2]; 599; 600;
603.
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body has a secondary importance: the body is the mere shell of the soul; what really matters is
the animus.
Indeed, Seneca represents Lucilius as physically vulnerable (non…impenetrabilis; per
ornamenta f<er>ieris), but he can achieve philosophical invulnerability. To progress to
wisdom Lucilius should avoid contagion with the crowd, a motif abundantly present in the
Epistles.203 The concept of invulnerability – Seneca is the first to use invulnerabilis –

204

pertains to the sapiens as Seneca claims in the Const. 3, 3: invulnerabile est non quod non
feritur, sed quod non laeditur, that is the wise man is not insensitive, yet invincible; in other
words, the sapiens should achieve invulnerability, which, indeed, does not imply
insensibility.205 As we have seen above, Seneca does not expect insensibility from the sapiens;
instead, the philosopher recognises the wisdom in those who feel emotions but can control
them.
By condemning flattery and inviting Lucilius to recedere ad se, Seneca encourages his pupil
to continue his journey toward wisdom.206 It is only philosophy which makes one invulnerable:
philosophia circumdanda est, inexpugnabilis murus, quem fortuna multis machinis
lacessitum non transit. In insuperabili loco stat animus, qui externa deseruit, et
arce se sua vindicat; infra illum omne telum cadit.
We must surround ourselves with philosophy, the one rampart that can never be
stormed, that the siege engines of fortune can never breach. The mind that has
abandoned external goods, that asserts its freedom within its own citadel, has taken
up an impregnable position. Sling-bullets and arrows fall harmlessly at its feet.207
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Cf. Williams (2014, 149 n. 63).
Cf. Ficca (1997). For invulnerabilis as ‘translation’ of ἀπαθής see Setaioli (2000, 101-102). Cf. TLL VII, 2,
280, 57 ff.
205
Cf. Epist. 9, 2-3: vide ergo, num satius sit aut invulnerabilem animum diceret dicere aut animum extra omnem
patientiam positum. Hoc inter nos et illos interest: noster sapiens vincit quidem incommodum omne, sed sentit;
illorum ne sentit quidem; see Scarpat (1975, 204). Seneca also uses invulnerabilis at Ad Helv. 13, 2: cum semel
animum virtus induravit, undique invulnerabilem praestat. Cf. Cic. Tusc. 5, 41: volumus autem eum qui beatus
sit tutum esse, inexpugnabilem, saeptum atque munitum, non ut parvo metu praeditus sit, sed ut nullo.
206
Cf. Epist. 7, 8: recede in te ipse quantum potes; 103, 4: in philosophia recede.
207
Epist. 82, 5. Cf. Epist. 37, 3: ad hanc te confer, si vis salvus esse, si securus, si beatus, denique, si vis esse,
quod est maximum, liber; 74, 19: nullus autem contra fortunam inexpugnabilis murus est; intus instruamur. Si
illa pars tuta est, pulsari homo potest, capi non potest. Cf. D.L. 6, 13: Τεῖχος ἀσφαλέστατον φρόνησιν, µήτε γὰρ
καταρρεῖν µήτε προδίδοσθαι. Τείχη κατασκευαστέον ἐν τοῖς αὑτῶν ἀναλώτοις λογισµοῖς.
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At this point, it is clear why Seneca is more interested in warning Lucilius to guard against
flatterers, rather than blaming him for having flattered Gallio. Being the object of flattery is
more dangerous than becoming a flatterer as flattery acts as an obstacle to virtue. In Epistle
116, Seneca refers to Panaetius, who in light of human weakness (animum infirmum) suggests
keeping clear of love, wine, blandishments, and flattery.208 In De ira the philosopher
recommends that children are far away from the flatterers not to corrupt their growth: longe
itaque ad adsentatione pueritia removenda est: audiat verum.209
Instead of listening to flatterers who would slow down his achievement of virtue, Lucilius,
following a process of self-analysis, should praise himself. On the contrary, by accepting the
praise of flatterers, Lucilius runs the risk of flattering himself by believing that he is really as
extraordinary as people claim. But, by the recessio ad se, Lucilius can productively examine
himself and proudly praise himself for his breakthrough in the path toward virtue.210 If Lucilius
wants to continue his philosophical achievements, he does not have to resemble the majority
of people who long for approval (even if false) and welcome flattery. In chapter 1 we have
observed that the success of flattery hinges on the fact that people want to receive praise, albeit
they are aware of the insincerity of those compliments.211 Non sumus modica laudatione
contenti – as Seneca denounces in Epistle 59 – picks up on his claim in the preface to book 4:
Eo iam dementiae venimus ut qui parce adulatur pro maligno sit (our madness has got to the
stage where someone who is sparing with flattery is regarded as mean).212 Speaking of
successful flattery, Seneca claims as follows:
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Epist. 116, 5: itaque conscii nobis inbecillitatis nostrae quiescamus. Nec vino infirmum animum committamus
nec formae nec adulationi nec ullis rebus blande trahentibus. On the presence of Panaetius in Seneca cf. Epist.
33, 4; Nat. 7, 30, 2.
209
Cf. Ir. 2, 21, 8.
210
Tranq. 14, 2: utique animus ab omnibus externis in se revocandus est: sibi confidat, se gaudeat, sua suspiciat,
recedat quantum potest ab alienis, et se sibi adplicet, damna non sentiat, etiam adversa benigne interpretetur; 17,
3: multum et in se recedendum est; conversatio enim dissimilium bene composita disturbat et renovat adfectus et
quidquid inbecillum in animo nec percuratum est exulcerat. For recedere ad se see Traina (1974, 19).
211
Cf. Iuv. 4, 69-70: quid apertius? Et tamen illi surgebant cristae; the scholiast comments: adsentatione ac laude
intumescebat imperator, quamvis falsa. Cf. Luisi (1998); Santorelli (2012).
212
Epist. 59, 11: Illud praecipue inpedit, quod cito nobis placemus; si invenimus qui nos bonos viros dicat, qui
prudentes, qui sanctos, adgnoscimus. Non sumus modica laudatione contenti: quidquid in nos adulatio sine
pudore congessit tamquam debitum prendimus. Optimos nos esse, sapientissimos adfirmantibus adsentimur, cum
sciamus illos saepe multa mentiri; adeoque indulgemus nobis ut laudari velimus in id cui contraria cum maxime
facimus. Mitissimum ille se in ipsis suppliciis audit, in rapinis liberalissimum et in ebrietatibus ac libidinibus
temperantissimum; sequitur itaque ut ideo mutari nolimus quia nos optimos esse credidimus.
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ita est, mi Iunior: quo apertior est adulatio, quo improbior, quo magis frontem
suam perfricuit, cecidit alienam, hoc citius expugnat.
That is how it is, my dear Lucilius: the more open flattery is, the more brazen it is,
the more it wipes away its own blushes and causes other people’s, then the swifter
its victory.213
By the anaphora of quo and an ascending tricolon, Seneca argues the necessity of flattering
excessively in order to be successful.214 We register a paradox: those who flatter moderately
are considered wicked. At § 5 Seneca distinguishes between two types of flatterers: the first
uses flattery secretly, the second openly.215 By making a distinction between two different
categories of adulatores, Seneca demonstrates his debt to Cicero, who had identified two
distinctive types of adulators: one who acts openly (aperte) and is easy to discover, the other
who, working cunningly (studiose), is difficult to unmask.216 At § 9 Seneca reveals that only
the flatterer who displays flattery openly is successful.
At this point, we might read the preface to book 4 of Naturales Quaestiones as Seneca’s
reflection on what he did previously. When we look back on Seneca’s work as a whole, in the
consolation addressed to Polybius Seneca resembles the adulator outlined in §9, who displays
flattery openly (aperte) and excessively (improbe).217 Indeed, in the Ad Polybium Seneca
grotesquely flattered the emperor by delivering blatantly exorbitant praise, as that was the key
to triumph (hoc citius expugnat). Nevertheless, his play failed, as he remained trapped in exile
despite his open flattery.
To sum up, blatant flattery can be successful for the adulator, but has negative consequences
for the adulatus: as we have discussed above, those who receive (undeserved) praise,
eventually think they deserve those compliments. Self-love can cloud one’s judgement and,
people, although initially aware that they can receive false praise, can change their minds after
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Nat. 4a, praef. 9; all translations of Naturales Quaestiones are by Hine (2010).
Perfricere frontem is proverbial: cf. Epist. 40, 13; see Berti (2018, 297).
215
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 5: alius adulatione clam utetur, parce, alius, ex aperto, palam.
216
Cic. Lael. 99: aperte enim adulantem nemo non videt, nisi qui admotum est excors: callidus ille et occultus ne
se insinuet studiose cavendum est. (…) Nec enim facillime agnoscitur, quippe qui etiam adversando saepe
assentetur et litigare se simulans blandiatur atque ad extremum det manus vincique se patiatur, ut is, qui illusus
sit, plus vidisse videatur. Quid autem turpius quam illudi? Cf. Plu. Mor. 50F.
217
For aperte cf. Epist. 53, 8; 83, 17; Benef. 6, 35, 5.
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receiving praise.218 Already Plato had declaimed that self-love is extremely dangerous as it
alters one’s self-judgement.219 That is the major risk for Lucilius: by accepting those
compliments, he alters his perception and risks frustrating his philosophical progress. To avoid
this, Seneca presents two different models of self-praise: one positive, in which self-praise
corresponds to self-knowledge (Epist. 78; Nat. 4a, praef. 14); the other negative, in which selfpraise implies self-flattery (Epist. 59; Tranq. 1, 17). Seneca also implies difference between
the two in the vocabulary he employs: he uses laudo in Epist. 78 and in Nat. 4a, praef. 14 to
introduce a positive self-praise, and instead he employs adsentior at Epist. 59, 11 and adsentor
at Tranq. 1, 17 to identify a negative self-praise, a serious threat to the path toward virtue.220
Alongside Lucilius, Seneca also acclaims Gallio for his ingenium, frugalitas, comitas,
suavitas, bonitas, prudentia, pertinacia. Yet Gallio stands out especially because of his
‘incorruptibility’. It might be possible that Seneca emphasises Gallio’s discipline even in
opposition to the conduct of his adoptive father, Junius Gallio, a close friend of Seneca the
Elder.221 The most remarkable mention of Junius Gallio occurs in Tacitus’ Annals. By his
reputation as a declaimer and through his flattery, he gains access to the circle around Tiberius
and becomes a senator through Tiberius’ favour. At one point in his political career, he makes
a mistake: in 32 A.D. he files a motion that members of the praetorian guard at the end of their
service are awarded the right to sit in the first fourteen rows.222 Through this proposal, Gallio
contested the Lex Roscia theatralis (67 B.C.) according to which these seats belonged to
knights and those whose worth was over 400,000 sesterces (the minimum equestrian census).223
His motion causes the indignation of the suspicious Tiberius, who strongly suspects that Gallio
wants to provoke discord among the soldiers. Tiberius, an emperor who seems to abhor flattery,
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Cf. Cic. Off. 1, 91: tales enim nos esse putamus ut iure laudemur; ex quo nascuntur innumerabilia peccata.
Cf. Cic. Lael. 97, see supra p. 194. On self-love in Seneca see Epist. 36, 8; 82, 15; 109, 16.
219
Cf. Pl. Lg. 731 d-e: τοῦτο δ᾿ ἔστιν ὃ λέγουσιν ὡς φίλος αὑτῷ πᾶς ἄνθρωπος φύσει τ᾿ ἐστὶ καὶ ὀρθῶς ἔχει τὸ
δεῖν εἶναι τοιοῦτον. τὸ δὲ ἀληθείᾳ γε πάντων ἁµαρτηµάτων διὰ τὴν σφόδρα ἑαυτοῦ φιλίαν αἴτιον ἑκάστῳ γίγνεται
ἑκάστοτε· Cf. Plu. Mor. 48F: τῷ σφόδρα φιλεῖν ἑαυτόν, ὦ Ἀντίοχε Φιλόπαππε, φάσκοντι συγγνώµην µὲν ἅπαντας
ὁ Πλάτων διδόναι φησί, κακίαν δὲ σὺν πολλαῖς ἄλλαις ἐγγίγνεσθαι µεγίστην, ὑφ᾿ ἧς οὐκ ἔστιν αὑτοῦ κριτὴν
δίκαιον οὐδ᾿ ἀδέκαστον εἶναι.
220
Cf. TLL II, 855, s.v. adsentio/adsentior; II, 859, s.v. adsentor.
221
Seneca Rhetor (Contr. 10 pr. 3) mentions Gallio alongside Latrus, Fuscus and Albucius as one of the foremost
declaimers. Instead, Messalla disapproves of Gallio’ jingles: see Tac. Dial. 26, 1: ceterum si omisso optimo illo
et perfectissimo genere eloquentiae eligenda sit forma dicendi, malim hercule C. Gracchi impetum aut L. Crassi
maturitatem quam calamistros Maecenatis aut tinnitus Gallionis, adeo melius est orationem vel hirta toga induere
quam fucatis et meretriciis vestibus insignire; cf. Mayer (2001, 171); Van Den Berg (2014, 251-252). Cf. Quint.
Inst. 3, 1, 21; 9, 2, 91. Cf. RE X, 1035-1039; Balbo (2007, 247-253). Gallio was also a friend of Ovid, who
addresses him in one of his letters from Ponto (4, 11) to console him over the death of his wife.
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Cf. Sen. Epist. 44, 2: at mehercules multis quattuordecim clausa sunt; cf. Citti (2015b, 96).
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The content of the Lex Roscia theatralis was reiterated by the lex Iulia theatralis cf. Canobbio (2002, 26-38).
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reads his proposal as an attempt at adulation.224 This act of flattery has consequences for Gallio,
Tacitus remarks: hoc pretium Gallio meditatae adulationis tulit.225 As an immediate
punishment, Tiberius expelled him from the Senate and exiled him from Italy.226
Indeed, Seneca presents Gallio as irreprehensible and as impervious to flattery as he eluded
Lucilius’ attempt at flattery. In doing so, he completely performs the role of the Stoic sapiens
and becomes a universal model. The use of exemplar at § 13 instead of exemplum is
remarkable: the former indicates a general model, the latter qualifies an individual example.227
By using the word exemplar, Seneca elevates Gallio as a universal guide not only for Lucilius
who has to emulate his deeds (ad hoc exemplar componere § 13) but for everyone. Thus,
Lucilius should look at Gallio, portrayed as a morally exemplary individual, in his attempt to
shape his own good character. Nevertheless, Tacitus drops a hint that even Gallio, when his
life was at stake, was not immune to flattery.
At in senatu cunctis, ut cuique plurimum maeroris, in adulationem demissis, Iunium
Gallionem, Senecae fratris morte pavidum et pro sua incolumitate supplicem,
increpuit Salienus Clemens, hostem et parricidam vocans, donec consensu patrum
deterritus est, ne publicis malis abuti ad occasionem privati odii videretur, neu
composita aut oblitterata mansuetudine principis novam ad saevitiam retraheret.
But in the Senate, as each of those whose sorrow was greatest all plunged into
sycophancy, Junius Gallio, panicked by the death of his brother Seneca and
supplicating for his own preservation, was berated by Salienus Clemens, who kept
calling him an enemy and a parricide, until he was deterred by a consensus of the
fathers: he should not seem to be misusing public calamities for the opportunity of
a private hatred, nor should he reinstate fresh savagery where, thanks to the
princeps’ forbearance, things were now settled or forgotten.228
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Cf. Suet. Tib. 27, 1: adulationes adeo aversatus est; Tac. Ann. 2, 87, 2: unde angusta et lubrica oratio sub
principe, qui libertatem metuebat, adulationem oderat; 3, 65, 2: o homines ad servitutem paratos; 4, 6, 2:
dabaturque primoribus disserere et in adulationem lapsos cohibebat ipse; D.C. 57, 17, 8; Plu. Mor. 60C. See
Paterson (2007, 128).
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Tac. Ann. 6, 3, 3; cf. Martin (2001, 113-114). Cf. D.C. 58, 18, 3. See Balbo (2007, 253).
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Nevertheless, his exile on Lesbos was not a harsh punishment as Lesbos famously was a pleasant destination
for exiles. Thus, Gallio came back to Rome where he was incarcerated in the Houses of Magistrates.
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Inwood (2007, 158) notes that exemplar in some contexts corresponds with the ‘platonic idea’.
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Tac. Ann. 15, 73; translation by Woodman (2004). See Ash (2018, 319-321). Pliny’s references to Gallio are
neutral: cf. Nat. 31, 62; 7, 55. Cf. Stat. Silv. 2, 7, 31: aut dulcem generasse Gallionem.
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Tacitus describes a situation in which senators show the most sycophancy: in adulationem
demissis. As Ash observes, ‘the notion of downward motion in demitto accentuates the
degradation’. Seneca’s portrait of Gallio as an irreproachable sapiens does not seem to conform
with reality. Alongside Tacitus, another proof is to be found in Seneca the Elder’s preface to
book 2 of his Controversiae. The rhetor is grateful that at least his younger son Mela is exempt
from the ambitio which characterises his brothers.229 Mela was satisfied with the rank of his
father and had no ambitions for a senatorial career. Conversely, Gallio shares Seneca’s personal
ambition: both embraced a senatorial career and became successful statesmen, playing key
roles in Roman politics.
Addressing his mother, even Seneca remarks on the difference between Mela and Gallio,
whose decisions are a natural result of their diversa virtus (Ad Helv. 18, 2): the former chose a
retired life devoted – according to Seneca – to quies and otium, while the latter turned to a
profitable career.230 Lucilius’ attempt to flatter Gallio is, therefore, doomed to failure: in
comparison with Seneca’s brother, Lucilius – ambitioni alienus – is too naïve.231 Gallio knows,
just as Seneca does, the strategies employed by flatterers; it is easy for Gallio, astute as he is,
to escape flattery. At this point we can now rethink Seneca’s eulogy of Gallio: Seneca praises
him for his prudentia,232 which, as Hellegouarc’h has demonstrated, before being a
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Cf. Sen. Contr. 2 pr. 3-4: haec eo libentius, Mela, fili carissime, refero quia video animum tuum a civilibus
officis abhorrentem et ab omni ambitu aversum hoc unum concupiscentem, nihil concupiscere. (…) Erat quidem
tibi maius ingenium quam fratribus tuis, omnium bonarum atrium capacissimum: est et hoc ipsum melioris ingenii
pignus, non corrumpi bonitate eius, ut illo male utaris. Sed quoniam fratribus tuis ambitiosa curae sunt foroque
se et honoribus parant, in quibus ipsa quae sperantur timenda sunt, ego quoque eius alioqui processus avidus et
hortator laudatorque vel periculosae dum honestae modo industriae duobus filiis navigantibus te et in porto
retineo. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2008a, 173) observes that abhorreo accentuates Mela’s rejection of civilia officia.
230
Cf. Sen. Ad Helv. 18, 2-3: alter honores industria consecutus est, alter sapienter contempsit. Adquiesce alterius
fili dignitate, alterius quiete, utriusque pietate. Novi fratrum meorum intimos adfectus: alter in hoc dignitatem
excolit ut tibi ornamento sit, alter in hoc se ad tranquillam quietamque vitam recepit ut tibi vacet. Bene liberos
tuos et in auxilium et in oblectamentum fortuna disposuit: potes alterius dignitate defendi, alterius otio frui.
Tacitus has a negative opinion on Mela and at Ann. 16, 17, 3 explains the real reasons which led Mela to disregard
senatorial career. Duff (1915, l) underlines that Mela held a position in the imperial service that, although
unprofitable, required hard work. Degl’Innocenti Pierini (2008a, 172) in Seneca’s description of his brothers’
decisions glimpses a reference to the myth of Amphion and Zethus.
231
Nat. 4a, praef. 1; cf. Nat. 1 praef. 6: effugisti vitia animi: non est tibi frons ficta, nec in alienam voluntatem
sermo compositus, nec cor involutum, nec avaritia quae quicquid omnibus abstulit sibi ipsi neget, nec luxuria
pecuniam turpiter perdens quam turpius reparet, nec ambitio quae te ad dignitatem nisi per indigna non ducet.
Griffin (1976, 350 n. 3) notes the inconsistency of Lucilius’ portrayal in the Naturales Quaestiones compared
with his characterisation in the Epistulae Morales.
232
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 12: eo quidem magis hanc eius prudentiam et in evitando inevitabili malo pertinaciam te
suspicere confessus es. Cf. Cic. Off. 1, 153: prudentiam enim, quam Graeci φρόνησιν dicunt, aliam quandam
intellegimus, quae est rerum expetendarum fugiendarumque scientia.
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philosophical virtue, is a political virtue.233 But, first of all, Gallio impresses Lucilius for his
comitas,234 which has a political nuance.235 Seneca paints Gallio as a personification not only
of the Stoic sapiens, but even of the perfect Roman statesman, who rejects avancés from the
humble Lucilius, but, according to circumstances, does not hesitate to get his hands dirty.
When we look back on these sources as a whole, we see that flattery is deeply rooted in the
dramatically asymmetrical relation between higher and lower individuals. The highly
hierarchical structure on which Roman society is constructed fosters flattery and the
performance of obsequium. For that, Seneca advises Lucilius that adulators are everywhere and
encourages Lucilius to mistrust everyone, including Seneca himself. By encouraging Lucilius
to self-praise, it seems that Seneca wants to test or lure his disciple: §19 possum et ipse nunc
videri te aut captare aut experiri. Remarkably, Seneca, when speaking of himself, uses the
same verb capto which he had employed to define adulators ‘capable of luring the powerful’
(§3 artifices sunt ad captandos superiores). If capto has a specific link with flattery, experior
indicates a crucial step in the acquisition of wisdom: at § 16 Lucilius should thank Fortune for
having tested himself (experiri).236 According to Stoicism, the sapiens welcomes injuries as
proof sent by God. Seneca not only presents himself as a flatterer of Lucilius or/and as a
philosophical guide, but subsumes his double nature: ideally, he aspires to wisdom, but
actually, being deeply involved with power, he had to captare potentes. Seneca experiments
with two types of flattery described in this preface: when he writes to Nero ‘allow me to dwell
longer on this statement of yours, not as mere flattery for your ears (that is not my way; I’d
rather offend by telling the truth than give pleasure as a toady)’ he shows he wants to flatter
him secretly (§ 5 clam, parce).237 Conversely, in addressing Claudius and Polybius, Seneca
uses the most blatant (§ 5 ex aperto, palam) adulation. In both cases, but with different
modalities, he attempts to captare superiores. Seneca has long staged the strategies that
characterise flattery as a dynamic intellectual exercise. His adieu to Nero is the last proof of
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Cf. Hellegouarc’h (1972, 256-258).
Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 11: coepisti mirari comitatem et incompositam suavitatem.
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Cf. Cic. Off. 3, 118: iustitia vacillat vel iacet potius, omnesque eae virtutes quae in communitate cernuntur et
in societate generis humani. Neque enim bonitas nec liberalitas nec comitas esse potest, non plus quam amicitia,
si haec non per se expetantur, sed ad voluptatem utilitatemve referantur. Hellegouarc’h (1972, 215): ‘la comitas
implique donc de la part de l’homme politique qu’il se comporte de façon souriante et avenante’.
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Cf. Prov. 1, 6; Epist. 56, 15; 64, 4; on the use of experior for philosophical exercise see Berno (2003, 130 n.
70).
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Clem. 2, 2, 2: diutius me morari hic patere, non ut blandum auribus tuis (nec enim hic mihi mos est; maluerim
veris offendere quam placere adulando); cf. Malaspina (2001, 385); Braund (2009, 388-389).
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his endless capacity to don different masks. Nevertheless, the disastrous outcome proves that,
despite a long and daily practice, even the most knowledgeable flatterer can fail.
At the conclusion of the preface, Seneca focuses on the absence of fides in his own times; to
strengthen his statement, Seneca quotes three auctoritates: Virgil, Ovid and Menander:
Vergilianum illud exaudi, ‘nusquam tuta fides,’ aut Ovidianum, ‘qua terra patet,
fera regnat Erinys: in facinus iurasse putes,’ aut illud Menandri (quis enim non in
hoc ingenii sui magnitudinem concitavit, detestatus consensum generis humani
tendentis ad vitia?): omnes ait malos vivere, et in scaenam, velut rusticus, poeta
prosiluit; non senem excipit, non puerum, non feminam, non virum, et adicit non
singulos peccare nec paucos, sed iam <sceleri> scelus esse contextum.
Listen to the well-known line of Virgil, ‘Loyalty is not safe anywhere’ or of Ovid
‘Where the earth extends, the wild Erinys reigns: you would think they had
conspired to be wicked’ or of Menander (for who has not galvanized his great
talents to address this topic, out of loathing for the human’s race universal
inclination toward wrongdoing?) he says that everybody lives wickedly – the poet
has leaped onto the stage like a rustic – and he makes no exception for old people,
or boys, or women, or men; and he adds that crime is intertwined <with crime>.238
Thanks to the writings of these authors who displayed that fides does not exist anymore,
Lucilius should be alert and spurn any attempt of flattery, as Gallio previously did. Seneca
highlights the consensus humani generis tendentis ad vitia, and, to show how vices are so
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Nat. 4a, praef. 19. The quotations are from Verg. Aen. 4, 373, Ov. Met. 1, 241-242. Seneca refers to Men. Fr.
674 K.-A. (= Fr. 931 K.-T.= Fr. 951 K.). Mazzoli (2016, 66-67) discusses Ovid’s quotation. In the entire Senecan
production, this is the only reference to Menander. On the presence of Menander in Seneca see Mazzoli (1970,
176-179). Cf. Apocol. 15, 2: is Menandro liberto suo tradidit, ut a cognitionibus esset; for the identification of
Menander with the Greek author of comedies cf. Mazzoli (1970, 178 n. 70); Eden (1984, 150) rejects it. In
reference to Nat. 4a, praef. 19 Setaioli (1988, 61) suggests that Seneca refers to an original text and not to a
collection of sentences. Cf. also Sinko (1937); Berno (2003, 130-131); Williams (2012, 100-102); Mazzoli (2016,
113-114). Fantham (1984, 309) investigates to what extent educated Romans knew Menander in the late Republic
and early Empire, and notes that ‘Menander had become a classic’, but the fact that Seneca mentions him alongside
his two favourite poets in such a crucial passage still deserves further investigation. Remarkably, Seneca uses
Menander to convey a concept that often recurs in his philosophy: omnes malos vivere; cf. Ir. 3, 26, 4: omnes
inconsulti et inprovidi sumus, omnes incerti queruli ambitiosi – quid lenioribus verbis ulcus publicum abscondo?
– omnes mali sumus. Quidquid itaque in alio reprenditur, id unusquisque in sinu suo inveniet. Quid illius
pallorem, illius maciem notas? Pestilentia est. Placidiores itaque invicem simus: mali inter malos vivimus. Cf.
Bellincioni (1978, 15-31).
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rooted in human nature, he uses scelus and refers to three authors who denounced the total
absence of loyalty.239 In my view, the remark on fides has particular relevance. As Berno notes,
Seneca insists on fides, which is the key component of friendship; we have discussed at the
beginning of this chapter that loyalty (fides), together with freedom of speech (libertas),
differentiates the true friend from the flatterer. Nevertheless, I suspect that Seneca uses fides
even to qualify the relationship between the master and subject. As I considered in chapter 1,
the concept of fides in the first century A.D. assumes a new nuance: it is a means of social
promotion, and the relationship between freedman and emperor is characterised first of all by
fides. No less significantly, fides also qualifies the relationship between the lovers, who are
used by Seneca to express the bond between the adulator and the adulatus.240 As we have seen
in chapter 4’s discussion of the evolution of simplicitas, some concepts change their meaning
in the transition from the Republic to the Empire: fides is still a key value in the relationship
between individuals, but there has been a remarkable transformation: previously, fides
pinpointed a relationship inter pares (for instance, friends), based on sincerity, while now, by
indicating the bond between people in high position (master, emperor) and people in low
position (clientes, freedmen), fides delineates a relationship centred on profit, interest and
personal advantage. In the De tranquillitate animi, Seneca had already remarked on the almost
total disappearance of loyalty, ‘except when it is profitable’; fides has lost its original value
and now it is inevitably intertwined with individual benefit.241 Senecan emphasis on the
absence of the (old) fides aims to remark how strong the (new) fides is when it becomes a
means to express an artificial affection. Demonstration of fides, just like of obsequium and
adulatio, is, therefore, one of the strategies enacted by individuals to get something in return.
This type of fides is no less ‘sincere’ than the fides which characterised the bond between
friends: people are ‘sincerely’ loyal to their superiors: authentic fides defines the most
inauthentic rapport.
5.3.5. Sapiens and adulator both artifex
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On scelus in Seneca see Mazzoli (2016, 114).
Cf. Ov. Ars 1, 740: nomen amicitia est, nomen inane fides.
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Cf. Tranq. 15, 1: cum cogitaveris quam sit rara simplicitas et quam ignota innocentia et vix umquam nisi cum
expedit fides et occurrit tot scelerum felicium turba et libidinis lucra damnaque pariter invisa et ambitio usque
eo iam se suis non continens terminis ut per turpitudinem splendeat, agitur animus in noctem et velut eversis
virtutibus, quas nec sperare licet nec habere prodest, tenebrae oboriuntur.
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What emerges from the preface is that for Seneca it is more dangerous being the object, rather
than the agent, of flattery. Being a flatterer implies being aware of the consequences: regardless
of the ethical reason, people generally decide to flatter in order to obtain something. Instead,
when the adulatus is the object of flattery he can be startled and his own perception of himself
can alter. Seneca, therefore, constructs the entire preface around the importance of escaping
flattery. Even the eulogy of Gallio complies with this intent: Gallio is a devoted brother, a
perfect performer of all the Roman virtues, but he is an exemplar for shirking Lucilius’ flattery.
In this section, I want to examine one aspect which connects the sapiens and the adulator.
Indeed, in the preface, Seneca devotes all his efforts to convincing Lucilius to avoid flatterers
instead of blaming him for having attempted to flatter Gallio. Actually, Seneca hastens to add
that Lucilius’ failure does not hinge on his bad performance (quasi male egeris mimum), but
on Gallio’s imperturbability.242 In quasi male egeris mimum, we may see a reference to the
Stoic theory of the sapiens as an actor, to whom Seneca refers in Letter 120 (chapter 4).243 In
a passage ascribed to Aristo of Chios by Diogenes Laertius, the sapiens is compared to an actor
who can play different roles being Agamemnon or Thersites according to circumstances.244
Thus, instead of reproving Lucilius for his flattery, Seneca treats him as a wise man: as the
sapiens should do, Lucilius plays multiple roles. After all, Seneca, artifex in flattering freedmen
and emperors, cannot criticise Lucilius for his abortive attempt to flatter Gallio. Indeed, Seneca
does not explicitly state that he is an artifex but, by claiming possum et ipse nunc videri te aut
captare aut experiri, he refers, on the one hand, to his philosophical training (experior), and on
the other, to his skills in ensnaring the powerful – capto is the same verb used to describe the
flatterers. Philosophy and flattery once more coalesce in Seneca’s experience and work.
In doing this, Seneca may be influenced by the Epicurean Philodemus of Gadara who, by
highlighting the differences between the κόλαξ and the sapiens in his treatise De adulatione,
admits that ‘there will be certain similarities’.245 Although the sapiens wants to tell the truth
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Cf. Nat. 4a, praef. 12: nolo tamen displiceas tibi quasi male egeris mimum, et quasi ille aliquid iocorum aut
doli suspicatus sit. non deprehendit te sed reppulit. Cf. Epist. 80, 7: hic humanae vitae mimus, qui nobis partes
quas male agamus adsignat.
243
Cf. Epist. 120, 22 see supra p. 188.
244
D.L. 7, 160 (= SVF I 351): εἶναι γὰρ ὅµοιον τὸν σοφὸν τῷ ἀγαθῷ ὑποκριτῇ, ὃς ἄν τε Θερσίτου ἄν τε Ἀγαµέµνονος
πρόσωπον ἀναλάβῃ, ἑκάτερον ὑποκρίνεται προσηκόντως. A similar concept also appears in Bion of Boristen,
according to whom the sapiens should play all roles attributed to him by Τύχη; for the differences between them
see Ioppolo (1980, 188-192) and Radice (2000, 13-14).
245
Cf. PHerc. 222, col. 2.1-2: ἔσονταί τινες ὁµοιότητες. PHerc. 222, col. 2.2-7: ὁ δὲ σοϕὸς ὅµοιον µ[ὲν] οὐδὲν
προσοίσεται κόλα[κι], παρέξει δέ τισιν ὑπόνοιαν [ὡς] ἔστι τοιοῦτος, ὅτι κη[λεῖ ϕρέ]νας οὕτως ὃν τρόπον οὐδ’ α[ἱ
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and, instead, the flatterer only wants to please, they both use similar strategies especially when
they pronounce honeyed words. Indeed, both are persuasive and can charm the mind in a way
that ‘not even mythical Sirens can do’.
More generally, flattery is a hindrance to the path toward philosophy, and Lucilius should be
alert as flatterers do not improvise. Seneca clearly states that flattery is an ars and the flatterer
is an artifex; we find several expressions connected to this concept: artifices sunt (§3); artifex
maximus; quasi simplicitas illa, non ars sit (§5); nec invidebo vobis hac arte (§7).246 The
metaphor of the artifex is one of the most fertile in the Epistles; Seneca often refers to the
sapiens as an artifex. In Letter 85, by comparing the sapiens with Phidias, Seneca concludes:
sic sapiens artifex est domandi mala.247 In Letter 95, Seneca explicitly defines sapientia as an
ars (nam et haec [sc. sapientia] ars vitae est) and encourages Lucilius to act as a craftsman.248
As Bartsch states, ‘in Seneca, the sage as artifex works on the soul much as a sculptor might
work on a statue, even if his goal is to shape it into a model of divine reason rather than into an
object of aesthetic pleasure’.249
As both works were written during approximately the same period of time, we have to
investigate the interrelationship of the Epistulae Morales and the Naturales Quaestiones to
foster what Williams calls a ‘cross-reading’.250 By emphasising the performative aspect of
flattery, I suggest, Seneca not only underlines the artificiality of flattery, but also sets adulatio
in competition with the ars par excellence that is philosophy. The sapiens and the flatterer are
both artifices, although they have different goals, and it may be possible that Seneca, by
adapting the metaphor of the artifex to the flatterer and the philosopher, wants to allude to his
personal experience of flatterer and philosopher at the same time, but also to stress that the

µυ]θικαὶ Σειρῆνες. Philodemus also writes a treatise Περὶ παρρησίας (De libertate dicendi) in which he deals with
flattery; cf. Glad (1996). On the Roman translation of παρρησία cf. Scarpat (1964).
246
Lucian’s De parasitico contains the most pointed apology of the flatterer: he asserts that the κολακεία is an
ars, superior to all arts, included philosophy.
247
Epist. 85, 41; cf. Bartsch (2009, 208-212). Cf. Epist. 31, 6: Quid ergo est bonum? rerum scientia. Quid malum
est? rerum imperitia. Ille prudens atque artifex pro tempore quaeque repellet aut eliget. Cf. Cic. Inv. 2, 160:
prudentia est rerum bonarum et malarum neutrarumque scientia. See Vit. b. 8, 3: Incorruptus vir sit externis et
insuperabilis miratorque tantum sui, fidens animo atque in utrumque paratus, artifex vitae. Artifex vitae is a Stoic
precept: cf. Laudizi (2017, 136).
248
Cf. Epist. 29, 3: sapientia ars est: certum petat, eligat profecturos, ab is quos desperavit, recedat, non tamen
cito relinquat et in ipsa desperatione extrema remedia temptet; Epist. 47, 16: saepe bona materia cessat sine
artefice: tempta et experire; see Epist. 88, 13: si artifex es, metire hominis animum. Cf. Epist. 90, 44: non enim
dat natura virtutem: ars est bonum fieri.
249
Bartsch (2009, 209).
250
Cf. Williams (2014).
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presence of one does not imply the absence of the other: sometimes at the imperial court the
two figures must coexist.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have seen that when Seneca discusses flattery in theory, he condemns it
completely. Yet when he introduces exempla of flatterers, as we have seen in chapter 3, he does
not condemn them; on the contrary, he ‘praises’ flattery in some circumstances. The position
of Seneca appears to shift, creating some apparent contradictions, tensions and collisions that
are especially evident when we read his texts as ‘philosophical’ guides or ‘political’ tools. As
I argued in the introduction, we should avoid to use terms like ‘contradictions’ and, instead,
focusing on multiple changes of perspective in Seneca’s texts.
In the years leading up to his death, flattery seems deeply incompatible with wisdom and thus
Seneca encourages the younger Lucilius to abstain from it. By asserting this, Seneca partially
denies what he has done all his life, that is to try to continue his philosophical path despite
having played the role of the flatterer and, at the same time, on account of his proximity to the
emperor, having been the object of flattery. This reading does not preclude Seneca reclaiming
his double role: an artifex in the guise of the flatterer, and a sapiens, or, more precisely a
proficiens. It is not necessarily a priority to disentangle these two aspects as the readings can
overlap and complement each other. The term artifex, ‘an expert practitioner of any art, a
specialist, professional, master’251 can be applied to Medea, who is explicitly decried as
scelerum artifex,252 as is Tereus,253 but artifex can also be applied to Seneca, who is able to
flatter the powerful and to embrace philosophy. Thus, we may conclude that Seneca during his
lifetime approves flattery as a fundamental skill to survive at the imperial court, but, later
disapproves of it as it delays the path toward virtue and is an impediment to achieving
philosophical perfection. So, flattery comes to the fore as a necessary political skill, and, a
philosophical vice, which poses a serious threat to the philosophical development. It is not a
coincidence that the condemnation of flattery coincides with his discessus. The preface to book
4 and the Epistles are, therefore, the places where Seneca, on the one hand, rethinks flattery in
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Cf. OLD s.v. artifex (2).
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the light of his personal experience, and on the other, takes the last opportunity to voice his
condemnation of it without repudiating his past.
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Conclusion
Dulcis inexpertis cultura potentis amici: expertus metuit.
Hor. Epist. 1, 18, 86-87
This conclusion draws together the results of my investigation of the theory and practice of
flattery in Seneca’s philosophical texts. First, I provide an overview of the scope and function
of flattery in Seneca. In particular, I stress the centrality of adulatio to the elaboration of the
strategies in which the Stoic philosopher addresses power. With the drastic reduction of
libertas, different flattering strategies reflect the development of alternative ways to deal with
the tyrannical power embodied by the princeps. Secondly, I consider possible avenues for
future research. One of these perspectives concerns the analysis of flattery in other authors.
This section offers some brief considerations on the impact of flattery in the development of
theories of flattery in Seneca. I suggest that ancient authors were prompted to develop a strategy
of flattery in order to identify alternative ways in which they communicate what cannot be said.
Telling the truth is not feasible, and flattery acts as an instrument for courtiers. As I have
analysed in detail, flattery is also a mechanism for rulers, as it acts as a validation of their
power. In contrast to the sapiens, who tries to set an exemplum to posterity, the ruler does not
seek real consent, but merely blatant praise.
Overview of the thesis
No one more than Seneca could be in a better position to describe a phenomenology of flattery.
When Seneca speaks of flattery he does not speak exclusively of himself but offers a general
view which could be useful for every one of his contemporaries. Seneca represents an excellent
source as he could experience a double vision at the imperial court: internal and external. Not
only did he perform his twin role of philosopher and statesman, but he was in a privileged
position – literally at the emperor’s side – to observe the strategies employed by other people
to interact with power. As this thesis has maintained, flattery is rooted in the Roman court as a
model of communication and survival at the very heart of an imperial power struggle. This is
due, first, to the intimate nature of absolute power embodied by the princeps. Everyone is
deeply involved in this mechanism, but what changes is the role: some play the part of an active
flatterer, others are a passive recipient of flattery.
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In the transition from Republic to Empire, when the term adulatio and its synonyms started
appearing, flattery underwent a process of theorisation. Seneca felt the necessity to theorise
flattery after he had a direct experience of it. As I have remarked, Seneca’s adulation spans
several emperors and develops different ‘codes’ by switching from the most blatant adulatio –
patent in the Ad Polybium – to the more sophisticated techniques of blanditiae (chapters 1-2).
From my analysis of Seneca’s multiple strategies of flattery, it is evident that the view of
flattery articulated here includes a wide range of clues, quips, figured discourses, veiled
speeches, and evident discrepancies that cannot be explained away as hypocritical
contradictions, as traditional scholarship has often proposed. The traditional view consisted of
highlighting or concealing ‘Senecan contradictions’ in an attempt to make Seneca guilty or
innocent according to personal tendencies. Yet as I have argued, these judgements tend to
obfuscate the complexity of Seneca’s texts. Concentrating instead on contemporary modes of
comprehending and articulating the vibrant dialogue between Seneca and ‘power’, I have
suggested in this thesis that flattery acts as an instrumentum to survive (4.5); it is not only
‘politically’ accepted, but also recommended as we have seen in the historical exempla
evaluated in chapter 3. With the progression of the empire and the progressive limiting of
freedom in private and public life, flattery becomes a compelling topic of debate in Rome. In
this thesis, I have discussed many Senecan passages which unveil the struggle to deal with the
princeps vis à vis.
In chapter 1, I have argued that by flattering the powerful, individuals simply conform to the
demands of their rulers, who are conscious that praise of them is not genuine. Nevertheless,
they are not interested in receiving ‘true’ praise: instead, the more adulation seems artificial,
the more kings welcome it (1.6.4). Atreus clearly affirms this. Following this reading, I have
suggested that the Consolatio addressed to Polybius can also be examined from another
perspective: seen this way, Seneca’s consolation contains the falsest encomium because
Claudius wanted to receive insincere praise, as a validation of his power. In 1.4, I examined
the multiple ways in which Seneca blandishes the freedman. In flattering Polybius, Seneca
shows his skill in adapting his consolatory/flattering speech according to his addressee (1.2).
For instance, Seneca emphasises the role of literature as both Polybius and Claudius are mostly
interested in literary studies (1.5). What is more remarkable is to see how the philosopher is
able to hide elements of dissent behind the façade of the most blatant flattery, as I have argued
discussing the omission of Phaedrus in the Ad Polybium (1.6.3). On first reading, this element
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can be read as a device to flatter Polybius, celebrated among the Romana ingenia; instead, I
have demonstrated that, by silencing another freedman, Seneca covertly expresses criticism
toward Polybius and his role at the imperial court. After all, in the Ad Polybium political
allusions are frequent: by describing Polybius’ situation, the philosopher hints at the climate of
oppression and tyranny in the imperial palace (1.3).
In chapter 2, I continued to focus on the Ad Polybium, by analysing the last chapters of the
consolation, when Seneca puts into Claudius’ mouth some historical exempla to console the
freedman. By an analysis of Claudius’ portrait in the consolatio, I underlined how Seneca,
alongside the most unconcealed flattery, inserts elements of covert criticism (2.3), and I
highlighted the constant tension between praise and criticism which characterises Seneca’s
work. In doing so, I shed light on the intertextual dynamic of Seneca’s presentation of Claudius.
I have suggested that the exile Seneca hints at Ovid’s exile poetry in an attempt to assimilate
Claudius to Augustus. From my reading, it emerged that the gallery of exempla put in Claudius’
mouth is a rhetorical device through which Seneca can reconstruct a family portrait and, at the
same time, gives us his point of view on Roman history (2.2).
If the Ad Polybium is the place where Seneca puts flattery into practice, the De ira is the
treatise where we have found several historical exempla of flatterers that I have defined as
‘apologetic’. These exempla are at the core of chapter 3. Seneca justifies flattery and
encourages it as a necessary skill to achieve old age at the imperial court. I began the chapter
with the domesticum exemplum of Pastor who accepted Caligula’ invitation to dinner although
he had previously condemned his son to death (3.2). Flattery is prominent at the Persian court,
from which Seneca draws other exempla I discussed in 3.3. Harpagus and Prexaspes exhibit
the most blatant flattery as there is no alternative when one person has everyone in the palm of
his hand. All these exempla demonstrate the specific link between flattery and the banquet,
represented as the ideal space for flattering speech. From these exempla, I have displayed the
different requests of the ruler who sometimes coerces his subject to silence, other times to
pronounce pleasing words and the multiple strategies of the courtier to save their lives. Seneca
displays the competition among individuals who, from very different perspectives, use the
same instrument of dissimulation and simulation.
Only those who have already achieved wisdom do not have to flatter as I have argued in
chapter 4. I began the chapter with a discussion of the use of simplicitas in imperial authors by
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focusing on the different meaning that the term has during the Empire: until the end of the
Republic, simplicitas was perceived as a cardinal virtue of the Roman citizen, yet later became
a threat to survival (4.2). Only a very small number of people, maybe identifiable with the
sapientes, can afford to be simplex, or to act without dissimulating and/or simulating. Among
those is Iulius Canus, who deals with Caligula without flattering him (4.3). Thanks to the
anecdote of Canus, Seneca shows two different ways of living: one inspired by simplicitas, the
other marked by simulatio (4.4).
In the final chapter, I explored the theory of flattery in Seneca, focusing on those passages
from which a theory of flattery emerges. I started from the Letters in which Seneca discusses
flattery (5.2), and then I discussed the preface to book 4 of the Naturales Quaestiones (5.3).
First, I stressed the similarity between the adulator and the gladiator (5.3.1); secondly, I
emphasised the continuity between the adulator and the amator (5.3.2). I went on to explore
the protagonists of this preface: Gallio and Lucilius, respectively, in the role of the adulatus
and adulator (5.3.4). A striking ‘closeness’ between the sapiens and the flatterer emerges here:
both employ similar techniques and, as Seneca’s experience demonstrates, the desire to become
a wise man does not prevent him from adopting flattery if the circumstances require it (5.3.5).
As this final overview aims to demonstrate, adulatio mirrors wider social transformations that
characterise Roman society in the first century A.D. By extension, it shows the shifting ways
in which Seneca attempts to give voice to his personal feelings in the context of tyranny. The
ambiguous strategies of flattery displayed by Seneca make it difficult to draw out ‘one’ theory
of flattery, which I tried to outline only in the last chapter. In my thesis, I devote more space to
the attempt to figure out the practice of flattery, rather than the theory of flattery. In doing so,
I repeat what Seneca did: just as in other aspects of ethics, the philosopher is more interested
in the practical aspect of flattery rather than in the theoretical one.
Perspectives for future research
First of all, I would like to investigate flattery in the Letters, a topic which I did not develop
in detail in this study. I have only partially discussed in chapter 5 the relevance of adulation in
the letters, and for reasons of space have not been able to give the Letters sufficient attention.
For instance, I have just touched upon the delicate matter of Seneca’s approach to Nero in
Letter 73.
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My study of Seneca’s flattery has demonstrated that there is also considerable scope for
developing research on flattery in other texts. The approach I have proposed for the reading of
the Ad Polybium may be applied to other imperial Latin texts and this methodology may
underscore the second level of reading in works in which we do not expect to find it, such as
praise and panegyric. This does not mean, as I have clarified in this thesis, that this second
level of reading nullifies the first level of reading that normally exhibits flattery and
celebrations, but these two levels can coexist, as Bartsch has pointed out. The investigation of
flattery in Seneca has demonstrated multifarious possibilities of speaking to the princeps.
Furthermore, this approach, if applied to other texts, can shed light on the way in which the
distinction between literal and figurative meaning is perceived in antiquity. This distinction
reverberates through the shift between what Scott has called ‘hidden transcript’ and ‘public
transcript’.1 In reading texts through this lens, we should pay close attention to the specific
context and different addressees. As I have shown, in the Ad Polybium the urgency to return to
Rome and the presence of Polybius as formal addressee have particular relevance.
Another avenue for further research, which has been partly explored in this thesis, is an
investigation on flattery in texts prior to Seneca, especially in Cicero. In the last chapter of this
thesis, which is concerned with Seneca’s theory of flattery, this issue is raised directly in the
analysis of Seneca’s theorization of adulatio. I have referred to Cicero as a ‘primary model’
for Seneca, but further study on Cicero’s texts would further develop our understanding of the
way in which Seneca establishes a dialogue with Cicero. Investigating a practice and theory of
flattery in Cicero would be crucial not only to better understand Seneca’s flattery but also to
comprehend how flattery is initially perceived among the Romans. Cicero is among the first
intellectuals who have to adapt himself when one man rises to power. Numerous examples of
flattery can be found in Cicero’ works, especially in the Caesarian orations of 46 and 45 B.C.,
the Pro Marcello, the Pro Ligario, and the Pro rege Deiotaro.2 Cicero’s precedent must be
borne in mind when one turns to Seneca: given the numerous similarities, Cicero’s strategies
of flattery were probably among the foundations on which Seneca constructed his theory of
adulation.

1

Cf. Scott (1990, 2-3).
The flattery in the Pro Marcello is so insufferable that Friedrich August Wolf in 1802 denied its authenticity.
Cf. Connolly (2011); Manuwald (2011).
2
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A further avenue for future research is an exploration of flattery after Seneca. In the successive
generations, the problem of distinguishing between a true friend and the flatterer continues to
be perceived as crucial and Plutarch composes a treatise entitled De adulatore et de amico.3 As
we have discussed, the dichotomy between the friend and the flatterer comes as no surprise and
it is extremely difficult to recognise a friend among the flatterers because they are superficially
indistinguishable. Plutarch connects friendship with παρρησία as only true friends speak
frankly. The core idea of the Plutarchean treatise is that only true friends give evidence of frank
criticism.4 Flatterers have success as they feed the self-regard (φιλαυτία) which characterises
everyone, as has been pointed out by Seneca. Everyone wants to be praised (everyone thinks
he deserves to be praised). By making the distinction between friends (who tell the truth) and
flatterers (who say what people want to hear), Plutarch discusses the topic that we have already
seen explored in Cicero.5 In this respect, Plutarch’s reflection is not particularly original in its
content, but his merit consists of having dedicated a specific treatise to this question.6 The point
of major interest is Plutarch’s warning against the frankness which acts as a species of flattery.7
This theme is also central to Pliny’s Panegyricus. Shadi Bartsch observes that ‘Pliny himself
acknowledges here that the highest form of flattery is to appear to be frank. But if he avoids
the appearance of flattery, species adulationis, it is to adopt instead the appearance of
outspokenness, species libertatis, as a specific stratagem for praise’.8 By praising Trajan, Pliny
points out a new definition of libertas, which relies on obsequium and modestia toward the
princeps.9 Also Quintilian points out that flattery often lurks behind the appearance of
freedom.10 It would be important also to consider Pliny’s Panegyricus not only as a manifesto
of adulatio but as a text which proposes a new theory of flattery. While he praises the new
emperor Trajan and the renewal of freedom he represents, it becomes evident early on that
3

Mor. 48F-74E. Cf. O’Neil (1997); Bartsch (1994, 172-173); Tosi (2003); Van Meirvenne (2002). Also Maximus
of Tyre, a Greek rhetorician and philosopher at the time of the Antonines wrote a treatise (Diss. XIV) ‘How to
distinguish the flatterer from the friend’. Coeval with Maximus of Tyre, Favorinus (Frg. 101-102) reflected on
the same topical distinction; cf. Barigazzi (1966). Dio Chrysostom (3, 17-24) condemns flattery as the most
shameful vice. Cf. Ath. 6, 234-248.
4
Van Meirvenne (2002) reflects on the comparison made by Plutarch between the image of the inflamed eye and
the use of παρρήσια.
5
Cic. Off. 1, 91; cf. supra p. 194.
6
According to Engberg-Pedersen (1996, 64), De adulatore et de amico is a political treatise and should be
included in the group of political writings alongside the treatise ‘That a philosopher ought to converse especially
with men in Power’. Cf. Roskam (2002). Similar themes also feature in Mor. 93B-95B (‘On having many friends’).
7
Plu. Mor. 51D.
8
Bartsch (1994, 180); cf. Bartsch (2012).
9
Cf. Plin. Paneg. 66, 4: iubes esse liberos: erimus; iubes, quae sentimus promere in medium; cf. Morford (1992).
10
Cf. Quint. Inst. 9, 2, 27-28: quid enim minus figuratum quam vera libertas? Sed frequenter sub hoc facie latet
adulatio. Nam Cicero cum dicit pro Ligario: ‘suscepto bello, Caesar, gesto iam etiam ex ponte magna nulla vi
coactus consilio ac voluntate mea ad ea arma profectus sum, quae errant sumpta contra te’ non solum ad
utilitatem Ligari respicit, sed magis laudare victoris clementiam non potest.
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Trajan in practice is responsible only for a species libertatis. The display of freedom becomes
the highest demonstration of flattery.11 Addressing Nero by claiming ‘maluerim veris offendere
quam placere adulando’, Seneca had already understood that reclaiming frankness was the best
way to flatter the princeps.12
Seneca’s texts, alongside other works which problematize flattery, teach us how the perception
of flattery changes over the generations and how other authors beyond Seneca construct their
dialogue with power. In this context, instead of establishing their sincerity in addressing power,
it is more relevant to examine their ability in dissimulating and creating multiple readings. For
one important trait of Seneca, as I have argued in this thesis, is precisely his capacity to conform
his writings to what the ruler wants to hear, while at the same time implying a second reading.
We are far away from Lucian’s defence of flattery commended as ‘an ars superior to all arts’,
but Seneca himself is well aware that everyone at the imperial court must sharpen this ars.
Despite himself, he attempts to become maximus artifex in flattery.

11

Cf. Bartsch (1994, 148-187). Pliny (Paneg. 68, 5) admits amamus quidem te in quantum mereris; istud non tui
facimus amore sed nostri; cf. Rosati (2011). Connolly (2009, 278) defines it ‘a text of praise produced out of
constraint and fear that insists on speaking about freedom’.
12
Cf. Ash (2018, 279).
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Appendix
1) Sen. Ad Pol. 6, 1-3
Another thing that can keep you from excessive grief is reminding yourself that nothing you
do can be hidden from view. Public opinion has given you an important role: you must stick to
it. Around you there stands a great throng of people offering comfort; they scrutinize your mind
and observe how much strength it has when confronted with grief, and whether you are good
at handling only favourable circumstances, or can also face adverse ones like a man. They are
watching your eyes. Those whose feelings can be concealed enjoy greater freedom: you are
not free to have any secrets. Fortune has placed you in a bright light: everyone will know how
you behaved after this wound, whether you laid down your weapons as soon as you were hit,
or stood your ground. Caesar’s love has long since elevated you, and your literary pursuits have
promoted you to a higher level; nothing ordinary, nothing common is appropriate for you; and
yet what is so vulgar and womanish as letting yourself be consumed by grief? You are not
allowed to behave in the same way as your brothers, though your loss is equal; there are many
things that the reputation you have gained from your writing and from your character will not
let you do; people demand much from you, they expect much. If you wanted to be allowed to
behave as you liked, you should not have turned everyone’s attention toward yourself: as things
are, you must deliver on what you have promised. All those who praise the products of your
literary talent, who make copies of them, who, though they do not want your fortune, do want
your ability, they keep your mind under surveillance.
2) Sen. Ad Pol. 13, 1-4
Keep your hands off this Emperor, fortune, and do not demonstrate your power over him except
in your beneficial aspect. Allow him to heal the human race, which has long been sick and
ailing; allow him to reinstate and restore everything that the madness of the previous emperor
destroyed. May this star, which has dawned on a world that was plunged into the abyss and
sunk in darkness, shine forever. May he pacify Germany, open up Britain, and conduct
triumphs such as his father did, and new ones. The virtue that occupies the highest place among
his virtues, his clemency, holds out the premise that I too shall be a spectator of those triumphs.
For he has not struck me down without being willing to raise me up, or rather he has not really
struck me down; but when I was assailed by Fortune and was falling, he held me up, and I was
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hurtling to destruction, with a restraining touch from his divine hand he gently gave me a soft
landing: he interceded for me with the senate, and did not just grant me my life but pleaded for
it. I leave it to him: let him think what he will of my case; either let his justice discern that it is
a good one, or let his clemency make it a good one. Either favour will mean the same to me,
whether he knows that I am innocent or wishes I were so. Meanwhile, it is a great comfort for
my misery to see his mercy ranging across the whole world; from this very corner in which I
have been buried it has already dug out several people who were overwhelmed by disaster
many years previous, and has restored them to the light; so I am not afraid that I am the only
one he will overlook. But he himself best knows the proper time to come to the rescue of each
individual; I shall make every effort to ensure that he will not be ashamed when it is my turn.
O that blessed clemency of yours, Caesar, thanks to which exiles live a more tranquil life under
you than the leading citizens did so recently under Gaius. They are not fearful, and do not await
the sword every single hour, nor do they tremble every time they see a ship; thanks to you, they
are enjoying not only an end to fortune’s savagery but also hope of an improvement in fortune,
and peace of mind while fortune remains as it is. One can tell that thunderbolts are entirely just
when they are worshipped even by those they strike.
3) Sen. Ir. 2, 33, 3-6
Gaius Caesar had in custody the son of Pastor, a distinguished Roman knight, because he had
been offended by the young man’s refined grooming and exceptionally well-tended head of
hair; when the father asked him to spare his son’s life, Caesar acted as though he would have
been reminded of the young man’s punishment and immediately ordered his execution. But
lest his behaviour toward the father be entirely monstrous, he invited him to dinner that same
day. Pastor came with not a trace of reproach on his face. Caesar put eight ounces of wine
before him as a toast to his health, and he stationed a guard over him; the unhappy man drank
the toast through gritted teeth, just as if he were drinking his son’s blood. Caesar gave him
perfumed oil and garlands, and ordered the guard to watch whether Pastor took them up; he
did. On the same day on that he had buried his son – or rather, had not had the chance to bury
his son – the gouty old man was reclining as one of a hundred banqueters and draining drinks
that would be scarcely respectable on his children’s birthdays – and all the while he did not
shed a tear, did not allow his grief to surface by any token: he dined as though he had gained
his request for his son’s life. Why, you ask? He had another. What of great Priam? Did he not
hide his anger, clasp the king’s knees, kiss the hand smeared with his son’s clotted blood, share
a dinner? Yes, but with no perfumed oil, no garlands; and in his case, the terribly cruel enemy
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persuaded him to take some food with many words of consolation, he did not urge him to drain
huge cups dry with a guard posted at his neck. As for the Roman father, I would have despised
him if he had feared for himself; in this case devotion to family kept anger in check. He
deserved permission to leave the banquet and gather his son’s bones, but the young Caesar,
kindly and companionable (sometimes), did not grant even this. He harassed the old man with
one toast after another, ‘advising’ him to let his care be soothed. For his part, the old man made
a show of being happy, as though he’d wiped clean the memory of what had happened that
day: if the butcher had not found him a pleasing dinner companion, his other son would have
perished.
4) Sen. Ir. 3, 14, 1-6
King Cambyses was excessively devoted to wine. Prexaspes, one of his dearest friends, advised
him to drink more sparingly, saying that drunkenness was shameful in a king, the cynosure of
all eyes and ears. The king replied, ‘Just so you can be sure that I will never cut back, I will
prove that both my hands and eyes can do their duty when I have been drinking’. Thereupon
he drank more freely than usual, from larger cups, and when he was already woozy and stinking
drunk he bade the son of the man who had reproved him to go out beyond the threshold and
stand with his left hand raised above his head. Then he bent his bow and pierced the young
man to the very heart (for that he is the target he had specified); cutting open the chest and
displaying the dart lodged in the heart, he looked back at the father and asked whether his hand
had been steady enough. The father affirmed that Apollo could not have made a surer shot.
May the gods waste that man – no better than a slave, in his mind if not his station! He offered
an encomium of a deed that was intolerable even to have witnessed. He reckoned it an
opportunity for flattery, that his son’s chest had been split in two, with the heart still beating
beneath the wound. He should have taken Cambyses to task on the subject of glory and called
for a second shot, so that the king could have the pleasure of showing that his hand was still
steadier in slaying the father himself. O bloody king, who deserved to have all his people turn
their bows against him! Though I have cursed him for bringing his banquet to an end in deadly
retribution, still, praising that shot was more atrocious than the shot itself. We will consider at
another time how the father ought to have behaved, standing over his son’s dead body, a murder
he has both witnessed and caused. viewing that murder of which he was both the witness and
the cause. As for the point under discussion, it is obvious that anger can be suppressed. He did
not curse the king; he did not utter even a word of lamentation for his disaster, though he saw
his own heart pierced no less than his son’s. One could say that he rightly swallowed his words;
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for had he said anything in the character of an angry man, he could have done nothing in his
character as a father. It could appear (I stress the point) that he behaved more wisely in his
misfortune that he did in recommending moderation in drink to a man better off drinking wine
than blood: when his hands were busy with his cups, peace reigned. And so Prexaspes joined
the company of those who have shown, through their own disasters, how high a price kings’
friends pay for their good advice.
5) Sen. Ir. 3, 15, 1-2
I have no doubt that Harpagus, too, gave some such advice to his own king, the king of the
Persians: taking offense, the king served him his own children for dinner and then asked
whether he liked the seasoning; and when he saw that Harpagus was quite overcome by his
woes, he next ordered that the children’s heads be brought to him, and he inquired how he
received them. The poor man was not at a loss for words, his mouth did not clamp shut: “At
the palace of the king, every banquet is pleasing.” What did he gain by this piece of flattery?
Not being invited to the leftovers. I do not say that the father should not condemn his king’s
action, I do not say he should not seek appropriate punishment for so savage a monster, but I
draw an inference that is relevant now: even anger provoked by enormous wickedness can be
concealed and compelled to speak in a way quite unlike itself.
6) Sen. Tranq. 14, 4-10
Julius Canus, a very great man, who does not deserve any less admiration because he was born
in own age, after a prolonged quarrel with Gaius, when that Phalaris said as he was leaving:
“Do not deceive yourself with a foolish hope, I have ordered your execution,” said: “Thank
you, most excellent emperor!” I do not know what he thought, but many ideas come to me. He
wanted to be insulting and show the cruelty of a world in which death was a kindness? Or was
he reproaching Gaius for his daily madness? For men would thank him both when their children
had been murdered and when their property was taken away. Or did it mean that he gratefully
accepted freedom? Either way he answered with great spirit. Someone will say, “Gaius could
have ordered him to live after this,” but Canus was not afraid of that. Gaius trustworthiness in
that sort of command was notorious. Would you believe that Canus passed the ten days
intervening before his execution without any anxiety? It is scarcely plausible what that man
said and did and how he maintained tranquillity. He was playing ‘brigands’ when the centurion
leading a group of men to execution ordered him too to be called out. When he was called, he
counted the pieces and said to his friend, “See that you do not tell a lie after my death, that you
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were victorious.” Then he nodded to the centurion and said: “You will bear witness that I was
one point ahead.” Do you think Canus was playing with that board game? He was mocking.
His friends were sad to lose such a man, and he said, “Why are you mournful? You are trying
to discover whether our souls are immortal: I shall soon know.” He never ceased from
examining the truth and conducting an investigation into his own death, even at the end. His
private philosopher escorted him, and the tomb at which there was a daily sacrifice to Julius
Caesar, our God, was not far; he said, “Canus, what are you thinking now? Or what is your
state of mind?” Canus said, “I am determined to watch at that swiftest of moments whether the
mind will feel its departure.” And he promised that if he found anything out, he would go the
round of his friends, and show them what was the condition of souls. See this tranquillity in
the midst of a storm, see a mind worthy of immortality, which calls up its destiny as evidence
of the truth, and taking that final step questions his departing soul and does not just learn
something until his death but even it; no one continued philosophizing longer. We shall not
leave this great man in haste, and he must be spoken of with devotion; we shall consign you to
lasting memory, most glorious here, a great part of the disaster that was Gaius’ reign.
7) Sen. Tranq. 17, 1-2
Another serious source of anxieties is if you present yourself anxiously and do not show your
nature openly to others, as is the life of many, falsified and adjusted for display; for constant
watching over ourselves torment us, fearing to be caught other than is usual. We are never free
from care if we believe we are being evaluated as often as we are seen; for many things happen
to bare men against their will, and even if such cautious concern over oneself succeeds, life is
not pleasant or carefree for men living continually under a mask. But, what great pleasure is
experienced by genuine and ungroomed honesty, thrusting no screen before its habits! Yet even
this life suffers the risk of scorn, if everything is laid open to all, since there are those who
disdain whatever they have come close to. But virtue runs no risk of being cheapened when it
is set before the eyes, and it is better to be scorned for one’s honesty than tormented by constant
pretence. Only let us put a limit on it; it makes a great difference whether you live honestly or
carelessly.
8) Vell. 2, 83, 1-3
In the midst of these preparations for war Plancus went over to Caesar, not through any
conviction that he was choosing the right, nor from any love of the republic or of Caesar, for
he was always hostile to both, but because treachery was a disease with him. He had been the
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most grovelling flatterer of the queen, a client with less self-respect than a slave; he had also
been secretary to Antony and was the author or the abettor of his vilest acts; for money he was
ready to do all things for all men; and at a banquet he had played the role of Glaucus the Nereid,
performing a dance in which his naked body was painted blue, his head encircled with reeds,
at the same time wearing a fish’s tail and crawling upon his knees. Now, inasmuch as he had
been coldly treated by Antony because of unmistakable evidence of his venal rapacity, he
deserted to Caesar. Afterwards he even went so far as to interpret the victor’s clemency as a
proof of his own merit, claiming that Caesar had approved that which he had merely pardoned.
It was the example of this man, his uncle, that Titius soon afterwards followed. The retort of
Coponius, who was the father-in-law of Publius Silius and a dignified praetorian, was not so
far from the mark when he said, as Plancus in the senate fresh from his desertion was heaping
upon the absent Antony many unspeakable charges, ‘By Hercules, Antony must have done a
great many things before you left him’.
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